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FOREWORD

HELL, the scaremongers would tell you, full and bursting at the seams, had 
slammed and locked the gates - and a new Hell, impossibly more terrible, 
had opened for business. And then the scaremongers would up the ante 
and inform you that in this new Hell business was booming! And if you 
thought it through for yourself, you might find it hard not to believe them.  

The world, after all, had become an increasingly difficult and dangerous 
place to inhabit. Apart from over-heating - man’s fault! - and increasing 
viral pandemics, it was in deep economic recession. Drug abuse, violence 
and immorality had reached frightening proportions, spreading from the big 
cities into the small towns and villages and seeping into even the remote 
beautiful places: Islamic extremists, hell bent on establishing global Sharia 
Law, were prepared to bomb and slaughter all who stood in their way: 
greed, corruption and graft (corporate and individual) were endemic: public 
institutions, (health, law and order, education, banking and national 
security) were cash-strapped and as a consequence on the verge of collapse: 
the minority rich were getting richer while the majority poor were getting 
poorer, more frightened and angrier - a very dangerous situation. Bloody 
revolutions had been spawned by less! 

    
Yes, the world was in a mess. Something had to be done! The desperate 
hope, in many quarters, was that some principled strong man, or woman, 
would emerge and take matters in hand - put things to right.   

And then, emerging from the mist, there he was - their strong man!  But 
strong men too presented their dangers.

  
And then again, in the middle of it all, the years 2020/21 had been put on 
hold - almost cancelled - this being on account of a pandemic blight called 
the Corona Virus. It was a new and frightening experience for modern 
mankind, with alarming rumours that it may only have been the beginning 
of an apocalyptic trend. Before the virus had run its course, millions of 
people had died around the globe, and governmental controls and long-
standing social structures struggled to survive. But the world eventually 
emerged  from the other end and, damaged, did survive! It had been a close 
call, however, and was not without alarming repercussions. Adding to the 
problem was the fact that mankind quickly forgot the horror and fear of 
what they had been through - omitted to learn from it, failed to notice just 
how fragile civilization was. Reverting to type, they again began to wallow 
in greed, drugs, immorality, bigotry and violence.
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CHAPTER ONE

The Scottish Highlands . . . (the not too distant future.)

THE STRONG MAN COMMETH!
    
Should you travel westward from the West Highland town of Fort 
William, along the A830 road, you will find yourself progressing 
deeper into the Scottish Gaeldom, eventually reaching the small 
picturesque village of Glenfinnan.   

  
Nestling at the inland end of remote Loch Sheil, Glenfinnan had 
been destined to be remembered not only for its natural beauty 
and the nearby railway viaduct, latterly known as the ‘Harry 
Potter Bridge', but also as being the focal point for two very 
significant events.

The first of these events, in 1745, had been the ‘raising of the 
Standard’ by the Jacobite Gaelic clans rallying to the cause of 
Bonnie Prince Charlie. That event culminated in the clans’ defeat 
by government troops at the Battle of Culloden, and which defeat 
heralded not only the end of the old clan system but also the 
beginning of the end for the Gael himself. 

The second significant event was, as we speak, beginning to 
unfold.
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All day, and even the day before, panting hordes had been 
converging on Glenfinnan, until the road from Fort William and 
the south ground to a standstill, the verges being littered by 
abandoned vehicles, resembling the cast-offs of a defeated and 
chaotically fleeing army. The organisers of the event arranged for 
later that evening had been taken aback by the magnitude and 
intensity of the public interest being shown - a reaction that was  
surprising, when one took account of the great consternation 
generated by similar events reportedly having taken place on the 
Hebridean Isle of Skye a few days earlier.   

A German Television van, meantime, filming a documentary on The 
Scottish Highlands and the Harry Potter Bridge, found itself 
embroiled in the traffic chaos, its occupants overhearing alarming 
rumours they were finding difficult to believe. Unable to proceed 
any further along the stationary A830 road, the van disgorged a 
team of two men and a woman. Awkwardly laden with recording 
equipment, and as a result perspiring and wildly blaspheming, 
the group set off on foot along the remaining two-mile trek to 
Glenfinnan. Reaching their destination, the breathless trio gazed 
at the murmuring throng, pacing the flatlands at the head of Loch 
Shiel and wheeling around the towering stone monument 
commemorating the 1745 Uprising.  

‘Is it true?’ gasped the Germans eventually, ‘Really true? Is he 
coming here? Personally coming here? Coming today?’
  
Yes, that was perfectly true.

‘And the punishment wagons? Is he bringing the punishment 
wagons?’

Yes, by all accounts he would be bringing the wagons.

‘And there are likely to be floggings and executions?’

That’s what was being said. That’s why so many people were here 
- to see and to verify the unbelievable, the unimaginable, for 
themselves. 
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And was it really true, continued the Germans, that he had 
already carried out public floggings on the Isle of Skye? That he 
had, indeed, actually carried out public executions?

Well, again, that’s what was being said. Everything was so vague 
and confused. But that man over there was from Skye. He was 
present and witnessed it all. Why did the newcomers not speak to 
him?

The Germans needed no second bidding.

‘Yes indeed,’ said the man from Skye, confirming his having 
witnessed these things.
 
‘Public executions! You witnessed public executions?!’ repeated 
the disbelieving Germans.

‘Yes. And there is to be more of the same, right here in Glenfinnan 
this coming evening. It is said that the condemned are on their 
way here from Skye this very minute.’

‘Public executions!! In Europe! In the Western world!… But that’s 
inhuman - unfathomable! That’s… that’s illegal! Barbaric!… the 
police?… the army? The Government? Where are they in all of 
this?’

The man from Skye smiled mysteriously. ‘These are question 
being asked by everyone. Rumours have it that these institutions 
are all in on it. But that is only rumour - rumour piling upon 
rumour. The floggings and executions on Skye had been 
threatened for some time before they were actually carried out. 
Nobody believed it would really happen, that the threats were 
merely the rantings of a madman. In the end things happened so 
quickly, when people’s eyes were diverted elsewhere, diverted by 
economic hardship - a legacy of the recent pandemic virus; 
diverted by growing lawlessness and immorality, by 
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governmental lies, corruption and ineptitude and by the alarm 
and confusion of the ISIS inspired Islamic violence and killings 
which have now revisited Britain - not just in London and other 
big cities, as was expected and prepared for but, increasingly, in 
the soft underbelly parts of the country - like the blowing up of 
the train on the viaduct behind you there.’

The Germans glanced over their shoulders, towards the high 
railway viaduct, made internationally famous in the Harry Potter 
films, the gaps in its stricken central arches darkly visible in the 
fading daylight. They surveyed it silently a moment before 
returning their attentions to the man from Skye. 
  
‘But the law? There are laws. International laws.’ lamented the 
Germans.

The man from Skye shrugged his shoulders in a gesture of 
resignation. 

‘What’s your answer, my friend? The world is tearing apart. 
Society, law and order, is disintegrating. Civilisation is in melt 
down. Millions of migrants - impoverished, hungry and 
dispossessed - are on the move across the world, a world that can 
no longer cope. Back home, as we speak, people are being robbed, 
raped and murdered with increasing regularity, the perpetrators 
being afforded increasing impunity. Those supposedly running 
the country, the politicians, are lining their own pockets with the 
ordinary man’s money, as are the myriad Fat Cats and smart-ass 
lawyers who protect them. 

‘Other major villains of the piece, the big-wig bankers and 
industrialists, are creaming off and gambling millions of public 
money and without a modicum of conscience or contrition. 
Added to it all, we can be attacked at any moment by fanatical 
religious extremists - fundamentalist fiends who are happy to 
hack off human heads live on the internet, to be viewed in some 
quarters with relish; religious fanatics who represent an idea - an 
evil ideal. 
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While half of mankind increasingly scorn or ridicule the existence 
of God or have turned their backs on Him, the other half commit 
atrocity and evil in His name. 

‘Events and human behaviour, previously considered 
inconceivable, have now become common place. Yes, the world is 
in a big mess, my friend. Nobody seemed prepared or inclined to 
do much about it, other than talk big and wave their hands 
dramatically in the air. That is, until the arrival of the Big Preacher. 
He might not be the definitive answer, but in the apparent 
absence of alternatives we have to give him a try. They say he is a 
strong charismatic man, a crusader, a natural born leader. In the 
absence of God himself, let’s hope he is. He will certainly need to 
be strong, my friend - very strong’

‘This Big Preacher,’ croaked the Germans,  ‘what is he like? Really 
like?’

And so the man from Skye began to tell them the story, from the 
beginning, as he understood it to be.         
__________

The first recorded sighting of the one to become known as the ‘Big 
Preacher’ was when he rode his personalised Harley Davidson 
motorcycle through Dundeg, a small township on the north 
western seaboard of the Hebridean island of Skye. And those who 
had witnessed his coming would never forget it - the gigantic all 
white and chrome machine, ridden by a rider attired entirely in 
white: white helmet, white boots and white leather coat, the latter, 
along with the machine,  festooned with flapping buckles and 
belts and a myriad miniature silver bells blowing in the wind and 
tinkling a metallic overture of menace.

A dense sea mist had been clinging to the edges of Skye  all day, 
drifting through the coastal villages - a mist redolent of primeval 
swamps, and by which all sound was eerily muted and in which 
every-day features were either lost to view or loomed unnervingly 
large.
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Two arthritis-riddled old timers were gossiping outside the 
Dundeg village ‘Bakery’ at the time. Gabbling in their native 
Gaelic tongue and wheezing on tobacco pipes, they were among 
the very first to witness the Big Preacher’s emergence. It was the 
deep muffled growling of the big machine caught the old-timers’ 
attention first, hearing it as they did for some time before the 
machine itself emerged from the mist wafting along the village 
road, and at which time the growling became a snarl. 

The machine and rider had remained in view for only a brief few 
seconds before being devoured by the mist once more and when 
the snarl returned to a growl - fading eventually into a ghostly 
silence. The total whiteness of man and machine had suggested a 
two-dimensional flatness, barely visible against the absorbent 
whiteness of the encircling mist. As with a spectre, there had been 
no depth, no contrast, no substance, no reality, and the open-
mouthed old-timers had wondered if the whole thing had been 
merely vapours of their senile imaginations. Wide eyed, his voice 
awed and hushed, one of them eventually spoke:

 ‘Heaven preserve us Angus! Did you see there, what I just saw?… 
. . . so help me, I’ve just beheld the Pale Rider!’ 

It took Angus several seconds to respond, his voice being as 
equally awed: ‘Or the Devil himself!’ he replied, both of their 
gazes remaining fixed on the spot from where the apparition had 
emerged and vanished.

And from that beginning the Big Preacher had shrouded himself 
in mystery and not a little darkness. A man of obvious means, he 
was subsequently to buy himself several acres of land a mile north 
of Dundeg, land on which stood a disused and neglected Free 
Presbyterian church building and an associated house known as 
the Old Manse.

Details of his past would remain vague but it was widely 
rumoured that the Big Preacher was a native Gael who had spent 
much of his distant childhood in a remote glen in the wider 
Dundeg vicinity. 
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Nobody could remember him though, his indigenous Gaelic 
contemporaries having largely died off or having moved on, to be 
replaced by southern incomers. Further rumours suggested that 
he had been a professional man who had worked for many years 
in the Middle East.
  
It would later transpire that he had numerous staunch adherents 
who, over the following months, were to join him on Skye, 
arriving in a continuous stream, sometimes singly, sometimes in 
groups. These adherents  proved to be soft-spoken polite people; 
men and women with a liking for dark clothing adorned with 
silver buttons; people who kept themselves largely to themselves - 
to begin with anyway - and who became known locally as The 
Strangers.

Following The Strangers’ arrival, there was considerable activity 
centred around not only the Old Manse house but also around the 
derelict church, which they set about renovating to its original 
working condition.

As the numbers of The Strangers increased still further, several 
outlying houses and a large former hunting lodge had been 
bought to accommodate them. Work on the church completed, it 
was reopened and the fact announced in pamphlets distributed 
around the island. Included in the latter was a warm and cordial 
invitation to the island’s population to attend the now being 
proposed regular sessions of ‘Sunday Worship’ and ‘Bible Study’, 
as well as to periodic evening sessions of what was quaintly 
referred to as ‘Good Speak’. 
As time went by, Big Preacher announced his intentions to revive 
all churches and chapels to their former glory and influence, not 
only throughout the island of Skye but also eventually throughout 
the entire Hebrides and beyond. 
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However, unlike before, when Catholics and Protestants clashed 
in doctrinal disagreement and mutual distrust, this time around it 
would be a powerful and united ‘fundamentalist’ no frills all-
embracing Christian church - an amalgamation of Protestant Free 
Presbyterianism and Catholic ‘Latin Mass’ adherents, working in 
close harmony and peaceful co-operation while yet upholding the 
minutiae of their own particular doctrines.
  
By the time of this announcement, the curse of drugs, violent 
lawlessness and immorality, so increasingly prevalent in the 
southern cities, had oozed north, largely imported by incomers, 
and becoming firmly entrenched in the traditionally God-fearing 
Hebrides. Modern day evil had arrived and established itself - 
virulent, arrogant and confident - in the wild and beautiful places!

Indeed, for the meek and law-abiding citizens of the entire United 
Kingdom, they were rather terrible times. From the cradle to old 
age - literally - people could be robbed, raped, assaulted or 
murdered, and too often with little or no recourse to protection or 
justice.  Invariably, the summoned police protection never arrived, 
or arrived far too late, being bogged down by lack of funds and 
diminishing manpower; by largely meaningless paperwork and 
misguided do-gooder legislation which, increasingly,  excused 
society’s transgressors.
 
But now, on Skye, the meek and law-abiding citizens raised 
expectant eyes. Could this Big Preacher possibly be their eleventh-
hour saviour? Could he conceivably provide hope for the future; 
hope for them and their children and their children’s children? 
The local criminal element, on the other hand, so used by now to 
thumbing their noses at collapsing law and order, leered smugly 
into their beers and blew a collective raspberry of derision.

Adding to it all, the dark side of a burgeoning Islam had 
announced itself, illustrating its violent intent to the world as 
militant jihadists struck as promised across mainland Britain and 
Europe. 
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As was the case with the bombing of the railway viaduct at 
Glenfinnan, many of these UK strikes were not aimed at the 
massively fortified London and other large cities, as had been 
expected, but increasingly at vulnerable underbelly outlying 
targets - the intent being to spread the terror. 
 
For the ordinary man on the street, however, the activities of the 
Islamic terrorists, while increasingly worrisome, still seemed to be 
relatively remote from their lives, and largely out of their hands. 
What worried them more, in the short term, were the real and 
present daily dangers on the domestic front - the plague of drugs, 
violence, collapsing morality and post Corona Virus fueled 
financial hardship. 

On the Isle of Skye, meantime, the ranks of Big Preacher’s strange 
disciples continued to inexorably increase, with yet another 
residential compound being built and a mysterious commando-
style ‘training camp’ set up. All the while, the local citizenry were 
being relentlessly cajoled and encouraged to join in, not only 
‘Sunday Worship’ but also in the now regular sessions of 
‘Religious Study’ and ‘Good Speak’, all of which were being 
conducted in the increasingly numerous revitalised churches.

While many enthusiastically flocked to these sessions, a 
disappointingly large hard-core did not.

Fast moving developments on the mainland would then  come 
into play when undercover agents discovered and foiled an 
audacious ISIS inspired plot to infiltrate the National Health 
Service and introduce virus spores into the medication system, 
massive caches of lethal chemicals and widespread UK 
involvement being discovered in the process. By the skin of their 
teeth, the overstretched authorities had averted another major 
terrorist outrage.
  
Big Preacher decided at this point that the timing was now right.
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In the deepening climate of national fear, financial hardship and 
rising panic; and with the forces of security and law and order 
being spread ever thinner on the ground, along with security costs 
spiraling out of control, he took a calculated gamble and issued a 
written ultimatum: He and his associates, whom he now 
introduced as The Cleansers, would, from that day forth, be the 
predominant guardians and enforcers of moral standards and 
domestic law and order on the island of Skye. Accordingly, from 
that date on, the citizens of Skye were given six months in which 
to abandon their evil ways and embrace God, by regularly 
attending Sunday Service and a set monthly number of Bible Study 
and Good Speak sessions.  

The local criminal elements were by now choking on their beers 
with incredulous mirth. WHAT!! Who the hell did this Big 
Preacher geezer think he was? The guy was a nutcase! Bible study! 
Good Speak!  Some fucking joke! Did anybody think, for one 
fucking moment, that the Government - the authorities on the 
mainland - would allow such ludicrous and undemocratic 
imposition to occur!  Ha! Ha! Ha!

Such ribald mockery would prove to be a grave miscalculation. 

Two weeks into the six months deadline, the citizens of Dundeg 
were bemused by the rumbling procession of assorted vehicles 
passing through the village and heading towards the Old Manse 
and ‘Cleanser’ compounds. Three of the vehicles caused particular 
disquiet, these being large enclosed towing wagons with iron bars 
running down one side, wagons of the kind traditionally used by 
circuses to transport elephants and the dangerous big cats. One of 
the wagons had been painted yellow, another one painted red, 
while the third had been painted black.
 More disquieting still was the lettering emblazoned along each 
wagon - on the yellow one saying HOLDING, on the red one 
saying PAIN and on the black one saying DEATH. 
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Adding further to the rising criminal unease, on that very same 
day, a huge symbol was erected in the grounds of the refurbished 
Dundeg church, a symbol eighty feet high and comprising of a 
cross and a gallows, the legs of which were joined together, 
halfway up their length, by a metal circle. 
   
Matters then came to a head when notices were posted around the 
island, warning of public floggings for crimes such as violent 
assault, rape, robbery and excessive drunkenness, while, 
ludicrously, the crimes of treason, terrorism, murder and of 
supplying/dealing in drugs would be punishable by public 
execution.

Public execution!! Flogging! WHAT  THE… !! The criminal 
community laid their beers down now and glanced at one 
another. NO!!… confident in their power and relative immunity 
from the weakened powers of law and order, they needn’t feel 
afraid of some weird crackpots calling themselves ‘The Cleansers’. 
It was more a sense of irritation that they felt, or so they argued - 
irritation at the prospect of some ridiculous obstacle to the smooth 
and cosy running of their various illicit livelihoods… still… no 
reaction yet from central government and the elected forces of law 
and order!  But that, surely, would  only be a matter of time!

Maurice Briggs, a ‘yuppie’, as his kind had become known at the 
end of the previous century, and a Londoner by birth, had risen 
rapidly up the ranks of petty crime to considerable wealth and 
power through his dealings in the lucrative drugs trade. In 
addition to being brash and cocksure, Briggs possessed an astute 
business brain which had recognised a relatively unexploited or 
disorganised market in the Hebrides which his drugs empire 
could exploit. Setting up his northern base on Skye at the end of 
1999, he had bought the Distant Clouds Hotel in Dundeg, as a 
‘front’ and centre of operations. His opulent island home, a 
converted lighthouse further up the coast was rumoured to be the 
landing point, via sea going vessels, for his drugs. 
 
Yes, evil had indeed arrived, smirking, in the wild and beautiful 
places!
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While Briggs and his henchmen had an arrogant confidence in 
their perceived power and relative immunity from the law, Briggs 
himself was also possessed of cunning, going out of his way to 
cover his tracks and avoid actual proof of personal involvement in 
his crimes. That same cunning was now sending him unsettling 
danger signals about this Big Preacher geezer and his so-called 
Cleansers.

Who the hell was Big Preacher anyway? From where had he 
come? When exactly had he come? Everything about him was so 
vague, so shadowy. Briggs couldn’t actually recall having seen 
him. Even those claiming to have seen him were vague. Some 
would tell you that he was six feet tall, others that he was a 
massive seven and a half feet tall. Some would say he was elderly, 
others that he was in his mid-forties. Some would maintain that he 
was a native Gael. Others - serial and uninformed dramatists - 
speculated wildly on his being Polish to Eskimo to Outer 
Mongolian.
 
But what about those who regularly attended ‘Sunday Worship’ 
and the ‘Good Speak’ sessions? They must have seen him? Well, 
no, because it wasn’t Big Preacher himself who conducted the 
sessions but his various disciples.
  
Like everybody else though, Maurice Briggs had seen the 
ridiculous Cleanser ‘foot-soldiers’ with their dark clothes and 
silver buttons. Increasingly, they had been frequenting the saloon 
bar of The Distant Clouds with their pamphlets and their silly 
notebooks, taking account of those who had not been attending 
the church. Damned cheek when you thought about it! Maurice 
Briggs decided, there and then, that a stop would be put to that - 
pronto! But, goddammit, this Big Preacher. The man was 
beginning to assume the mantle of some apocalyptic warlord and 
his sinister invisible presence was beginning to piss Maurice 
Briggs off - big time!  The latter’s unease intensifying with these 
latest developments, he sent word south that a further contingent 
of ‘heavies’ be dispatched north from London forthwith.
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The Cleansers and the criminal element were now on a collision 
course. A physical clash being inevitable, the two groups met, 
head-to-head, on a damp Saturday evening, three days after the 
Cleansers’ declared ‘deadline’ had expired.
__________

The saloon bar in The Distant Clouds was the customary clamour of 
drunken chatter, what constituted breathable air being stale and 
static, charged with carnal desire and the cocktail smells of 
alcohol, drugs and last week’s socks.  It was into this atmosphere 
that two Cleansers, dressed in their customary dark clothes and 
silver buttons and with notebooks in hand, pushed through the 
swing doors, demanding explanations from those who persisted 
in non-attendance at Sunday worship and the ‘Good Speak’ 
sessions. They wanted no further excuses. Simultaneously, a 
group of Maurice Briggs’ ‘heavies’ emerged from the office behind 
the bar, the cacophony of drunken saloon chatter falling 
ominously silent.

By all later accounts, the heavily outnumbered Cleaners had, 
unexpectedly, fought like tigers in the brawl that was to follow, 
the final outcome being that one of them lay unconscious on the 
saloon floor, badly disfigured from broken glass injuries, his 
companion succumbing minutes later to multiple stab wounds. As 
one of the clientele was then heard to observe; the shit had well 
and truly hit the fan!

Following a period of confusion and rising apprehension, some of 
the clientele grabbed their coats and made good their escape, 
including Maurice Briggs who slipped out the rear door leaving 
his ‘heavies’ to sort matters out. Those who remained gazed at one 
another, uncertain what to do but certain in the knowledge that 
there would be repercussions. And in that respect they didn’t 
have long to wait. The sharp-eared among them heard it first and 
called for silence.
 
The sound was distant - soft; a fluttering rumble that was difficult 
to place but vaguely disturbing: not an elemental sound, like wind 
or thunder, but more an animal sound - a wounded animal sound. 
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Minutes passed and the rumble became a low growling that grew 
steadily louder in the wet darkness of the night. And the wide 
eyes in the saloon bar of The Distant Clouds widened even wider. 

Eventually, the growling became a snarling, the snarling from a 
pack of unknown beasts which were now encircling the hotel. 
Nerves getting the better of one customer, he made a last-minute 
dash for the saloon door where he stopped, stared, and staggered 
backwards, gasping:  ‘Christ Almighty!’
 
One of Maurice Briggs’ heavies pulled a curtain aside and peered 
out, catching his breath at what he saw. The car park and 
adjoining road were awash with vehicles and dark figures. The 
source of the snarling, a mass of huge motorcycles, were circling 
like a banshee, their black paintwork and extensive chrome 
glinting in the now lashing night rain. 
 
And then the heavy saw the circus-style wagon, with the iron bars 
along one side, a wagon that had been painted yellow and had the 
word HOLDING emblazoned across it. The heavy dropped the 
curtain and shrank away from the window, glancing wildly at his 
companions as he dashed through the rear door.

He wasn’t gone long, reappearing in the grip of two flanking 
Cleansers. But these latter two were different, very different 
indeed, from the Cleansers seen in Dundeg to date. Being from the 
motorcycle group, newly stationed at the secretive training camp, 
they wore black ankle-length leather coats adorned with 
numerous swinging buckles, flaps and belts. On the front of their 
open-faced helmets was the symbol of a cross and gallows with a 
linking circle. They looked super-fit, muscular, the expressions on 
their faces announcing that they tolerated no nonsense. 

The main saloon doors swung open then and more of the 
newcomers poured in. One of them, a dark-haired man with 
piercing pale blue eyes and obviously the leader of the group, 
moved to the unconscious Cleanser lying on the floor. 
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Checking the latter’s pulse, he removed the silver buttons from his 
clothing and ordered two companions to have him taken to the 
‘field hospital.’ Following the same button removal procedure 
with the dead Cleanser, he instructed that the corpse be removed 
to the church.

Maurice Briggs’ ‘heavies’, clustered around and behind the bar 
area, surveyed proceedings with sullen uncertain expressions, the 
exception being a thick set thug with attitude and whose 
expression remained defiant and sneering. The blue-eyed 
Cleanser spotted him and moved towards him until their faces 
were a mere few inches apart. Nothing was said. Brown thug eyes 
glared into pale blue ones and saw a far place - a silent place 
where nothing moved. Troubled, the brown thug eyes blinked 
and fell away. ‘Blue Eyes’ moved then to the middle of the saloon 
floor, jangling the silver buttons in his hand. 
 
‘Wonderful thing, modern technology.’ he said. ‘Inserted within 
these little silver buttons here, would you believe, is the latest in 
miniature surveillance cameras. Everything that happened here 
this evening, from the moment our two brothers entered this 
cesspit of a place, has been recorded and transmitted back to our 
Operations Room. It is now all on disc, a copy of which we have 
brought along to show you.’
 
Blue Eyes turned to a colleague. ‘Set up the monitor, brother.’

The violent assault and murder had been graphically recorded by 
the victims’ own button cameras and these recordings were now 
played back to the assembly onto the saloon’s wall-mounted 
television. Following a tangible silence, Blue Eyes addressed the 
‘heavies’.

‘Nobody can say that they weren’t warned - warned again and 
again. All of you had numerous chances, and months, to repent of 
your evil ways and embrace the laws of the land, and more 
importantly, the laws of the Lord. 
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You chose not to. You were also clearly warned what the various 
punishments for different transgressions would be - warned on 
many, many occasions. The policy of the Cleansers is to never 
punish without one hundred per cent proof of guilt. On that basis, 
proof of guilt having been established, there will be no appeal and 
the specified punishment will be carried out with the minimum of 
delay. We have seen irrefutable evidence here this evening of 
violent assault and of murder, and we have positively identified 
the perpetrators.’

The brown eyed thug and three others, realising that these 
newcomers might just be serious, had visibly paled, emerging fear 
and desperation rising in their expressions.
 
‘We want to talk to our solicitors,’ one of them demanded.

Blue Eyes smiled bleakly. ‘Did you offer our dead and injured 
brothers the opportunity of solicitors? As I have just told you, 
with one hundred per cent proof of guilt, there are no grounds for 
appeal, so solicitors are meaningless. You will be punished as per 
the new rules prescribed by Big Preacher. The days of smarty-
pants solicitors playing games with the truth and the facts, and 
making big money in the process, are over.’

‘Somebody call the police!’ shouted the same ‘heavy’.

Blue Eyes smiled his bleak smile again. ‘The police? The pigs - is 
that not what your kind call them? Those you thumb your noses 
at? Now that you need them, suddenly you want them. Afraid 
not, buddy. None available! Your do-gooder friends, the 
politically correct, pity-the poor- criminal brigade, have seen to 
that, having drowned your thin-on-the-ground policeman in 
paperwork, and having emasculated him with Human Rights 
nonsense and constant threats of litigation. No, there will be no 
policeman coming to save you - sorry!’

‘What the fuck is going on here? We demand that the police be 
called!’ shouted the brown eyed thug.
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Ignoring him, Blue Eyes continued. ‘You all know the 
punishments. You have, as I said, been warned about these 
punishments for months. You three are guilty of serious physical 
assault and are each sentenced to five publicly administered 
strokes of the lash and a £500 fine. Your prison terms will be 
decided later. And as for you …’ Blue Eyes turned towards the 
brown eyed thug. ‘You are guilty of murder. You are sentenced to 
public hanging. All sentences will be carried out at the sea-front 
car park, here in Dundeg, at first light on the day after tomorrow.’

Bouncing the silver buttons in his hand, Blue Eyes turned then 
and left the saloon. 

Being led to the HOLDING wagon, the condemned men moved in 
a silence of meek compliance and shocked disbelief - into an 
emerging world of unreality.

The remaining ‘heavies’ and The Distant Clouds clientele watched 
in rasping silence as the saloon doors swung shut behind the 
departing Cleansers. Outside in the rain they could hear the 
rumble of vehicles vacating the hotel car park, and then the snarl 
of motorcycle engines. Gray faced and unspeaking, they 
continued to listen, listening until the sound had been devoured 
by the night. 
__________

The German television crew stare at the man from Skye in silence, 
digesting the magnitude of what he has just told them. In 
Glenfinnan, there is little left of the day, apart from a crimson 
bruising of the sky beyond the western mountains and reflecting 
on the far end of Loch Shiel like a fading stain of blood. Overhead, 
gathering clouds are threatening rain. To the north east, beyond 
the restive crowd, the railway viaduct - the Harry Potter bridge - 
is a black silhouette, the remains of its central arches reaching 
vainly, like the severed claws of a stricken dinosaur, across the 
void caused by the Islamic suicide bomber.

Eventually one of the Germans speaks. ‘So, executions and 
floggings have indeed already been carried out!’ 
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‘Yes, they have’.

 ‘And in public?’

 ‘Correct.’ 

There followed yet another deep silence, before the same German 
again speaks: ‘It is all rumour - false news. I don’t believe a word 
of it! It is the age of smart phones and the internet, the age of 
instant worldwide image sharing. Where are the images proving 
such dramatic newsworthy things? Flogging! Hanging! It was all 
supposed to be happening in public after all.’
 
The man from Skye smiles another mysterious smile. ‘This Big 
Preacher fellow is one smart cookie. Yes, these events did happen, 
and in public, but a public confined to fifty individuals. Recording 
of proceedings, in any form, was strictly forbidden. Ensuring that 
such restriction was adhered to, all phones, cameras videos etc 
were surrendered on entrance to the punishment scene, after 
which the fifty members of spectating public found themselves 
outnumbered and surrounded, ten to one, by Cleansers enforcers. 

‘One member of the public did manage to record the scene and 
post it on the internet before he was apprehended. But this was 
from afar and inconclusive. All this vagueness suited Big Preacher 
down to the ground. The threat of such punishments had been 
ingrained in the public’s mind for months in advance, but most 
were convinced that it could be no more than that - threats! To 
have transmitted images of the punishments, right from the start, 
and in gory detail, could have proved too much for the masses 
and could have backfired on the Cleansers’ plans. Things had to 
be done gradually – step by step. Helping things in that direction 
were the fifty witnesses, who offered confirmation and 
breathlessly spread the word. And this brings us to where we are 
now. 
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‘People are beginning to believe that what they have been hearing 
might just be true after all. News of events about to happen here 
this evening has been spreading through social media and word 
of mouth. And it would appear that, this time, there is to be no 
restriction on attendance or recording devices, the implications 
being that there is an open invitation to all: Come along, all welcome. 
No restrictions. Bring your recording equipment, spread the word. Tell 
the world!  

There follows a stunned silence from the Germans.

‘And the victims on Skye?’ enquires the female German 
eventually, ‘What became of them?’

‘The one they hanged never once struggled, didn’t say a word. It 
was as if he was in a trance, didn’t believe what was happening, 
believing it to be a stunt, believing that someone must surely call a 
halt at the last minute.’ The man from Skye pauses briefly, 
frowning at his own dark memories. ‘As for the ones that were 
flogged, well, I can still hear the screaming. I’ll be mightily 
surprised if these fellows ever transgress again.’

‘But!,’ the Germans have to ask it yet again, ‘where were the 
police, the forces of law and order, the army even, in all of this?’
 
The man from Skye laughs without mirth: It is an often-asked 
question. 

‘Law and order? As I said already, what law and order? The 
police are cash strapped - don’t have the manpower. If they catch 
a villain and try to convict, they are swamped by paperwork, red 
tape and do-gooder legislation; are shot down in flames by slick-
talking lawyers who know how to exploit that legislation and, in 
the process, milk the system. If there is a conviction and the crime 
warrants prison, the prisons of today are soft options, drug 
ridden, full to overflowing. So what’s the point? The war against 
crime is being lost, increasingly lost.’
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‘Kind of defeatist attitude,’ replies one of the Germans. ‘Society is 
in big trouble if things are that bad.’

‘Oh, things are that bad my friend. And yes, I don’t know how 
things are in Germany, but society here in the United Kingdom is 
in real big trouble, believe me. That’s how this whole mess came 
about, how the Big Preacher came into being. His strength lies in 
the fact that the masses, the voiceless silent majority, the 
increasing victims of crime and poverty, the frightened, are 
increasingly behind him, regard him as a crusading saviour. His 
trump hand, his saving grace, is his undertaking to provide 
indisputable 100% evidence of criminal activity and guilt prior to 
punishment. The problem has been the punishments themselves. 
Hangings. Floggings. How do you introduce these in this day and 
age? Well, the Big Preacher Man has been manoeuvring in that 
direction slowly and carefully - waiting until the time was right. 
And  now, with the hardships due to the Corona Virus and the 
resultant financial world crisis, along with the re-imergence of 
Islamic State in Europe and on the British doorstep, and with the 
panic and outrage these things are generating, eyes and minds are 
somewhat diverted -  perhaps intentionally blinkered in some 
quarters.’

‘But not the eyes of the Government, of the police, of law and 
order, surely?’

The man from Skye smiles again. ‘Right from the outset, from the 
time of its formation, it was rumoured that Government agents 
had infiltrated the Cleanser Movement - supposedly to keep an 
eye on them. Other rumours claim that these agents are merely 
using the Movement as cover, as a front for other more sinister 
motives than merely fighting immorality and domestic law and 
order. It is even rumoured that the CIA and foreign intelligence 
agents have infiltrated. As I said, the air is full of rumour and 
counter rumour.’

‘But you can’t bulldoze new laws, just like that, by pandering to 
and mobilising the masses. 
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There are legislative procedures: questions of civilisation, of 
democracy, human rights and civil liberties to consider,’ protest 
the Germans. 
 
‘Human rights and civil liberties?’ The man from Skye blows his 
nose before replying. ‘It is being said that these considerations are 
part of the problem. Changing laws with these considerations in 
the way take time. And society, crumbling western society, 
doesn’t have time. Do-gooders and the bleeding-heart brigade, 
with their ego trips, their self-importance, have lost the plot in a 
morass of ill-considered excesses. They have tied the system up in 
knots with their increasingly nonsensical legislation and political 
correctness, and hold far too much sway over ordinary people’s 
lives. Nowadays, common sense legislation, where it exists at all, 
takes forever.’

‘We don’t believe what we are hearing’, gasp the Germans. ‘Are 
you telling us that not only have the police and perhaps 
international intelligence agencies infiltrated the Cleanser 
Movement but they might also be actually sanctioning its 
activities and the sentiments you have just mentioned?’

‘Don’t look at me, my friend. I don’t know anything.’ replies the 
man from Skye. ‘Everything is rumour and hearsay. Rumours that 
the Big Preacher has shadowy but very powerful backers are 
persistent ones, maybe including the CIA. Who knows? It is even 
being rumoured that military SAS style training camps and 
counter-terrorism and counter-social disorder schools have been 
set up on remote Highland peninsulas; that Cleanser sister 
branches are forming  throughout not only the rest of Britain but 
also in Europe and America as well. But, as I said, it is all wild 
speculation. Nobody knows anything for certain. 

Times have changed, my friend. We are in an era where anything 
is possible - anything that only a few years ago would have been 
impossible - and unthinkable!  
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Now, anything can happen, can happen very quickly and at any 
time. It is being said that the hangings and floggings on Skye and 
the activities taking place here on the mainland this evening are 
merely test or show pieces, to gauge public reaction and learn 
about the strength and identity of potential opposition.’
__________
               
The sunset at Glenfinnan is by now a mere hairline sliver of 
copper light, edging the western mountains and prompting the 
organisers of the coming event to start the generators. A battery of 
powerful spotlights spring alive along the edge of the loch and 
around the 1745 monument, as well as under two huge suspended 
overhead silver screens.
 
The milling throng falls silent in fresh anticipation, hearing a low 
sound, like distant thunder, being carried on the wind from across 
the northern moors. The sound increases steadily in volume, like 
the snarling of an approaching beast. Goose bumps rise on the 
napes of necks, and cold shivers run down spines, as the crowd 
strains to put some form of explanation to it all.

A distant necklace of floating lights eventually appears on the 
main road, rounding  the edge of an intervening mountain and 
winding into a small thicket of trees. Emerging from the thicket’s 
lower edge, the floating lights attach themselves to an assortment 
of vehicles, the leading vehicle being a huge all-white motorcycle 
ridden by a rider attired entirely in white. The rider is flanked by 
two rows of similarly huge, but black and chrome motorcycles, of 
the kind last seen in the hotel car park in Dundeg. The latter are 
being ridden by black attired riders who, in turn, are followed by 
a large and varied convoy of assorted four wheeled vehicles.

Located in the middle of the convoy are the barred circus-style 
wagons; the yellow wagon called HOLDING, the red one called 
PAIN and the black one called DEATH. Heavy velvet curtains 
conceal each of their interiors.
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The silent crowd melts before the advancing convoy as it heads 
towards the floodlit area along the loch’s edge. Mesmerised as the 
crowd is by the flapping belts and buckles on the motorcycle 
riders’ coats, it is particularly awed by the aura of the white 
attired rider and the myriad silver bells attached to his clothing 
and machine - disturbing bells that hiss and tinkle like the 
scolding chatter of alien metal birds.

The mass engines are cut and apart from the forlorn drone of the 
generators the night falls silent. As if on cue, a light persistent rain 
has begun to fall, sending a flashing cascade of silver needles 
through the wash of overhead lights and into the crowd below.

There follows a period of hustle and bustle as the new arrivals 
confer, gesture and manoeuvre. Simultaneously, images begin to 
flicker on the two overhead screens. On one screen, two men 
dressed in dark clothes adorned with silver buttons and with 
notebooks in hand, have entered a saloon bar, the scene 
eventually turning violent and culminating in the severe injury of 
one of the men and the death of the other. The scene is being 
played over and over on a continuously repeated basis. 
  
The second screen depicts an emaciated pale faced youth lying, 
apparently dead, on a filthy floor, surrounded by packages, silver 
paper and discarded syringes. The scene moves on, to the same 
youth lying in a coffin, progressing to a final scene of his burial 
amidst a group of wailing women and sad faced mourners. These 
scenes are also being played on a continuously repeated basis.

Both screens convey their images without sound, but somewhere 
in the surrounding darkness a powerful audio system is 
transmitting the strains of ethereal flute and pipe music - music 
that is both uplifting yet disquieting at the same time. The 
haunting strains are underlined by the heavy thumping beat of a 
background drum, gripping the crowd in a trance of unreality and 
hypnotic silence.
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Eventually, one of the leading motorcycle riders mounts a 
specially erected wooden stage. It is Blue Eyes. He surveys the 
massed gathering before him, raises his arms in the air for silence, 
a silence he already has, and addresses the assembly in an 
educated, vaguely transatlantic accent.

‘Brothers and Sisters, in the name of the great, the one and only 
Almighty God, I greet you. Our existence, the existence of God’s 
servants - The Cleansers - and the purpose of our mission have by 
now been well and truly documented. Despite that, many of you, 
indeed the vast majority of you, I suspect, will have refused to 
believe that existence and will have, no doubt, debunked and 
ridiculed that mission. Well, here we are! We stand in front of 
you, in the flesh, proving our existence. And as for our mission, 
and our unflinching determination to achieve that mission - well, 
we will prove that to you also. And very shortly.’

As he speaks, what appears to be a mobile office is being 
manoeuvred into position behind him, immediately to the rear of 
the stage. This is followed by the positioning, to the left of the 
mobile office, of the red wagon called PAIN, while to the right is 
positioned the black wagon called DEATH. Across the iron barred 
openings of both wagons, the heavy velvet curtains remain 
drawn, concealing the interiors beyond.

His short opening address over, Blue Eyes turns towards the 
mobile office, his pointing arm outstretched:  

‘Brothers and Sisters, I now present to you our great leader. Yes, 
here he is! The one and only, God fearing - PREACHER MAN!’

The massed watchers are by now beginning to breathe heavily. 
The mobile office door swings open, the opening filled by a wash 
of eerie green light that spills forth across the stage, the booming 
beat of the background drum increasing in volume. In the middle 
of the green light appears a tall figure in dark silhouette. 
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The swinging flaps and belts of his ankle length leather coat, along 
with his flat crowned wide brimmed hat, convey an air of menace, 
his dark and shredded outline presenting a sinister contradiction 
of the anticipated ‘light’ and ‘good’ of his imminent message. It is 
as if the Prince of Darkness has arrived to convey God’s word. 

The figure moves forward, unhurried but long striding, across the 
wash of green light to the front of the stage. No longer in 
silhouette, his high boots and long coat reveal their true colour of 
white, the myriad silver bells attached to them tinkling and 
hissing. 

He sweeps a slow glare across the pale sea of faces before him, 
maintaining a long silence, raising the tension - gazing - scanning - 
eyes boring. The crowd has become motionless, transfixed, even 
more breathless, the huge screens hanging in the dark sky above 
them flickering their endlessly repeating images of violence and 
death. And all the while, barely audible now, there is that 
strangely disturbing background music - distant pipes, flutes, the 
heavy beat of a single drum. 
 
Coloured smoke begins to billow from around the edges of the 
stage, giving the illusion of its beginning to float free from the 
ground and rising to the heavens, like the slow first stages of a 
NASA space rocket.

Those who had said that the Preacher Man was tall had been only 
partially correct. At six feet two inches there were taller men. With 
those who had said he was elderly it would be hard to argue, 
since his appearance is deceptive. Those close enough to the stage 
can just make out a lined and ‘lived in’ face which would suggest 
advancing years. His lean body and feline physical movements 
however appear to be much younger, the long hair flowing from 
beneath the wide brimmed hat, along with the drooping Zapata 
moustaches, being as black as a raven’s wing. After an eternity he 
speaks.
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‘Brothers and Sisters I reiterate the greetings bestowed upon you 
by my good colleague. In the name of Almighty God, I too 
warmly greet and welcome you.’ His voice, with its Highland 
accent, is unexpectedly soft and low, the words being spoken 
unhurriedly and with great clarity.

‘In this modern age Satan walks increasingly among us and we, 
the people of Christ, have many enemies. A large number of these 
enemies come from within our own community - from within the 
Christian community itself. These internal enemies are Christian in 
name only. They go not to church - or they go insincerely to 
church. They worship not the Lord. They scorn and abominate 
God’s laws. Some of them don’t even know, or care about God or 
His laws. They are an ever-spreading cancer undermining the 
foundations of Christian society and, consequently, of civilised 
society.’ 

He pauses, allowing the words, hanging on the wet night air, to 
sink in.

‘These internal enemies move in all walks of modern-day life. 
They are entrenched in local and national politics, entrenched in 
finance and big business, entrenched in the media and in 
publishing. They are even becoming entrenched within the 
Christian church itself. They, these Godless ones, have infiltrated 
and have increasing influence over all the institutions of 
government and power. In the pursuit of their own self-interests 
and power, they are uncaring and blind as to what they do to 
society. In some cases they don’t realise, but in most cases they 
simply don’t care that they compromise or destroy their fellows 
and in the process, Christian society.’ 

There is another pause.

 ‘Yes - self-interest, self-importance, personal agendas, power, 
greed, the pursuit of so-called celebrity and notoriety. Make no 
mistake about it, Brothers and Sisters, all layers of today’s society 
are infested by these evils, from the political and corporate leaders 
right down to the man in the street. 
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And it is at street level that we must begin our cleansing; begin and 
move quickly upwards, gaining strength as we go until we reach 
the very top, spreading God’s word and enforcing God’s will. At 
street level, as in many layers of modern society, a prime catalyst 
for evil is drugs!  And I am going to say this, and you will hear me 
say it many times again: drug dealers, and all other criminal 
enemies of Christian society, be warned and be afraid! We, the 
Cleansers, have arrived! And we are now coming to get you!’ 

There is another long pause, as the Preacher Man sweeps his gaze 
across the silent assembly.. 

‘But, brothers and sisters, I need not remind you, that internal 
enemies apart, we have other enemies - external enemies; enemies 
whose avowed and defiantly stated aim is to destroy Christian 
society - knowingly destroy it, to wipe Christianity from the map! 
But I can assure you, brothers and sisters, that they will not 
succeed. Christianity is wise to them, and with God’s help we will 
stop them in their tracks.’ 

An imperceptible edge has come into his voice. 

‘But if we are to succeed, we have to put our own house in order 
first, by dealing with the lawless ones and the immoral ones who 
are the enemies within. Time is short and we will have to move 
and act quickly… ’

As he speaks the images on the big overhead screens flicker and 
change. The repeating images on one screen are now CCTV 
footage of two youths snatching an old lady’s handbag, beating 
her viciously around the head as she vainly clings on and falls to 
the ground, then kicking her some more, for the effrontery of her 
resistance, before running off. The repeating images on the second 
screen have changed to a motor launch being stopped at sea some 
distance from a background lighthouse. The vessel is being 
searched by a group of Cleansers who discover a large haul of 
what is obviously drugs, the occupants, comprising of two men 
and a female companion, being apprehended and lead away. 
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Big Preacher, meantime, has been conducting his address without 
a halt:

‘. . . and now that our mission of cleansing society and bringing 
God back into people’s lives has begun in earnest, it will gather 
ever increasing momentum, until our ultimate goal has been 
reached. The curse of drugs - a very big hate of mine - and its 
attendant lawlessness and violence are now beyond the pale. I 
know that, right now, many of you law-abiding and God-fearing 
people out there in the darkness feel alone, are in despair, are 
frightened, are even in fear of your lives in the modern everyday 
cult of drug-driven savagery. But I will tell you this. From this day 
forth, fear not! The Cleansers have arrived! And the Cleansers are 
your friends, are the friends of the believers, the frightened, the 
weak and the meek. And as the Bible promises, the meek shall 
inherit the earth!’

He moves to the very front edge of the stage, his eyes boring.

‘. . . and to the lawbreakers, the drug dealers, the murderers, the 
rapists, the pedophiles, the burglars, the common thieves, the 
corporate thieves, the violent ones, the fraudsters, the scammers, I 
say this: be afraid, be very afraid, for we are coming to get you - to 
punish you! We will flush you out of your bolt holes, your dark 
pits, your distant hiding places. We will find you! There will be no 
more excuses! There will be no more places to hide!’ 

He pauses and pads slowly back and forth across the front of the 
stage, the repeating images flickering on the screens above him, 
the strange background music faintly audible, floating in the 
silver-lit needles of softly falling rain. 

‘We, the Cleansers, as you will all by now undoubtedly know, 
came into being as an effective force on the Isle of Skye. As a 
result, we hope, within the next few weeks, to declare Skye a 
crime free zone.’

 He pauses again, his gaze sweeping the crowd. 
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‘Are these not wonderful and uplifting words, Brothers and 
Sisters? CRIME  FREE  ZONE!  Words of hope. We intend to 
apply these words, that phrase, throughout the land, throughout 
Britain, throughout Europe… ’ he raises his arms in the air, the 
buckles and straps of his long coat flapping and the bells hissing, 
‘. . . eventually throughout a new, cleansed, enlightened WORLD!’ 

He pauses yet again, his eyes on fire.

 ‘And to celebrate and symbolise that status, in all areas that 
become crime free zones, we will erect our monument, a monument 
eighty feet tall - a cross and beside it a gallows, and joining the 
legs of both will be a circle. You will have already seen that 
symbol this evening, on our banners and on our helmets and on 
the sides of our vehicles. Our ultimate aim is to have our 
monument erected not only on the outskirts of all cities and 
townships but also on prominent headlands and cliff-tops around 
the entire country, announcing to all who dwell within and to all 
who come to our land that it has been cleansed - that it is crime free - 
that lawlessness and immorality will not be tolerated. Let me 
explain the symbols that make up our monument.’ 

His eyes continue to sweep the wet pale wash of silent faces.
 
‘The cross announces that we are, first and foremost, a Christian 
country. The gallows forewarn that those breaking the laws, as 
stipulated by The Scriptures, will suffer the appropriate 
punishments which we, The Cleansers, have decreed and will 
ruthlessly enforce, through God’s guidance and in God’s name. 
These punishments should by now be well known to you. The 
circle or orb joining the cross to the gallows is an embracing 
symbol. It signifies that we will embrace all other law- abiding 
and peaceful religious beliefs, assuring them of our protection and 
guaranteeing them the freedom to pursue these alternative beliefs, 
on the strict understanding that these beliefs, in the meantime, in 
no way attack or undermine the Christian religion. 
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Using the first letter of each symbol - Cross, Orb and Gallows - we 
have named our monument, COG. We consider this name to be 
very apt, for the reason that enough cogs can make a wheel, and 
our ultimate aim is to place a wheel of our monuments - a wheel 
of goodness and light - around all the lands of Christendom!’ 

He pauses yet again, lowering the tempo. 

‘But, I repeat, we have a long way to go before then, Brothers and 
Sisters. There is a great deal of work to do. We have a long hard 
road to travel. Our stop here in Glenfinnan this evening is but a 
whistle stop, a brief interlude on that long road; the intention 
being to reassure the frightened, the good, the believers along the 
way that they are not alone, not abandoned, that we do exist, that 
we can and will bring hope. Our stop is to convince the lawless 
also that we exist, that we mean business, that criminal activity 
will not be tolerated, will be punished. And from now on 
punishment will mean just that - punishment! Except for very 
minor transgressions, there will be no more soft options. No more 
opt-outs, such as  barely enforced community service. No more 
holiday-camp prisons. As well as prison, offenders can expect all 
illicit gains to be confiscated. More serious offenders will, in 
addition to incarceration, suffer physical pain - the lash! The 
ultimate penalty - death! - will be applied to those committing 
treason, terrorism, murder and, of course, dealing in drugs. I say 
of course because among our greatest concerns at the moment, as I 
have already indicated, is the spiraling curse of drugs.

‘Murder can be spur of the moment and unpremeditated, but 
murder by drugs, and make no mistake, dealing in drugs is 
murder - premeditated murder. Dealing in drugs is cold 
calculating uncaring murder motivated purely by greed. Dealing 
in drugs is not only the murder of individuals but also of entire 
families and entire communities, is ultimately the murder and 
destruction of society itself, since the dealers increasingly target 
our young - our future life’s blood. Yes, Brothers and Sisters, a 
vast part of modern society’s ills and evils can be laid at the door 
of greed through drugs. 
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The dealers of drugs are the scum of society and will be among 
the first of our main quarries and will pay the ultimate penalty.’ 

Preacher Man pauses to raise his arms again and point around 
him.

‘I am a Highlander, a Gael, and out there in the darkness lie the 
wild and beautiful lands of Gaeldom and of my childhood, 
stretching northward and westward, fresh and free to the ocean - 
a glorious gift from God. And I remember these wild and glorious 
Gaelic lands of my childhood and my youth as places of 
tranquility, of health, of family values, of security and happiness - 
but, most of all, as places of Godliness! And when I returned a few 
years ago, after a long spell away, I could have wept at what I 
found. The old Gaelic kirks and chapels had fallen largely empty 
and derelict.  The scourge of drugs and dealers was lapping 
around my feet - a rising black tide of evil and death - emanating 
from the south and the southern cities. God and the traditional 
family unit, the very foundations of a civilised Christian society, 
and so strong in the Highlands of my youth, had all but vanished. 
Dealers and their drugs, with their attendant crimes, had invaded 
Gaeldom, as they had everywhere else, spreading across the entire 
Hebrides and even skulking in the small coastal villages of the 
mainland. The Isle of Skye, now apart, these dealers and their 
drugs are still there. Not all of their evil supply comes in by road. 
Much comes in by sea. But we are wise to them. As I speak, our 
people are already on their way to get them - to hang them! I 
referred to the dealers and their drugs as a rising black tide of evil. 
Well, brothers and sisters, a tide can ebb as well as flow. And in 
these beautiful Gaelic lands, I promise you, the tide of evil has 
already begun to ebb. And to all the evil ones: the exploiting and 
thieving, the violent, the Godless, the drug dealers, I say this, say 
it loud and clear, don’t come here to Gaeldom, for we will send 
you home again - IN YOUR COFFINS!’

There is yet another long pause. 
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‘From now on in, as in the glorious God-fearing days of my 
childhood, the churches and chapels of the land will be open and 
will be fully functional, and all born into the Christian faith, every 
last one of you, will attend them - will attend them regularly. In 
the countryside, in every village and hamlet, and one day soon in 
all the towns and big cities, the church bells of the Sabbath will 
ring again, calling the faithful to prayer. It will be a call that the 
Christian-born will ignore at their peril. The message from The 
Cleansers, to all of you, is simple: if the Bible advocates it, the 
Cleansers advocate it - and will enforce it!  If the Bible condemns 
it, the Cleansers condemn it - and will punish it!  God bless you, 
brothers and sisters.’

Without further ceremony the Preacher Man turns on his heels. 
Passing  Blue Eyes, who is standing in the shadows at the rear of 
the stage, he disappears into the green light of the mobile office, 
pulling the door behind him and dragging the green light in after 
him. 
 
Blue Eyes glances sideways, signaling towards the red wagon 
called PAIN. Almost immediately, the heavy drapes slide open 
along its iron barred side, revealing the interior in which a row of 
vertical timber posts are visible, running from floor to ceiling. 
Facing two of the posts and bound to them by straps are the two 
young thugs who had attacked the old lady in the flickering 
overhead images. Apart from leather thongs, the thugs are naked, 
their exposed rears facing the crowd. On Blue Eyes’ instructions 
two Cleansers move forward, flexible timber canes held in their 
hands.

Blue Eyes addresses the crowd. ‘You all know what these young 
thugs here are guilty of. They are typical of what’s happening on a 
daily basis in this country today. You have seen their cowardly 
outrages with your own eyes on the screens above you - 
irrefutable evidence!  They will be imprisoned and they will be 
fined. Before then, they will experience physical pain.’ Blue Eyes 
nods to the cane-wielding Cleansers.

 ‘Five strokes each.’
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The canes are slowly raised in the air and brought down, with 
force, across the youths’ naked buttocks. Five times. And five 
times, agonised high-pitched screams rip across the dismal veil of 
top-lit falling rain. The onlookers hold their breaths in gasping 
silence. Immediately the caning has been concluded,  the drapes 
slide closed across the iron bars and the wagon is hauled away - 
and it is all over. The punishment has been carried out with a 
clinical no fuss efficiency; with such little ceremony that the wide-
eyed onlookers wonder if they have really witnessed it at all - or 
have they merely witnessed an illusion, a trick of the imagination? 

They have barely time to ponder these thoughts when the drapes 
across the black wagon called DEATH begin to slide slowly and 
silently open.

The watching eyes grow even wider in a rising new fear and 
disbelief at what they now are witnessing. The crowd sways in a 
communal swoon; individuals – strangers - press instinctively 
closer to one another, seeking comfort, concealment - invisibility. 
Breathing has become a difficulty, a rasping sucking of air, 
because inside this wagon called DEATH, hanging from the 
ceiling, is a row of hangman’s nooses. Beyond three of the nooses, 
seated on chairs and with their ankles bound and their arms 
pinned behind them, are two men and a woman - the proven drug 
dealers from the boat on the overhead screen - Maurice Briggs, his 
wife and a companion in crime. The silent trio are ashen faced, 
Maurice Briggs’ eyes, more than the others’, bleak with terror.

Blue Eyes addresses the onlookers.

 ‘You are, all of you here this evening, by now fully acquainted 
with the Cleansers’ declared and well publicised punishment for 
those who deal in drugs and who, as a consequence, contribute to 
the destruction of God’s society. That punishment, brothers and 
sisters, as Preacher Man confirmed earlier, is death. And may God 
have mercy on their souls.’ 
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In response to Blue Eyes’ nod, the Cleansers standing by each of 
the condemned, help them to their feet and lead them, hopping on 
their bound feet like grotesque giant toads, onto the trapdoors 
located beneath the nooses.

Maurice Briggs begins to struggle - stiffening, going limp, 
wriggling - to the extent that a further Cleanser is required in 
order to restrain him. He begins to wail:

‘Please! Oh, please! I don’t want to die! You can take all of my 
money! Take all of my possessions! Give it to charity!’

His wife and companion remain silent, staring straight ahead into 
the night, into a distant place, towards a wasteland of endless 
darkness. They appear to be in a trance: what is happening is but 
a terrible dream, isn’t happening at all. Black hoods are placed 
over each of their heads, and then the nooses. Maurice Briggs’ 
screams are now muffled, far away.

‘PLEASE! I’m SORRY! I want to LIVE!! It won’t happen again!’
 
The sea of watchers press, unknowingly, even closer together. En 
masse, they have journeyed into a nightmare, are back in 
childhood, vulnerable and fearful, about to see the bogeyman, 
each and every one of them in need now of comforting, of 
warmth, of escape, of safety - suddenly desperate for the 
encircling arms of mother. But mother isn’t there. She has 
vanished, leaving them home alone. And now something unseen 
is shuffling up the stairs!  Breathing is by now non-existent - 
impossible. Near the front of the crowd there is an anonymous but 
mortified rasping fart. 

The drapes begin to close, sliding silently across the barred 
opening. Maurice Briggs’ legs begin to buckle as the wagon 
interior vanishes from view. His wails are pathetic, unreal, even 
more distant - somewhere near Hell.

‘PLEASE! I’m SORRY. . . !  I don’t want to… I didn’t mean . . .’
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 There is a loud clunk as the trapdoors open. And then there is 
silence. 

The rain is still falling on Glenfinnan. Out at sea the tide has 
turned and put strength in the wind blowing coldly up Loch Sheil. 
Some pursued creature of the night squeals then,  from the 
darkness of the hill beyond the stricken Harry Potter viaduct. The 
squeal breaks the silence, intrudes upon the unreality. People 
begin to breathe again. The pent-up tensions of the crowd 
explode. 

Some begin to shout - traumatised and outraged.

BASTARDS! . . . SAVAGES! . . .  Who the Hell do you think you 
are!
 
They had come to see justice, they tell themselves, but what they 
had just seen had been something else. Barbarism! They are still 
shouting when the office door opens, spilling its green light across 
the stage again. The Preacher Man re-appears in the glow and 
moves slowly forward, the straps and buckles on his coat and 
boots flapping, the rising wind agitating the myriad silver bells. 
He stops at the front of the stage, his face lost in the shadow of the 
wide brimmed hat as he  stares silently into the crowd. A few 
brave souls continue to scream their outrage, but eventually fall 
silent under the spell of the big man’s unseen boring eyes.

In the background the black wagon, DEATH, is hauled away. 

The overhead silver screens flicker with fresh images, images of 
weeping and despair; a catalogue of grieving parents, families and 
friends, fond photographs clutched in hands, wailing their tragic 
accounts of sons, daughters, brothers, sisters, friends, even 
mothers and fathers, killed or debilitated by drugs.

Big Preacher speaks: ‘You call us bastards? For eliminating 
murderers?’ He turns his head and points to the overhead images, 
the green background light now edging the tightly drawn skin on 
his high cheekbones and the wild curve of his hawk nose. 
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‘Speak to them about bastards. Spare your sympathies for them. 
For THERE are your victims!  THERE is the human wreckage 
from your drug-dealing killers. Who gives a thought for THEM? 
Dealers associate drugs with money, with wealth. That’s what 
spawns and motivates them. From now on they will associate 
dealing in drugs with the hangman’s noose! In hanging dealers 
and murderers we are being accused in some quarters of culling 
human beings - of sacrificing human beings. Well, if that’s how 
they want to put it, then yes that is what we are doing - sacrificing 
human beings!  And before you gasp in shock, let me remind you 
that the sacrificing of human beings by society is nothing new. 
And I mean condoned sacrificing!  Millions upon millions died, 
for example, in the last two world wars alone, men and women 
forcibly sent to certain death by society, to die in the name of 
saving civilisation. They invariably died horrible deaths, in 
muddy trenches, or were blown to pieces, alone in no-man’s-land. 
These poor souls, often only in their teens, were innocent law-
abiding members of society and their deaths, while greatly 
grieved and agonised over, were deemed justifiable in those 
terrible times of war, justified in order to preserve the morality, 
the safety and security of society.’

Big Preacher pauses, glaring silently into the crowd.

‘That form of sacrificing was no different to what The Cleansers 
are now being condemned for doing. Society is again at war my 
friends. Society is again under threat. Not from a foreign power 
this time, but from the evil dregs increasingly emerging from our 
own populations - the drug dealers, the murderers and the men 
and women of violence. It has now reached the stage where the 
answer again has to be sacrificing - or culling, if you want to put it 
that way. Not the sacrificing this time of law-abiding innocents, 
like those I just described, who had no choice in the matter, but 
the sacrificing of evil law breakers who do have a choice. Death for 
them, however, won’t be in the cold clawing mud of foreign 
battlefields, or in the terrible limb-shredding line of enemy gun 
fire. 
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‘No, death for them will be much more humane and efficient, 
conducted by an expert hangman… don’t be hypocritical in all of 
this. Just remember that young innocent men and women are 
dying as soldiers in the Middle East at this present moment - 
young men and women whom we, society, and that includes me 
and all of YOU, sent there in the name of saving civilisation. Is it 
acceptable for them to be sacrifices or culled, while evil killers 
who have a choice in matters are not? Wise up! Stop your 
hypocrisy!’

Big Preacher paces the front of the stage.

‘Let me tell you, Brothers and Sisters, nowadays there are over 
twenty official bodies dedicated to the welfare of criminals and 
law breakers. There is ONE, perhaps two, dedicated to the victims 
of crime. Is that society gone mad, or is that society gone mad? Put 
simply, we, the Cleansers, are about to change that outrage. These 
victims that you see up on the screens above you at this very 
moment have found a friend. The days of the law abiding being 
abandoned and being afraid and being murdered with impunity 
are coming to an end.’

‘But vengeance is mine, sayeth the Lord’ shouts a still traumatised 
voice from the darkness.

‘Very true, brother. But we cannot leave everything up to the 
Lord. He gave us a choice. He put us in charge of our own 
destiny. He spelled out the correct path and put the responsibility 
on us, as individuals and collectively, to follow that correct path. 
He undertook to guide and help us. But we also have to help Him 
in return. I can understand that many of you are upset by what 
you have witnessed here tonight, but dire disease requires dire 
remedy. And let me remind you, if you need reminding, that 
society today is direly deceased. And if we do nothing it will get 
progressively worse. If we do nothing, Christian society, civilised 
society, won’t last another generation. The Cleansers aren’t going 
to let that happen.’

He pauses to spread his arms, his palms facing upwards.
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 ‘Brothers and Sisters, we have to leave you now. As I told you, 
what happened here and earlier on Skye are but dress rehearsals, 
whistle-stops. The real test begins when we hit the big cities. Our 
organisation is clicking into place, behind the scenes, all over the 
country, ready for God’s work to roll. Details, including dates and 
venues, are available now from our promotions wagon. Brothers 
and Sisters, we have far to travel and much to do. We have no 
more time to lose. Satan never sleeps. Read and learn your Bible, 
and go regularly to church! Only then will you find the truth, only 
then will you find salvation. We bid you good night and may God 
go with you all. Let us pray.’ 
__________

Following events in Glenfinnan, the existence of Big Preacher and 
his Cleansers became a main topic of conversation, news of their 
exploits having now filtered into the world media. The earlier 
‘Cleanser punishments’ on the Isle of Skye, although locally 
forewarned, had taken the disbelieving populace living beyond 
the island’s shores by surprise. But now, following events at 
Glenfinnan, Big Preacher and the Cleansers had become 
unbelievable reality.
__________

Being in the direct line of fire, drug dealers in the small town of 
Fort William, some fourteen miles south of Glenfinnan, 
mysteriously vanished as they awaited the Cleanser convoy to 
pass through on its way south. However, Blue Eyes delayed the 
convoy long enough to call a public meeting and inform the 
citizens that the Cleansers were fully aware of drug dealing 
activities in and around the town and that the said dealers’ 
identities were already known to them. He reminded these 
dealers, in their absence, that once irrefutable proof of their guilt 
had been established, they would be hunted down and executed - 
without appeal and without delay!
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Also, from that day forth, all monies retrieved from crime in the 
area, including of course drug crime, would be utilised to help 
subsidise local churches, senior citizens groups and the forces of 
law and order. As was the case already on the Isle of Skye and in 
the Glenfinnan area, all Christian-born citizens would be issued 
with church attendance cards. A Cleanser representative and a 
church recruitment officer, along with a small contingent of 
assistants, would remain in Fort William on a permanent basis, 
being responsible for local Cleanser ‘business’ and ultimately 
answerable to Cleanser Central Command.

Finally, before the Cleaners’ departure, and having studied CCTV 
footage of town events for the previous week, three youths and 
two females, seen to be engaged in gross violence and vandalism, 
were tracked down and sentenced to public flogging. As before, 
the condemned were naked, apart from thongs, and the females 
issued with ‘modesty tops.’  Under the circumstances, and by 
Cleanser standards, the punishments were lenient ones, in that 
only a single ‘token’ stroke of the cane was administered to each 
of the condemned. But a very strong, humiliating and painful, 
warning had been posted!
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                           CHAPTER TWO

        
Heading south from Fort William to the city of Glasgow, the 
Cleanser procession took a detour through the small town of 
Benson, the detour being on account of an impassioned plea from 
a heartbroken father on behalf of his daughter.

Benson, a once thriving hard working and respectable small town, 
was situated just north of Glasgow and of which, due to urban 
sprawl, it was now almost a suburb. In the process, it had become 
mostly run down and plagued by unemployment violence and the 
inevitable culture of drugs. A leading drug baron, a thug known 
as Andy, ruled the town’s underworld with a reign of violence 
and intimidation. One of the many victims of Andy’s drug 
dealings, an intelligent and once beautiful twenty-year-old girl, 
was totally under his control and, as a result, heavily addicted to a 
cocktail of hard drugs. She was the heartbroken father’s daughter.

The Golden Lion Saloon, situated in the centre of the Benson High 
Street, was a shabby drinking den and the barely concealed centre 
of Andy’s drug operations. Being mid evening, it was reasonably 
full of its customary clientele - a mixture of drunks, drug addicts 
and general ‘hopeless cases’ -  when two strangers entered and 
stopped just inside the still swinging saloon doors. They were 
men of a hard-bitten appearance whose demeanor suggested a 
military fitness. More significantly, they were wearing long, 
battleship-grey leather coats peculiar to the ‘Reapers’, the latter 
being a ‘hot-pursuit-and-snatch’ division of  the Cleansers’ 
motorcycle brigade. They also wore black open-faced helmets 
with the COG emblem emblazoned on the front. Beneath the 
helmets’ rims, steely eyes probed the Golden Lion clientele like 
laser shafts, while long drooping moustaches suggested an 
incongruous throwback to frontier marshals from the Old West.

The Reapers’ eyes quickly homed in on the man sitting at a corner 
table and surrounded by an assortment of ‘disciples’ and 
‘dependents’. 
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The young dark-haired woman sitting by the man’s side was 
attractive but emaciated, and pale and gaunt, her unseeing eyes 
gazing vacantly at the smoking ‘joint’ in her hand. 
The man himself would be in his late forties, unshaven and going 
slightly to seed, his thinning hair tied back in a ponytail. On 
seeing the strangers, one of the ‘disciples’ suddenly stood up, 
gasping: ‘Fur fuck’s sake!’  The remaining ‘disciples’ quickly 
followed suit, scattering chairs as they scrambled away from the 
obvious focus of the strangers’ attention.

Andy tensed, but remained seated, small eyes, cunning and 
streetwise,  assessing his chances. 

‘Cun Ah help ye, gentlemen?’

‘You are the one they call Andy O’Haggan, are you not? Andy, the 
drug dealer. The one who deals in human misery and death.’

Andy tensed some more. ‘Drug dealer? No me gentlemen. Afraid 
ye’ve gotten the wrang man. A case o’ mistaken identity perhaps?’

‘Don’t think so, buddy-boy. We have irrefutable evidence. We 
have come to take you away. We are going to hang you. Just don’t 
be giving us any tr…’

Things moved quickly - so quickly it was difficult to take it all in. 
It began with Andy drawing a gun. And then there was a flash 
and an explosion, and the emergent smell of cordite from a 
smoking barrel. It wasn’t Andy’s gun that was smoking however, 
but the one that had suddenly appeared in the right hand of the 
taller of the Reapers. 

Andy had only half risen from his chair, a neat black hole 
appearing in the middle of his forehead. He remained half 
standing for what seemed an eternity, then slumped, already 
dead, back into his chair which tipped backwards. As his legs 
jack-knifed into the air they upended the table, scattering glasses 
and liquor across the floor. 
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The young woman, still seated, had no table before her now, but 
the ‘joint’, long-ashed, remained smoking in her hand. Slowly her 
gaze, apathetic and uncomprehending, moved to the dead Andy 
on the floor.

There was a deathly silence, broken only by two oblivious old 
‘winos’ sat at a far corner, where the male ‘wino’, clutching an 
empty wine glass, was blaspheming at everybody in the world;  
‘Fuck! Fuck ya bastards! . . .  ’ His female companion, a toothless 
crone, wasn’t hearing him, being in convulsions of cackling 
laughter at the antics of the little pink leprechauns cavorting on 
the table top before her. 

The bigger of the Reapers spoke to the assembly. ‘We didn’t come 
to shoot him, we came to hang him. A known dealer in drugs and 
death, he got off light.’  Moving to the bar, he handed the barman 
a DVD disc. 

‘We represent the Cleansers. You will have heard of us. And you 
will be hearing a lot more of us. Better get used to it. I am leaving 
you this disc. It contains irrefutable evidence of Andy’s guilt and 
it’s a warning to other dealers who may seek to take his place. You 
have a machine above the bar there. You can play it for all to see. I 
suggest you play it over and over - until it’s worn thin.’

The Reaper moved then towards the young woman, who was still 
gazing uncomprehendingly at the body on the floor. He knelt 
down and placed a hand under her chin, gently raising her face to 
his own. ‘Hello Rebecca. You don’t know me, but I am your 
friend. I am here to help you. Your father sent me.’ The dilated 
pupils of the young woman’s eyes flickered slightly - a dim  light 
drifting in a cold lost world - a flicker without comprehension, 
hope or much acknowledgement. 

‘Your father sent me, Rebecca. He loves you, loves you very much. 
He is worried about you.’ 
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The Reaper stood up and raised her to her feet. He took the 
remains of the smoking ‘joint’ from her hand, stubbed it out, and 
crooked her arm into his own.

‘We are taking you home, Rebecca. We have a limousine outside 
at your personal disposal. You are safe now.’  

She walked, robot-like, arm in arm with the Reaper across the 
saloon and through the swing doors. The remaining Reaper 
addressed the clientele. ‘We know there are many more drug 
dealers in Benson, actual and aspiring, and we are watching them. 
Waiting in the wings, they will try to fill the vacuum caused by 
Andy’s death. But we will be back. And we will get them… as 
sure as God made little green apples. They know the penalty.’

The old crone in the corner cackled anew, tears of mirth streaming 
down her face - the cavorting leprechauns were getting out of 
hand. The remaining Reaper left the saloon.

__________           

The southern progression of the Cleansers’ convoy was halted in 
the north western suburbs of Glasgow by the flashing lights of 
police cars and Black Marias, strung across the Great Western 
Road. Beyond the police blockade,  a milling chaos of angry 
protesters with banners and loud hailers was accusing the 
Cleanser Movement of breaching Civil Liberties, Human Rights 
and breaking the laws of the land. 

Flanking the protesters, on both sides of the road, a spontaneous 
and ever-growing crowd of animated counter-protesters lined the 
sidewalks, hurtling abuse at the original protesters, and the 
situation was threatening to get quickly out of control. One of the 
patrol cars moved forward towards the Cleansers and stopped, 
top-brass police officers stepping out. Big Preacher, clad in his 
customary all white attire and bells, dismounted his all white 
Harley Davidson, and the parties met in the middle. 
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There was a short confab, accompanied by a waving of arms, and 
discussions on mobile phones before the parties broke up and 
returned to their respective vehicles. Making a three-point turn, 
the patrol car re-joined the other police vehicles, all of them then 
proceeding back towards the protesters, lights still flashing and a 
loud hailer addressing the mob. 

‘I am ordering you to clear the public highway. Disperse and go 
home. Otherwise, you will be charged with a breach of the peace, 
of causing a public disturbance.’

‘No way! This is an outrage!’ responded the opposing loud 
hailers. ‘It’s a stitch up!  This is illegal. It’s a breach of our Civil 
Liberties, of our right to protest. As suspected, the Cleansers and 
the authorities are in collusion.’

A rising tide of chanting broke out. ‘Collusion! Collusion!  Shame! 
Shame!’

‘The Cleansers are the best thing to have happened to this 
crumbling society,’ countered the anti-protesters. ‘Enforce law 
and order!  Punish the criminals!  No more mollycoddling!  Death 
to dealers and murderers!  Bring back the lash and the rope!  
Death to terrorists!’

‘What are the Cleansers but terrorists? Home-grown domestic 
terrorists!  Shame! Shame!’

‘Three cheers for the Cleansers!  We want the Big Preacher Man! 
Big Preacher Man! Big Preacher Man!’

‘All your protests have been noted.’ countered the police hailer. 
‘These are very exceptional and dangerous times. But all points of 
view and grievances will be aired and addressed. Meetings and 
debates are being arranged for the very near future. Everyone will 
have his or her democratic say at these times. In the meantime, 
you are causing an obstruction, to the endangerment of the public 
at large. The city is grinding to a halt. I repeat, disperse and go 
home - NOW!’
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Growling and complaining the protestors eventually moved aside.  
 
Collusion! Stalling tactics! Fix! Shame! 

Eggs were thrown. The shouts faded into the distance as the 
police escorted the Cleanser convoy deeper into the city.
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CHAPTER THREE  

The latest in a recent series of clandestine ‘Very Special Meetings’ 
was being held in a remote back room, somewhere in the dark 
depths of Westminster.

The meeting had been in progress for some ten minutes and was 
already becoming rather heated. There were frowns and troubled 
expressions in the room; frowns and expressions belonging to 
government officials who knew, or suspected they knew, things 
that in reality they would have been much more comfortable not 
knowing. There were weights on shoulders of officials elected and 
paid to carry weights but who were now finding themselves 
carrying weights they didn’t want to carry, or weights they never 
dreamed they would be required to carry - hot potatoes, very hot 
potatoes!

‘So, the aftermath of a catastrophic pandemic virus apart, a 
resurgent Taliban and Islamic State, employing the cover of mass 
migration from Africa and a war-torn Middle East to infiltrate 
Europe, has the world running around in circles in growing 
concern. What has happened in Britain alone in the last year, with 
indiscriminate suicide bombings and lone wolf murders,  has our 
financial resources and security forces stretched to the limit. We 
can only sit here, it seems, and hopelessly ask ourselves, when or   
where next?… And now this lot!!’

 The speaker, official B, paused to shuffle the notes on the desk 
before him. ‘I know all our misgivings about this Cleanser 
movement. In normal times we would put them out of business. 
But these are not normal times.’

‘And what about the rule of law?’ retorted the official known as K. 
‘What about democracy? All very well talking about terrorists and 
terrorist threats, but if they force us to abandon democracy and 
the rule of law they have won.’
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‘The way it is going they are winning anyway. We have to fight 
them at this late stage anyway we can.’

‘Even if it means abandoning democracy?’

‘Bluntly, if it is the only way of winning - yes! The most important 
thing is to win!  Even if it means playing dirty and devious. 
Having won we can restore democracy. In the meantime, 
democracy is being abused and being used, by terrorists in 
particular, to destroy us, to destroy free society. That’s a 
contradiction I know, but that’s the way things are these days.’

When agitated, official K had a face that reddened quickly, then 
paled back to normal again just as quickly. It went through that 
process now as he mopped his brow. ‘We can restore democracy? 
Huh! Easier said than done! Democracy - true democracy, takes 
decades to build and implement.’   

He sighed, turning for support from official X sitting beside him.
 
‘These Cleansers worry me almost as much as the terrorists do. 
We could have a Frankenstein monster on our hands. What a 
bloody world! OK, at the beginning, when he first emerged, we 
considered this Big Preacher fellow to be some kind of pathetic 
religious nut, but recently the exploding empire of adherents and 
the wealth and power he has gathered around him, and the speed 
of it all, has taken us all by surprise. And now, suddenly, he is 
changing the fucking laws of the country.’

‘As we know,’ continued official B, ‘the Corona Virus and our 
fight with the Islamic extremists has stretched our resources of 
manpower and finances beyond breaking point. This means that 
there is damned little left over as will allow us to deal with 
problems on the domestic front. And general law and order is on 
the verge of collapse. As you just said yourself  K - some bloody 
world. So, what’s the answer? Let the Cleansers handle the 
domestic law and order problem? 
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And whilst doing that, they can also ease our manpower and 
financial problems, allowing us to concentrate on more pressing 
issues, such as economy, potential further viruses and terrorism.’

Official B’s eyes swept along the frowning faces arrayed before 
him. ‘Provided they continue in their policy of establishing one 
hundred per cent proof of guilt prior to punishment, and I know 
that despite growing public support, the punishments themselves 
are the main problem, I say we give the Cleanser Movement its 
head until we see how things pan out. Unofficially, of course - by 
feigning uncompromising opposition but delaying any counter-
action by means of red tape, convenient brick walls and 
prevarication. We need breathing space. And, make no mistake, 
we need help to counter burgeoning Islamic State inspired 
terrorism - and quickly!’

‘That is all very well,’ persisted official K, mopping his brow 
again, ‘but where does this Cleanser business end? Where does it 
lead to? As I said, they could become a Frankenstein’s monster! 
After their stated concerns relating to drugs, violence and public 
morality, where next? It has been noted that they are already 
surreptitiously moving onto other areas that concern them; 
including - surprise, surprise - Islamic terrorism!  And not only 
that, I have an increasingly suspicious European Human Rights 
and Civil Liberties people hot on my ass, demanding answers as 
to what the hell is going on.’ 

He turned again to official X.

 ‘Persistent bastards. You try shaking these guys off your tail and 
you will soon see what I mean. As for this Big Preacher fellow, I 
am truly amazed by the huge groundswell of public support for 
him and his Cleanser Movement. But, having said that, there is 
also a hardcore nucleus of the public violently opposed.’

‘Public hangings and floggings are, of course, a shock to the 
system,’ said official B, ‘but the vast majority of the general public 
are apathetic and world-weary, having survived the horror of the 
viral pandemic. 
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They are also fed up to the back teeth with non-stop and 
indiscriminate  violence, and with drugs and lawlessness. And it 
gets worse and worse on a daily basis. People or their children 
can’t walk down the street in safety any more, can’t sleep safely in 
their beds anymore, can’t go about their daily business. But these 
things pale into insignificance against the growing horror of 
terrorism, the horror of the suicide bomber, the horror of lone 
wolf jihadis intent on murder, stabbings and even attempted 
beheadings on our streets and in public places. It is expedient at 
this time, therefor, to have the Cleansers deal with the domestic 
part, unofficially as I said, allowing us to concentrate our 
resources elsewhere.' 
 
Official K still wasn’t happy.

 ‘The Cleansers can deal with the domestic part - huh? By 
changing the fucking law - just like that! By whose election?  In 
the meantime, to hell with democracy and legislation?’ He 
reddened and paled back again. ‘So, the Cleansers are going to be 
used as an excuse for a domestic spring-clean, without us having 
to worry about the delays of oppositions and of lengthy 
legislation? In other words, the quick fix.’

‘Something like that. For God’s sake, K, you sound like Nero. 
Rome is burning, for God’s sake! At this very minute, as we speak! 
We have no time for legislation. No time to be fighting public 
bodies or individuals on ego trips and with personal agendas. In 
other words, the leftist loonies of Civil Liberties and the Politically 
Correct Brigade - short sighted and misguided do-gooders. Look, 
the Cleansers are about to face their first really big test. Next 
Monday they are holding a rally, are putting their case to the 
people of a big city - the city of Glasgow.’

Official B paused to glance at the agitated officials around the 
table before addressing official K again. 

‘Look K, when people have fears they look around them in 
desperation for answers to these fears. Let’s give the people some 
answers. 
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Maybe they are short term answers, but they will have to suffice 
until we sort things out and find something better.’

Official K snorted. ‘When people have fears they are vulnerable; 
can be exploited by those in power, who can exaggerate and play 
on these fears. You know the scenario. . . the Government 
undertakes to protect a frightened and anxious public from 
whatever, by the implementation of various Preventative Bills. 
Appeased, the country, the general public, go to sleep. Only when 
they wake up and scrutinise the implications of these Bills, do the 
people realise that they have relinquished long established 
personal freedoms. Basic freedoms and human rights have been 
taken from them by stealth. But by then it is too late to do 
anything about it. They are already on the slippery slope. And 
now, by giving the Cleansers the free hand we are giving them, 
we are upping the stakes. It is a new form of stealth that will lead 
to the erosion of yet more of our rights and freedoms.’

‘Look K, let’s keep calm, let’s just . . .’

A red phone at the top of the table began to ring - shrill, piercing. 
Sitting next to it was the official known as A. He immediately 
picked it up.

‘Hello, A here.’ The frown on his face deepened. ‘What!!… When? 
How long have we got?… fifteen minutes max?  Hold on, he’s 
here with me.’ Official A placed a hand over the receiver and 
addressed official B. ‘We have a rogue bird. It’s already aloft and 
homing. Fifteen minutes from intended nest. Seventy-eight 
civilians involved. She has to be stopped. Agreed?’

Official B agonised for a moment… ‘Agreed’.

‘Take her out! Now!’ said official A into the receiver, ‘And report 
back.’ He replaced the phone on the cradle and glanced with a 
sick expression at the handful of officials around the table. ‘Here 
we go again. A British Midlands flight. Newcastle to Heathrow. 
Seventy-eight civilians and six crew on board. Hijackers. All the 
hallmarks of Islamic State.’
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Those seated around the table glanced at one another and began 
to all talk at the same time.

‘Jesus wept!’ groaned official B. ‘What the hell is going on with the 
security in this country? They have found yet another way around 
it - yet again! Only last week it was…’

The red phone rang again. Official A grabbed it. ‘Yes? Rogue bird 
down? What ground damage?. . . Just missed Oxford? Thank God 
for . . .Oh! . . might have hit the village of Stadhampton? . . .Yes, of 
course. Thank you. Keep us informed.’ He replaced the receiver 
and glanced at his companions again. ‘I think you will have got 
the drift of that conversation.’

‘Well,’ said official B eventually. ‘We are going to need all the help 
we can get. And NO, we have no time for complicated legislation 
or fighting do-gooders to obtain that legislation. And yes, we are 
going to need the Cleansers to get our own house in order. Simple 
as that! You cannot declare war on your enemies if, meantime, the 
distraction of lawlessness, drugs and violence rule the streets of 
your cities. To put your minds at rest, and like everything else 
discussed here, this is confidential and highly secret; our own 
people have infiltrated the Cleanser Movement, to keep a lid on 
things, to keep them from getting too big or going too far. MI5 and 
MI6 are involved. Also, the military and the police all have sleeper 
cells within them, and yes, we suspect even the CIA’

‘Confidential and highly secret!?’ scoffed official K. ‘There is no 
such thing!  Eventually it will all leak out - the sordid lily-livered 
truth. I can see it now. One of us wakes up one sunny morning, 
only to find a cute little blonde snuggled up in bed beside us. 
Deciding to impress the cute little blonde, and curry more of her  
favours, we confide in her – ie we tell her something confidential 
and highly secret! . . . it’s happened before, many times - 
throughout history. Presidents have fallen in that manner. 
Generals have lost military battles.’
 
Official K chortled sarcastically and without mirth.
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 ‘Get real! There is an electorate out there that we are answerable 
to, for God’s sake! A world community indeed. How are we going 
to justify ourselves to them when things go terribly wrong? Put 
our hands up and admit collusion?’ 

‘Perhaps we will plead politics,’ responded official B.

‘Or simply - survival,’ suggested official A, directing a furtive 
glance towards the enigmatic official S,  who hadn’t spoken 
throughout the entire proceedings. A small expressionless man 
with bottle-end spectacles, and hair so short and so blond it was 
as if official S had no hair, or eyelashes, at all. His skin had the 
appearance of cold porridge. Official K had decided he looked like 
a turnip with glasses. He didn’t like the fellow. His very presence 
made official K distinctly uneasy.

The group of select high officials fell silent now, some lowering 
their eyes to flick aimlessly at the agenda notes on the table before 
them. 
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CHAPTER FOUR

It was approaching evening and had been raining all day. Now 
there was a lull, the bad-tempered Glasgow sky, low down, tinted 
with russet. From the north, a gusting wind was dragging fresh 
banks of rain clouds towards the jumble of crooked tenement 
chimney stacks, arrayed along the uneven rooftops like flocks of 
roosting black demons.

In the Kelvinbridge district of the city, a large dark limousine with 
blacked out windows splashed to a halt in what was a dead-end 
side street. The driver and his armed companion waited until the 
security door to the tenement entry-close opened, allowing a sober 
suited Big Preacher access, and then drove off.

Climbing the well-worn concrete stairs, Big Preacher frowned at 
the pungent smell of ‘economy’ disinfectant, which had failed to 
overcome the all-pervasive stench of cat piss and something dead. 
In the wash of the dim overhead lights, the ceiling plaster was 
peeling, the peels hanging like strips of cancerous skin. The tiled 
lower half of the walls was painted a heart-warming mud brown,  
the plastered upper half a delicate vomit yellow. Setting it all off, 
the iron railings of the stair banister were an alarming spanked-
bottom crimson. The art of décor and good taste had somewhat 
lost its way!

Approaching the second-floor landing, Big Preacher saw the door 
to the right of him ease open and a man appear. Smiling warmly, 
the man placed a forefinger on the tracheotomy valve in his 
throat, enabling him to speak. His voice was artificial and husky.

 ‘Nice to see you, sunshine. Come away in. It’s been a long time.’

They shook hands and Big Preacher followed his younger brother 
along a short lobby and into the main room of the single person 
flat.
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‘I haven’t got long, Coinneach. My driver is coming back for me in 
twenty minutes. How are you keeping anyway?’ He paused 
before adding the white lie; ‘Looking well.’

‘Och, no complaints Roskil, no complaints at all.’

His brother never did have complaints as far as Big Preacher 
could recall. Self-pity had never been his style. A devout lover of 
life and having lived his life to the full for most of his days 
however, the effects were now showing in his overweight, the 
haggard lines on his face, the yellowing on the whites of the warm 
grey eyes. Added to that, silver was streaking the once coal black 
hair and beard. And of course there was the throat cancer. Seeing 
again the brother who was several years his junior, the baby of the 
family, Big Preacher felt a pang of sorrow. Lady Luck hadn’t been 
kind.  

Coinneach moved to the alcove kitchen. ‘You’ll be having a cup of 
tea,’ he called over his shoulder. ‘Or better still a wee dram? Or 
have you given up on the whisky too?’ His face crinkled in a 
mischievous smile.

‘Only when the occasion is right will I have a dram these days. 
And only in moderation, Coinneach. The tea will be just fine.'

Coinneach filled the kettle. ‘Well Roskil, you have certainly been 
getting yourself in the news lately. It’s all getting rather big - 
frighteningly big - and frankly, so ugly if I may say so. And 
moving so fast now.’ 

‘Not fast enough or big enough yet Coinneach.’ 

Coinneach fumbled in a tea caddie. ‘Yes Roskil, a great deal has 
happened to the world since last we met. And perhaps you are 
right. Perhaps none of it is for the better.’ There was a short pause 
as the kettle began to whistle and he emptied it into the teapot. 
‘How are you getting away with it? Official opposition and all 
that. Or rather the lack of it.’ 
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Big Preacher smiled thinly. ‘Because God wills it.’ He offered no 
further explanation. 

‘But hangings and floggings’  

Big Preacher glanced at his brother enigmatically, but remained 
silent. 

‘There have been some frightening changes in this country over 
the last few years, Roskil - surreptitious, erosive changes to our 
democratic freedoms. I am not necessarily implicating the 
Cleansers here, but in the past, when the public protested against 
threats to our democratic freedoms, the Government and 
opposition parties sat up and listened. Not anymore . . . just a 
deafening silence now . . .  an inexplicable silence… that’s all I am 
saying Roskil’  

Big Preacher still didn’t respond, continuing to study this brother 
for whom he held such intense affection. Dear me, he really was 
putting on the beef, especially around the belly. Even his hands 
were getting fat, hands that held such great creativity, had such 
immense delicate art in them but which had lain creatively idle for 
years now - a terrible waste and loss. But that was Coinneach. A 
‘wee dram’ in a cosy bar with sociable friends was Coinneach’s 
idea of Heaven. His life was slow moving, non-urgent, constantly 
several steps behind his disappearing dreams; largely because he 
was forever being waylaid by old cronies and passing lady 
friends, the latter often ex-girlfriends, ex-girlfriends with no 
grudges - understanding and un-offended and still good friends. 
For Coinneach, life was about sitting around the fire and having a 
social dram, discussing the weather, art, the lousy politics of the 
day; about doing outstanding things tomorrow and not taking 
oneself too seriously.

‘I know that what we are doing doesn’t entirely convince you, or 
meet with your approval Coinneach. You never did trust what 
you call Holy Rollers. Anyway, convincing you isn’t the purpose 
of this short visit, which is purely social.’
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Coinneach placed a tray with cups and a plate of biscuits on the 
coffee table between them. 

‘There was a time, Roskil, when you didn’t trust Holy Rollers 
yourself.  Seeing you now, it’s hard to remember that wild, hard-
drinking, street-brawling man of the past.’ He smiled  wryly at 
some passing memory. ‘I accept that something drastic has to be 
done about the drugs menace, violence etc. Anyone with any 
sense would.’  He paused to pour the tea. ‘You certainly seem to 
have some very enthusiastic support. Talking of which, how is 
that lieutenant of yours, Blue Eyes as they are calling him?’

‘Works from dawn until dusk for the cause; raising funds, 
organising, meeting people. The Movement couldn’t do without 
him. You met him yourself a couple of times, many years ago, 
when we all worked in Saudi Arabia.’

‘Oh yes, I remember him. It was yourself introduced us. He had 
something to do with “security”. An advisor to the Saudi military. 
An American as I recall.’

‘Dual British/American nationality. English mother, 
American/Irish father. Brought up mainly in the US.’

‘His actual name is Jack - Jack Johnson, if I remember correctly?’

‘Wilson. Jack Wilson.’

‘Jack Wilson? Ah, yes, I remember now.’ Coinneach looked 
suddenly amused. ‘I never thought about it before, but was that 
not the name of the gunfighter in the western film, Shane? Jack 
Palance played the part.’

‘Jack Wilson? Yes, I do believe you’re right.’

‘A gunfighter, eh? I hope it isn’t prophetic… here, help yourself, 
have a biscuit.’ Coinneach sipped at his tea. ‘Unlike you and I, 
Jack Wilson never did like Saudi Arabia, couldn’t fit in, could 
never come to terms with the customs and culture. 
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Constantly ranting on about the Islamic persecution of Christians 
there. I remember an argument I had with him about it, reminding 
him that he knew the laws of the country before he went; that, as 
foreigners, we, the ex-pats, were guests of Saudi Arabia and as 
such we should respect, or at least tolerate, their customs and 
ways. If he didn’t like the Islamic ways then he should return to a 
Christian country. He must be feeling rather smug now - all his 
forewarnings of burgeoning militant Islam. And all these years 
ago.’ 

Coinneach added another spoon of sugar to his tea. ‘You and I 
enjoyed Saudi and loved the Saudi people, and we respected their 
customs. But Jack Wilson was predicting, as far back as the early 
nineteen eighties, the dangers from Islamic fundamentalism, and 
advocating that a stop be put to the flood of Muslim immigration 
to the West. Well, on the face of it, this Islamic State and mass 
migration business, and the increasing terror attacks here in the 
UK and in Europe, seem to have vindicated him to some extent.’ 

‘In Jack’s defence, Coinneach, you have to remember that a very 
good friend of his, and of mine, a Filipino Christian lay-preacher 
called Carlos Matic, was publicly beheaded in Saudi Arabia. Jack 
has always maintained that Carlos was executed on a trumped-up 
charge of murder - that he was framed, the real reason for his 
execution being that he was conducting clandestine Christian 
prayer meetings. When the religious police arrested him, the 
outraged mullah fanatics wanted their pound of flesh. Jack was 
present at the prayer meeting that resulted in the arrest. Being a 
westerner Jack was quietly released - the Saudi authorities didn’t 
want to create waves with powerful western countries. A third-
world Filipino was a different kettle of fish. Carlos Matic was a 
very charismatic and powerful preacher. More significantly, he 
was the catalyst who brought myself and Jack back to 
Christianity.’

‘Ah yes, the Carlos Matic affair. It was the talk of the ex-pat 
community at the time. Rumours flying all over the place. Well, I 
can’t argue the rights or wrongs of the case, Roskil, but I come 
back to what I said earlier about the laws of that land. 
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It was and is illegal in Saudi Arabia to worship, even behind 
closed doors, in any religion other than Islam. In fairness, that was 
made perfectly clear. The Saudi authorities had a difficult 
balancing act to perform. They, the educated ones, wanted 
democratic reform and closer ties with the West. The 
traditionalists, represented by the fundamentalist clerics and the 
religious police, hated the West and anything Western - didn’t 
want reforms, didn’t want democracy, were determined that the 
country remained ruled by their Sharia law. Problem was, in 
order to hold on to their power, each side needed the other… 
Anyway, come on, you haven’t had a biscuit.’

‘No thanks.’

‘You aren’t slimming I hope! Can’t stand slimmers!  Scum of the 
earth!’

Big Preacher smiled. ‘So I noticed.’ Glancing at his brother’s feet, 
his smile widened. ‘I also notice that you are still obsessed by 
yellow shoes. Yellow shoes have been an obsession of yours for as 
far back as I can remember. No doubt the psychiatrists could 
explain what’s behind that obsession.’

‘Well, you know psychiatrists. Even nuttier than the rest of us. 
Everything has to do with sex. Perhaps I subconsciously lust after 
oriental women.’ Coinneach chortled, amused by his own 
humour. Grabbing a fistful of biscuits he continued. ‘With this 
power base that is so obviously building up behind you, and with 
Jack Wilson around, I’m surprised that the Cleansers haven’t 
directed more of their efforts at opposing the Islamic militants.’

‘We have to sort out the Christians first. They have, as was 
predicted in the Bible of course, strayed - have lost the plot.’

There was a silence while Coinneach struggled to clear the lump 
of biscuits  in his gullet 

‘The funny thing is Roskil, most of my neighbours around here 
are Pakistanis - Muslims. 
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And you know what? I’m really glad about that. Quiet, 
hardworking, friendly people. Compared to many of our own 
people there is no loutish drunkenness. No violence. Minimal 
drugs. No foul language. Family stability is all important.  And 
very significantly, and as far as I can make out, militant 
fundamentalism and Islamic terrorism is the very last thing on 
their minds, is anathema to many of them.’
 
‘That’s exactly what I mean about sorting out the Christians. It’s 
ironic but these moral values you so much admire in your Muslim 
neighbours were first laid down in the Bible, stipulating man’s 
required code of behaviour, hundreds of years before the Koran or 
Islam first saw the light of day. Don’t ever lose sight of that fact, 
Coinneach.’

The intercom on the wall buzzed. Coinneach rose and responded.

 ‘Hello?’

‘Hi! It’s Jenny,’ crackled the intercom.

Coinneach pressed the release button, opening the tenement 
security door, and moved along the lobby to open the door to the 
flat. Big Preacher heard the muffled greetings before Coinneach 
reappeared with a smiling woman behind him. She appeared to 
be several years younger than Coinneach, her attire being what 
could only be described as arty, but in a muted rather faded sort of 
way. Her smile widened warmly and spread to her eyes as 
Coinneach introduced her.

Handshakes and pleasantries exchanged, the trio sat down to 
more tea and biscuits. Jenny’s arrival restricted the conversation 
somewhat, but Big Preacher decided he liked her. He wondered 
vaguely where Coinneach’s previous lady friend had disappeared 
to. He had liked her too. Indeed, he had liked all the lady friends 
Coinneach had drawn around him throughout his life, like a 
harem - all fine warm and artistic human beings. Birds of a feather 
perhaps.
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These harems appeared to have evolved not just from natural 
sexual hungers but also from a need for stimulating intellectual 
discourse and warm human interaction. Being the artistic and 
poetic mystical soul that he was, Coinneach was singularly 
unimpressed by material things, being more interested in people, 
especially female people, with their particular burdens and 
unique personal stories. 

Big Preacher gazed absently into his teacup, momentarily lost in 
distant memories, when a car horn sounded in the street below. 
He rose and moved to the window and looked down. ‘It’s my 
driver folks. I’ll have to go.’ He held out his hand. ‘It’s been nice 
meeting you Jenny. Hope to be seeing you again soon.’

Coinneach accompanied his brother to the flat door. ‘Eh, Roskil, I 
wonder if you could do me a wee favour sometime?’

‘Sure Coinneach. And what would that be?’ Big Preacher’s gaze 
was briefly drawn to the plump finger pressed against the 
tracheotomy valve in his brother’s throat and he remembered 
again  the incredible talent and creativity trapped and going to 
waste in Coinneach’s fat hands. And at that moment, he had a 
fleeting memory of Oliver Hardy, a long-time hero of his, who 
had been similarly possessed of fat but delicately expressive and 
creative hands.

‘I would like if we could have a wee visit to Skye sometime. 
Together, Roskil. A trip down memory lane - to the Gaelic lands. 
A look around the old home.  A look at the island where we 
sprang from; a visit to the glen where we were young and so very 
happy. It’s been many years since I was last on Skye ’

Big Preacher gazed into Coinneach’s grey eyes and he saw the 
veiled anxiety. He realised at that moment that his brother had 
decided he didn’t have much time. A lump rising in his throat, he 
placed his hand on Coinneach’s shoulder.

‘You can bet your bottom dollar on it. Things are kind of frantic 
right now. 
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Give me a couple of weeks, Coinneach. But it’s a promise.’

He smiled over his shoulder and moved down the tenement 
stairs; past the vomit yellow and the spanked-bottom crimson, 
and through the smell of ‘economy’ disinfectant, out into the  
night street and into the waiting black car. 

Holding the curtains aside, Coinneach and Jenny gazed down 
from the flat window and waved as the car slid away. Jenny 
moved away then to reheat the kettle, leaving Coinneach at the 
window.

 The daylight had gone and the rain was back, lashing down, 
falling into the glare of the street lamps in sheets of solid water, 
and swirling across the windblown carpark of the nearby 
underground station like mini tornadoes. A handful of brave 
souls were scurrying towards the station entrance and 
disappearing down the escalator - unmet people vanishing 
towards unknown destinations, down into the bowels of the earth. 
Under a clump of trees on the far side of the carpark, three winos 
were huddled in shelter, drinking their dinner - anonymous 
shadows. Incidental. In the distance beyond them, abandonment 
was howling, deep within the tenement canyons. Meantime, the 
racing rain clouds had descended upon the rooftops and were 
devouring the roosting black demons.

A stab of apprehension, of desolation, plunged into Coinneach’s 
soul. The world at that moment seemed so unusually bleak, so 
forlorn and meaningless. He felt suddenly so very alone - 
inconsequential. And that wasn’t like him. 
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                                CHAPTER FIVE

Following the downing of and resultant carnage from the hijacked 
plane over Oxfordshire, there was a fresh groundswell of public 
support for the Cleanser movement, with a new interest in the 
Cleansers’ message: that in order to effectively fight the  enemy 
without, it was first necessary to have stability, order and 
credibility within. Indeed, the Cleanser Movement had by now 
become a permanent topic of general conversation, its aims and 
actions, its authority and legitimacy, being heatedly debated. Just 
how far flung and secretive were its activities - and its reported 
‘preparations’? And ‘preparations’ for what exactly? Wild 
speculation was followed by wilder speculation. Rumours 
continued to speak of secret sleeper cells emerging in every major 
British city, with copycat cells spreading across Europe. 

It was also becoming increasingly obvious that the Movement was 
being heavily bankrolled. But by whom? Earlier rumours 
strengthened about MI5 and even CIA involvement; about 
generous but anonymous individual and corporate benefactors. 

While its expanding popularity was welcomed by the Movement’s 
growing supporters, its opponents however, many of them bitter 
and fanatical, feared that its gathering momentum would prove 
unstoppable and increasingly unaccountable. The latter group 
comprised of the Civil Liberties and Human Rights people, some 
non-Christian communities, and of course those whose 
livelihoods depended upon criminal activity.

It was in this climate that a huge rally was organised in order to 
address any confusions and fears being generated by the 
Cleansers’ policies and ambitions. In anticipation of the vast 
crowds expected, the rally was to be held at Scotland’s national 
football stadium - Hampden Park in Glasgow. 
              
By dawn on the morning of the rally, the now hallmark huge 
screens had been erected in and around Hampden stadium and, 
on a continuous basis, were relaying CCTV footage of everyday 
drunkenness, violence, robbery, drug dealing and obscenity being 
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conducted in the city’s streets, shopping malls and bars. At the 
stadium’s main entrance, the Cleansers’ eighty feet tall symbol 
had been placed on display - the symbol called COG, comprising 
of a cross, a gallows and an orb joining the two together - a bold if 
premature indication of the Cleansers’ confidence in their ability 
to make the city a ‘crime free zone.’  

By the time the rally begins at mid-day not only is the stadium 
crammed to capacity but also the streets and car parks in the 
immediate vicinity have come to a standstill, the huge external 
screens transmitting the event live and drawing people like a 
magnet. In addition, huge posters have been pasted on walls and 
billboards around the city, with identical leaflet versions being 
handed out in the streets. In large black capital letters, the posters 
and leaflets are headed with the words, DAM-MAD and below 
which is the slogan; 
Dealers 
Are 
Murderers:
……
Murder
And 
Die!
As a result, the rally will subsequently be remembered as the 
DAM-MAD rally.

In accordance with now-established procedure, Blue Eyes arrives 
on the large stage first, introducing Big Preacher to the crowd. 
Also, as per now established procedure, Big Preacher appears 
through drifting multi-coloured smoke and flashing lights, the 
strange ethereal music and booming drumbeat permeating the air. 
He wears his  now customary wide brimmed frontier marshal’s 
hat and long flapping white coat, the myriad bells tinkling as he 
strides slowly, unspeaking, back and forth across the front of the 
stage, his eyes sweeping and boring.
The music stops. Apart from a soft twitter of bells, there is total 
silence.  
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Eventually, Big Preacher speaks with his unexpectedly soft clear 
Highland voice.

‘Brothers and Sisters, in the name of the one and only Almighty 
God, I greet you. The message I bring you this afternoon is a 
mixed one. There is good news and there is bad news - much bad 
news. The bad news is that Satan is very much at work and walks 
increasingly among us. Satan, of course, has always walked 
among men, but in these dark modern times, he has become 
increasingly bolder and increasingly more confident and more 
dangerous. Evidence of his work surrounds us, for all to see, on a 
daily basis… ’

And from that beginning, for the following ninety minutes, Big 
Preacher lambasts the state of present day British society, a society 
of which he claims decent human beings are becoming 
increasingly ashamed. Intermittently, there are interruptions from 
the densely packed crowd, as those who wildly applaud their 
approval clash with those who, rather bravely, express eye-rolling 
disapproval by booing and hissing. 

Drawing the crowd’s attention to the lawless violence and 
drunken activities being played out live on the surrounding 
overhead screens, Big Preacher asks the rhetorical questions: is it 
any wonder that modern day British society has enemies - internal 
and external? Who in their right mind, or possessed of any 
morality or decency, could approve of such society, or would 
want to remain or become part of it? 

The reasons, he goes on to claim, for the current state of that 
society, of course, were many. - prime among them being that 
people had turned their backs on God. Traditional Christian 
family values, the marriage of a man to a woman, were being 
eroded and abandoned. Women were deserting their prime role of 
wife and mother. Children and society in general were no longer 
being disciplined. Discipline was a thing that had been cast aside 
in modern society. It was all about ME - what I WANT. 
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Increasingly, as was being witnessed on the overhead screens, 
there were feral packs of hooligan children and young people 
beyond control, taking over the streets,  the public transport and 
the neighbourhoods. These same children and young people were 
tomorrow’s parents!  These young people, because they were the 
society of tomorrow and the upholders of tomorrow’s laws and 
values, would have to be taken to task. If they weren’t taken to 
task and taught plain honesty, responsibility and morality, we 
would be lucky to survive another generation in terms of a 
civilised Christian society. 

Indeed, discipline,  punishment and the traditional family 
structure had been virtually outlawed, and was being dismantled 
by mindless bureaucrats legislating in obscure offices; faceless 
politically correct individuals with personal agendas and self-
important undue powers, who had somehow crept into peoples’ 
lives unseen and had acquired the means to dictate the direction 
of these lives and, if they weren’t stopped, would contribute 
further to society’s ultimate downfall. It had become a society of 
‘self’ and of ‘anything goes’! Shallow celebrity was increasingly 
being worshipped. An apathetic public no longer cared about 
society - as long as they had their mundane soaps, their booze and 
their football. Punishment for wrong-doing was non-existent.

But all that was going to change, promised Big Preacher - from 
now on there would be punishment for all wrong-doing. The form 
of that punishment would, of course, be dependent on the crime, 
and would be referred to, from here on in, as the Four Ps. In other 
words, the punishments would range from pocket, (meaning 
monetary fines), to pain, (meaning flogging), to prison (meaning a 
no frills institution, where hard work would be the order of the 
day). Finally, there would be the ‘ultimate punishment’ (meaning 
hanging) for crimes of major drug dealings, murder, terrorism and 
treason. 

On a brighter note, Big Preacher points out that many areas of the 
north and west of the country had already been established as 
Crime Free Zones, these areas being the Isle of Skye, the Outer
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Hebrides, Fort William and several coastal communities on the 
north western seaboard. 

‘In these places,’ he declares, ‘Satan is on the run! And on strategic 
high cliffs, headlands and highways in these crime free zones we 
have, in celebration, erected our towering monuments - the cross 
the gallows and the circle. It is the same monument you will have 
seen displayed at the main gate of the stadium here today and 
which you will by now know as COG. As a consequence, nobody 
approaching the shores or inland routes of these glorious zones 
can claim that they do not know what to expect. I make no excuse 
for repeating myself in the explanation of the symbols that make 
up COG.’

Big Preacher moves to the front centre of the stage.

‘The cross will inform people that they are entering primarily 
Christian lands. The gallows will tell them that those breaking the 
laws, as stipulated by God in the Scriptures, will be punished 
accordingly. And the circle, or orb, that joins the gallows to the 
cross my friends? That is a symbol of embracement, an assurance 
to all other religious persuasions that they will be afforded total 
protection and the freedom to follow their own particular faiths, 
but on the non-negotiable understanding that they pursue these 
faiths peacefully and without insulting or undermining the 
Christian, or any other faiths in the process.’ 
 
Big Preacher falls silent then, gazing at the stage floor and heaving 
his shoulders before continuing.

‘We, the Cleansers, are presently organising the urgent 
introduction of Identity Cards for the entire population of this 
country. It’s a sad state of affairs that has brought the country to 
this, but dire deceases demand dire remedies. When people abuse 
the glory of trust and freedom they must be punished, and 
included in that punishment now, of necessity, will be identity 
cards which will keep track of them and bring them to task. 
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As I said earlier, everyone born into the Christian faith will be 
required to regularly attend church and attain a minimum level of 
understanding of the Christian religion and of The Scriptures. 
Along with any criminal activity, a record of an individual’s 
church attendance and religious understanding will be recorded 
in a central register, via each individual’s Identity Card. Failure to 
meet the necessary code of conduct and religious requirements 
will result in appropriate punishment, in accordance with the 
Four Ps and, in appropriate situations, there will also be 
banishment from the offender’s favourite sport, pastime or areas 
of travel.’  
 
He pauses for a moment. 

‘Brothers and Sisters, by re-establishing a sound and moral family 
unit - the marriage of a man to a woman(!) - and by re-establishing 
the forces of law and order and, most importantly of all, by 
bringing God back into our daily lives, this violent world, this 
crumbling society of ours, can yet be saved. Oh yes, the Cleansers 
will be taking this Christian society of ours back to the integrity 
and morality of our grandparents, back to the old ways, when the 
family unit was sacrosanct. This process will be referred to as 
Resurrection with Reform!  Starting at the end of next year, a 
married woman with dependent children will be expected to 
remain at home and concentrate on the rearing of her family, her 
prime duty being to ensure that her offspring become honest 
disciplined God-fearing members of society. In this she will be 
accorded the full co-operation and assistance of her husband.’

He ignores the rising volume of shouts and boos from within a 
section of the crowd,  appalled and outraged by this latest 
revelation. This was a serious and unbelievable development! If 
not stopped, this madman was taking society back to the dark 
ages! 

Big Preacher continues.
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‘I concede however, that there was much in the “old” society that 
was also not good. For example, too many wives were 
downtrodden and abused. In our new process of “Resurrection 
with Reform”, domestic violence will not be tolerated for one 
second. Any perpetrator of such violence will be lashed. The wife, 
the figurehead of the family unit, will be treated with respect and 
accorded gratitude. She will have the predominant control of the 
family money, money earned by the main breadwinner - the 
husband. As a result, the modern woman need not fear this new 
resurrected society. Unmarried or childless married women can, of 
course, pursue a full-time career, but they can’t have both. The 
time has come for the individual to serve society, not vice versa.’

Ignoring a fresh outburst of outraged shrieks and boos, he paces 
across the front of the stage before continuing. 

‘I know that other things worry you - worry you deeply. I have 
heard your murmurings. I refer of course to the Islamic terrorist - 
the Jihadi - the suicide bomber. Well, I can assure you, Brothers 
and Sisters, that they haven’t been forgotten about. But I have said 
this many times and I will say it again now. Our first priority, as a 
society, is to get our own house in order by re-establishing 
Christian and family values. Then and only then, will we have the 
strength, the organisation and, very importantly, the credibility to 
deal with outside  enemies.’

He raises his hands in the air then. 

‘Brothers and Sisters, I thank you for coming today. I hope this 
day is the start of a new beginning for you and your families, the 
beginning of a bright new dawn for our society. Let your motto 
be:  GOD AND THE FAMILY UNIT. Adhere to the dictates of that 
motto and all else that is good and productive will follow, leading 
to a Godly, ordered and safe and civilised Christian society. Let us 
pray.’

After a short prayer, Big Preacher stretches his pointing arm 
towards Blue Eyes, who is standing at the rear of the stage. ‘My 
friends, I will hand you over now to our Brother and my colleague
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here, who has a few more things to say.’ So saying, he departs the 
stage.

In conclusion to the rally, Blue Eyes informs the assembly of the 
Cleansers’ promotion and information wagons, located within  and 
around the stadium and in the centre of the city. He also informs 
them that the citizens of Glasgow have one further week in which 
to digest the Cleansers’ message, make themselves fully aware of 
all punishable crimes and, very importantly, understand what the 
punishments for these crimes will be - in other words, the FOUR 
Ps. Following the one week period of grace, the ‘punishment 
wagons’ would be rolling into the city and the appropriate 
punishments would begin to be carried out.

There is a shout from the crowd.

‘All very well laying down the law to the poor man on the street - 
and all these severe punishments. Concentrate on the growing 
threat from terrorism – from the resurgent Islamic State!  It is all 
very well saying that the suicide bombers will go to Hell when 
they are blowing all of us here on earth to Hell in the meantime. 
That is the greatest evil we need protection from. Big Preacher 
says we have to get our own house in order first. We don’t have 
time!!’

Blue Eyes directs his pale eyes towards the shout.

‘My friend, the Cleansers have already begun getting our own 
house in order. It won’t take us long to finish the task. I can 
promise you that. And when that is done, we will be turning to 
other priorities, suicide bombers, jihadis and terrorists being high 
amongst them. Don’t you worry Brother, we haven’t been 
forgetting about them. They will be dealt with, I assure you. The 
Cleansers are attuned to the majority will of the people, unlike the 
largely rich boy, public school types who presently run our 
Government. They and their obscenely rich city cronies, the 
greedy bankers and big business tycoons etc., are totally out of 
touch; don’t understand, or care a whit about the hardships being 
endured by the ordinary man. 
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But the Cleansers know the reality and understand your 
predicament.’

There is a deep silence from the audience now. Blue Eyes has 
made a very significant statement - a direct criticism of the 
Government. And that could be a first hint from the Cleansers that 
there was the possibility of major conflict, the possibility of 
something bigger and perhaps darker afoot. 

As the huge crowd later departs the stadium, there is a noticeable 
number of slow moving female stragglers who seem strangely 
reluctant to leave, most prominent among them being a certain 
Lilly Rust. She is one of several intense, breathless women, 
carrying Cleanser banners and wearing Big Preacher sweaters and 
sporting radiant glows on their cheeks. But Lilly Rust and her 
kind are nothing new. Aroused and smelling blood, her kind have 
gathered many times before, down through the ages - at rallies 
and gatherings, where ruthless dictators and emerging strong 
men would shake their fists and their manes and utter words of 
fire - the ancient expression in their eyes being that of the she-
wolf, eyes aroused by the arrival of an Alpha male, a strong new 
leader and saviour of the pack. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

In Saudi Arabia, in the ancient seaport city of Jeddah, Mohammed 
al-Dossary settles cross legged on a corner bench of the traditional 
Arabic teahouse. Beyond the teahouse window the narrow spice 
scented alleys of the Old Quarter scurry across patches of 
scorching sunlight to pools of deep shadow, radiating in a myriad 
directions among a warren of red mud-brick multi-storey 
buildings.

 Overlooking the alleys, a multitude balconies and windows are 
encased in close-mesh timber trelliswork and behind which dark 
eyed Muslim women, unveiled now and unseen, breathe softly 
and dream their forbidden dreams as they observe the goings-on 
of the outside male world.  

Glancing along one of the alleys, Mohammed catches a far 
glimpse of the Red Sea, but he isn’t really taking it in, his brow 
furrowed in a frown. Disturbing thoughts have been increasingly 
invading his reveries over the preceding months, so the frown by 
now is nothing new. He is brought back to reality by the arrival at 
his side of a smiling Sudanese tea-boy who serves him a cup of 
sweet Arabic tea from a mandatory silver tray.

Sipping at the tea, Mohammed calculates that he hasn’t seen his 
long-time friend, Adnan, for eighteen months and wonders why 
he has now summoned  him so insistently and so urgently. He 
glances at his watch. Adnan is ten minutes late, and for Adnan, 
whose life is one of method and meticulous consistency, that is 
unusual. He glances along the alley again, to the same glimpse of 
Red Sea which at this time of day is softening to a twinkling 
bronze sheet as the huge crimson sun free-falls rapidly towards it.

It is more a sense of disturbed air than the result of any sound that 
makes him aware of the man who has arrived by his side. Turning 
and glancing up, he sees Adnan. He rises and he and his friend 
embrace and exchange the traditional Arabic pleasantries. 
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He calls for another two teas and they both sit down, cross-legged 
and facing one another. 

‘Well, dear friend, you are looking in fine health,’ observes 
Adnan. ‘And putting on weight. What have you been doing with 
yourself?’

Mohammed pays for the newly arrived tray of ever-ready sweet 
tea. 

‘Not a lot, if the truth be told.’ 

He glances at Adnan again, noting more closely the outward 
changes in him. Gone is the neatly trimmed goatee beard, 
replaced now by a full ragged affair but minus a moustache. His 
head covering, the ghutra, has been casually dropped on the head, 
gone being the igal, the circular black cord that used to top it at a 
meticulous and dashingly jaunty angle. And from these changes, 
Mohammed suspects that Adnan has turned to religion - has 
become a fundamentalist. And he looks so super fit too, as if he 
had been in serious training. But training for what? Reading his 
friend’s thoughts, Adnan surveys him with indulgent amusement. 

‘Well?’

‘Uh?’

‘Well, aren’t you going to reciprocate? Aren’t you going to ask 
what I have been up to?’

‘From your appearance Adnan, I think I know. You have, to my 
great surprise, become a fundamentalist.’

‘Honestly blunt as ever, and to the point. Good. Well done my 
friend. And…?’ Adnan’s eyes are smouldering with enthusiasm.

‘I suppose I could hazard a guess as to what that could mean. 
And, in the current climate of Middle Eastern violence and unrest, 
I don’t think I like it Adnan.’
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‘Go on Mohammed . . . hazard a guess!’

Mohammed sighs. ‘I suppose, but hopefully I am wrong, that you 
have become a supporter of The Brotherhood - the resurgent Islamic 
State, Adnan.’  

‘Not a supporter, Mohammed - an active member!’ Adnan’s voice 
has become slightly breathless, his eyes aflame now. ‘All good 
Muslims, world-wide, are duty bound to join The Brotherhood - to 
engage in Jihad. Islamic State may have lost their caliphate, but 
they are quickly re-gathering and gaining strength - worldwide! It 
was ‘predicted’ and therefor expected,  that first time around, 
attempts to create an Islamic caliphate would fail. Next time 
around, the caliphate will prevail’

‘Good Muslims? I don’t know if good is the correct terminology 
Adnan.’

There is a fleeting flash of anger in Adnan’s eyes. ‘That is 
dangerous talk, Mohammed, very dangerous talk.’

‘What I mean, Adnan, is that things seem to be getting out of 
hand. Too many innocent people are getting hurt or killed. There 
is too much hatred, too much gratuitous violence - barbarity 
indeed. It’s the wrong interpretation of Islam. Good Muslims 
don’t want innocent people to get hurt or get killed.’

‘It’s Jihad, Mohammed! We are fighting for our lives, fighting for 
our religion - fighting for our lands and our culture!  We are 
fighting the destroyer of these things - the infidel, the invader and 
desecrator of the Muslim Holy Lands - the Westerner, the 
Crusader!  The Prophet Mohammed, peace be upon Him, 
instructed that all Muslims have a duty to fight, to destroy the 
enemies of Islam, wherever they may be found.’

Mohammed toys with his teacup.  ‘Don’t tarnish all Westerners 
with the foul deeds of a few. Your memory is short, Adnan. Like 
myself, you graduated in engineering in the West. 
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We have both studied and lived for a while in America and 
England - among the infidels, as you call them. We met many nice 
decent people among them, who harboured no ill will towards 
Islam. We made many good friends. You yourself used to rave 
about the colour and excitement of these times.’

‘I was young and impressionable, Mohammed. I was blinded by 
the desire for earthly non-spiritual non-Islamic things, blinded by 
materialistic youth. Satan had drawn a veil across my eyes and I 
wasn’t seeing the truth. As we speak, Muslim brothers are being 
killed Mohammed! Slaughtered! In Iraq, in Palestine, in 
Afghanistan, in Syria, in China, in the former Soviet States - 
everywhere! They are gradually devouring us. Look what they 
have done to Sadia Arabia, our own country and  the land of the 
Prophet, peace be upon Him.’ 

Adnan pauses to sip at his tea.

‘Look what they have done to other Muslim countries. Forget the 
cynical corporate exploitation of our Islamic resources, because 
that is blatantly obvious and well documented. The bigger 
problem is the insidious stealthy undermining and destruction of 
our religion and culture, of our morality, of our family values. The 
world of the infidel is morally corrupt, swamped and drowning in 
a slimy ocean of materialism, sex, nakedness, drugs and filth. 
Family cohesion and unity are breaking down. Violence, 
drunkenness and immorality are endemic and increasing in their 
societies. It isn’t safe for people, young or old, to walk their streets 
anymore. And that’s because they are non-believers Mohammed!’ 

Adnan’s eyes are on fire. He stops to sip at his tea again. 
Mohammed’s frown has deepened. 

‘But in all communities and among all nationalities cultures and 
religions of this earth, Adnan, you will find a mix of the good and 
of the bad. You and I have met many of the good. We have made 
close friends among them, including among the expatriates who 
worked here in Saudi Arabia.’
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‘Don’t talk to me about western expatriates, Mohammed! The 
damage they did to our way of life, during the building boom 
years of the seventies and eighties in particular, was incalculable. 
Thanks be to Allah, peace be upon Him, they have all but 
vanished now from our Holy Lands - running scared! As you 
know, they had their own camps in those days, although camps 
was a misnomer. Mini-cities, more like! What went on in these 
camps, and just remember that our own authorities knowingly 
turned a blind eye to it, was virtually exempt from, and in 
contempt of our Sharia law. As you know yourself these camps 
were awash with alcohol and pornographic movies. The immoral 
activities of these camps would even have shocked the 
sensibilities of the expatriates’ own communities back home in the 
West. The expats themselves would admit to that. Is that not 
ironic now?  Slap bang in the middle of the land of the Prophet, 
peace be upon Him. What arrogance and insensitivity! What 
inexcusable insult to Islam and the Muslim people!’ 

Adnan sips at more tea in order to contain his outrage before 
continuing. 

‘I remember one particularly unimaginable weekend when I had 
been invited, in my unenlightened days, to a party at one of these 
camps. The memory of it, the utter disgust I experienced, will 
never leave me. I still feel unclean just thinking about it. People, 
men and women, were falling about hopelessly drunk. Couples, 
relative strangers to each other I may add, many of them married 
back home with families, were groping each other, were openly 
fornicating in the swimming pool. But the pinnacle of this orgy of 
filth was when a naked man staggered drunkenly from one of the 
bedrooms, in full view of everybody, with a naked Filipino female 
hanging onto him, her arms round his neck and her legs round his 
waist. He then headed for the kitchen to replenish the alcohol in 
his glass. Uh!! Beasts! Beasts! I feel unclean just thinking about it!’

Adnan drains his cup. ‘And their women were worse than the 
men. Immoral bitches. Many of them were nurses in our hospitals. 
Promiscuous as animals. Their main aim was to sleep with as 
many different male partners as possible. 
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Did you know, Mohammed, that they compiled leagues of male 
sexual performance and physical attributes - marks out of ten, 
intimate details they compared amongst themselves?’

Adnan has another calming sip of tea.

‘ But, worst of all was the fact that news of these activities began 
to leak out and circulate among our own youth and young 
women, making them restless and resentful of Islamic values and 
constraints, being under the delusion, in their naivety, that they 
were being denied their freedom and right to enjoyment. That is 
where the biggest danger to our society lay.’

‘I know what you are saying Adnan, I know. There were instances 
that  disgusted and disturbed me also. I am a Muslim too don’t 
forget. A good Muslim, I hope. But the indiscriminate wholesale 
slaughter of innocent people, including women and children, 
which is currently being advocated and practiced by the 
extremists,  is wrong, is contrary to the message of Islam. Let the 
Islamic world lead by example, not by…..’

Adnan cuts him off curtly.

 ‘Ahh! The infidel is too far down the road to hell for all of that.’ 

His eyes bore into Mohammed’s, searching. ‘I think I can see that 
you are not convinced. That is a great pity, my friend. It could also 
be very dangerous. Anyway, Mohammed, you can prove me 
wrong  by doing The Brotherhood a great favour. As you know, in 
preparation for a global jihad, we have taken our war with the 
infidel to our fortuitous and expanding new battlegrounds - Syria, 
Iraq, Afghanistan and increasingly to other Arab and Asian 
counties beyond. We in Saudi share a very long and barren 
northern border with Iraq. That border is not only an increasingly 
porous bolt-hole for our fighters but is also a very important line 
of supply and communication.’

He pauses to study Mohammed.
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‘We have bases and safe houses well established on the border at 
Al Qurayyat in the west, and at Jubail and around Kuwait in the 
east. We are a bit thin on the ground however, in the vast desert 
area in the centre - around the Bedouin town of Hafr al Batin. 
Your grandfather, a tribal chief whose al-Dossary tribe are from 
that area, still follows the Black Tent life of the Bedouin, and he has 
much influence in that region. I would like you, Mohammed, 
through your grandfather, to arrange for a villa or two, for rent or 
for purchase in or around Hafr al Batin. We will pay him well.’

Mohammed regards his friend cautiously, but says nothing. 
Draining his already drained teacup, Adnan throws him a tight 
little smile.
 
‘The West, Mohammed, is trying to force democracy on us against 
our will. And then plunder what oil and resources they haven’t 
already plundered. What arrogance! They don’t understand us. 
Democracy doesn’t suit our culture and traditions. It isn’t wanted, 
isn’t wanted by the people, because it destroys that dearly held 
culture and those traditions. To make changes you have to take 
the people with you. You don’t force it upon them and in the 
process destroy age-old customs overnight.’

Adnan pauses.

‘Anyway, look what democracy has done to the West. It has been 
abused, leading to self-indulgent excesses, lawlessness and moral 
anarchy. It has become self-destructive. Democracy is a false 
Utopia, Mohammed. Pie in the sky. Just as communism was. And 
where is communism today? The West itself is slowly and 
belatedly beginning to realise the delusion of its democracy.  Of 
course, what the West is really after, by forcing democracy upon 
the Muslim world, is to be able to bully and control us, and, as I 
said already, because they want to profit from our resources - 
notably our oil. But we aren’t stupid, are we Mohammed?’  

Adnan reaches for the briefcase at his feet, producing a pile of 
leaflets which he pushes across the table.
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 ‘Read these, Mohammed. Read them over and over until digested 
and engraved in your heart and mind. Then pass them on. Spread 
the word!  Jihad has well and truly begun. It is reaching into every 
corner of the world. Soon, there will be nowhere, nowhere at all, 
for the infidel to hide!’

He stands and places his hand on Mohammed’s shoulder. 

‘As the president of the Great Satan, America, once said; either 
you are with us or you are against us. There is no room any more 
for fence sitters.’ The smile on his face bears no humour. ‘A safe 
house or two in Hafr-al-Batin Mohammed. Don’t forget. Speak to 
your grandfather. Masalama, my friend. We will arrange to meet 
again soon.’

Mohammed watches Adnan walk away, pushing through the 
teahouse door and into the dusty alley, an old friend he feels that 
he suddenly doesn’t really know at all. He had looked forward to 
their meeting, had hoped to discuss pleasant things, ask after 
family and mutual friends, have a bit of a laugh. But the meeting 
had been short and certainly not sweet. The discussion had had 
chilling overtones, overtones of revenge and violence and the dark 
clouds of jihad  - holy war. The overtones had ambushed the 
conversation, had taken over to the exclusion of the hoped for 
pleasantries, and Mohammed is left feeling flat and with a sense 
of foreboding. The voice of the smiling Sudanese tea-boy brings  
him back to where he is. 

‘More tea sir?’

‘Oh! . . No. No thank you. I will finish what I have.’

He fumbles for a cigarette, lights up and draws long and hard. 
Three old timers are sat along the back wall of the tea house 
sharing a hubble bubble - the Arabic water pipe. One of them says 
something and his companions cackl toothless grins of hilarity. 
Mohammed smiles vaguely and glances down the westward 
heading alley, to a space in the old mud brick buildings at the far 
end. 
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Beyond the space a modern building can be seen in the middle 
distance, on the façade of which a neon sign has newly been 
switched on. From where he sits, he can’t make out the individual 
letters of the sign but he knows in any case what they are saying; 
Bin Laden, Engineering and Construction

As a young man, some years before, he had sat in the waiting 
room of that building, awaiting an architect friend who worked 
there. While he had been waiting, a very tall man had passed by 
from one office to another, a man who had greeted him with a 
smile and a polite gentle voice. That tall man, he now knew, had 
been the late Osama, the son who was to be eventually disowned 
and ostracised by the Bin Laden family, the man whose name was 
now being uttered with extremes of reverence or revulsion across 
the world. Had he known about that brief meeting, Adnan would 
have been impressed - mightily impressed.

He draws on the cigarette. ‘Osama,’ he thinks to himself, ‘what 
have you done - what demons have you unleashed?’

 His gaze moves on, to the horizon. The swiftly falling sun, like a 
huge crimson balloon, is plunging into the Red Sea. He watches it 
fall, watches it fall until it has slipped beneath the waves. As he 
watches, he tries to push his dark premonitions to the back of his 
mind. Earlier in the day, he had made a decision: tomorrow he 
would head to the north of the country, to the tap-line, the oil 
pipeline that ran the length of Saudi’s northern mutual border 
with Iraq. Up there was Hafr al Batin, and for miles surrounding it 
the empty desert lands of his childhood, the ancient tribal lands of 
his beloved Bedouin grandfather. 

Glancing down at his empty teacup, the realisation hits him that 
the myriad minarets of Jeddah are calling the faithful to sunset 
prayer and that the still smiling Sudanese tea-boy is  anxious to 
close shop. He stubs his cigarette and decides that he will 
accompany the young lad to the mosque.
__________
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It was three days later: Mohammed al Dossary lay on his prayer 
mat at the base of a large sand-dune. Feeling the need to be alone, 
to sift through his thoughts, he had moved some distance from his 
grandfather’s Bedouin camp. As at the teahouse in Jeddah, he had 
again watched the sun fall. It hadn’t fallen into the Red Sea now 
but into a different kind of sea - a sea of endless sand - the 
northern Saudi Arabian desert. And this time he had performed 
his Maghrib, (sunset prayer), alone. The silence surrounding him 
being vast and the distracting shuffle of fellow worshippers 
absent, he had felt more uplifted by his prayers than he had at the 
mosque in Jeddah - had felt closer to Almighty Allah.  

Lying on his back, absently watching the pulsating of a million 
emerging stars, he eventually rolled onto his side, his thoughts 
continuing to drift. In the distance he could see the shimmering 
rash of garish neon lights spreading across the small Bedouin 
town that was Hafr al Batin.

 Recently, at the instigation of the strengthening fundamentalists, 
much of that neon had been either smashed or pulled down, for 
being ‘western’ and as a result decadent and un-Islamic - 
especially neon advertising western products such as Coca Cola, 
McDonalds and the like.  An increasing number of the local 
population, particularly the disenchanted and unemployed 
young, had been enthusiastically supportive of the 
fundamentalists in these actions. It was a development which 
increasingly disturbed Mohammed, since it was an indication that 
the dark and violent world of Adnan was oozing into the remoter 
and more peaceful corners of Arabia.

Pushing these thoughts aside, Mohammed’s gaze moved east, to 
where the nearby tents of his grandfather’s Bedouin camp stood 
out darkly against the now moon-silvered sands. More and more 
of the western frame-and-canvas or nylon tents had been making 
an appearance among the Bedouin communities but Mohammed’s 
grandfather, a fierce devotee of Bedouin tradition, had stuck by 
the age-old ‘black’ tents; tents painstakingly made from goat and 
camel hair. 
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The western tents might be lighter to transport, an important 
consideration for long distance camel trains, and much quicker to 
erect, but they lacked the ‘soul’, the spirit of the Bedouin and his 
ancestors, such as was firmly encapsulated in the traditional 
‘black’ tents. Known as the ‘black’ tents, on account of their 
standing out darkly against the red sands of the desert from great 
distances, they weren’t black at all, but a subtle combination of 
browns, yellows and creams, colours reflecting the animal hairs 
from which they had been made.

To Mohammed’s grandfather, and as a consequence to 
Mohammed, the ‘black’ tents were the ultimate symbol of the 
Bedouin, the essence of the Bedouins’ migratory way of life, a way 
of life that had survived since long before the times of the Prophet 
Mohammed. Many of these tents had been handed down for 
many generations, preserving the spirit of the desert man and his 
proud Bedouin forebears, as well as that of the animals - the 
camels and the goats - that had succoured them and had travelled 
the hazardous scorching miles with them.

Although devoid of formal education, Mohammed’s grandfather 
had not lacked in sharp natural intelligence, having kept abreast, 
as far as his lifestyle had allowed, of what had been happening in 
the outside world. Also, rather fortuitously, his traditional tribal 
lands had lain in the path of the oil pipeline being proposed, in 
the early twentieth century, by the big international oil companies 
along the length of Saudi Arabia’s northern border. 

Not only had the old man acquired some considerable wealth as a 
result but the situation had also afforded him contact with 
western engineers, who had convinced him of the benefits of 
western education. As a consequence, Mohammed’s father had 
pursued such an education, Mohammed himself eventually 
following in his footsteps. 

Mohammed’s reveries were interrupted by the rumblings of his 
stomach which felt distended and overfull. Smiling to himself, he 
blamed his grandfather’s Bedouin hospitality! 
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A traditional Arabic feast of goats, chickens, rice, dates and 
traditional sweets had been prepared in honour of his visit from 
Jeddah, a feast lasting the best part of the day and attended by 
virtually the entire al-Dossary tribe. 

He was aware of being one of his grandfather’s favourites. Of all 
the many grandchildren, it was he who showed the greatest 
genuine interest in, and derived the greatest enjoyment from the 
vanishing Bedouin way of life, a fact that greatly gratified the old 
man. Every summer vacation, from his early schooldays in Jeddah 
and continuing into later holidays from college in England, 
Mohammed had joined the al-Dossary tribe in their summer 
Bedouin migrations across the northern Arabian desert.

He lit a cigarette, wallowing happily in renewed childhood 
memories -  joyous carefree times! Extremes of weather lay in 
these memories, such as the elemental fierceness of the summers, 
fifty-five degrees centigrade in the shade being not uncommon, 
the furnace heat baking the sand and rendering it too hot for bare 
feet. The very air, motionless and crackling, could scorch the lungs 
making it almost too hot to breathe. Distant features and horizons 
would become a shimmering blur, hanging over illusionary lakes 
of liquid fire. At such times the adults would lie motionless in the 
shade of the tents, the sides of which would be folded upward in 
the hope of catching the slightest movement of passing air, the 
guarding of the goat and camel herds meantime being left to the 
children - boys or girls.

Many a time Mohammed himself had been entrusted with theses 
spells of guard duty, sitting motionless in the sand and holding a 
wooden staff draped with a cloth, to provide minimal shade. 
Seldom had he found these times boring. Despite the delusions of 
the untrained eye to the contrary, there was much to observe in 
the desert heat. Apart from the individual personalities and social 
structure rituals of the animal herds themselves, there were the 
industrious and methodical activities of ant colonies and dung 
beetles. There were the camouflaging tactics and energy 
conserving expertise of side heaving open mouthed lizards. 
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And there was the distant wheeling of high-flying buzzards, 
giving the show away and telling other desert scavengers of 
death, or imminent death, below. There were the myriad tracks 
that told their own stories, such as the parallel coiled indents in 
the sand from the feared horned viper, having passed by earlier in 
the cool of the previous evening.

There had also been the excitement and adventure of breaking 
camp and migrating to fresh pastures, which invariably entailed 
crossing miles of arid desert between the precious tribal wells and 
water holes. These journeys invariably prompted grumbling from 
the camels at the burden of people and equipment on their backs, 
some of which comprised of colourful and elaborate mobile 
shelters for the old and infirm, swaying precariously but yet 
perfectly securely with the roll of the camel’s ungainly gait. And 
there was the Bedouin etiquette of approaching neighbours’ or 
strangers’ tents from the front, where one could be seen and 
where one stopped short, awaiting the invitation to approach 
further. Reaching small settlements, there would be the 
excitement and social occasion of the camel and goat markets, 
expert eyes and hands assessing a beast’s value, to be followed by 
the ritual haggle of price and the swilling of sweet tea. 

And there were the times when he and his father and grandfather 
would search for yams or hunt with the falcons or, best of all, go 
hunting the elusive Arabian oryx. There had been an art to desert 
hunting in these days which entailed long baking hours of slow 
patient stalking, with old fashioned, long barrelled rifles and 
making expert use of dune-cover and wind direction.  

In contrast to the blazing summer heat, there had been the 
freezing desert winter nights when the tents’ occupants would 
bury themselves in swathes of goat hair blankets, the children 
huddled together for communal reassurance and warmth. There 
had undoubtedly been hardships and discomforts to endure, but 
Mohammed found himself lamenting the passing of these old 
ways. With the advent of modern highways and motorised water 
tankers, and with an imported ever-ready supply of animal feed, 
the necessity of the old Bedouin migrations had all but vanished. 
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And with the arrival of the rich and westernised young city Arab, 
with his four-wheel drive vehicles and high-powered automatic 
rifles, the Arabian oryx had been driven to the edge of extinction. 
Yes, the world was surely changing.
     
The sound of distant laughter brought him back to the sand dune 
and the  present. He glanced towards his grandfather’s camp 
again and saw the campfires blazing in the night, reflecting red on 
the faces of the men huddled around them. The laughter was 
repeated. It was female laughter and came from the exclusive 
female section within the rear of one of the tents. His glance 
moved on, sweeping across the moon-silvered dunes and coming 
back to the neon rash shimmering in distant Hafr al Batin. His 
thoughts tumbled about in confusion as he gazed at the flashing 
electric colours - in reality, so out of place, so alien, and perhaps 
ultimately destructive of the desert traditions.

Recalling his earlier reveries, he wondered if things really were 
changing for the better, or if outside influences were irrevocably 
destroying the things that really mattered - the old Arabic ways, 
the Islamic ways - forever.

These thoughts, in turn, reminded him of his recent meeting in 
Jeddah with Adnan. And the thought of Adnan and the 
disturbing changes in him, revived Mohammed’s unease and 
intensified his confusion. He remained with these thoughts for 
some time, arguing and counter-arguing with himself.  No! - he 
decided. He wouldn’t do as Adnan had asked. He wouldn’t assist 
in arranging ‘safe’ houses as requested and therefore condoning 
the dark forces that were spreading across Arabia and beyond. 

Violence, hatred and the murder of innocents were no answer - 
weren’t the true Islamic way. Islam was a religion and a way of 
life that advocated peace and tolerance, that gave a sense of 
spiritual harmony and wellbeing, a sense of being at one with 
Allah, thus cleansing the body and the soul. Yes, Islam was 
tolerant and patient. You introduced the non-believer to Islam by 
illustrating its benefits, its purity and its goodness - by good 
example and not by violence. 
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He rose and dusted himself down, picked up his prayer mat and 
headed for the laughter still emanating from his grandfather’s 
camp.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

It was Friday, a day after the expiry of the deadline to ‘behave’, as 
delivered by the Cleansers at the DAM-MAD rally in Hampden 
Park Football Stadium. 

The evening sky over Glasgow was a blaze of cloudless crimson. It 
had been scorching unusually hot all day and the city centre 
buildings now radiated their absorbed heat into the humid, airless 
streets - not the best of conditions for the tempers of man or of 
beast. 

With the advancing darkness, a sprinkling of lights appeared 
across the city like stardust, and veins of neon flowed along the 
streets and back alleys of the suburbs like fast flowing streams 
and rivers, spilling into the garish multi-coloured ocean of the city 
centre: Glasgow was applying her whore’s make-up, was 
preparing for yet another night of mayhem and mischief. And 
soon after, her inevitable human accomplices would emerge from 
the shadows: the young street women with faces as old as 
Damascus, promising warmth and satisfaction but delivering 
disease and indifference, drug addicted young women who knew 
the demons of the streets and had early death clawing at their 
coat-tails.

And the drug dealers, with their shifty eyes and clammy skins, 
breathless at the thought of material wealth - an easy buck - 
uncaring of the death and misery resulting from their deadly 
trade. And last but not least, the army of undisciplined, moronic, 
tiresome troublemakers, hell-bent on drunkenness, assault, rape 
or theft. And in their wake the tenement canyons were filling with 
fleeing shadows and silent screams. And sad and wizened old 
faces, forgotten, desperately lonely, gazed from behind faded lace 
curtains - bemused, uncomprehending old faces lined by 
memories and vanished dreams: dear God, what had happened to 
their gardens? Where had all the flowers gone? 
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In defiance of the Cleansers’ ultimatum, and with greed and self-
interest being paramount, the criminal gangs and the drug barons 
had determined on confrontation, had determined to call the 
Cleansers’ bluff. 

And that would prove to be a big mistake. 
  
The numbers and ruthless efficiency of the motorcycle mounted 
Reapers - the Cleansers’  hot-pursuit-and-snatch squads - had 
astounded the city. Pockets of violence drunkenness and drug 
dealing, having been identified on CCTV or on undercover 
Cleanser cameras, were then isolated by blocking off the streets on 
a square pattern around the relevant areas, at which point the 
Reaper snatch squads moved in, the PAIN and DEATH wagons 
following close behind. Guilt having been captured on video, and 
thus established without doubt, the stipulated punishment of 
public hanging or public flogging was carried out on the spot, and 
without ceremony. 

The Cleansers were proving, not only to the city of Glasgow and 
other cities in Europe, but also to the world that would listen, that 
they meant business - society would be ‘cleansed’, come hell or 
high water! With a display of previously undisclosed staggering 
manpower and resources, they were now also challenging anybody 
to stop them. 

But they weren’t having things all their own way. 

On the other side of the coin, the opposition groups were 
mustering their forces and organising noisy but legitimate rallies 
of protest. Along with the Civil Liberties and Human Rights 
people, two of the noisiest and most vehemently hostile rallies 
had been arranged by a strident Feminist by the name of Emily 
Lungburst and a leading figure in homosexual circles by the name 
of Adrian Bottomly.
Adhering to the dictum that there was strength in numbers, the 
opposing groups joined forces and presented a numerically 
daunting and violently determined opposition front. 
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Criminal drug dealing and people trafficking groups, who could 
not openly announce themselves, sent in coach loads of ‘heavies’, 
purporting to be supporters of the legitimate groups, to ferment 
trouble and swell the opposition numbers still further.

Adding to the volatile mix were the ever swelling and fanatical 
supporters of the Cleansers, including groups such as the newly 
formed and bright eyed ‘The Lilly Rust Cleanser Appreciation 
Society.’  Inevitably, the opposing groups converged and 
physically clashed, resulting in a bloody spate of unrestrained 
mayhem and violence.  

In their first real major test the Cleansers were finding that 
Glasgow was no Isle of Skye or small town Fort William and was 
proving to be a very hard nut to crack or contain. The unrest 
continuing into a second week, the situation deteriorated into an 
ongoing cycle of gratuitous violence and killings, and reciprocal 
public floggings and hangings. The gates of Hell had apparently 
opened and Glasgow’s streets ran red. 

 In the meantime, ‘official’ opposition to the Cleansers’ activities 
continued to remain mystifyingly muted or, at best, unconvincing. 
The Cleansers, however, had placed themselves on the horns of a 
dilemma. On the one hand they couldn’t show weakness or lack 
of resolve by backing down and thus losing their fight for the 
hearts and minds of the undecided sector of the crime-weary 
general public they claimed to represent. On the other hand, 
should the cycle of violence continue in the vein of the previous 
weeks, it might force intervention from an albeit apparently 
reluctant and cash strapped Central Government. But the latter 
also had a dilemma on its hands in that it was desperately trying 
to play down official acknowledgement of not only the Cleansers 
themselves but also of  their power and influence. 

It was a ludicrous and alarming situation which, had it been 
predicted a few years earlier, would have been scoffed at, or 
dismissed out of hand as insane ranting. However, in the years 
following the events of 9/11 and subsequent ISIS inspired 
atrocities, people’s lives in the West had been changing. 
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In fighting or countering these atrocities, ostensibly democratic 
governments were being forced into eroding established rights 
and freedoms, either by surreptitious stealth, ducking and 
weaving or, in particularly desperate situations, by blatantly 
turning  a ‘blind eye’ to any violent reciprocal response.  

Adding to it all, the global post-Coronavirus recession was 
worsening. Being already hard pressed and desperately over-
stretched by its fight against ever strengthening Islamic terrorists 
on the home front, and an astronomically expensive military 
machine bogged down by threatening turmoil further afield, the 
UK Central Government hadn’t the spare resources to fight 
crumbling domestic law and order and morality. Even had it had 
the resources, it didn’t have the required legal cover to take the 
necessary remedial short-cuts, its hands having been ever 
increasingly tied. Human Rights, Civil Liberties, Political 
Correctness-gone-mad, Free Speech and lunatic EU legislation had 
seen to that. The Cleansers, and the ‘cover’ they provided, it 
would appear, continued to be Central Government’s obvious 
short-term answer.  
 
In order to overcome their own dilemma, The Cleanser hierarchy 
determined to call a temporary truce and to arrange for an 
emergency televised public debate, when representatives of all 
opponents  of their policies could air their views and grievances, 
face to face. This proposal appeared to calm things down, but it 
had been a close call. The Cleanser Movement had almost 
collapsed at the first really major hurdle. The debate would give 
them time to catch their breaths and take stock. They had learned 
a hard lesson about ‘cleansing’ a large city, but they would recoup 
and fine-tune their strategy. There would be no repeat 
performance. And there would be no weakening!          
__________

It was in a climate of high tension and mutual distrust that the 
emergency televised public debate was conducted and during 
which, from the new faces present, some prominent future players 
were to emerge. The debate was chaired by Big Preacher and Blue 
Eyes, representing The Cleansers. 
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Their opponents and critics comprised of Human Rights, Free 
Speech and Civil Liberties groups; Feminists, Homosexuals and 
Lesbians; Muslims and non-Christian religious groups, along with 
some obscure fringe beliefs. And last but not least, there was 
representation from the Media and Broadcasting, while watching 
breathlessly from the anonymity of the wings was the ever-
present  criminal element - the ‘Mr Bigs’ of the drug and people 
trafficking and sex exploitation trades. 

The recent levels of violence and bloodletting apart, having been 
present at the DAM-MAD Rally, the various opposing 
representatives had heard things with which they were in 
disagreement and which troubled them deeply, and on which 
they now wished clarification and hopefully reassurance - if not 
downright retraction.

As a forerunner to the debate, Big Preacher announced the 
Cleansers’ regret and disappointment at the recent levels of law 
breaking and violence, but refused to apologise for their own 
draconian counter measures. He pointed out that these counter 
measures, apart from being forewarned, had been forced upon 
them. Criminality had to be punished! Full stop! The punishments 
themselves had been clearly stipulated beforehand for all to see, 
so the ball had been squarely in the criminals’ court. The criminals 
themselves had the answer - stop offending!

 The Cleansers weren’t fiends however, weren’t above learning 
from mistakes. There had been expressed outrage from some 
quarters that it was predominantly the ordinary man in the street 
who was taking the brunt of the punishments, while the top dogs 
escaped Scot free. The Cleansers had taken this complaint on 
board.

And so the televised debate proceeded:
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DRUG DEALING AND DEALERS

Big Preacher revealed that in the case of drug ‘dealing’, the 
Cleansers were aware that many of the small operators were 
forced into it, not for monetary gain but purely in order to feed 
their own addiction. He pointed out that lately it was only those 
involved in ‘big profit’ dealing had suffered hanging. Also, in 
future, in order to control and contain the problem with addicts 
and addicted small-time dealers, the Cleansers were in the process 
of  establishing a chain of drug dispensing centres around the 
country. These dispensing centres would be the only legal source 
from which illegal recreational drugs could be obtained. 

The drugs would be issued free of charge, with the addicts and 
small-time ‘addicted’ dealers being required to be registered, 
counselled and put on withdrawal and rehabilitation 
programmes. As for those big-time dealers continuing to operate, 
or caught importing drugs into the country, there would be no 
mercy. With the latter in mind, banks of gallows would be erected 
in full view of new arrivals at all international air terminals and 
seaports. Draconian measures perhaps, but those with nothing to 
hide had nothing to fear.

Having made these points, Big Preacher indicated that there 
would be no further compromise on the question of drugs and 
that the subject was now closed. He and Blue Eyes were now 
ready to discuss the other concerns being expressed.

It was to be a long and very heated debate, Big Preacher’s 
arguments being, in general, calm and considered yet firm, while 
Blue Eyes was more confrontational and less compromising. 
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HUMAN RIGHTS AND CIVIL LIBERTIES

Big Preacher explained that with regards to Human Rights and 
Civil Liberties, matters had reached such a pass that individuals 
were invariably putting their own interests before that of society 
as a whole, to such an extent indeed  that society was heading for 
imminent collapse. Individuals had got to know their ‘rights’ and 
in the process had completely forgotten, or had chosen to ignore 
their ‘duties’. Wonderful and necessary as the ‘original’ ideals of 
Civil Liberties and Human Rights had been, man’s self-interest 
and self-importance had subsequently exploited and as a result 
sullied and diminished these ideals, and now society, if it was to 
survive, must go back to the basics of plain honesty and morality - 
back to the Ten Commandments - and begin again.  

There was a ‘Divine’ and ‘Natural’ order to things, whereby 
society as a whole was more important than the individual, not 
vice versa. When Human Rights and Civil Liberties had been 
conceived, people appreciated and deserved them, because they 
repaid these rights and liberties with ‘human duties’ and ‘human 
responsibility’. Nowadays, it was all ‘rights’ with no ‘duties’ and 
no ‘responsibility.’ Only by losing their rights and liberties would 
people realise the value of them. If times changed then the rules 
changed. The only rules that would never change were the rules 
of God, as laid down in the Good Book - the Holy Bible! 

Straining at the leash, Blue Eyes took over.

The growing army of faceless and apparently unaccountable 
bureaucrats, he pointed out, had lost the plot, their efforts to 
justify their existence and their own self-importance having 
replaced their common sense.  Parents could no longer discipline 
their children, resulting in out of control increasingly violent 
packs of young thugs ruling the streets and classrooms.  Concerns 
for criminals’ rights had eclipsed concerns for victims’ rights. 

Under the banner of Human Rights, the criminal could sue the 
police for the most absurd reasons: ‘The cell mattress is too hard.’ 
‘The arresting officer touched me’ ‘He looked at me in a funny way.’  
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The burglar could sue his victim for using excessive force in the 
protection of his, the victim’s own property. Litigation had run 
riot. Everyone looked for an excuse to sue; ‘Imprisoned drug dealer 
gets legal aid to sue,’ being a typical headline. Political Correctness 
had plumbed the depths of insanity, banishing plain common 
sense to the dustbin. Desperate unemployed young men, even 
those married and with families to feed, applying for positions 
with the likes of the Fire Brigade and other public services, were 
being informed that; ‘we are only recruiting from women and ethnic 
minorities at the moment’. Carers for the elderly were required to 
attend courses to be instructed on the ‘correct’ way to put slippers 
on their charges’ feet. Cleaning ladies were required to attend 
courses on the ‘correct’ way to mop floors and on eight different 
ways to fold a duster. We kid you not! Bring on the clowns! The 
lunatics had taken over the asylum!  But that was what happened 
to a society in which man assumed unwarranted self-importance 
and believed that his laws could replace or overrule the laws of 
natural order and of God. 
 
Responding to this observation, a bespectacled bureaucrat in a pin 
striped suit declared, self-importantly, that God was an ‘outdated 
idea.’ Blue Eyes’ expression hardened.  ‘I’m afraid that your kind, 
mister, while you are of little consequence in the greater scheme of 
things, are an enemy of Christianity and consequently of civilised 
society. Your kind has placed Christianity under siege.  There is a 
move afoot by your kind to ban Christmas cards on the grounds 
that the word Christmas might offend ethnic minorities. And for the 
same reasons, a move afoot to ban Nativity plays at schools.  

‘Well, over my dead body, my friend! The persecution of 
Christians is surreptitiously creeping into the everyday life of this 
country. But the Bible itself predicted this when Jesus said: 
“Everyone who wants to live a godly life in Christ Jesus will be 
persecuted.”’ 

Blue Eyes paused before continuing. 
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‘A Communications White Paper, published recently, warned that 
religious content had the capacity to offend, and therefore might 
need controlling or censoring. And make no mistake, it was 
primarily Christianity they were targeting. You couldn’t target the 
other religions because that would be - yes you guessed it - 
politically incorrect! To prove my point, I remind you of a recent 
headline: “Godless bishop given BBC Good Friday slot.”  The BBC, 
whose head of religion and ethics at the time was a self-confessed 
agnostic, had selected said bishop to present his reflections on the 
Crucifixion as a “Good Friday Meditation”, in supposed celebration 
of what is one of the highest points on the Christian calendar. The 
BBC, all the while, had to be aware that that same bishop had 
earlier stated that he no longer believed that Jesus was the Son of 
God! WHAT IS GOING ON?!’ 

Blue Eyes’ stare swept along the assembly. ‘Do you see the BBC 
doing the same to Islam by asking Salman Rushdie to read from 
his Satanic Verses during their holy month of Ramadan? Fat 
chance!  And it goes on. France and Germany invited Chinese 
officials to give their advice on how to suppress religious groups, 
one of whom stated that “Communism has already lost its hold on the 
people’s minds, and the government fears Christian competition for our 
hearts.” Also, new European taxation policies and employment 
laws are aiming to make things very difficult for Christian 
churches to operate and for missionaries to work in foreign lands. 
Trade unions are trying to take away legal protection from 
Christian organisations unwilling to employ those whose beliefs 
and lifestyles run contrary to the teachings of the Bible.’

 The bit well and truly between his teeth, Blue Eyes barely 
stopped for breath as he moved from example to example.

 ‘It also appears that the Communications Workers Union gave 
their backing to Royal Mail postmen who refused to deliver fliers 
for a Christian party standing in Euro-elections.’ Eyes flashing, his 
gaze rested pointedly on the bespectacled bureaucrat. ‘Perhaps 
you, mister, and your Civil Liberties and Human Rights cronies 
think that God is an out dated idea and would like to see a post 
Christianity society arise. 
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Well, think again and think long and hard. The Cleansers will 
oppose you, and having God on their side, the Cleansers will 
win… Subject closed!

FEMINISM
 
In dealing with Emily Lungburst, spokesperson for an ever 
growing and militant band of feminists, Big Preacher and Blue 
Eyes correctly anticipated heated opposition. Ms Lungburst’s 
claim was that the Cleansers’ doctrines were setting the rights of 
women back a hundred years. Who the Hell did they think they 
were? How dare they treat women other than as equals?

Everything that women had fought for all these years with such 
vigour and sacrifice would be lost, would have been for nothing. 
All this outdated talk about ‘marriage’ and the ‘family unit’, with 
the ‘little woman’ clucking happily with her little chicks around her 
was sentimental macho claptrap - male propaganda! The older 
generation of woman could remember only too well the domestic 
drudgery and, more importantly, the violence in marriage. 
Invariably, the husband controlled the family money that usually 
only he earned and which he too often drank and pissed against 
the wall, leaving the happy ‘little woman’ meantime struggling to 
feed and clothe herself and her brood.

Blue Eyes regarded her fixedly as he responded. (The two of them 
had experienced an instant and profound mutual dislike)

Had Miss Lungburst not digested the content of Big Preacher’s 
Hampden Park speech?  Had Miss Lungburst not listened to the 
Cleansers’ new policy whereby, in the process of resurrecting ‘old 
ways’ there would be reforms attached to them? Had Big Preacher 
not said that going back to the ‘old’ ways would be conditional on 
changes? Changes that would remove all that had been ‘bad’ and 
undesirable in these old ways. In other words, in the ‘new’ family 
unit situation, the woman’s prime role as wife and mother would 
be acknowledged, not only with gratitude but also with reverence.  
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She would have the prime say in controlling the family purse. 
Any husband guilty of domestic violence would be dealt with 
immediately and with the greatest severity. 

Emily Lungburst remained singularly unimpressed. So, the ‘little 
woman’ was to be restricted to the confines of the home while her 
‘lord and master’ was free to leave each day to wander wider 
horizons, was that it?

No, that was not it!  And well Miss Lungburst knew it. She may 
use words and expressions such as ‘little woman’, ‘restricted’ and 
‘lord and master’ as much as she liked, but the Cleansers knew 
what she was up to and were not impressed. The Cleansers 
respected the right of women to aspire to a professional life rather 
than a domestic one, with the latter’s undoubted attendant 
difficulties in the satisfactory raising of a young family.

In many modern areas the stalwart professional women were 
sadly missed, the good old-fashioned hospital matron and the 
school headmistress high among them. But it was a choice. Both 
the domestic position and the professional position required one’s 
full attention, mentally and physically. But one couldn’t 
satisfactorily engage in full time employment at the same time as 
being a successful mother and wife bringing up a disciplined 
young family. Miss Lungburst’s implications were that the role of 
housewife and mother was not only unrewarding but was also 
demeaning. She was wrong!  The harmonious marriage of a man 
to a woman and the raising of a God fearing upright and law 
abiding family, being God’ prime purpose for them, was the most 
rewarding and uplifting of earthly achievements and which 
would carry both parents serenely and fulfilled into old age.

How very magnanimous of the Cleansers! Emily Lungburst 
clapped sarcastically. Women could be hospital matrons and 
teachers? Well, bless our cotton socks! Oh, goodie! The Cleansers 
could take a running jump!  Women could, and would, follow 
whatever profession they chose, from snake charmer to fighter 
pilot - and raise a family at the same time, if they so wished!
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Big Preacher, in conceding that there should be a choice in careers 
for women, also maintained that certain careers were 
inappropriate. While of course being of equal importance, women 
were different from men. God made them different and for good 
reason. When the sexes accepted their differences they co-
operated. When they tried to be the same they competed and then 
fought, contributing to an already violent society.

For example, modern women wanted to be in the armed forces on 
an equal basis with men, but there were problematic 
repercussions, as so many recorded instances of sexual disruption 
and battlefield liability could testify. Also, while women were 
capable of being more responsible than men, when the constraints 
of rules and of law and order and morality were removed, they 
could be worryingly more irresponsible and unruly. A witness to 
this was the increasingly foul mouthed drunken ‘ladette’ culture 
currently in vogue, with rowdy young women littering the 
weekend city streets, or, to the nation’s eternal shame, invading 
foreign holiday resorts, not only blind drunk but often half naked.

 Perhaps even more sickening was the fact that they were 
increasingly being joined by their cackling inebriated mothers and 
even grandmothers. And these, it shouldn’t be forgotten, were the 
role models, the all-important mother figures, for the next 
generation! Women needed rules to follow, more than did men, 
because when women broke the rules of decency and morality the 
implications for society were much more destructive. This was 
simply because their God given role in society - that of mother 
figure and binder of the family unit - was the highest human 
responsibility on earth. Without rules, women became loose 
cannons and needed to be brought back firmly under control. 

‘There is much being made nowadays of girl power and female 
empowerment. What girls should understand is that they were born 
with power. God gave them it when he created them, by way of 
their beauty, gentleness and their crucial future role in society. 
God gave them power from the day they were born. He did that 
by the way He created them - their form - the softness of curves, 
fragile while yet strong. 
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‘A civilised society loves and cherishes its women and girls, and  
because of that, feels proud and extra protective of them. That, my 
friends, is power!! More importantly, it is the female of the species 
is entrusted with the role of carrying, literally, future generations 
and of being their prime and first teachers. Females,  more than 
men, embody the future of the human race. For that reason, the 
male species is subconsciously in awe of them – of their God given 
powers,  their allure, their mystery. That, my friends, is power!! But 
when these same girls and women descend into drunken 
nakedness, they lose that power - become reviled and despised - 
give society concern for its continued existence.’

The blood had drained from an outraged Emily Lungburst’s face. 
She made to speak but Big Preacher cut her short.

Modern, liberated woman, he pointed out, was in danger of 
dissolving into a different creature from what God intended, 
becoming a hard self-seeking immoral mutation - a mongrel sub 
species that was becoming unworthy of spawning, and incapable 
of guiding future generations. And things were going from bad to 
worse, with the arrival of the so called ‘contrasexuals’, an 
emerging breed of  hedonistic thrill-seeking women in ‘power 
suits’ - trousers of course! - who were shunning men and families 
for the ‘good things in life.’ Selfish and greedy and with the word 
ME predominant on their loud mouths and set minds, these 
female mutants poured breathlessly down a ‘freedom’ road of 
illusion that ended in a mirage. In lonely, friendless old age they 
would no doubt realise that it is only God’s road that leads to the 
happiness and fulfilment that comes from a good solid marriage, 
nice family and being cherished.

 ‘Not only that,’ Big Preacher paused to replenish his water glass. 
‘In this process of what has become role reversal, these modern 
day Eves are emasculating society’s young men who, no longer 
finding women alluring or desirable, or being no longer able to 
fathom their uncontrollability, lose sight of their own role or 
worth. And in their confusion they become suicidal or they 
surrender to and collaborate in the mass downward moral spiral. 
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But the Bible, which forewarns us of everything, tells us that; in 
the last days Satan shall place enmity between the man and the woman. 
And do you know what? As with all other evils, it is Satan at 
work. These women are Satan at work.’

Emily Lungburst’s face distorted with scorn now. ‘For fuck’s sake! 
You guys are unreal. You are buffoons! Flat earthers!  Dinosaurs! 
And they tell us that the dinosaurs died out. Satan!’ She rolled her 
eyes in derision. 

Big Preacher continued.

‘I suggest you moderate your language Ms Lungburst. This 
debate is a live broadcast. Young families are watching. Satan - 
yes, Ms Lungburst, that is what I said, and that is what I meant. 
You can roll your eyes as much as you like. I will spell it out for 
you so that you do not forget it. S.A.T.A.N - SATAN. And I will 
further remind you of the terrible and unpardonable 
repercussions resulting in some parts of the world from this 
growing enmity between the sexes. I talk about South Africa, for 
example, where there are ever increasing incidences of the satanic 
crime known as corrective rape, which is carried out by 
disillusioned and misguided young thugs against lesbians and 
women whom they regard as immodest or immoral. In their 
twisted logic, these young thugs justify their actions by claiming 
they are correcting or punishing an onslaught of female 
wrongdoing. These thugs are punishing perceived crime with a 
greater and totally inexcusable retaliatory crime.  So you can see, 
there are horrendous and unpardonable repercussions.’

A flash of rage appeared in Emily Lungburst’s face and she made 
to counter again when Blue Eyes held up his hand. ‘We have 
explained the Cleansers’ stance on the role of women in our future 
society, and we are not going to repeat ourselves. Subject closed.’
 
‘We shall effing see about that!’ snarled Emily Lungburst in final 
defiance.
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HOMOSEXUALS AND LESBIANS:

Adrian Bottomly, spokesperson for the homosexual and lesbian 
community and who had been getting increasingly agitated and 
impatient, jumped into the fray.

‘Having heard your rantings at the DAM-MAD rally, we in the 
Gay community have to protest at the implications for Gay 
marriages.’ 

Blue Eyes surveyed him silently for a moment. ‘I suppose when it 
comes to threats to the family unit, strident feminism and 
aggressive homosexuality should be lumped together as 
sympathetic bedfellows in a common cause - helped along by 
latter day so called liberalism, of course.’ 

Big Preacher, his tone softening, added, ‘We cannot repeat often 
enough, Mr Bottomly, our contention that the traditional family 
unit, along with God in our lives, is the mainstay of a civilised 
Christian society. These two ingredients are sacrosanct and there 
is no compromise on them.’

‘And gay marriages?’ persisted Adrian Bottomly.
 
‘God forbids a man to lay with a man, or a woman to lay with a 
woman. And God’s word is law. There is no way that God would 
condone gay marriage.’

An emerging hysteria entered Adrian Bottomly’s voice. ‘In this 
day and age. . . ’

Big Preacher held up his hand again for silence. ‘There is no need 
for alarm, Mr Bottomly. The Cleansers’ view on homosexuality, 
and lesbianism, is that they are, if not ailments, then aberrations - 
aberrations for which the affected individual is not responsible or 
can fully understand or control. The Cleansers are sympathetic 
with and understanding of the aberrations of homosexuality and 
lesbianism in that they propose providing sufferers with support 
and counselling - the latter only if it helps and is requested. 
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‘However, the present climate in which homosexuality and 
lesbianism are increasingly being glorified and promoted - 
aggressively promoted(!) - to our impressionable young as being 
not only an admirable or fashionable aberration but also as being 
a desirable one, will no longer be tolerated. 

‘God created a divine and natural order to the existence of the earth 
and all things on it. This natural order is constantly adjusting to 
overcome changes that threatens that existence. This is called 
evolution. When changes side step these adjustments, to the 
detriment of the natural order, this is called mutation. And within  
said changes, we include the actions of man. Should we allow 
homosexuality to progress to an ultimate conclusion, whereby the 
entire human race, or a large part of it becomes homosexual, then 
future procreation of the human race is in mighty big trouble. And 
on reaching this point, The Cleansers’ view is that homosexuality 
will have become a mutation, Mr Bottomly’

Big Preacher sips at some water before continuing.

‘Things are no way near that situation yet. In the meantime, we 
aren’t suggesting that homosexuals are mutants, or are diseased. 
That wouldn’t be accurate at this stage, and it would also be cruel 
and unkind. Apart  from their aberrant sexual orientation, 
homosexuals  are no different from the rest of us. The danger 
arises when the state of homosexually is promoted - aggressively 
promoted in some quarters - to the extent that young and 
naturally straight people are attracted, seeing it as being cool, 
fashionable and worst of all, normal. It is then that we slip into the 
dangers of mutation. The Cleansers won’t allow the latter to 
happen! In the meantime, homosexual people will be protected 
with the full force of the law. We are not wanting gay people to be 
afraid. We are not wanting them to be ashamed. But there will be 
no promotion!
 
 ‘As with marriage, the Cleansers will be applying a policy of 
resurrection with reform to homosexuality and lesbianism. 
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That means a return to former old attitudes - but with reforms, or 
safeguards. In other words, from now on, homosexuality will be 
low key and unobtrusive and, being regarded as a private 
individual matter, will return to and be kept behind closed doors. 
In that way, homosexuals can indulge their fantasies of being 
married, of being husband and wife, but in no way will gay 
marriage become official or be promoted. Also, the fast increasing 
fashion of homosexuals and lesbians adopting children will end. 
We know the argument that many of these adopted children are 
cherished, indulged and adored, and that is invariably true,  but 
as they progress to school these children will realise that they are 
unlike normal children, that they do not belong to a natural order. 
This is unfair on these children, who could suffer lasting mental ill 
effects; who could reasonably regard themselves, retrospectively, 
as having been accessories, fashion items or even pets. And if the 
fad of homosexual adoptions continues, it gradually becomes 
regarded as the norm, of being acceptable, and it is then 
increasingly copied and adopted - and this, again,  is where the 
mutation process sets in. 

‘Our proposed policy of resurrection with reform will resolve 
these problem. In return, all homosexuals acting in accordance 
with the necessary requirements will be protected from any form 
of  persecution, or verbal or physical abuse - will be protected 
with the full might of the law. I myself, Mr Bottomly, have many 
gay acquaintances - friends. I like them, like them very much. 
They are invariably nice and sensitive people. Similarly, there are 
numerous feminists whom I equally like. They all have a point of 
view. But, just as you love and cherish your children, you don’t 
allow them to tear up society’s rule book - and run riot. The 
Cleansers are not heartless fiends, Mr Bottomly. God teaches us to 
love. We want to reach out to and understand those who are 
sucked into same-sex relationships in their search for love and 
acceptance, and hopefully show them a way out of the darkness.’

Outrage joined forces with hysteria in Adrian Bottomly’s voice. 
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‘No! No! Unacceptable! Totally unacceptable! We are not going to 
stand for our rights being eroded. The Gay community has fought 
discrimination and violence, fought them long and hard for their 
human rights. We will . . . ’

Blue Eyes interrupted him, his tone as ever uncompromising.

 ‘Like Ms Lungburst before you, you haven’t been listening either, 
Mr Bottomly. We have been repeating ourselves, I don’t know 
how often, about the importance of the traditional family unit in 
the furtherance of a civilised society - a Godly, moral and 
respectable family unit. God and the family unit are fundamental 
to our message. There is a conspiracy of forces seeking to wreck 
the traditional model of the family. You say “No” Mr Bottomly. 
Well, it is time for us, the God fearing, to say “enough is enough!”  
I will take you as far back as the Blair government, which issued a 
document entitled “Supporting Families”,  a document that 
proposed to “strengthen the institution of marriage”. What 
happened to that document? I will tell you what happened. It was 
reportedly scuppered by high ranking female members of the 
Labour Party who evidently had questionable backgrounds of 
sexual morality. It is forces such as these - the ones in power - the 
policymakers whose personal lives run counter to God’s 
manifesto for a healthy and stable society, who are uniting in 
vociferous outrage every time the word marriage - heterosexual 
marriage, that is - is mentioned.’

‘But Gay marriages will . . .’ Adrian Bottomley’s voice had turned 
aggressive.
 
Again Blue Eyes cut him off, his tone equally as aggressive. ‘The 
Gay agenda, Mr Bottomly, is striving to re-define the meaning of 
“marriage” to mean any relationship whatsoever - irrespective of 
the numbers, gender or age of the persons involved. That is moral 
anarchy. It is also suicidal. No nation has ever survived the 
collapse of the family. The Cleansers will be going in among you, 
the enemies of the traditional family, with all guns blazing.’  
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Big Preacher took over, his voice keeping its calm. ‘An increasing 
number of gay and lesbian couples are emerging and brandishing 
papers allowing them to get married. By redefining “marriage” in 
the manner that they are, they are effectively destroying it, 
stripping it of value. As far back as 1979, the sociologist Carl W. 
Wilson outlined the dangers facing traditional marriage and the 
family in an increasingly sexualised culture. He noted that history 
reveals that nations decline and eventually die when sexual 
immorality becomes rampant and the traditional family is 
discarded in favour of homosexuality, infidelity, and unrestrained 
sexual gratification.’ 

Adrian Bottomly banged the table in a fit of petulant outrage. 

Big Preacher ignored the tantrum and continued. ‘The British 
anthropologist J D Unwin studied 86 different cultures 
throughout history and discovered that no nation that rejected 
monogamy in marriage and pre-nuptial sexual chastity lasted 
longer than a generation after it embraced sexual liberalism. He 
found that nations which valued traditional marriage and sexual 
abstinence were creative and flourished. He called this a “cultural 
energy” that can only be maintained when sexual activities are 
restricted within heterosexual marriage. Despite this, the UK 
Government’s Civil Partnership Bill has now legalised “gay 
marriage”. The Gay Times, meanwhile, argues against monogamy, 
and I quote; “The fundamental advantage gay relationships have 
over marriage is that we can tailor them precisely to our 
requirements. We can make it up as we go along.” What 
blasphemy is this! Don’t forget, my friends, that the question of 
sexuality is embedded in God’s clear purposes for His created 
order. Yes, blasphemy indeed!  As already pointed out, 
homosexual and lesbian couples are now adopting and bringing 
up children - society’s future life blood! And now, we are 
increasingly having homosexual clerics brazenly entering the 
church, the very institution intended to spread His message. As a 
Dutch philosopher once observed, “A fish rots from the head 
down”.’
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Adrian Bottomly rose to his feet, pushed back his chair and 
banged the table again.

Blue Eyes glared at him. ‘Sit down Mr Bottomly. We are not here 
to argue as to how it is going to be, we are here to tell you how it is 
going to be from here on in! Subject closed!’

MILITANT ISLAM

The Muslim representatives, Mustafa Khan a radical cleric, and Dr 
Rania Khaled from Muslims for Mutual Understanding and Peaceful 
Coexistence, had remained silently attentive since the meeting 
began. Mustafa Khan, a heavily bearded man with dark 
unfathomable eyes now spoke.  
 
‘And how, pray, is it “going to be” for the Muslim community in 
this country?’
 
Big Preacher responded by emphasising, yet again, that while the 
Cleansers were going to establish, once and for all, that the UK 
was and would forever remain a Christian country, all other 
peaceful religions within the country would be protected under 
the law, would be afforded the freedom to practise their particular 
faiths, provided that in so doing they didn’t endeavour to insult or 
undermine the Christian religion.

Mustafa Khan asked how one defined ‘insult’ or ‘undermine’ in 
terms of differing religious beliefs. It was a very grey area fraught 
with many potential problems and misunderstandings, and Mr 
Khan spoke for Muslims here, in the pursuit of Islamic worship 
and teachings.
Big Preacher agreed on the matter of grey areas and suggested 
that all communities must strive to avoid antagonising each other 
by employing common sense and by moderating their language 
and actions. For example, the Christian community would have to 
accept that the Islamic reference to Christians as ‘non-believers’, 
while laughable or offensive to Christians, was used in the context 
of comparison with Islamic belief. 
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Apart from that, all that the Christian community expected of the 
Islamic community was that they joined them wholeheartedly in a 
common fight for a law abiding and morally sound society - and 
vigilance against fundamentalist terrorism!

While Mustafa Khan responded with a stoic and rather enigmatic 
silence, the Palestinian born Dr Rania Khalid, a strikingly 
beautiful dark-eyed lady with a ready smile, agreed 
wholeheartedly with that sentiment, conceding it to be only 
reasonable. 

At this point Mustafa Khan spoke again. ‘It has come to my notice 
that during the Cleansers’ recent purge in the city of Glasgow, a 
Muslim brother was hanged.’

Blue Eyes confirmed that that was correct and that the said 
individual had been a proven drug dealer. ‘I trust that by the use 
of the term ‘brother’ you are not trying to make the issue a 
personal and therefore a potentially divisive one, Mr Khan. It 
wasn’t a matter of Muslim or non-Muslim but a matter of right 
and wrong. You do understand right from wrong? I remind you 
that nine Christian drug dealers were hanged during the same 
period. Are Muslims expecting special treatment?’

‘Of course not.’ Dr Khaled defused the threatened rise in 
temperature.
 
‘Just pointing the fact out’ continued Mr Khan. ‘As a 
representative of the Muslim community, I have to look after the 
Muslim interest.’

‘We all have a duty to look after the interests of all of the citizens 
of the UK,’ responded Big Preacher reasonably.

‘Of course. Of course,’ smiled Dr Khaled
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But Mustafa Khan wasn’t finished with the subject just yet. ‘You 
can forgive the Muslim community for being suspicious or 
apprehensive. Islam and Muslim brothers all over the world are 
under attack.’

Blue Eyes displayed irritation by this assertion. ‘Mr Khan, there 
are, at this moment, militant Muslims in the United Kingdom and 
Europe murdering and promising to murder our people. There 
are militant Muslims openly, I repeat openly, threatening to take 
over this country; making inflammatory statements about killing 
infidel dogs; about showing no mercy; about Islam dominating the 
world. And you try to tell us that Muslims are under attack?  How 
come that we, very stupidly, went through a period of  tolerating 
these Islamic extremists openly preaching their hate on our streets 
and in our midst then? At the same time, Christians making these 
threats against Muslims were being charged with racism or 
inciting racial hatred. There are radical Islamic shops, and 
militants outside UK mosques, openly handing out leaflets asking; 
“Are you British or are you Muslim?” the implications being that 
you cannot be both or that the latter takes precedence. There are 
some Muslims in our military who, having pledged to fight to 
safeguard the country, when the time comes to fight, have openly 
declared that they will not do so against Muslim Brothers. This 
means that they are “conditional” soldiers, the conditions not 
depending on what is right or what is wrong but on whether they 
are Islamic or non-Islamic. In the meantime, the military suits 
them fine by providing them with a livelihood’ 

Unhappy with the rising confrontation, Big Preacher moved 
hurriedly into the conversation in order to assure Mustafa Khan 
that, provided the Muslim community remained peaceable and 
cooperative, it would certainly not be under any attack in the UK. 
The Cleansers would see to that. Blue Eyes, however, his hackles 
up, couldn’t resist pointing out that in virtually all  Muslim 
countries meantime, Christians were under attack; were being 
subject to murder and ethnic cleansing, their churches being 
torched and  a “convert or die” policy being in force. In some 
Muslim countries, Muslims converting to Christianity were being 
executed! 
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There was a brief awkward silence. Dr Khaled, smiling 
diplomatically, went on to express her delight at the Cleansers’ 
determination to establish strong family values in the UK, and to 
bring God back into people’s lives, pointing out that such aims 
were in total harmony with the existing Islamic way of life.

‘If I may correct you there, Dr Khaled’ said Blue Eyes, ‘It isn’t 
“establish” family values but “re-establish” family values. I know 
that Islam and other religions treasure the strong family unit 
while in Western countries it is in danger of imminent collapse. In 
that respect Islam and these other religions are to be commended, 
but I should remind you that you don’t have a monopoly on 
family or any other values. I am aware of the Islamic boast about 
its morality and family values, the implications being that they 
were exclusively Koranic revelations. I should remind Muslims 
however that the Bible was in existence some four hundred years 
before the Koran, and at which time it commanded; Honour your 
father and your mother and Thou shall not commit adultery and Thou 
shall not covet thy neighbour’s wife. The family unit was a 
fundamental component of and central to God’s teaching as laid 
out in the Bible. Muslim women are, correctly, proud of their 
modesty and mode of dress, but such requirements are again 
commanded by the Bible –Thou shallt cover thy nakedness - meaning 
that one should dress discretely. There is much about the Bible 
that Muslims do not understand. Many Muslims, for example, are 
under the impression that the teaching of God being the “One and 
only God” is solely a Koranic revelation and that the God of the 
Bible is a plurality. They are wrong. The Bible reveals that there is 
“ONLY ONE GOD” And, I repeat, the Bible was in existence 
hundreds of years before the birth of Mohammed or the Koran. 
All good and Godly revelations to be found in the Koran were 
first in the Bible. Where the Koran primarily differs from the 
Scriptures is in its calls for revenge and killing. I would 
recommend that Dr Khaled and Mr Khan read the Bible and find 
these things out for themselves’.
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There was a taken-aback look in Dr Khaled’s eyes, while those of 
Mustafa Khan remained dull and expressionless. Observing him, 
Big Preacher doubted very much that Mr Khan would be checking 
the Bible out; Mr Khan ‘knew’ the Koran was ‘right’. Blue Eyes 
had been unduly confrontational however and Big Preacher threw 
him a tempering look prior to offering an apologetic one to Dr 
Khaled. 

‘I don’t think it helpful at this stage to be scoring points off one 
another. The question as to whose god is God is a complex one, 
fraught with danger and heated emotion. It is an argument or, 
better still, a debate best left for a more appropriate time.’

But Mustafa Khan wasn’t ready to let matters rest there. ‘I wish to 
record the fact that, since as far back as  9/11 and the first London 
bombings, the numbers of Asians - Muslim brothers - being 
stopped and questioned by the police has significantly risen, and I 
would suggest that that amounts to racial, or worse, religious 
harassment,’

Blue Eyes was the first to respond. ‘The numbers rose at that time 
from two a day being stopped throughout the entire UK to eight a 
day. Our citizens are suffering terrorist attacks and being 
promised further terror attacks, Mr Khan, and we have to protect 
them as best we can. To that end I do not consider the relative 
inconvenience of stopping eight people a day, throughout the 
entire country, to be unreasonable.’

‘By stopping obvious Muslims you are alienating the entire 
Muslim community, demonising them, labelling them all as 
terrorists’.

‘Mr Khan,’ Big Preacher’s tone continued to remain reasonable, 
‘you know as well as I that the ones committing those crimes and 
issuing these death threats are Muslims -  radical and no doubt a 
very minority of Muslims, but Muslims all the same. It is pointless 
us stopping Eskimos. All we ask is that the Muslim community 
understands our predicament and our need to be protecting our 
country and all of its people. 
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We need the Muslim community to help us in that respect, by 
ostracising terrorist leanings and reporting any terrorist threat 
found in their midst.’

‘I feel certain,’ assured Dr Khalid, ‘that the vast majority of the 
Muslim community, being peaceable and law abiding, will 
comply and wholeheartedly agree with those sentiments.’

‘I thank you for those reassuring words Dr Khalid. They are most 
helpful and much appreciated. Thank you. I think we should 
move on now to the next topic.’    
   
Big Preacher paused to shuffle papers on the table prior to 
continuing. He glanced up then, towards the representatives of 
Publishing and Broadcasting who had expressed very deep 
misgivings with regard to free speech and to their potential 
position in the Cleanser’s proposed new scheme of things.

Big Preacher was to spend the next fifteen minutes reprimanding 
them on their ‘total irresponsibility’ and on how abysmally and 
immorally low they had allowed their standards to slip; 
sensationalism, celebrity, big business interest and monetary gain 
obviously being of more importance than morals or principle. 

From now on, publishing and broadcasting and the media in 
general would be banned from promoting and glorifying 
pornography, violence,  shallow celebrity and moral filth. 
Henceforth, a special Cleanser Media Watchdog Committee would 
be monitoring the situation. Failure to meet moral standards of 
decency would result in censure or, in persistent cases, in closure 
and prosecution. 

There would be no more nudity or explicit sex. No more 
gratuitous violence or foul language. No more glorification of 
homosexuality or Godlessness. No more sensationalising or 
rewarding of sportsmen or women who cheated or employed 
violent or dirty tactics, bearing in mind that sports personalities 
served as role models for the young. 
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Also, an end would be put to all reporting on those ‘celebrities’ 
whose lives revolved around immorality, greed, drugs and 
debauchery. The magazines and TV programmes that reported on 
such individuals provided them with the oxygen on which they 
thrived and proliferated. That oxygen supply would henceforth be 
cut off. The violent or immoral foul mouthed so-called ‘celebrity’ 
would be consigned to the past - would be out of business. 

Big Preacher again consulted his notes before continuing. 

‘As you are all aware by now, we are presently in the process of 
establishing a high-tech Identity Card system for all citizens of 
this country. Society has forgotten how to behave itself and must 
now suffer the consequences of being closely monitored. Society 
had freedoms, wonderful freedoms that were hard fought for. But 
society abused these freedoms and now it is going to lose them. 
Well, that is tough! We had our chance and we blew it.  Ironically, 
the originally wonderful concepts of Civil Liberties and Human 
Rights, due to their being subsequently abused and misused, have 
much to answer for in the mess that is the current state of national 
decline.’ 

Big Preacher glanced towards Blue Eyes who again took over.

‘We, the Cleansers, represented here today by Big Preacher and 
myself, hope you have all taken in what we have said. We won’t 
be saying it again. We have important things to do, have serious 
fights to fight, and time is short. There are people out there with 
whom we are now going to have to deal - to do battle. They are 
our mortal enemies -  enemies who hate us, our country and our 
traditions and who want nothing better than to destroy us.’  

Mustafa Khan looked up, he and Blue Eyes exchanging a dark, 
barely perceptible, fleeting glance. Blue Eyes continued: ‘Either 
you are with us - the Cleansers - or you are against us. It is time to 
take sides. I will now sum up by commenting further on some of 
the issues raised today: 
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‘Democracy and freedom are fine ideals and should be the aim of 
all modern right-thinking societies. But as always, in the case of 
democracy and freedoms, man spoils it by exploiting them to suit 
his own ends, resulting in an anything goes situation. It has reached 
the stage where those who adhere to the originally intended, I 
repeat - originally intended - concepts of Human Rights and 
Democracy will ultimately be destroyed by those who do not, 
those who amend the meaning of those original concepts to serve 
their own ends.

‘Assisting terrorists, for example, and all other enemies of the state 
in the manipulation of these originally well-intentioned concepts 
of liberty, freedom and rights, are the so called Liberal Elite - the 
New Fascists. In other words,  jumped-up bureaucrats and 
misguided unelected individuals with undue powers and 
personal agendas and ambitions, parading under “noble banners” 
- the  increasingly abused and manipulated banners of  “human 
rights”, “liberty”, “respect”, “freedom”, “political correctness”, 
etc. etc. Believe me, brothers and sisters, these New Fascists hate 
our country and traditions and want to destroy them. And by the 
way, it won’t surprise you to learn just how many of their 
founders and leading lights and spokespeople come from ethnic 
origins other than our own indigenous origins. Check it out for 
yourselves! These individuals hate our social and moral order. 
They hate our Christian traditions. They hate the stabilising 
influence that is the institution of marriage - the traditional 
marriage of a man to a woman. They have high-jacked the said 
“noble banners”, manipulating them to their own ends, resulting 
in selective “rights”, “liberty”, “respect”, “freedom” etc., and 
resulting in a “correctness” which prevents society from 
expressing legitimate fear of those elements feeding off it and/or 
hell bent on destroying it. 

‘To the starry eyed and well intentioned minority, who genuinely 
believe in these “noble banners”, I say this: your naivety is, in these 
days of the terrorist, the suicide bomber and the enemies of our 
traditional moral values, a dangerous liability, in that it provides a 
convenient licence that is being exploited by our enemies. 
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The terrorists, the  Islamic militants, along with the said New 
Fascists, love you, in the sense that they see you as a weakness, a 
weakness that can be exploited, in the same way that they see 
Democracy and Free Speech as a weakness to be exploited. 

Blue Eyes paused, his eyes sweeping the assembly.
‘The mindset of these modern liberals regards the placing of guilt, 
and as a consequence punishment, as immoral. The oxygen of 
their existence is a hatred of traditional Western societies. Their 
political correctness  is full of contradictions - convenient 
contradictions, of course. They defend Islam, yet they promote 
gay rights which Islam detests. They oppose sexual and racial 
discrimination, while they, in turn, discriminate in favour of some 
section of society on the grounds that they are a woman, or that 
they are an ethnic minority. We already gave you an example of 
their job advertisements, which declare that they are.. only 
recruiting from women and ethnic minorities at the moment!! That is 
why, in effect, they are Fascists!

‘Look at the havoc that these New Fascist individuals have 
already wreaked upon our country’s Christian morality and 
traditions. And now, with their Sexual Orientation Regulations, they 
compel us to go against our faith, our beliefs and moral 
conscience; compel us to accept homosexual acts as normal and 
proper, compel guest house and hotel owners to accept 
homosexual practices in their homes and establishments against 
their moral and religious consciences. Oh yes, and yet, in this 
selective area of discrimination, it is perfectly acceptable to 
discriminate in favour of homosexuals. Clubs or organisations 
promoting homosexuality, for example, can require that their 
members are gay.  Islam, of course, will be quietly exempt from all 
of this - we can’t upset Islam! 

Blue Eyes paused.

‘Brothers and sisters, with these new Sexual Orientation 
Regulations, not only can Christians not breach them, they also 
can’t risk remaining silent! That might imply opposition. Non-
Islamic teachers will have to watch their step. 
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They will be under pressure to teach anti-family and anti-
Christian morality. Ministers and priests will be in danger of 
being sued, should they refuse to bless same-sex marriages in 
accordance with their Christian beliefs. Christian adoption 
agencies will require to close down, since their belief doesn’t 
condone the adoption of children by same-sex couples. Make no 
mistake - I repeat - our Christian society and faith is under threat 
from these New Fascist liberals. Student Christian Unions are 
being banned from running events, following opposition from gay 
and lesbian groups. Firemen in Glasgow lost their jobs because 
they refused, on grounds of their faith, to distribute promotional 
leaflets at a Gay rally. A Muslim policeman, on the other hand, 
was relocated without question, when he objected to guarding the 
Israeli embassy on the grounds that it offended his faith. 
Regulations that began with an admirable demand for tolerance 
from the ordinary decent people of this country have become a 
subtle but insidious programme of intolerance against these same 
people. The regulations have become Political Correctness gone 
mad. Minority groups such as Muslims are considered as the 
“oppressed” while we, the Christians, are seen as “aggressors”. 
Yet, the most overt homophobia, racism and sexism in this 
country is among Muslims. They are rarely challenged, however, 
because that equates to “oppressing” them.’ 

Blue Eyes paused again, to glare now at those around him.

‘Just as the Sexual Orientation Regulations are anti-family, so also 
are the new NHS rules that require that their staff  stop calling 
parents “mother” and “father”; stop calling couples “husband” or 
“wife” or “married” And all this sacrilege to prevent offence to 
gay, lesbian, bi-sexual or trans-sexual couples. Fathers are 
becoming obsolete, since it is being proposed that single women 
having IVF treatment can nominate another woman as her child’s 
father; can list her best friend on the birth certificate. It is going to 
be possible for the word father to be replaced by the phrase second 
parent. . . Female fathers!! Second parents!!’

Blue Eyes paused for effect
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‘Breast feeding can be substituted by chest feeding!! And a cowed 
Christian church is allowing all this to go unchallenged. Ironically, 
the African church is about the only one left sticking to its 
Christian guns. They at least are not afraid to condemn what is 
happening in this country - all this systematic erosion of 
Christianity in our public life, such as Government ministers’ 
censoring of the proper message on Christmas cards;  Whitehall 
departments’ change from “Happy Xmas” to “Season’s 
greetings”; the Royal Mail’s removal of religious scenes from 
stamps. All with the purpose of preventing “offence” to 
minorities!’ 

Somewhat out of breath, Blue Eyes poured himself a glass of 
water. Sitting beside him, Big Preacher had not been prepared for 
his colleague’s impromptu, hard hitting summing up, the 
criticisms relating to Islam, in particular, making him decidedly 
uneasy. Taking advantage of the pause, he decided to conclude 
the proceedings:

 ‘Well, my friends, we have certainly covered a fair bit of ground 
over the last hour or so. Not all of us will be happy, I guess. But 
enough, I think, for one day. Thank you everybody for your 
attendance, your contributions and for your close attention’. 

 And with the silence that followed, the televised meeting 
abruptly ended. 

In accordance with the practice now in place and in the interests 
of security, Big Preacher and Blue Eyes left from separate exits 
and in separate cars. It was this fact that allowed Dr Rania Khaled 
the opportunity to secure a few words with Big Preacher, on his 
own and in private, prior to his departure.

Outside in the street meantime, a bright-eyed Lilly Rust and her 
fanatical army of cheering female fellow fans were joyously 
banging on their tambourines and chanting beneath their waving 
banners. ‘Big Preacher! Big Preacher! The Cleansers! The 
Cleansers! Lead us to salvation! Glory! Glory! Alleluia!’
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

Big Preacher had intended that it would be he alone would 
accompany his brother Coinneach for the promised break to Skye. 
On grounds of security however, the Cleanser hierarchy  were 
insistent that he be accompanied by a driver and two bodyguards. 
The Cleansers, especially their leadership, had by now acquired 
enemies, some of them deadly. A compromise was reached in that 
only an armed driver would accompany the brothers. The latter 
transpired to be Shamus, a discrete Gael and quiet spoken ex SAS 
man, well known to and well-liked by Big Preacher.

Rain had washed the early morning Glasgow streets, giving the 
city an uncharacteristic fresh smell, and the brothers, sitting in 
silence at the rear of the big car, listened to the hiss of the tyres on 
the wet tarmac surfaces as the city shrank behind them.  
 
To reach the Isle of Skye from the city of Glasgow, there are two 
land-based travel arteries, heading north and west, these being a 
public road and the West Highland Railway line. Generally, both 
of them follow the same route, through mountains and around 
lochs and peat moors, and both being world renowned for their 
scenic beauty. They were a road and a railway track that held 
strong nostalgic childhood memories for the brothers, evoking 
deep emotion. Since as far back as they could remember, they had 
considered a journey north on that road or that railway line as 
being on a ‘pilgrimage’, as being on a magic carpet, transporting 
them from an English-speaking city culture to the cherished 
Gaelic-speaking Hebridean crofting culture of their roots.

At the end of the First and Second World Wars, returning 
Highland soldiers had found the traditional croft-lands incapable 
of sustaining them and their young families, resulting in their 
seeking livelihoods further afield. 
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While many emigrated to America, Canada, Australia and New 
Zealand etc., many others uprooted to the southern Scottish cities, 
Glasgow being chief among them. On his return from the Second 
World War, it was to the tenement slums of the latter that the 
brothers’ soldier father had headed with his new bride from their 
native Isle of Skye. 

Around the age of three, Big Preacher had contracted tuberculosis 
and, for health reasons, was dispatched back for several years to 
the clean air of  Glen Harlaig on Skye, to be cared for by his 
maternal grandparents. Coinneach, born some years later and the 
last born of the siblings, would subsequently get to know and get 
to love the joys of Hebridean life during school vacation from the 
city. The brothers’ father, meantime, was to die eighteen months 
after Coinneach’s birth, making their city upbringing a hard and 
worrying grind for their widowed mother. 
 
In the post war years of the nineteen forties and fifties, those 
Highland families exiled to the southern cities yearned deeply for 
the Gaelic lands of their birth. The lands in question at that time 
were still largely clan-steeped, while Gaelic was still the spoken 
language and the lands almost exclusively populated by fellow 
Gaels. And so, at every excuse, during every vacation, the exiles 
would return in their droves, the children staying on with 
grandparents and relatives for the entire school holidays. It was in 
the course of this regular exodus from the city of Glasgow that the 
northbound road and the West Highland Railway Line became so 
memorable and cherished. 

The crofting life in those war and post war years, however, wasn’t 
all wine and roses, there being bad times as well as good, but it 
was always the good times that the children would remember in 
later years, the bad being forgotten.

Having breakfasted at a hotel half way up Loch Lomond and 
having navigated the notoriously twisting loch-side road, the 
brothers eventually found themselves climbing up the Vale of 
Falloch. 
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Heading further north and west from here on, the landscape 
would become fiercer as the tiered heights of the Highland 
mountains and the bog-plains unfolded, in places still dotted with 
gnarled Scot’s Pines, remnants of the ancient Caledonian Forest.

Coinneach broke the silence: ‘Ah, the Vale of Falloch! I have 
always felt uplifted on reaching the Vale of Falloch. It strikes me 
as being beyond the influence of the cities, as being the beginnings 
of the Highlands proper - the true beginning of Gaeldom.’  

Several miles later they arrived on the plateau of Rannoch Moor, 
one of the emptiest and most dramatic of Scotland’s vanishing 
‘wild’ places. It was Coinneach who again broke the silence: ‘Do 
you mind if we stop the car, Roskil? Let’s savour the moorland 
air.’

Big Preacher watched his brother, with his trademark yellow 
shoes, walk some distance from the car and onto the moor; 
watched him stop to scan the horizon of distant blue ridges and  
raise his head, sniffing at the wind like the red stags that roamed 
these places. Then Coinneach closed his eyes and eagerly inhaled 
the fresh cool air. Since his tracheotomy he had largely lost his 
sense of smell, only occasionally and with difficulty catching brief 
whiffs of things. Big Preacher felt saddened. His brother had once 
been an athletic and dashingly handsome young man. Look at 
him now, a man whom the years and enthusiastic ‘good time’ 
living had reduced to an overweight and rather shambling figure.

Catching Big Preacher surveying him, Coinneach smiled and 
placed a finger on his tracheotomy valve.

 ‘Rannoch Moor! What a beautiful savage noble place. . . a 
spiritual place. . .  a Gaelic place. When I die, Roskil, I want to be 
buried here on Rannoch Moor. No black vandalised city 
cemeteries for me. No sir’. His smile widened. 

‘Buried! On Rannoch Moor? It’s just one huge peat bog!’
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‘Exactly! Did you know that the chemicals in peat can preserve 
bodies for hundreds of years?  Just think, in centuries to come, the 
bogs could give up my body - perfectly preserved.’ 

‘Oh, big deal. So what?’

‘People will be amazed.’

‘Amazed?’

‘Yes, amazed - amazed at the perfect specimen that they have 
found. I can picture these people now, standing here sometime in 
the distant future, in awe and wonderment at the quality of 
manhood that must have lived at the beginning of the twenty first 
century.’

There was a mischievous twinkle in Coinneach’s eyes.

‘Huh! Dream on little brother.’

‘And I want to be carried to my resting place on a door, like a 
slain gunfighter from the Old West, or some ancient warrior - and 
just slid into the bog.’

‘And what about the door?’

‘You can throw the door on top of me.’

‘Would you like a letterbox on the door?’

Coinneach’s expression turned solemn in mock contemplation for 
a moment. ‘What an excellent idea!… and maybe a bell?’ Moving 
back then, towards the car, he threw his brother a high five and 
they both began to laugh.  

The journey continued with Coinneach indulging in silences of 
nostalgic memory, triggered by the unfolding landscape. 
Respecting these silences, Big Preacher refrained from intruding 
upon his brother’s reveries.
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As they travelled further north and west the mountains became 
higher and the landscape emptier and fiercer until eventually 
Skye herself rose out of the ocean ahead, the jagged dragon-teeth 
silhouette of the Cuillin Hills pushing into the fiery afternoon sky. 
It was the towering black reach of these same hills that drew their 
customary mists around them; and it was from these mists that 
Skye got her Gaelic pet name, Ailean a Cheo - Island of Mist.

Gone were the vehicular ferries of the old days. One drove onto 
Skye by bridge these days,  at the far end of which now rose COG 
- the looming monument of a cross and a gallows, their vertical 
legs joined by a circle - the Cleanser’s symbol for a ‘crime free 
zone’. Seeing COG in reality for the first time, Coinneach gazed at 
its intimidating size, an uneasiness appearing in his expression, 
but he made no comment.

Another hour or so would see the brothers in Dundeg, at the 
Cleansers’ main base on the north of the island. Four miles short 
of Dundeg, a single-track road forked right, twisting into the 
horseshoe formation of hills known as Glen Harlaig and in which 
glen lay the home of their long dead maternal grandparents. Big 
Preacher had Shamus stop the car again and he and Coinneach 
stepped out.

‘Tomorrow, Coinneach, we will come back here and go into the 
glen; look at the old haunts and browse around the old house; 
reminisce about our childhood sojourns  there. Meantime, Kirsty 
will be waiting for us in Dundeg. You know what our sister is like. 
The dinner will be ready and she will have been impatiently 
watching out for us since dawn; the place swept and dusted ten 
times over.’

‘Well, that’s Kirsty for you, Roskil. It must be two years now since 
she left Glasgow and moved in with you in Dundeg? Having 
inherited the old family home, which she always loved, it was 
strange that she didn’t want to live there.’
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‘Well, that was mainly my doing. Kirsty isn’t getting any younger 
Coinneach. Having inherited the old home and then William 
dying on her, she did intend to leave Glasgow and move into the 
glen. But I wouldn’t hear of it. Far too isolated for an aged widow 
alone. We all have those rose-tinted memories of when we were 
young and when Granny and Shennair were alive. You yourself 
haven’t seen the house for many years now. It is old and falling to 
pieces. It is cold. You forget what it means to have no running 
water or sanitary facilities; no heating except the old peat fire and 
an iron cooking range. The old home is from another time. Hard 
to imagine it still exists at all in this day and age. Nostalgia and 
blurred over-romanticised memories were getting the better of 
Kirsty, believing she could live in a house with no facilities.’ 

Coinneach was standing in the fork of the road, nodding his head 
in understanding of what his brother had said, but with his 
thoughts already moving quickly on.

 ‘This spot, on which we now stand and which we always knew as 
the cross-roads, was very significant in our childhood. It was here 
that the old Albion bus would unload family members arriving 
for holidays from the city. It was a place of re-union, with an 
excited uncle Shonny coming along the glen to meet everybody 
and help carry the suitcases. The road into the glen was just a dirt 
track back then. Tarmac now, I see.’ 

‘Well, time marches on Coinneach. Did you know that this is the 
very spot - the cross-roads that mother so often spoke about - 
where she and father first met and fell in love?’  

Coinneach raised his eyebrows. ‘Fell in love? Here, at the cross-
roads?’ 

‘It happened as the Second World War ended. Father, who fought 
with the Seaforth Highlanders as you know, and being now newly 
demobbed,  arrived home from The Front. He had hitched a lift 
for the last few miles in a crofter’s horse and cart.  
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With most of the men off fighting, mother had been given the 
hallowed position of post girl, delivering the Royal Mail, and she 
was on her rounds that day. She would be around 17 at the time. 
It was a very trusted job for one so young. Not only that, females 
in the postal delivery services were very rare in those days’

‘Yes, of course! Post girl! I had almost forgotten that Roskil. I 
remember her telling me about being a post girl. She covered 
many miles with her mail bag, mostly in bare feet, to all the 
outlying crofts. Hard and terrible times, she said. Bringing mostly 
messages from The Front - messages of death - conveyed by 
telegrams in yellow envelopes, telegrams announcing the deaths 
of Highland soldiers - sons, brothers, husbands, sweethearts. . .

Dear Mr and Mrs X,  it is with deep regret and with profound sorrow. . 

‘Mother knew all of these families. She began to hate the job; 
dreading the fearful faces watching for her coming; wild eyes 
falling to her hand, searching for a flash of yellow. . . Sorry Roskil, 
you were saying? Father arriving from The Front in a crofter’s 
cart?’

‘Yes. While on her rounds that day, mother met the cart at the 
cross roads here. As she and the crofter rejoiced at news of the 
war’s end,  she noticed an ashen faced young soldier sleeping in 
the back of the cart, huddled in his crumpled army overcoat. The 
young man had then woken suddenly and sat bolt upright, his 
coal black hair tousled and covered in dust and straw, his 
exhausted grey eyes suddenly wide and anxious, wildly searching 
- searching for war and terrible carnage. And then, seeing where 
he was, he had relaxed and smiled, and mother had fallen in love.’

An enthralled expression swept over Coinneach’s face. ‘I never 
knew of all that. What a beautiful beginning.’

‘The attraction had been immediate and mutual. And with the 
war now over, they began courting. The crossroads here was their 
meeting place. As you know, father’s family were from Vartaig, 
down by the shore beyond the far hill there. 
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Widowed so tragically young, mother clung to the comfort of her 
so many happy memories of father. But only in her latter days did 
she open up a bit, dropping little snippets of information here and 
there about her younger years.’ 

Big Preacher paused, his eyes glancing upward.

 ‘It would be sometime in the early 1980s, when I was home on 
leave from Saudi Arabia and took mother on a trip to Skye, that 
she asked me to help her up to that rocky knoll you can see on the 
sky-line there. The knoll was known to the old folks as Creag 
Sionnach - the Fox’s Rock. While they were still courting, she and 
father climbed to the Fox’s Rock, where they found a discarded 
horseshoe. Using a rock, father had hammered the horseshoe into 
a crevice in the rock face, declaring that it would remain clutched 
there forever, a symbol of their everlasting love, and hopefully 
bringing them luck.’

Coinneach’s eyes misted over. ‘Roskil, I never ever knew any of 
this. As you know, I was only eighteen months old when father 
died. Their luck ran out though, did it not? I wonder if that 
horseshoe is still there. I must see that horseshoe. Let’s go up and 
see it now, Roskil’ 

‘The ground is quite steep and rather boggy in bits. Think you can 
make it?’

‘I’ll take my time Roskil. I’ll make it.’

Reaching the Fox’s Rock, Roskill’s heart sank. For a moment he 
thought that the horseshoe had gone, but he was too far along. 
Then - yes - there it was, rusted and flaking, but still firmly in 
place!

Tears welled in Coinneach’s eyes. He gazed silently at the 
horseshoe for some time, touching it softly, and then he slumped 
to the ground  and gazed at the crossroads below him. 
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His gaze moved on, westward across the moors and machair 
towards Vartaig, where father came from and where the Atlantic 
Ocean pushed in between the hills, to became Loch Harlaig. Foam 
crested waves were sweeping endlessly landward - a herd of 
white horses leaping and crashing to destruction among the 
shore-line rocks. As he gazed, the evocative call of a Curlew 
reached him on the still cool air. How many times, he wondered, 
had father and mother - Kenny and Effie - in the full flush of their 
youth, sojourned here at this very spot, pledging their undying 
love, so hopeful for the future? But yes, too soon, far too soon, 
luck had run out on them. And then Coinneach buried his head in 
his hands, great rasping metallic sobs wheezing from the 
tracheotomy valve in his throat.

Roskil remained silent, watching his brother’s anguish with a 
hopeless impotency. 
   
__________

So happy to be having her brothers around her, Kirsty was in her 
element.  The three of them were all that remained of an original 
family of seven siblings - four brothers and three sisters. Kirsty  
was now the eldest. A devout Christian all her life, she had so 
often despaired, in years gone by, for her wild younger brothers 
who appeared to have chosen paths of sin and debauchery. How 
very hard she had fought to ‘save’ them, to reintroduce Christ to 
their lives - for many years a seemingly hopeless crusade.

Her role as mother hen at the Old Manse apart, much of Kirsty’s 
current contentment was a result of the way her brothers had 
ultimately turned out. Roskil, who had been the real ‘wild’ one, 
with his rages, student days drunkenness and bar room brawling, 
had obviously re-found Christ, although Kirsty did have some 
misgivings that perhaps lately he had gone too far, had gone a 
shade beyond Christ’s teachings. A restless person of perpetual 
and explosive physical motion, the young Roskil had flitted from 
one new venture to another, never really finishing anything - as if 
time was too short to fit everything in. Invariably angry, it was as 
if he was constantly being pursued by something. 
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Coinneach, on the other hand, whilst never compromising on his 
drinking or womanising, had never ever been violent. Where 
Roskil had always been restless and always on the move, flying 
into the flames that burned his wings, the artistic more mystical 
Coinneach had been calm and possessed of an enigmatic stillness. 
Coinneach was constantly being delayed in the plans for his life, 
forever being waylaid by old cronies with stories to tell; forever 
being distracted by the burdens and aspirations of fellow beings, 
and in the process never realising his own disappearing dreams. 
And while Coinneach never openly prayed or professed religious 
leaning, his whole demeanour of gentleness and genuine 
understanding and tolerance of all creeds, endowed him with an 
undeniable ‘goodness’ which couldn’t be denied and which was 
to be envied and admired. Coinneach seldom attended church, 
claiming that too many of those who did, regarded it merely as a 
ritual, a show, and were only ‘good’ on Sundays. Coinneach’s 
church was within himself, wrapped up in his own skin. Never 
known to ‘preach’ God’s message, Coinneach spread that message 
anyway, despite himself, by the way he existed and interacted 
with others.

Appearance-wise they were deceptive. While it was obvious from 
a distance that they were brothers and from the same black-haired 
mould, when studied in detail there were many differences. While 
Roskil was six feet two inches in height, Coinneach was under six 
feet. And whereas Coinneach had a finely sculptured straight 
nose, calm grey eyes and a generous mouth in a full face, Roskil 
had a curved hawk nose, wild green eyes and a thin mouth in a 
high cheek-boned raptor face. One common trait though, beyond 
dispute, had been their lifelong passionate closeness - the intense 
physical and spiritual closeness, usually found only in identical 
twins. 

Kirsty smiled indulgently as she silently surveyed them across the 
dinner table. 
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The following morning, brushing aside Kirsty’s protestations 
about dampness, a lack of heating and adequate cooking facilities, 
the brothers informed her of their intention to ‘take a trip down 
memory lane.’  To that end they intended spending the night at the 
old family house in Glen Harlaig. 

The latter was of the style typically built by the Highland crofters 
in the early part of the twentieth century, being one and a half 
stories high, the living areas being on the ground floor while the 
bedrooms were on the second floor and protruding into the roof 
space. At the time, these ‘new’ houses became known as the white 
houses, as opposed to the ancient black houses they had replaced, 
the latter having been thatch or heather roofed and with walls 
constructed of mortar-less rocks or even clods of earth. 

Arriving in Glen Harlaig, Coinneach was shocked by the 
dilapidation of the old family home. Their grandparents - Granny 
and Shennair - had been very particular, every second year a lime 
wash having been applied to the external walls, until the house 
stood out a pristine white against the hills of the glen. Now, the 
external walls were flaking and blackened.
 
Pushing through the weathered front door and into the small 
entrance hall, the brothers experienced a vague apprehension, a 
racing of the senses, as if they were about to disturb the sanctity of 
a shrine; were about to witness the scattered fleeing of ancestral 
shadows. On the contrary however, they were astonished how 
suddenly familiar it all seemed, how so little of the furnishings, 
fittings and general bric-a-brac had changed. Facing them now in 
the hall, for example, was the old wooden coat-stand with its 
centrally placed mirror, the latter cobwebbed and cracked, their 
reflected faces smudged and featureless - images from the past. 

Turning left, they arrived in the living-room-come-kitchen, its 
floor, like all of the lower floors, being solid concrete and covered 
by linoleum. The original iron solid-fuel cooking range was still in 
place, as was the old wooden dresser with the lift-up lid in which 
the oatmeal had been kept and where granny had hidden her 
treasured hoard of sweets from a ‘raiding’ uncle Shonny. 
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And there was the worn wooden bench on which Shennair would 
lie for his forty winks, his cloth cap pulled down across his face, 
while Yarrow, the old collie dog, lay among the jumble of shoes 
and boots being stored underneath. And Shennair’s high-backed 
wooden chair was still in the same corner. Unbelievably, even the 
same faded old picture of a mare and her foal, titled ‘Mother and 
son’, hung on the wall.  

Coinneach turned to his brother. ‘It’s like a time warp. Nothing 
has changed, Roskil. All that’s missing are the people. But their 
ghosts are still here.’

‘Yes, I know exactly what you mean.’ Big Preacher’s gaze fell on 
the door in the corner. ‘And look. There’s the closet, the dark place 
where the dishes and food were kept, and where the wind-up 
gramophone and the “seventy-eight” records were stored. And 
where the bogeyman lived. It would surprise me if his green cover 
isn’t there yet.’

‘Bogeyman? Green cover?’

Roskil smiled mysteriously. ‘Uncle Shonny up to his tricks. If I 
was misbehaving persistently or being particularly unruly as a 
youngster, uncle Shonny would threaten to get the bogeyman. He 
would disappear into that closet and reappear, crouched over, and 
move towards me with a shambling gait and with a green cover 
over his head and body. I could see his legs sticking down, and 
his wellington boots, and I knew that it really was him. But a bit of 
me wasn’t entirely sure and it frightened the hell out of me.’

‘Holy mackerel! I would never have believed that of uncle 
Shonny. What cruelty to a child.’

‘Well, Shonny wasn’t meaning to be cruel. He didn’t even know 
that he was being cruel. They were unenlightened times and 
Shonny wasn’t an educated man. No child psychology in those 
days. In among the undoubted good times, life was sometimes 
necessarily about hard work, about survival. 
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To survive those periods, life was about order, rules to follow. 
There was little time or place for persistently naughty children.’

‘Now I know what made you the complicated and twisted old git 
that you turned out to be,’ Coinneach taunted him gently. 

‘The green cover had a black motif. I can see it yet. Black leaves 
and black branches on a moss green background. . . depicting 
winter perhaps. I often saw it hanging in the closet. It was familiar 
to me. But that familiarity and the recognition of Shonny’s legs 
couldn’t rationalise the combination of the two, or overcome my 
doubts or my fear of bogeymen.’

Perhaps embarrassed by these revelations, Roskill moved to the 
small gable window which looked down the glen to distant Loch 
Harlaig and the misted Atlantic headlands beyond. 

‘This window,’ he mused, ‘the only one in the house facing the 
predominant winds, took the brunt of the weather. As a child, I 
spent many hours staring out of this little window. I saw many 
seasons pass across it: long hot summers; wind-blown autumns; 
the flying snows of winter; seemingly endless days of sleety rain 
and drifting mist.’

He paused for a few moments, lost in thought, his hawk profile 
edged by the morning sun angling through the glass.

‘Remember how Shennair would engage in his daily dawn and 
dusk readings from the Gaelic Bible - with extra-large dozes, of 
course, on the Sabbath day?  How he would seem to drone on and 
on, boring us youngsters to death? At such times this window was 
my saviour, allowing my thoughts to drift through it and escape’

He rotated his finger on the glass pane, absently forming a hole on 
the dirt-encased surface. ‘To a youngster, there were unnerving 
moments too. 
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The sleety rain could at times be quite frightening in its power and 
destructive force, clawing at the glass like some Satanic beast, 
liquefying the landscape into distorted sinister shapes - an outside 
evil enraged by the goodness of the Bible readings within.’ 

‘Heaven preserve us Roskil, you are giving me the creeps.’ 
Coinneach gave a mock shudder.
 
Big Preacher continued to gaze through the window, his memory 
dwelling on these long days of non-stop rain, drifting up the 
length of the glen like a billowing grey curtain.

‘The Presbyterian Sabbaths were something else in these days. 
Fundamental. Severe. Uncompromising. There was no playing on 
the Sabbath day. No running. No singing - except of psalms. No 
reading - except of the Bible. No frivolous laughter. No washing 
of clothes or dishes. No listening to the wireless, except to the 
national news and church service. Buckets of water had to be 
collected from the well the day before, otherwise go without. If 
the old ones could only see what has happened to the Sabbath day 
now, and to the world in general, they would turn in their graves.’

‘Roskil, you are giving me the creeps again. Come on, let’s get 
some air, let’s get out and have a look around the old croft-lands.’

Leading the way through the hallway and stopping in the 
entrance door,  Coinneach glanced down the slope of the land 
before him, down fields that ended at the river snaking along the 
glen floor. Ah yes, the river! What a childhood playground that 
had been, what boundless material for young and fertile 
imaginations. Beyond the river, the hills rose again to the high 
moorland plateau on the opposite side of the glen. Up there had 
been their grandparents’ peat hags, providing the fuel that was 
the family’s sole source of heat and means of cooking.

At the time of the Second World War and just after, four families 
had lived in the glen, all of them indigenous Gaelic speakers. 
Coinneach glanced west, in the direction of Loch Harlaig. 
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In a fold of the hill stood the roofless remains of the croft house 
that had been home to the McPhies. Beyond it, a modern 
bungalow had been built by a present day descendent. He swung 
his gaze 180 degrees east. The McSween house, a stone and 
corrugated iron affair, used to stand a quarter of a mile in that 
direction but had vanished now without trace. A further quarter 
of a mile beyond that was the white gable of the Morrison’s house, 
the Morrisons themselves now scattered around the globe, the 
house being presently owned by English incomers. And further 
still beyond that, where the glen terminated in the curved dead-
end meeting of the hills, was the communal ‘horse park’, where in 
days of horse power and before the advent of tractors the crofters 
from miles around would graze their Highland ponies.  

He was eventually joined by Roskil and together they walked to 
the road and began their tour of the croft, passing two collapsed 
piles of moss and nettle covered stones. The first pile was the 
remains of what had once been the hen house, the second larger 
pile the remains of what had been the byre. The byre had been 
particularly significant in the family history. When the brothers’ 
grandparents had first relocated into the glen, the byre had been 
their transitional black house home while the white house was being 
built. The brothers remembered Granny telling them how proud 
the family had been on moving into a white house; the status it had 
given them in the community.

Coinneach surveyed the pile of stones. ‘Amazing to think that the 
Highland black houses existed well into the twentieth century. 
Walls made of earth or rocks, roofs of heather or thatch; fires in 
the middle of the floor, the smoke escaping through a hole in the 
roof. The occupants’ faces permanently kippered, their clothes 
permanently smelling of peat reek. And after very heavy rains, 
there was the sileadh, the drips of sooty rain seeping through the 
thatch.’  

Big Preacher took over the imagery. ‘The people and the cattle 
entering by the same door; the people turning right, the cattle 
turning left. 
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They could smell each other, could hear each other through the 
dividing wall during the night - stirring, coughing, snoring. It’s 
hard to imagine, Coinneach, but mother was born and brought up 
in such a house. She wasn’t actually born here in Glen Harlaig but 
in an earlier black house down in Roskil. She always said that her 
childhood memories of Roskil were happy ones. She was fifteen 
when the family moved to Glen Harlaig but she never felt the 
same about the Glen. Unlike the rest of the family, for some 
reason she had always considered Roskil to be her true home. 
Even in her later years in Glasgow, when her memory of other 
things was failing, she would reminisce about Roskil. As you 
know, that’s why she gave me the name - so that the memory 
would live on. She was unusual that way - unconventional in not 
perpetuating traditional family names. In that respect she was 
kind of ahead of her time, a difficult thing for a woman to be in 
those days.’ 

There was a pause as the brothers drifted with their own personal 
memories. Big Preacher continued. 

‘Every house in those days had its resident old one. An old man or 
an old woman, a bodach or cailleach, sat permanently in a prime 
position in the corner, being warmed by the fire - treasured, 
revered and cherished - fanatically indulged. Even those who 
were senile, demented or incontinent, it did not matter, they were 
looked after ungrudgingly, their dignity assured. You will 
perhaps remember these old ones yourself Coinneach. It is the 
family unit I go on about so much, and which is missing in today’s 
society.’

The brothers moved on, single file, down a packed mud path 
leading to the old well - the only source of water at the time. But 
what pure sweet water it had produced.

‘Many a time we ran along this path Coinneach, ourselves and 
visiting cousins, playing at being lorries and buses, broom-
brooming and changing imaginary gears; pot lids for steering 
wheels. No computers or play stations in those days. 
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Motor vehicles were still novelties, with just the occasional Royal 
Mail and delivery vans making it into the glen - or the cars 
belonging to the doctor, the district nurse or the minister. 
Contented and easily pleased we were. Children still had respect 
for their elders - knew right from wrong.’

They had reached the river. Coinneach placed his finger on his 
tracheotomy valve. ‘What a playground this was Roskil - this 
timeless river. You have to wonder how many primitive faces, 
how many million passing moons have been mirrored in its dark 
waters? And remember the excitement of the night-time poaching, 
with the risk of discovery by patrolling gamekeepers from the Big 
Estate? But sod them, we said, pulling in the splash-net and the 
water boiling with flashing silver, for it was the crofters’ 
unwritten right to catch “one for the pot”.’

 He glanced up, to the hill rising on the opposite side of the river, 
his soaring enthusiasm making him breathless.

‘Look Roskil, you can still see the zig-zag of the dirt track, where 
the horse and cart went to collect the peats. And look, you can still 
see where it skirts the Chair Rock and the remnants of the stone 
circle - that ancient open air courthouse, where the old clansmen 
sat in judgement and sent the condemned to the gallows on An 
Cnoc an Crochte, (the Hanging Hill), on the skyline away above it 
there.’

Sometime later, at the croft’s furthermost boundary, they reached 
the old communal sheep fank. It too had fallen into a state of 
disrepair.
 ‘You tend to forget so many things about the old days, Coinneach 
- the big events of the crofting calendar, like the sheep clipping 
days, when crofters for miles around would converge to help each 
other; special happy events, with much laughter and the gathering 
of news, and the renewing of old friendships - with a chance for 
the young maids to meet their dashing blades. The same would 
happen at harvest time. Everybody knew each other in those days, 
within a radius of fifty miles and more. 
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Everybody would help everybody else to gather and stack the 
harvest, and in the process make an event of it. The womenfolk 
cooking and baking from dawn. Whisky on the table at the end of 
it. Gaelic songs. And then there were the tinkers, the Ciardhean, 
camping in their timeless bow-tents down by the bridge; their 
open fires glowing orange in the gathering dusk; the distant skirl 
of their pipes and . . .’

Aware of a silence, Big Preacher stopped talking  and turned to 
look at his brother who was slumped against a grassy bank 
behind him, his face ashen and his breathing heavy.

‘Are you alright Coinneach?’

‘Just a bit tired, Roskil. I’ll rest a while and I’ll be fine. Perhaps we 
could go back to the old house when I get my breath back?’

That was so unlike Coinneach. He loved to reminisce about the 
old days - had agitated so much in Glasgow to be doing what now 
they were doing. He must be even less well than his brother had 
imagined. A disturbed frown settled on Roskil’s face.

__________

By early evening, Coinneach had recovered and had convinced 
Roskil that they should continue with their plans and spend the 
night in the old family house as pre-arranged. They had flasks of 
coffee and soup and an abundance of food. Kirsty had prepared 
enough to sustain Napoleon’s army through a Russian winter. 
Added to that, in the collapsing wall cabinet in the closet, among 
cob-webbed tins of beans, corned beef, and dust covered 
gramophone records, Coinneach had found, to his incredulous 
delight, two unopened bottles of Talisker malt whisky. 

Having fed and now allowing the food to digest, Roskil sat 
contentedly on the concrete step at the front door. The shadow of 
the hill behind the house had darkened the glen floor, a dark now 
fingering up the opposite high ground on the far side of the river. 
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He watched the shadow devour the remaining sunlight until all 
that was left of it was a golden wedge on the highest ridge that 
was An Croc Crochte - the Hanging Hill. In the background he 
could hear his brother rummaging somewhere within the house. 
Eventually, Coinneach appeared carrying a tray on which were an 
old-fashioned unlit oil lamp and two large glasses of whisky. He 
handed Roskil one of the glasses.
 
An apologetic expression appeared on the big man’s face. ‘As you 
know, Coinneach, I very seldom drink nowadays.’ 

‘The Bible says nothing about not drinking, Roskil. Indeed, there 
is much reference in it to wine.’

‘Yes, in moderation.’

‘What is happening to you, Roskil? You can sound so 
unbelievably fuddy-duddy at times. You said on special 
occasions. Is this not a special occasion - a very special, special 
occasion? Anyway, you will surely drink my health Roskil. I 
haven’t that much of it left these days. For goodness sake man, 
throw the whisky over your tonsils before you realise what’s 
happening. Sneak it down when you aren’t looking’   He forced 
the glass into his brother’s hand. ‘Be careful you don’t behave 
yourself out of existence, Roskil’

The comments, along with the disgusted expression on 
Coinneach’s face proved too much. Laughing, Roskil accepted the 
glass. Yes, it was indeed a special occasion. ‘Of course, little 
Coinneach!  Slainte!’ 
 
Coinneach mopped his brow in mock relief - ‘Slainte!’ And while 
his brother took a moderate sip, he himself downed a large 
swallow. ‘Look what I found, Roskil. One of the old oil lamps. Still 
paraffin in it. And the wick is ok. It only needed trimmed.’

‘But I’ve got a refillable gas lamp in the rucksack.’ 
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‘Gas lamp! This is a trip down memory lane Roskil - remember? 
We want atmosphere! We want the old methods. We want to 
relive those long dark winter nights of the past, when Shennair 
would tell us ghost stories. We want the atmosphere of the 
flickering oil lamp, the jumping shadows that frightened us kids 
silly, imagining them to be ghosts.’

The sun having finally set, a chill settled on the glen and the 
brothers moved inside. Coinneach topped up the whisky glasses 
and lit the oil lamp. A wash of trembling yellow light filled the 
room. Coinneach glanced around him, an expression of boyish 
delight on his face. ‘Is this not something else, Roskil?’  Placing the 
lamp beneath his face, he put on a fiendish, wide-eyed expression 
and uttered a ghostly ‘Oooooh!!’

‘Idiot!’ said Roskil, taking a slightly larger swallow of his whisky 
than he had the first time around.

‘Come on, Roskil. We haven’t looked upstairs yet.’ 
 
Gladdened by his brother’s recovery and rising enthusiasm, 
Roskil followed him and the oil lamp out of the room and into the 
hall. The wooden stairs were narrow and wound round upon 
themselves, the treads creaking with the brothers’ weight, while 
their shadows and the shadows of the angled walls and ceilings 
loomed and receded and circled like silent but living entities - like 
giant black vampire bats. Coinneach’s voice was croaked and 
excited. 

‘Does this not take you back, Roskil? God, does this not take you 
back?’

The landing at the top of the stair was small and cramped. The 
room to the left had been the visitors’ room, usually reserved for 
adult relatives home on holiday from the city. The small single 
box-room in the middle had been uncle Shonny’s room, Shonny 
having been the bachelor youngest son who had stayed home to 
tend the croft and look after his ageing parents, Granny and 
Shennair. 
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Entering the room to the right, Coinneach’s expression became 
one of amazement. Following him in, Roskil found himself being 
equally amazed. The two old double iron bedsteads were still 
there, against the wall, head to head, as they had been since the 
Second World War. The bed to the left had been Granny and 
Shennair’s, the one to the right having been mainly for the visiting 
grandchildren, often as many as six or seven of them at a time, 
laid head to toe.

‘Is this not unbelievable Roskil? As I said, it’s a time warp.’ 
Coinneach held the oil lamp aloft and swung it around the room. 
‘The ceiling slopes more than I remember. I remember this room 
as being huge. It really is quite small.’ He paused, gathering his 
thoughts. ‘And remember the night-time toilet arrangements?’

‘How could you forget them? A zinc bucket in the middle of the 
floor.’

‘Everyone, including Granny and Shennair, were quite 
uninhibited when you think about it. Relieving themselves in the 
darkness. The drumming of urine in the bucket.’

‘Shennair missing the bucket and Granny cursing him. The older 
children ranting on about Niagara Falls. The younger ones 
giggling beneath the covers.’ The brothers laughed at the memory. 
Coinneach swung the oil lamp over the children’s bed.

‘You know, Roskil, I experienced the first joyous tingles of sexual 
arousal in this room. I felt my first fanny in that very bed.’

‘Pardon?’

‘Cousin Cathy.’

‘Cousin Cathy?’

‘My first fanny, Roskil.’
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‘First . . .? Cousin Cathy!?’  
 
‘What’s wrong with you, for goodness sake? Don’t you 
understand plain English? Yes! Cousin Cathy! I felt cousin Cathy’s 
fanny!’ A smug grin had appeared on Coinneach’s face.

‘What!!’

‘The dye was set. I never looked back once, ever since. That bed 
should be declared a national monument.’

‘I don’t believe what I’m hearing.’ Roskil pushed him good 
humouredly towards the bedroom door. ‘You are an incorrigible 
reprobate.  Come on, let’s get back down stairs.’ 

By midnight, much of Kirsty’s food had been consumed and the 
first bottle of whisky heading unerringly in the same direction. 
Outside, the night was cold, crisp and starry, with a full moon that 
silvered the glen and was so bright that it wasn’t like night at all. 
Deciding to brave the cold, to gaze at the stars and listen to the 
river, the brothers had put on extra clothing and taken the 
wooden bench and Shennair’s high backed chair outside the front 
door. Coinneach now lay sprawled in the latter, Roskil perched on 
the wooden bench beside him. 

The brothers reminisced about the old days yet again, incredulous 
at just how primitive living conditions in the Hebrides had been, 
and all within their own living memory. No electricity. No 
television. No running water. Heating and cooking by peat fire, 
peat cut by the people themselves. No toilets, the women with 
their modestly hidden chamber pots and night time pails. In 
daytime, the men and children using the open moor. Who, in the 
present world, would have believed it to be true?

‘And not only changes in the way of living, Coinneach, but 
changes in the people too, a different race and a different 
language - English replacing the Gaelic now. All in the space of 
fifty/sixty odd years. Changes that aren’t for the better. People
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from the cities came, and they brought their city ways, their 
materialism, their territorial squabbling, their drugs and modern-
day evils.’

Coinneach squinted at his brother in the moonlight. ‘You aren’t 
blaming the English, I hope?’

‘No, not at all, it could have been anybody. An accident of 
geography and circumstance meant that it was mainly the English 
that came. Not their or anybody’s fault’.

‘Hatred of other races or religions,’ said Coinneach, ‘ is not only 
infantile but is also very dangerous. You know what I love to see, 
Roskil? Increasingly, on tv, there are black and coloured 
comedians, and actors and celebrities who are Scottish born and 
bred. They have Scottish accents; their humour is exactly like our 
own. I can’t explain it, but all of that gives me a warm feeling, a 
surge of affection. I remember being at a rugby international - 
Scotland playing I can’t remember who. In front of me was a 
teenaged Chinese girl with her Scotland scarf and colours, 
jumping about, highly animated with enthusiasm, urging the 
Scottish team on with the broadest Glasgow accent that you ever 
did hear. I can’t explain it, as I said, but I felt a surge of deep 
affection for that girl. I experienced a warming of the soul, a 
gladdening of the heart – a surge of hope for the future. The 
experience illustrated how, beyond the exciting differences of 
colour and features, under our skins we are all the same - so alike. 
It makes you believe in the real possibility of an eventual multi-
racial, multi-cultural world of equal rights and worth. And there 
is a sense of universal safety, the security of a global family in 
that. As I said, hatred of other races cultures and beliefs is not only 
so wrong but is also very dangerous. That’s what worries me 
about Blue Eyes. It showed very clearly during the recent 
televised debate. It is obvious that he has a thinly disguised hatred 
of Islam.’

 ‘If I can make a very significant correction there, Coinneach: Blue 
Eyes’ hatred is of militant Islam, not every day Islam. And yes, 
Islam - militant Islam, I must stress - is undoubtedly a danger. 
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Their intention is clear - world domination - by force, by 
conversion, by violence if necessary. You must remember 
Coinneach, myself and Blue Eyes, as far back as the early 1980s, 
experiencing what was going on in Saudi Arabia even then, were 
warning about the Islamic militant threat, the growing danger of 
unchecked fundamentalist Muslim immigration to the West. 
Everybody back in the UK ballyhooed us, thought us bigoted  
cranks. Even you yourself recognised and experienced the 
fundamentalist hostility to westerners, in the latter years when 
you worked in Saudi.’

‘Only a minority of the Saudis were violent fanatics Roskil, and 
mainly in the ranks of the religious police. Yes, I remember them 
coming into the ex-pat compounds and breaking up children’s 
Christmas parties, menacing western women and children. The 
ordinary Saudi in the street didn’t like these religious bigots much 
either. Neither did the Saudi authorities, but they had a difficult 
tightrope to walk, balancing the traditions and religion of an 
ancient society, with the desire to move into the modern 
westernised world. Just look at the mess the whole Middle 
Eastern region is in now. And Western exploitation and foreign 
policy had much to do with it. Pass me your glass Roskil, it’s 
nearly empty.’ 
 
As Coinneach reached across with the whisky bottle, Big Preacher 
was surprised by how little was left in it. Between them, they had 
already almost drunk a full bottle - strong malt whisky! It had 
been some time since he had drunk so much alcohol and it was 
starting to hit him. Coinneach continued speaking.

‘As I remember it Roskil, while in Saudi you had once thought of 
converting to Islam yourself.’

‘Yes, but a Filipino friend, introduced to me by Blue Eyes, talked 
me out of it, taught me the error of my ways. He reminded me, 
and proved to me, that by deserting Christianity I would be 
deserting the true word of God’.

‘Are you talking about Carlos Matic?’
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‘I am. Carlos Matic, the Christian lay preacher framed and 
wrongly accused and beheaded by the Saudis.’ Big Preacher 
downed a swallow of the freshly poured whisky. Coinneach did 
likewise.  

‘Ah yes, the Carlos Matic affair. We spoke about it some weeks 
ago, back at my flat. Yes, Carlos was a very good friend of Blue 
Eyes. Perhaps that unsavoury affair triggered his obvious dislike 
of Islam. But, like our own people Roskil, there is good and bad 
among them, and in equivalent proportions. Like our own people, 
there are those with enough religion to hate but not enough to 
love. Just remember, the Islamic world has plenty of reasons to 
hate us, to hate the West - legitimate reasons. We have plundered 
their lands of its wealth, we have sullied their lands with our 
immoral filth. We have humiliated and insulted them time and 
again throughout our colonial history and with our Crusades, and 
more recently with our foreign policies.’ 

Becoming breathless, Coinneach cleared his throat valve before 
continuing.

‘Take the capture of Saddam Hussein, for example. Perhaps he 
was a ruthless tyrant, but to many Arabs and Muslims he was a 
hero in that he was a strong man who, despite his faults, wasn’t 
afraid to stand up to the West. The humiliating parading of that 
Arabic strong man on world-wide television following his capture 
was a disgraceful show of insensitivity. A gloved American doctor 
examining his mouth and then his dishevelled hair for lice, like 
some dog. What was that all about? Triumphalism? Petty 
revenge?’ 

Coinneach solemnly surveyed the whisky in his glass.

‘Even I felt outraged for the dignity of a fellow human being, so 
how do you think a young Arab or Muslim must have felt? Had 
these things been strictly necessary, why not conduct them in 
private? 
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Saddam, being an Arabic leader after all, and to some a hero, 
should have been afforded the decency of being allowed a haircut 
and shave and general tidy up before being paraded to the world. 
And as for those disgusting cruel scenes at his execution, words 
fail me. At least Saddam died with a calm bravery, and showed 
more dignity than the cowardly masked individuals, albeit fellow 
Muslims, conducting and attending his execution. 

‘We in the west are our own worst enemies. Truthfully, if I were a 
young Muslim, I would hate us too Roskil. You and I have met so 
many Middle Eastern people in our travels, and I know you will 
agree with me that they were lovely warm hospitable wonderful 
people. What have we done to them? Look at the death and tears 
and turmoil in their countries today. So much of it down to us - 
the West’. 

Big Preacher studied his brother silently. Coinneach continued.

‘The British and a growing number of Europeans complain that 
Muslim immigrants are flooding their cities with their high profile 
and so-called “aggressive” Islamic attire and appearance, and are 
thus stealthily changing the visual landscape and religious 
concept of their countries. What about the many ex-pats in Saudi 
Arabia, at the time we were there for example? The locals objected 
to and felt intimidated and outraged by the number of western 
men in shorts, and the skimpily dressed women flooding their 
shops and streets. OK, you could argue that the ex-pats weren’t 
allowed permanent residence, as Muslims are in the west, I 
suppose, but that’s beside the point. We can’t have it all ways.’ 

He paused to clear his throat valve again.

‘You know, Roskil, talking of the Islamic terrorist threat, Dr 
Andrew Silke, a psychiatric expert, tells us that the term 
“terrorist” is a political not a psychiatric diagnosis. Catalyst 
events, usually involving violence, create the energy and the 
desire for revenge and the wish to punish. These catalysts can be 
televised footage of violence or outrage against one’s own 
particular race or religion. 
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First it is one side, and then it is the other side responding or 
retaliating, in a never-ending cycle of increasing and outrageous 
violence. The West is, correctly, outraged by the current spate of 
terrorist atrocity - especially against innocent women and 
children. But the West engages in atrocity against their innocents. 
In a different form, but it is still atrocity.
  
‘It is all very well talking about precision bombing and then 
“excusing” innocent casualties as “accidental” or “collateral”. And 
it isn’t just bombing. The West has been causing innocent 
casualties in distant countries for years, if not centuries. Corporate 
greed and personal self-interests have resulted in human misery 
and rape of resources in a huge swathe across the globe. Those 
responsible or benefiting are fully aware of these innocent 
casualties but don’t give a damn, as long as they, the politicians 
and the corporate leaders and their rich friends, get richer. And, 
with the casualties being “collateral” and often unseen, it is harder 
to prove and therefore easier to sweep under the rug.’

‘I know Coinneach, I know. Each side is as guilty of murder as the 
next. The only problem is, the Islamic terrorist has brought terror 
and murder to a new, totally unacceptable and terrible low. He 
has dragged God’s name into it - has made Him complicit!’

Coinneach noticed the tired frown that had crept into his brother’s 
expression and he felt suddenly guilty.

‘I’m sorry Roskil. As it is for me, I know this is supposed to be a 
wee break for you too - a break  away from Cleanser business and 
the troubles of the world, but Blue Eyes worries me, the direction 
he might be taking. I am not sure if you are aware of it, but 
another Cleanser fellow also seems to be emerging of some 
influence. The one they call Yellowstone, an American with a 
habit of making ostensibly low key background appearances any 
time you and Blue Eyes are on TV. But, being a huge man 
physically, you can’t really miss him, his stealthy scene stealing, 
even managing a few quotes after you and Blue Eyes have gone. 
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He seems to be in the same mould as Blue Eyes, Roskil. We were 
talking earlier about bogeymen, the illusion of them, how easy it is 
to create them and be afraid of them. Don’t let them create 
bogeymen Roskil.’

 He paused again to gaze at his brother’s tired expression. 

‘However, we will close the subject…  ah! - just look at that 
beautiful moon!’ He drained what was left of the first whisky 
bottle into their glasses and reached for the second. 

It was indeed a beautiful moon, thought Big Preacher, silvering 
the fields and the glinting course of the river. Beyond the river, the 
less distinct mass of the opposite hills rose steeply, pushing into 
the darkness of the upland peat moors, a high empty place which, 
in childhood, he had imagined went on for ever. . .for ever. . . for 
ever. . .for ever. . . he was beginning to feel the effects of the 
alcohol, hitting him hard and quickly now, intoxicating sensations 
which had once been so familiar to him - a long time ago - very 
pleasant but somewhat befuddling and debilitating - destructive. 

He heard Coinneach uncork the second bottle.
 
His eyes moved along the ridge of that distant high place beyond 
the river, trying to probe the darkness. Listening to the distant 
silence of it, he held his breath. As he so often had in childhood, 
he again now imagined something stir out there in the night, 
something far off and uncertain, something indefinable and evil - 
unleashed out there in the wider world - not heard but sensed, 
like dead leaves falling in the dark. Should he tell Coinneach, 
should he share these thoughts with him? He was aware of his 
glass being replenished. . . No, he wouldn’t tell Coinneach. He 
knew what his brother would say:   ‘Well Roskil, there has been 
evil in the darkness since time began - some of it real, some only 
imagined. Is your evil real or is it imagined? Perhaps it isn’t evil at 
all that stirs out there, but anger, the anger of the exploited and 
the betrayed, the anger of God perhaps.’
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He gulped at his whisky. Coinneach spoke, his voice by now a 
strangely distant metallic drone beside him. 

‘Know something Roskil? You - the Big Preacher Man - could only 
have happened in this day and age. It is difficult to imagine how 
you got mixed up in all that you have got mixed up in; how 
quickly this Cleanser business has taken off; how established it 
has become, how potentially powerful and terrible. There is some 
unseen power, some unseen force behind it all, behind this 
Cleanser Movement - something rather big and very sinister. And 
you know what I think? I think your original Cleanser idea, your 
ideal of a cleaner more moral world, has been hijacked old fella, 
with the Christian message of love and forgiveness in danger, 
meantime, of being overlooked, of being brushed aside’
    
The words were becoming ever increasingly more distant - the 
metallic words from the valve in Coinneach’s throat - hollow and 
echoing as if being uttered in a vast and empty cathedral. But, at 
this moment in time, it didn’t really matter; he, Roskil, 
increasingly befuddled, wasn’t fully listening any more but 
drifting on the swell of his own thoughts. Coinneach, or someone, 
had referred to his ‘original idea.’ Ah yes, he mustn’t lose sight of 
the ‘original idea’ – an  ‘idea’ which had come to him, seemingly 
so very long ago now. 

His alcohol fuelled thoughts were racing with disjointed 
memories - flashes from past events - strong among them being 
the images of Carlos Matic, the executed Filipino preacher - the 
long discussions with him, his enthusiasm and unswerving 
dedication to God, his words of wisdom. They say there are none 
as fanatical as the converted. And they are right, he agreed with 
himself. Thanks be to Carlos Matic, the wild street brawler, the 
boozer, the angry aimless one, all of which the ‘old’ Roskil had 
been, had suddenly been cast aside in his rediscovery of God, in 
his re-emergence into ‘the light’, in his sudden awareness of what 
had been happening on the great planet Earth - the emergence of 
Evil, on a scale previously unknown, an Evil lapping at even his 
own beloved Gaeldom, where the last keepers of the Sabbath were 
being pummelled to their knees.
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Something had to be done, he had decided in his new-found 
enlightenment. And in the absence of anyone else on the horizon, 
it would have to be him, it seemed. But what could he of all 
people do? And one day in Saudi Arabia, it had come to him, like 
a flash of blinding light, like a revelation. Yes! Having 
rediscovered God himself he would return to the land of his roots 
and resurrect God’s word and God’s message and raise the 
‘keepers of the Sabbath’ back to their feet. And he would reopen 
the Gaelic kirks and the Gaelic chapels; he would have the sound 
of their bells rend the air, and he would fill them with 
worshippers until they burst at the seams and Satan would flee in 
the face of his vigour and drive - a mammoth task for one mortal 
man, but someone had to do it before all was lost - simple as that!
 
People look for leaders, for strong men. And if he could inspire 
people enough they would follow. It was the age of image and 
celebrity; image and celebrity, aided by the media, fuelled by the 
masses. Well, in God’s name and in God’s service, and time being 
short, he would invent and nurture a new image for himself, 
become a celebrity, by means of melodrama and prop: and as a 
result there had emerged the white machine and the white 
flapping attire and the little silver bells. And as his image drew 
people around him, he told them of his plans for resurrecting a 
God-fearing Gaeldom - leading eventually to a God-fearing 
world! Before he had left the underground Christian ex-patriot 
community in Saudi Arabia he had told them. And he had told 
those Christians who would listen as he travelled home on the 
white machine through Europe.

 The numbers who had eagerly flocked to hear his message and 
offer their allegiance had been many, surprisingly many, showing 
that there had indeed been a great need, and he had known then 
that he had done the right thing. And when he opened his church 
on Skye many had followed - and the Cleanser movement had 
been born, assuming a life and a momentum of its own. As simple 
as that! As incredibly simple as that! Who would have believed it?
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Slowly realising that he had been thinking out loud, he heard yet 
more whisky being dispensed into his glass and Coinneach’s 
distant voice beside him.

‘You are right, Roskil, people look for leaders. And in doing that, 
they look for strong men without faults. But there aren’t any. 
There are only men like ourselves. In other words, men who 
change, men who weaken and desert their causes and their 
principles. Men who succumb to greed and crave fame. Men with 
prejudices. And, like everybody else,  all of them die. There is only 
one true leader who meets the necessary criteria - everlasting God 
Himself.’

Coinneach’s words surprised and gladdened him. It reinforced 
what he had always known in his heart; that Coinneach was a 
Godly man despite his show of indifference. And Coinneach had 
perhaps been right about mortal leaders, so-called strong men. 

But he, Big Preacher, had needed to go through the motions, had 
needed to create a symbol - the symbol of an apocalyptic strong 
man, the mythical leader - in order to get things started. And with 
the Cleanser movement gathering such momentum now, perhaps 
they soon wouldn’t need him, would eventually see through him 
anyway - would see that he had history, had faults, had weakness, 
was only like them, was like all other men, as Coinneach had said. 
But at least he had got things started and would continue in his 
efforts towards personal atonement. 

He peered sideways, trying to focus. Coinneach appeared to have 
fallen asleep in Shennair’s old chair, his head tilted at an awkward 
angle; despite the cold his grey face sweaty and glistening in the 
silvery moonlight - unwell. One of his yellow shoes had dropped 
off and a treacherous liquid rasping was bubbling up from the 
valve in his throat. Big Preacher whimpered in silent anguish, in 
impotent sorrow for the brother he admired and adored so very 
very much. He reached for the second bottle of whisky and 
poured himself a large measure.
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In the background, the rising wind was hissing through the long 
moorland  grasses, carrying the bight of not-too-distant snows, 
and the river was shooshing over her bed of ancient stones, a 
silver ribbon unwinding along the glen floor, as it had done since 
only God knew when. Coinneach had wondered how many 
passing moons, how many primitive faces had been mirrored in 
her dark peaty waters. It was impossible to say, but undoubtedly 
very many.

 In one gulp, he drained the whisky in his glass. 
 
He was aware of drifting now between half dream and half sleep, 
of floating on a sea of nostalgic memory, in a vanished world in a 
long-gone time; aware of images flickering in and out of focus like 
an old black and white movie - a myriad disjointed images from 
distant childhood, flowing, without connection, one into 
another . . .
. . .  night fires out of control on the hill, with black desperate silhouettes  
beating wildly at the flames and invoking a distant view of Hell; * the 
friendlier night-time fires around  the Gaelic tinkers’ tents, putting a red 
glow on the faces of those chatting around them and echoing the fires of 
the Bedouin camps in a distant land; * mother and fathers’ horseshoe - a 
rusted  secret declaration of never ending love; * the ruins of the old 
‘black house’ at Roskil where mother had been born; *the lone wild rose 
bush by the side of the moorland road and which he had passed on the 
way to school, bearing roses of beauty but sadly no scent, long gone now 
and forgotten, covered by the modern two lane highway; * the adventure 
of being offered lifts in motorised vehicles that rarely passed along the 
empty roads of childhood; *cousin Donald Angus, a huge man of six and 
a half feet and legendary strength, a boyhood hero and source of eternal 
pride;* uncle Neil who could talk to horses, who could calm them and 
walk the roads with the wildest stud stallions; * uncle Angus with his 
handed down local knowledge, who knew the mysteries of the standing 
stones, the brochs and the old burial mounds;* nightly journeys to the 
stone byre to milk the cows with Shennair, the lantern swinging its 
yellow light on the dirt road; * individual cows whose names he could 
remember yet - so many years down the line; *the nostalgic smell of 
burning peats; *Mary and Big Willie’s house, where music and laughter 
were the order of the day, a magnet for the young for miles around 
escaping for a while the severe constraints of Presbyterian Christianity – 
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‘the house of the planter is known to the trees’; *the haunting, discordant 
cadences of the Gaelic psalms, sung with such touching and spine 
tingling effect, especially at funerals, and having had such influence on 
the Soul and Gospel music of the American deep south; *the religious 
great-aunt Maggie, a lifelong spinster, since no man came up to her 
impossibly high moral standards, who maintained that the family were 
descended from Earls; *his return to the city of Glasgow, after years with 
his grandparents, and the birthing of the violent drunken years; *the 
motorcycle mania and the motorcycle racing that drove mother, by now 
widowed, to despair with worry; *the wild student  years; *the worship of 
and the influence of the early Marlon Brando - chasing his films ‘A 
Streetcar named Desire’, ‘Viva Zapata’, ‘The Wild One’ and ‘On The 
Waterfront’  in cinemas across the city until he knew them word perfect. 
Didn’t he sport a ‘Zapata’ moustache to the present day? Hero worship!  
So much for the independent spirit and the uncluttered mind of a 
religious leader and strong man …’Thou shalt worship no other God but 
I . . .’

. . . he rose momentarily back to the surface of full consciousness 
and then slipped back under the dark water again, the flickering 
images now becoming unpleasant, going further back in time . . .

. . . what had happened to his twin brother, who had been born dead?  He 
had kicked him to death in the womb, they had said, and just because he 
had wanted more room!  - ‘joke’ accusations that would haunt his 
subconscious, life-long; *and there was the little white dog sharing 
mother and father’s bed where, aged three, he considered he should have 
been, resulting in childhood jealousy and cruel long-running canine 
accountability; *and then  came the tuberculosis when, for his health’s 
sake, it was said,  (but treachery to the child’s mind), mother uprooted 
him from his city home  and left  him at another home he had never 
known, on an island far away, to the care of people he couldn’t remember 
- Shennair and Granny - whom he quickly  grew to cherish and adore; 
*and five years passed and the disease was defeated, and mother, (more 
imagined treachery), uprooted him yet again, still a child,  and took him 
back to the city, back to a home he had forgotten about; *and then there 
was the man - a ‘family friend’! - who took the now fatherless boy ‘under 
his wing’, - and then regularly raped him!!! And because of all these 
things he became angry and violent and confused, an anger and 
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confusion he couldn’t control or understand and which followed him into 
violent adulthood… and as a result he became a bad husband and father,  
his wife and children disowning him. . . * Her face, his wonderful wife’s 
face, sad and recriminating, was appearing before him now from the 
shadows… and he remembered her crying on the old farm track, over on 
the east coast; ‘you broke your promise, you broke your marriage vows to 
be loyal and faithful and true, to love me, to honour and cherish me, to 
look after me, until DEATH did us part . . .’ Infidelity! Betrayal! 
Treachery! . . .

. . . although the night had turned even colder, he had begun to 
profusely perspire. There was the sound of breaking glass as the 
whisky glass fell from his hand, shattering on the concrete door 
step. He rose in confusion to the surface of the dark dream water 
again, taking some time to remember where he was. Shennair’s 
chair was empty. Coinneach had gone. He wiped the sweat from 
his brow. The hills across the river were still in semi darkness, but 
a faint blush of pink was edging the high ridge of the Hanging 
Hill and he again dozed off briefly, returning in half dream to the 
vast upland moors beyond where the old gallows had been . . .

. . . he sensed his Gaelic ancestors coming at him across the moor. In a 
way he felt comforted and uplifted. In another way he felt fearful, for they 
were dead after all, a multitude of marching dead, a vast tribe that he 
knew one day he must join, and no escaping it; joining the end of a long 
weary column, trekking across the high boglands and the drifting 
twilight mists towards the morning of the great Final Judgement. On the 
way there would be great meetings - joyous reunions. Forgiven at last, he 
would be reunited with his beloved wife and children, and with father 
and mother, with all family members and friends, with  all the unmet 
ancestors. And meetings too  with vanished boyhood heroes, stars of the 
silver screen; Bogart, Cagney, Cooper, Gable, Mitchum, Lancaster, 
Quinn, Stan and Ollie, Edward G.,  Marlon, of course. And the ladies of 
the silver screen - mustn’t forget the ladies… Gloria Grahame, Marilyn 
Monroe  Jennifer Jones, Veronica Lake, Dorothy Lamour, Diana Durbin, 
Greta Garbo . . .
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The sun by now had risen above the ridges, directing shafts of 
warm light into the glen and glinting on the heavily dewed land. 
Awakening, he opened his eyes, and despite a fierce hangover he 
felt heartened by the promise of this new day. Dawn was his 
favourite time. Dawns signified ‘beginnings’, fresh starts. He had 
witnessed many dawns in many places - all over the world. Along 
with the Highland dawns, among his favourites had been the 
dawns of the Arabian deserts. Many a time he had flown over the 
desert at dawn, seeing the sun’s rays spilling over the curvature of 
the earth, being enthralled by the vastness, the stillness, the 
emptiness, by the contrast of red sand and purple-shadowed 
dune. And in the emptiness, suddenly the black tents of a Bedouin 
tribe, praying to Almighty Allah, aspiring only to a happy and 
healthy and peaceful life for themselves and their family.

 At such times, gazing down from the aeroplane, he had felt a 
great affinity with these anonymous Bedouins, had experienced a 
deep longing to know and befriend them, learn more of their Arab 
culture. Out of the blue, his reveries transferred themselves to the 
gentle and beautiful Rania Khalid. And on thinking of her, he was 
unaccountably beset by a vague foreboding, a foreboding of 
terrible conflict ahead. He rose stiffly from the wooden bench and 
moved into the house.

He found Coinneach, sitting on the edge of the children’s old bed - 
the bed that should have been declared a ‘National Monument’ - 
his head buried in his hands.

‘Are you alright, Coinneach?’ He frowned at his brother who was 
sweating heavily and looking grey and very unwell. Coinneach’s 
voice was breathless and husky. 

‘I’m getting old, Roskil. I’m heading up the high ground, 
breathing thin air and smelling snow. I’m hearing the grey wolf 
calling from above the timber line.’ 
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Big Preacher was disturbed by the strange symbolism of his 
brother’s response, the oblique reference to altitude. What was he 
saying? Was he smelling Heaven? But what disturbed Big 
Preacher most was the uncharacteristic defeat in his brother’s 
response. Aware of a silence, Coinneach glanced up and forced a 
smile.

‘Och, but I never was one for complaining’. 

The comment was made in a mock pathetic complaining voice. ‘I 
was frozen out there last night. You were in a deep sleep and I 
couldn’t rouse you. I couldn’t stand the cold any longer. That’s the 
worst of old age, you start to feel the cold in your bones. Not only 
that, bits begin to drop off.’ He smiled ironically at the floor, 
reaching for his yellow shoes. ‘You check yourself out each 
morning only to find that yet more bits have dropped off during 
the night. In the dark!  When you aren’t looking!  Real sneaky, 
eh?’

Big Preacher’s heart went out to his brother. Despite being 
obviously unwell he was trying to make light of it. Coinneach 
glanced up again. ‘Och, don’t look so worried, Roskil, I’m fine. . . 
Here, what was the first thing Hitler said as he rose from his bed 
of a morning?’ 

‘I don’t know. What was the first thing Hitler said as he rose from 
his bed of a morning?’

‘Gestapo!’

‘Gestapo?’ Big Preacher didn’t get it.

‘Yes, Gestapo. Gees. . . da. . . Po.’

The big man still didn’t get it.

‘For goodness sake, Roskil! Give me the po!’
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Big Preacher gazed at his brother in sad amusement and shook his 
head. ‘No, Coinneach, not really very funny. Rather pathetic in 
fact.’ He smiled and turned to leave the room, at the same time 
reminding Coinneach that the car would be collecting them mid-
morning as arranged.

On the way back to Kirsty they were stopped at the crossroads by 
two motorcycle mounted Cleansers who wanted to check their 
identities. Recognising Big Preacher, the Cleansers apologised 
profusely and waved them on. 

Coinneach gazed in silent uneasiness from the car window at the 
passing moorland. Something was far wrong. Two sinister men on 
large machines, with flapping coats and shinning jack boots and 
carrying guns, stopping cars on his beloved Skye, the beautiful 
and peaceful paradise of his childhood. Yes indeed, something 
was very far wrong.

__________

Big Preacher had decided he would depart for Glasgow on the 
following day. Coinneach, on Kirsty’s insistence, would remain 
with her at the Old Manse, for a rest and to recover from his 
failing health.

The morning of Big Preacher’s departure was sunny and warm for 
the time of year. As a consequence, Kirsty had set her brothers’ 
breakfasts on the rustic timber table in a quiet corner of the garden 
bordering the moor. The air was heather-scented and fresh, 
somewhere a moorland bird was singing with gusto and 
Coinneach was in buoyant mood. 

‘When are we going to visit America then?’ His question came out 
of  nowhere and Big Preacher looked at him quizzically.
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 ‘Remember, Roskil, we made ourselves that promise some years 
back - after I left Saudi. You yourself were not long back from a 
holiday in the States, raving about the place. Determined on 
revisiting’ 

‘No sweat, Coinneach.’ Big Preacher spoke through the fried egg 
he was forking into his mouth. ‘We will go sometime soon. 
Sometime next year, perhaps.’

‘It’s twice already you’ve been yourself? Sounded fantastic, 
travelling through the different states, seeing the intriguing places 
we read about so avidly as kids in the Buffalo Bill Annuals.’ He 
laughed. ‘Yes, what childhood fanatics for the pioneers of the Old 
West we were.’

Big Preacher smiled. ‘You have never really grown up, have you 
Coinneach? Still on about cowboys and Indians’.

‘Talking of cowboys, I seem to remember you saying that you 
visited the location where they filmed Shane?’  

‘No. Shane was filmed mainly in Wyoming - by the Grand Tetons, 
near Jackson Hole I believe. America, as you know, is huge. I have 
only been to Texas and the South West. I think Arizona was my 
favourite State. Places of interest in all of its four corners, many of 
them with Old West connections. Tombstone, with the OK Corral.  
Monument Valley. Yuma jail. The Grand Canyon.  Old Tucson,  
where many John Wayne and other western films were made. 
While in New Mexico, I saw Billy the Kid’s grave at Fort Sumner, 
and while in Texas I visited the Alamo at San Antonio.’

‘I’m green with envy. Yes an intriguing place is America, with its 
diversity of landscape and people. An enigma, indeed, is what 
America and Americans are’. Coinneach gazed thoughtfully 
across the moor. ‘The answer, I suppose, is that she represents all 
nations and all nationalities, all religions and all creeds. Perhaps 
some more than others, but all are represented. 
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Even those nations and nationalities who now so vehemently hate 
America are represented in her mix of peoples; were involved 
somewhere along the line in her creation. Rather ironic, eh?’

Patting his stomach with obvious satisfaction and wiping his 
mouth with his napkin, Big Preacher moved his empty breakfast 
plate aside. 'Sure is, Coinneach. It sure is, especially when you see 
the huge chasm between America and some other parts of the 
world today, the huge misunderstanding between East and West.’

Normally a man of enthusiastic appetite, Coinneach had been 
toying lethargically with his bacon and eggs, a worrisome fact not 
lost on his brother.  

‘Amazing how diverse were the paths they took, the East and 
West, when you think about it Roskil. The émigrés, driven by 
poverty persecution or just adventure spirit to this New World 
that was to become America, acquired an energy and curiosity 
that eventually had their descendants land on the moon, made 
them world leaders - in terms of modern technology and material 
things.’ 

‘Well, Coinneach, the paths each group took were dictated and 
directed by their circumstances. Each group was equally as 
capable of following the path the other group took, or achieving 
what the other group achieved. The émigrés’ circumstances 
necessarily sent them along the path of discovery and innovation, 
leading to possessions, technology and wealth. Those who 
remained at home were driven or motivated more by social 
structure - the importance of family and friends, of personal 
dignity, of honour and keeping one’s word - attitudes which, by 
being regarded as inhibitors to progress, in a material sense, were 
to become misconstrued by the émigrés as laziness or even 
inferiority’.

Big Preacher paused to light a rare cigar before continuing 
through the smoke.
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‘The émigrés were driven to find what was on top of the 
mountain, or over the far horizon, largely in the hope of finding 
fame and fortune. The stay-at-homes, those of the East, meantime, 
treasured the fire and the hearth of home, with its powers of 
bonding the family and nurturing friends. And, as in the old 
Highland black houses, there were the ever-present resident ‘old 
ones’, treasured and revered - the importance of the strong family 
unit I keep talking about. And of course there was God, an ever-
present force - guiding and giving spiritual comfort - omnipotent. 
Funny thing is, despite current animosity and hatred, each side 
secretly or subconsciously admires and envies many aspects of the 
other side’s way of life. Go home Yank, but take us with you.’

Big Preacher blew a cloud of cigar smoke into the air.

‘On the American or Western side, and talking of extremes, the 
drive for material possession and wealth, having now taken over, 
has become self-destructive. Children and family can be an 
irritating obstacle to material progress. The elderly can be a 
positive liability, to be dumped in a residential home and largely 
forgotten. So, you see what happens - the collapse of the family 
unit. Worst of all, being perceived as an inhibitor, a barrier to 
desired lifestyles of materialism and self-indulgence, God too 
becomes an irritant and should therefore be ignored or 
abandoned.’

Coinneach pushed his unfinished breakfast aside and folded his 
unused napkin.

 ‘Yes, as you say, materialism along with the pursuit of power has 
been America’s down-side, perhaps leading to her eventual 
downfall. Her problem has been that,  having achieved power, 
greed - corporate greed and exploitation - took over. In order to 
feed and maintain that power, she began to covet other nations’ 
natural resources. The every-day American on the street is a 
“swell guy”, friendly and possessed of an almost childlike 
enthusiasm. But scum rises to the top. Enter the American 
politicians and corporate fat cats. Having obtained power and yet 
more power, they want to hang onto it. 
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Any other powers emerging beyond America’s shores are 
regarded with suspicion, as rivals - as enemies indeed. These rival 
powers become bogeymen, being accused of having motives and 
intentions and even capabilities they don’t have. Reds under the 
bed. Paranoia takes over.’

Big Preacher gazed silently across the moor. Coinneach continued: 

‘And now the new bogeymen are the Islamic terrorists. Their 
power and threat, while it exists, is being grossly exaggerated I 
think. The West is being lead to believe that all Muslims are 
aspiring terrorists and anti-West. On the other side, the Islamic 
Fundamentalists are convincing their people that all of us in the 
West are anti-Islam and out to destroy it. They continuously show 
war footage to this effect, on Arabic television and in propaganda 
videos; catalysts of hatred leading to fear on both sides, ever 
increasingly swelling the ranks of those happy and willing to hate 
and to destroy. The people of Islam are our brothers and sisters, 
Roskil. Over the years we have hurt and insulted them and 
because of that, a growing number of them hate us. And what that 
violent number is now doing to us makes us feel hurt and insulted 
in return and, as a further result, a growing number among us 
hate them.’ 

Coinneach paused to catch his breath.

‘ But I am convinced that those who hate are in the minority on 
both sides. We must stand back and see this and let that 
realisation sink in. It is an evil wheel of hate and counter hate and 
if we don’t stop the wheel from rolling then the numbers of those 
who hate will become increasingly greater. The answer is so 
simple, really. The world must come to its senses. Life is short. We 
should be rejoicing at mankind’s diversity and differences, while 
understanding that we are all brothers and sisters and must enjoy 
and appreciate each other while we can.’  

Coinneach cleared his throat valve before continuing.
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 ‘And if you stand back and look at the wider picture, you will see 
that the ISIS barbarity we are being subjected to is nothing new. 
The tactic of terrorising your enemies by cruelty and violence is a 
common one, having been employed by invading armies since 
time began. Invading Japanese beheaded captive Chinese, 
hundreds at a time, or used them for bayonet practice. Under the 
Nazis, Jews were beaten to death in the streets of occupied 
Europe. Jewesses were stripped naked, tormented and profaned 
before being slaughtered. Men, women and children were locked 
in synagogues and burned alive. The British tied natives to 
cannons and blew them to bits during the Indian Raj. As recently 
as the Burma campaign after the Second World War, the British 
were beheading communist rebels. I myself have seen a photo of a 
British soldier casually holding severed Burmese male and female 
heads. One could go on and on in the same terrible vein in respect 
of many other nations. And all of that puts the ISIS atrocities in 
perspective. What makes the latter atrocities seemingly more 
terrible are the immediacy of them, via social media; the clarity of 
them, their invasion of one’s own living room, whereas the earlier 
atrocities, learned about later and second-hand, were remote and 
seemingly outside of reality. But such evil human behaviour 
Roskil, has periodically swept across the world in waves. The 
gratifying thing is that invariably good men and women stand up 
to evil and fight it and – so far! -  good and reason have prevailed.’

Big Preacher stubbed out his cigar and Coinneach continued.

 ‘It’s all about Bogeymen. It takes me back to what I said last 
night, Roskil. Don’t let the Cleansers invent Bogeymen. Don’t let 
them make you a Christian Bin Laden. And after what you told 
me about uncle Shonny, you should know about Bogeymen - how 
easy it is to invent them, to be afraid of them.’

There was a long pause now, before Coinneach continued.

‘And Roskil, you will be leaving for Glasgow soon. Can I say 
something about the Cleansers’ policy before you go? Go for the 
criminal “big boys” - the criminal politicians and the Corporates, 
before you go for the man on the street. 
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Go for the corrupt Government officials, the City fat cats and their 
rich cronies with their bought titles and grace-and-favour benefits. 
Go for the criminal rich and influential before you go for the 
criminal poor. The latter nowadays, sometimes have little choice 
with regard to their criminality. The former are simply 
unprincipled, immoral and greedy, and for far too long now 
consider themselves to be above the law. That said, you know me 
of old Roskil, know that I don’t like capital or corporal 
punishment or no-frills prisons etc. There is no place for them in a 
civilised society. I know that perhaps the Liberal Elite - the Noble 
Banner Brigade as the Cleansers call them - can go too far the 
other way, but there is a happy medium. All this mania for 
“curing” society’s ills. Forget the cures, tackle the causes. If there 
are no causes, cures aren’t necessary.’
 
Coinneach cleared his throat valve again.
 
‘And the women, Roskil. Don’t let the Cleansers be bad to our 
women.’

Big Preacher gazed at him, bemused. ‘Our women? How do you 
mean, bad to our women?’
 
‘I watched your big debate on TV.  I heard what you and Blue 
Eyes said to the Feminists. I understand what you are saying 
about female behaviour and accountability in society. But things 
have to be kept in perspective. Since the dawn of man, the women 
folk have had it hard, have borne the brunt of human survival. 
Not only do they have to suffer monthly inconvenience and the 
pain of childbirth, but they have had to suffer abuse and violence 
at every stage of our human history.’

He glanced quickly towards Roskil. 

‘They are the convenient and eternal scapegoats. When things go 
wrong in society it is their fault. In theocracies, when male bigots 
rule the land, women are regarded as the prime danger to 
morality. There is concern that they will lead men astray. 
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They are beaten and killed. Unbelievably, it happens as we speak., 
in places like Iran, Pakistan, Afghanistan and Saudi Arabia. 
Invariably, the man is to blame, but it is put down to the woman 
“tempting” him by her sinful “behaviour” or immodest dress. Yes, 
the woman must have “led him on.”  Even in our free western 
society, there is this fear of the wayward woman. The main 
purpose of man’s existence is to procreate, to have issue, to ensure 
the survival of his species. To this end he of course needs woman, 
needs her compliance and cooperation. When she becomes 
wayward and trivialises or withdraws this compliance there is 
panic and outrage. It is understandable that a woman, being only 
human too after all, wants to fly free, express her individuality. It 
is understandable and only reasonable that she wants to soar with 
the men, be allowed to do what men do, be allowed to go where 
men go. But if she does, society becomes collectively alarmed - 
including other women. If she soars too high there are calls to 
bring out the guns to shoot her down.’

Big Preacher glanced again  at Coinneach, who was studying him 
with a solemn expression. 

‘Yes Roskil, you must look after the women. The Cleansers no 
doubt consider themselves to be modern-day revolutionaries. The 
danger is that when you combine revolution with self- 
righteousness, it can become a tyranny. And you know the great 
irony of it all, Roskil? It increasingly appears to me that the 
Cleansers’ law is merely a close variation of Sharia Law!’

And that was an observation that visibly shook Big Preacher to 
the core.

And that morning, as he left in the car for Glasgow, the last 
memory Big Preacher had of Coinneach was of a finger pressed to 
his tracheotomy valve and of him croaking, ‘Now remember, 
Roskil - no Bogeymen!’ a mischievous twinkle in his grey eyes as 
he and Kirsty stood in the garden and waved their brother 
goodbye.
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CHAPTER NINE   

    
On the same day that events were unfolding in the garden at the 
Old Manse, Dr Rania Khalid had gazed from the window of her 
flat, at the gusting wind blowing discarded litter along the 
London streets. Rania was worried. The latest email she had 
received from her friend Mohammed al-Dossary in Saudi Arabia 
hadn’t helped. It would appear that Saudi, like many of its Middle 
Eastern neighbours, engulfed by social unrest, and being 
threatened by the ambitions of the resurgent Islamic State, was 
about to erupt in violence - the violence of religious fanaticism. 

The fundamentalist Islamic world was on the move and Rania felt 
uneasy about the direction in which it was moving. Lately, she 
had spent a great deal of her time and had expended a great deal 
of energy trying to make Islam more sympathetically understood, 
trying to distance it from the violence with which it was 
increasingly and sometimes disproportionately being associated. 
It had been with the aim of countering such adverse stereotyping 
that she and Mohammed - who had been a fellow student of hers 
at Cambridge a few years earlier - had been instrumental in 
creating the movement known as ‘Muslims for Mutual 
Understanding and Peaceful Co-existence’ 

She had recently been emailing Mohammed on a regular basis 
with her mounting fears and he had been emailing her back with 
his own. She was somewhat reassured that she wasn’t alone 
within her own faith; reassured that Mohammed, along with 
many faceless and voiceless other moderates, shared these fears, 
having arrived independently at the same conclusions: namely, 
that one could only counter fear and suspicion by understanding 
and dialogue, not by violence which only begets violence in 
return.
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She had told Mohammed about the televised debate between the 
Cleansers and their opponents and how she had liked the Big 
Preacher man, whom she considered sincere in his beliefs and 
whom, within the bounds of his own fundamentalist beliefs, she 
considered to be flexible and reasonable. She couldn’t say the 
same about his second in command, Blue Eyes, whom she 
instinctively didn’t trust. She told of her having managed to 
arrange an unofficial meeting with Big Preacher after the televised 
debate, Blue Eyes not being present. She had been gratified how 
parallel Big Preacher’s fears and concerns had run to her own, and 
to Islam’s in general, both of them agreeing on the need for society 
to be cleansed. And although they had of course disagreed on the 
precise doctrines involved, they had agreed on the importance of 
the family unit in society and the absolute need for God to be an 
integral everyday part of man’s life. Disagreement on their 
respective doctrines apart, they also agreed on the need for 
dialogue and mutual understanding, and a brake being put on 
rabid extremism and gratuitous religion-fueled violence. 
 
Down in the street, meantime, a fresh gust of wind had whipped 
up a sodden, abandoned newspaper from the gutter and clamped 
it against a lamp post. And Rania’s deep-seated forebodings 
refused to leave her. 
__________
                
It was Sunday morning. Many of Britain’s citizens had 
breakfasted late, a large part of whom, driven to insanity by 
incessant TV football, had decided to watch the London Marathon 
instead. The presenters of that event were doing what they had 
been paid to do, drumming up enthusiasm by interviewing, not 
only a selection of the established athletes and participating 
celebrities but also amateur runners, all of them running for 
various good causes.

 A large number of the latter had dressed up in elaborate 
costumes in order to highlight their own particular cause. Adding 
to the carnival atmosphere, a sprinkling of spectators were also 
being invited to air their views, one of them being a small happy 
girl being held aloft on her father’s shoulders.
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Among the group of amateur runners was someone dressed up as 
a huge yellow chicken - Big Bird - standing out among the mass of 
spectators and crush of fellow competitors, fidgeting and jumping 
nervously as they awaited the signal to be off.  

The kettle having boiled in Dr Rania Khaled’s London flat, she 
poured water into her coffee cup and glanced at the TV as the 
celebrity starter dropped the flag, signaling the competitors on 
their way. The yellow chicken, on account of its size and colour, 
continued to stand out and Rania’s eye was drawn to it, just at the 
very moment when it became devoured by a perplexing crimson 
and yellow flash, which was followed by a deep rumbling boom 
that momentarily shook the transmitted images. Transfixed, Rania 
continued pouring until the hot water spilled over the rim of the 
cup and spread across the kitchen worktop.

In these first few seconds, Rania’s brain was having difficulty 
processing the images of carnage unfolding on the screen before 
her. Was it indescribable reality or cruel illusion? Dolls, surely not 
human beings, were being ripped apart before her eyes, and there 
was blood - a great deal of blood. It being  a damp wet morning in 
London, the flow of  blood was spreading in lakes and rivers of 
crimson across the street, or draping itself as blobs and speckles of 
red shrapnel upon the clothes and  faces of  not only the suddenly 
dead but also of the still oblivious and still waving and cheering 
living. Others, including the little girl and her father, had 
completely vanished. There followed a seeming eternity of total 
silence. And then there was slow understanding and with it came 
a rising wave of howling shrieks and screams and an explosion of 
stampeding stumbling humanity.

As the carnage in London had been unfolding, Big Preacher had 
been breakfasting in his latest ‘safe’ Glasgow flat, prior to his 
leaving for church. A lifelong fan of Laurel and Hardy, he had one 
of their films,  Blotto, playing in the background.
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The phone ringing beside him then, he reached round and picked 
it up. It was Rania Khalid. Big Preacher’s frowned as Rania 
explained developments and he switched the TV to the relevant 
channel.

A major concern for Rania was that should the outrage prove to be 
the work of Muslim extremists, as was a distinct possibility, 
negative capital might be made out of it by the Cleansers, 
especially by Blue Eyes and the emerging American - the big man 
known as Yellowstone. She herself, on behalf of ‘Muslims for 
Mutual Understanding and Peaceful Co-existence’, would be issuing a 
statement condemning the atrocity in the strongest possible terms 
and distancing it from the true teachings of Islam and the majority 
peace loving Muslims. She would be grateful if it was he, Big 
Preacher, or one of his more moderate colleagues, who prepared 
and issued the Cleanser response, with a view to defusing any 
further racial or religious tension.

Replacing the receiver, Big Preacher could understand Rania’s 
grave concerns and he would, as he had assured her, see what he 
could do about keeping a lid on the situation. And what gave him 
further food for thought had been her reference to Yellowstone. 
Along with Coinneach, she had been the second person to have 
attributed perhaps some undue relevance or significance to him. 
Was there some subtle shift taking place in the Cleanser 
Movement’s structure or doctrine and of which he was unaware? 
Was he too close to things to see them clearly anymore? Or then 
again, was he just becoming paranoid in his old age?
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CHAPTER TEN 

Adnan el-Quaiz had been sounding out his friend Mohammed al-
Dossary for several months, grooming him with a view to having 
him join The Brotherhood. After all, Mohammed’s influential 
Bedouin family belonged to the Hafr al Batin region along the 
Saudi/Iraqi border, a region in which The Brotherhood needed a 
stronger foothold and support base for their ‘Islamic brothers’ 
fighting in the new and fortuitous battlegrounds that were Iraq, 
Syria and Afghanistan. Although fully aware of Adnan’s motives, 
Mohammed had decided to play along. He already had a good 
idea as to The Brotherhood’s thinking but perhaps he could now 
learn something about its inner workings.

The car trip from Jeddah in Saudi Arabia to Aqaba in Jordan was a 
relatively long one, so Adnan and Mohammed decided to take it 
in two stages, resting overnight at the old Hijaz Railway town of 
Tabuk, two hours’ drive from the Jordan border. On the following 
day, at Haql, a small palm-treed fishing village on the Gulf of 
Aqaba and just south of the border, they stopped at a teahouse for 
refreshments and a further rest.

Since leaving Jeddah, Adnan had been progressively filling 
Mohammed in as to the ‘great importance’ of their journey, and 
now, at the Haql teahouse he was finally put fully in the picture. 
They would be having a meeting with some VIPs, as Adnan 
referred to them, at the Gulf Sands Hotel in Aqaba, a hotel owned, 
managed and staffed by their ‘own people’, all of whom had been 
meticulously screened and vetted.  Security at the hotel would be 
second to none, the Conference Suite, the only area where 
‘business’ would be permitted to be discussed, having been 
checked and rechecked for evidence of bugging.

The VIPs in question would comprise of brothers from not only all 
major Islamic countries but also from non-Islamic countries in the 
Middle East, Africa, the Far East and Europe, as well as from 
America, Australia, New Zealand, Canada and, crucially, from the 
emerging giant China. 
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All participants would make their own way to the hotel in 
numbers no larger than threes. Most of them were established 
‘Network’ cell leaders in the countries from which they were 
arriving. 

A radical Egyptian cleric, Sheik Abdullah Said, was to emerge as 
the main spokesman and leading light at the conference, which 
over-ran the planned two days by an extra day. What struck 
Mohammed most about those attending was their total lack of 
humour, dull embers of fanaticism glowing deep beyond the 
surface glaze of their eyes, putting a hard set to their mouths and 
draining any sense of humanity from their heavily bearded faces. 

The main sentiment being expressed was the need for world-wide 
Jihad, or Holy War, in order to achieve Islamic global domination, 
and the tactics that would be necessary to achieve these goals. 
Mohammed listened with growing disquiet at Sheik Abdullah’s 
rantings. While he understood and shared the cleric’s outrage at 
the murder and humiliation of Muslims around the world, his 
growing unease arose from the fanatic’s suggested solutions. 
Basically, all non-Muslims, worldwide, must convert to Islam or 
be ‘put to the sword’.

‘We will behead the infidel dog and his pups wherever we find 
them!’ raged Sheik Abdullah. ‘We will pursue them to the ends of 
the earth! We will give them no peace! They will be unable to 
sleep in their beds for fear of us! We will paralyze them with 
terror! We will infiltrate their filthy immoral and corrupt societies! 
We will flood their lands with our people and take control! And 
then we will strike, strike with no mercy and with no quarter 
given! They will drown in their own blood!’

Abdullah’s tirade of venom droned on for over an hour. He was a 
skilled orator, in the style of history’s powerful but infamous 
dictators, capable of whipping his listeners into a state of hypnotic 
frenzy and, although at this conference he was preaching to the 
already converted and like-minded, his audience were mightily 
impressed, any lingering doubts they may have harboured being 
swept aside. 
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Following the speech, there was an open debate, a ‘brain 
storming’, as to the best and most effective tactics and strategy to 
adopt. And, of course, any suggestions as to effective new and 
novel terror tactics would be most welcome!

It was generally agreed that the already proven tactics of working 
in small cells around the globe should continue. These cells would 
remain unknown to each other, being controlled, directed and 
financed by The Brotherhood’s main nerve centres located in the 
same countries. These nerve centres, in turn, would be controlled, 
directed and financed by three highly secret ‘Ultimate Control 
Centres’ located in predominantly Muslim areas of Africa, the 
Middle East and Far East. The policy of flooding non-Muslim 
countries with Muslim immigrants would continue and thus 
provide a potential pool of ‘inside’ fighters, sleeper cells and 
suicide bombers. When legitimate efforts at Muslim infiltration 
fell short, bogus asylum seekers would be employed along with 
illegal immigration and bogus marriages.

Muslim infiltration of Europe was going exceedingly well, thanks 
mainly to the recent massive influx of refugees from the conflicts 
in Syria and Afghanistan, but the flood-gates must continue to be 
pushed aside. Despite the setback of asylum detention centres 
such as San Gatte in France being closed, infiltration into Britain 
was proceeding apace, the British Government having largely lost 
control of the situation. On the American continent, Islamists were 
well established in the very strategic base that was Canada. 
Gratifyingly, in the Great Satan USA, progress was also going to 
plan with the assistance of the Nation of Islam, who were 
recruiting converts from disaffected Afro-Americans, especially 
from the country’s prisons. 
 
One couldn’t be complacent, however, or rest on one’s laurels. 
Still more infiltration was required in Latin America and in 
Australia and New Zealand for example. The massive potential of 
China too was opening up. If one was to dominate the world, then 
one must first infiltrate the world.
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But infiltration of a country, in terms of numbers alone, wasn’t 
enough, one also had to infiltrate its core institutions and 
infrastructures such as the armed forces, the police, the 
government and the airports and transport systems, the utility 
services, the media. Having infiltrated those, the country could be 
castrated and paralysed as required. Then, any further attempts to 
invade a Muslim country could be sabotaged and negated just as 
any attempts to oppose an invading Muslim country or army 
could be negated. With God’s will these were The Brotherhood’s 
long term aims and ultimate goal. 

Sheik Abdullah hitched his robes higher up his shoulders.

‘As you know, my brothers, we are the new resurgent Islamic 
State. The ‘old’ Islamic State wasn’t defeated, it was only ‘away’ - 
lying low. We knew in advance, since it was ‘predicted’, that our 
first attempt at establishing a Caliphate would fail, and that it 
would take a second attempt to succeed. Well my brothers we are 
now ready. And we are better prepared! Our weaponry, which 
now includes a large drone capability, is immense. And this time 
the Caliphate will be within striking distance of the other  great 
enemy - Israel!’

In the meantime,  along with infiltration would come an increase 
in terror. The suicide and car bombings of not just ‘hard’ but also 
of ‘soft’ targets such as shopping malls, schools and places of 
pleasure would be stepped up. Lone wolf, knife wielding martyrs 
would slaughter the enemy wherever they found them.

 ‘We won’t let them shop!’ screamed Sheik Abdullah, ‘We won’t 
let them enjoy themselves! We won’t let them relax! We will bomb 
their churches and synagogues and temples! We will bomb their 
schools and destroy their pups! We will assassinate and behead 
their leaders and their sports heroes and their immoral show 
business so-called celebrities! The infidels will be on the run, with 
nowhere to hide! They will have no peace to draw breath! They 
will convert or die, Inshallah! Allah Akbar! Allah Akbar!’
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He paused for dramatic effect, waving his arms in encouragement 
of the rising echoing chant. Eventually the chanting subsided. 

Sheik Abdullah continued. ‘Like everywhere else, the coronavirus 
has greatly weakened the West - their finances, their security. The 
entire European Union has been weakened, each country more 
concerned with their own individual problems. It is an opportune 
time to strike. Also, the possibility of specially developed viruses, 
as opposed to suicide belts, is being investigated as weapons for 
our martyrs. However, the latter is still very much at the research 
stage and, as I said, we mustn’t be complacent. We have, and no 
doubt will continue to have, our opponents - determined 
opponents. Our undercover people tell us that one of the most 
dangerous opponents at the present time is a movement presently 
sweeping Britain, and quickly spreading. That movement is called 
The Cleansers, who are agitating for a Christian backlash - a new 
breed of Crusader. And we have reports of sister movements 
being established across Europe and in America.’

Sheik Abdullah’s black glare swept across the assembly

‘This movement is like a snake, and if you want to destroy a snake 
what you do is cut off its head. They have a charismatic and 
dangerous leader, the one known as The Big Preacher Man. He is 
the head of the snake. We are making arrangements for his early 
demise.’    
   
On the morning of everyone’s departure from the Aqaba 
Conference, Sheik Abdullah and two other mullah leaders 
requested a meeting with Adnan. They wished more details of his 
friend Mohammed. There had been a serious security lapse 
somewhere. His name was missing from the ‘list’!   Had he been 
properly vetted? Why had he been included? Who had invited 
him? Adnan explained the situation, confirming his friend’s 
dedication to Islam and his powerful family connections in Hafr al 
Batin, with the latter’s  potential for securing a power base in that 
strategic region.

Sheik Abdullah put his hand on Adnan’s shoulder.
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 ‘My friend, times have changed. We of The Brotherhood are strong 
now. And getting daily stronger. If we need a power base, we 
simply take a power base or we make a power base - anywhere in 
the Middle East that we like!  Nobody in the Muslim world can or, 
if he is a true Muslim, want to stop us. We have been watching 
your friend Mohammed. His enthusiasm during the conference 
has appeared to us to be less than fervent. I have looked into his 
face. I have looked behind his eyes. When I look into a man’s face 
I can see what he is thinking, and I am of the opinion that he really 
isn’t one of us. And if he isn’t one of us, and wasn’t on the list, 
then you must remember that he has heard what we have said, 
has learned our identities, and he has learned about how we think 
and what we plan. That makes him potentially very dangerous. 
We cannot have that, can we Adnan?’

‘No, of course not, Sheik Abdullah. But I think you could  be 
mistaken. I will talk to him. I will con…’

Sheik Abdullah cut him off, slapping the side of his face with a 
mock playfulness, but his voice had an ominous hiss in it. ‘Not 
talk to him Adnan. You know what must be done. See to it, my 
friend.’
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 CHAPTER ELEVEN

In the Scottish and northern English cities, The Cleansers’ 
campaign of  ‘cleansing’ and ‘punishing’ continued to take a firm 
hold. Encouragingly, many of the as yet ‘un-cleansed’ parts of the 
United Kingdom were dispatching urgent requests from local 
authorities and individuals, pleading for a speedy Cleanser 
presence in their cities, towns and villages. Even more 
encouragingly, new Cleanser Movements were emerging apace in 
mainland Europe, America, Canada and the Christian countries of 
the southern hemisphere. In a fresh flush of optimism, it was 
hoped that ‘crime free’ zones and the erection of the Cleanser 
symbol, COG, would eventually become familiar global 
landmarks.

And yet, despite all, minor cracks were still appearing in some 
areas of the general public’s support. Yes, it had to be admitted, 
people felt considerably safer in this new world of apparently 
decreasing violence crime and drug abuse. And yes, the air they 
breathed seemed sweeter on account of an increasing sense of 
morality and an upturn in the awareness of God. A fly in the 
ointment however, exacerbated by the aftermath of the Corona 
virus, was that the minority rich continued to get richer while the 
majority poor, commonly referred to by now as the Cake Eaters, 
were getting poorer and, as a result more desperate and more 
angry, as food banks became an ever increasing necessity. In 
response, militant leaders were emerging from the ranks of the 
Cake Eaters and shaking their fists and raging from their soap 
boxes.

‘In reform situations,’ they would rage, ‘it’s always the poor, the 
man on the street, who bears the brunt of the pain and the 
punishment. What about the obscenely rich, the fat cats who get 
increasingly fatter, the bankers, politicians, smart-ass lawyers etc? 
Their greed and self-serving financial manipulations and tax 
avoidance scams are greater crimes. Where are their punishments, 
their floggings - their hangings?’ 
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Added to it all, with the forces of evil being a determined and 
formidable adversary, there were still fierce and stubborn pockets 
of outright resistance, mainly in London and the other ‘un-
cleansed’ cities of the south east. Notably, there were the crime 
barons. With the Cleansers being in the process of establishing 
free drug-dispensing and rehabilitation centres around the 
country, the barons’ main source of income was under severe 
threat. And now the Cleansers had their sights set on destroying 
the barons’ other major sources of income - sex and people 
trafficking, illegal immigration and other similarly lucrative 
trades. Being increasingly squeezed into smaller territories of 
operation, affecting their profits still further, the barons were 
becoming more  desperate and more violent, with rumours 
spreading across the underworld that a price had been placed on 
Big Preacher’s head. 

And of course, there were those other deadly and openly hostile 
enemies of Western society - the Islamic Militants, the Jihadis, hell 
bent on world domination. Their campaigns of terror, random 
shootings, stabbings and suicide bombings across the UK and 
Europe, had reached the stage where the ordinary man in the 
street no longer felt personally divorced from it, his everyday life 
becoming increasingly under threat. As a result, much of the 
Cleansers’ support was increasingly pressurizing them to redirect 
more of their attentions away from fighting domestic crime and 
immorality towards fighting these more lethal and fanatical 
enemies.  

As if the foregoing enemies of Western society weren’t enough, 
the ‘enemies’, recognised and forewarned about earlier by Blue 
Eyes, were increasingly flying in  - largely  unseen beneath the 
radar - an ‘enemy’ of the West’s own making that could, and often 
did, directly or indirectly ally itself with, and excuse the criminals 
and the terrorists. Worse still, from the Cleansers point of view, 
this ‘enemy’ increasingly engaged in undermining the laws of 
God, by championing moral aberrations such as homosexuality, 
same-sex marriage and out-of-wedlock conception. 
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One could be excused for asking how this ‘enemy’ had evaded the 
radar in the first place. The answer to that was simple. On the face 
of it, it shouldn’t have been an ‘enemy’ at all. This ‘enemy’ 
comprised of many facets. As Blue Eyes had already pointed out, 
in their original form and in consideration of their original intent, 
each of these facets had been a noble, honourable and enlightened 
concept  - Human Rights, Freedom of Speech, Civil Liberty, etc - 
facets created and brought together in a more innocent and more 
enlightened time, for the purpose of creating a better and more 
civilized and tolerant society.

The problem now, however, was that these enlightened concepts 
had been hijacked by do-gooders, self-seekers and enemies of the 
state; individuals who turned them around and twisted them to 
mean something else; individuals, or groups of individuals, who 
took self-important gratification from grid-locking ordinary 
people’s lives in a mire of lunatic legislation; dangerous 
individuals with hidden personal agendas, they were the New 
Fascists - the ‘Noble Banner Brigade’! Under their direction,  the 
said noble concepts weren’t meant for the benefit of the ordinary 
man, as claimed, but meant as tools for those desirous of 
undermining and controlling him, tools that could be used to 
scare and intimidate him. Western democratic governments might 
be incapable or too hamstrung by Political Correctness, to 
confront these ‘enemies’, but the Cleansers, having no such 
inhibitions, would be coming after them all. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE

‘Excuse me, my friend, but remember me? Remember how we talked, 
some time ago, about  things happening in this modern world so 
quickly?… how people, if told just  a few years back,  wouldn’t believe 
what’s happening now? … not just the fact that it could happen at all 
but that it could happen so quickly and so relatively unopposed. Oh, 
sorry! I should remind you who I am. I am Joe Average - a Cake Eater, as 
we are now being referred to … Pardon? Cake Eater? How did that name 
come about? Is that what you asked? Well, you will remember Marie 
Antoinette and the French Revolution? She and the governing classes - 
those in charge - were totally out of touch with the lives and hardships of 
the ordinary man … when informed that Paris had run out of bread and 
the people were starving, she suggested, in her ignorance: ‘ well, let them 
eat cake’. Totally out of touch! Anyway, back to who I am… Joe Average 
- a latter day Cake Eater - just a moderate, average man, with a moderate 
average life but above average intelligence; yes, above average 
intelligence, so I can think for myself. And for those of us who can think 
for ourselves, they are confusing and worrying times. I can see that like 
myself, you too are a Joe Average - a Cake Eater - a moderate average 
person with above average intelligence. That’s why I confide in you. 
Who, my friend, represents or consults or even cares about all the Joe 
Averages in this current mess? Those ‘in charge’  are out of touch with 
the average man - a la Marie Antoinette!… Oh, excuse me if I lower my 
voice and glance over my shoulder. One can’t be too careful these days, 
know what I mean my friend? Who actually is ‘in charge’? Where are 
they? Is that what you asked? Well, that’s a difficult question to answer. 
These new Cleanser people? The terrorists, perhaps? The new Liberal 
Fascists? Global pandemics? The Hottentots? Everybody and nobody?  
Nobody ‘in charge’ seems interested in representing or consulting Joe 
Average, the Cake Eaters, anymore - that’s the way I look at it. Too 
moderate and too middle of the road, that’s what we are. Too powerless, 
actually - unless we all unite and rebel with our potential limitless 
strength - ‘The Cake Eater Revolution’- now, there’s a thought!  And as 
for our democratically elected representatives, where are they? They are 
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being seen and heard less and less - emerging only on periodic waves of 
scandal, graft, corruption or incompetence.  Government officials, the 
police, even the Prime Minister himself  - where are they all?  Security! 
That’s all the answer you get nowadays.  All the time - security! Are all 
the recent erosions of our hard-earned liberties, in the name of security, 
really justified?. . .

Did you know that the new identity cards are almost ready my friend? 
Oh yes, by this time next year we all shall have one. You won’t be able to 
exist without your I.D card; no food, no money, no breathing, no 
thinking, no sex, no farting. In fact, perhaps that answers your question 
- it could be the new Identity Cards will be ‘in charge’!  They tell me they 
are a real smart invention. Latest technology. Can’t be faked. Will know 
absolutely everything about every single one of us, right down to our 
DNA- or whether or not we have regretted tattoos on our backsides… No 
more illegal immigration. No more benefit fraud. No more terrorist links. 
Misbehave abroad - no more foreign travel. Misbehave at a football match 
- no more access to any football ground. Be drunk and disorderly more 
than three times - no more access to alcohol or places serving alcohol. All 
the information will be on your card. Orwell himself would have been 
impressed. Show your bare arse in public, then that same arse is going to 
feel the sting of the lash - in public! Talk about a red face!… There were 
promises of a new Utopia, but there is obviously no such place - not for 
the Cake Eaters, at least … there I go again my friend, glancing over my 
shoulder again. I have been standing here talking to you for far too long. 
It will have been noticed. Oh yes, they are strange confusing times. 
Dangerous times! Especially for the Cake Eaters. We Cake Eaters can’t 
be too careful. Know what I mean my friend? Anyway, you take care of 
yourself. Have a good life’. 
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN

The year was drawing to a close, a year that Big Preacher would 
later describe as the worst of his life. Firstly, Rania Khaled and 
some close Muslim companions had arranged a clandestine 
meeting with him when they were to inform him of the Aqaba 
Conference. How did they know? Were they sure? Yes, they were 
sure, absolutely certain. A Saudi friend of theirs, who had been a 
fellow student in Britain, had been at the Conference and had 
become extremely alarmed, secretly e-mailing them about his 
fears for the future of Muslim/non-Muslim relations and world 
peace in general.

Secondly, following this grim news, there was yet another 
terrorist knife attack in a Birmingham shopping mall, as two lone 
wolf jihadists, seeking martyrdom, ran amok.
 
And then, finally, for Big Preacher there came the most 
devastating news of all. It began with a cold premonition 
immediately the telephone began to ring in his Glasgow flat. 
Although he unaccountably sensed what he was going to hear 
when he lifted the receiver, it was as if an electric shock ran 
through him when he heard Kirsty's solemn voice:

 ‘Oh Roskil dear, I’m phoning with very sad news. Our beloved 
Coinneach is dead. He passed away peacefully in his sleep an 
hour ago.’

COINNEACH IS DEAD!!!   COINNEACH IS DEAD!!!   
COINNEACH IS DEAD!!!

Kirsty heard the rasping gasp of breath at the other end of the line. 

‘Are you OK Roskil?’ She listened to the long silence that 
followed, sensing the utter despair of it. ‘Will I phone you back 
Roskil?’ Following another silence she heard the barely audible, 
‘Please.’
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COINNEACH IS DEAD! COINNEACH IS DEAD!

Big Preacher gazed vacantly at the wall before him, the buzzing 
receiver still in his hand, the ticking of the old wall clock sounding 
suddenly very loud - but disembodied and dusty - from another 
place, another time. 

COINNEACH IS DEAD!  

He tried to put sense to the three terrible words still booming 
around like flapping black crows inside his head; in themselves 
three ordinarily unremarkable words, but thrown together they 
had become an absurdity -  an unreality. He was floating in space, 
cold endless timeless space, where there was no hurry, no end, no 
meaning, the three words floating and spiraling in slow motion 
around him. Somewhere, outside in the city, distant church bells 
were ringing. He tried to remain calm, to rationalise. 

COINNEACH IS DEAD. 

No! No, not true! No! His brother wasn’t dead. 

COINNEACH IS DEAD.

The three words continued to float in his head, to slowly spiral, 
taking up different positions, arbitrary positions, positions of 
chance - a stupid game; a desperate  futile game, a play on three 
simple words, a juxtaposition of three everyday unremarkable 
words in the hope that they would say something other than what 
they were saying - would say something else. Yes, a stupid surreal 
game. 

COINNEAH IS DEAD. 
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His focus returned to the buzzing receiver in his hand, to the 
ticking clock. He had come back to reality and he replaced the 
receiver. He walked to the bedroom, acceptance of the truth 
inevitably settling upon him like an all-enveloping night frost. His 
devout Christian sister had told him, and gentle honest Godly 
Kirsty wouldn’t play cruel games.

It was the truth and he now had to face it - YES! CONNEACH 
WAS DEAD!!

A very bright light had gone out on the world, a world that was 
suddenly barren and cold, a much lonelier place. The distant 
church bells were no longer ringing. From now on the path of his 
life would wander through shadow. He would be required to 
walk that path alone now. Nothing -  nothing would ever be the 
same again. One of the people he had loved the most in his life 
had gone. Coinneach, that rarest of beings, who saw not the 
colour of fellow beings’ skins, but the colour of their souls, who 
cared not about people’s beliefs or creeds but about their 
humanity, was no more. 

He moved in a trance to the window. People and traffic were 
moving in the streets below, feverishly moving - scurrying 
stupidly towards unknown places - to nowhere in particular. The 
world hadn’t missed a beat, was carrying on as normal.

Without Coinneach!? How could that be?
 
It was raining heavily. His mind drifted back, back to where he 
and Coinneach had been children, back to Glen Harlaig, and he 
was standing again at an exposed gable window, a  window so 
prominent in his childhood, sleety rain clawing at the glass like a 
demented beast, distorting not the hills on the far side of a 
Highland glen now, but grey tenements across a city street, the 
cold rivulets running down the glass and merging with the 
gushing liquid rising in his eyes until he could see nothing - 
nothing at all - only a blurred darkness - blank, cold, empty 
darkness.
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He staggered to the bed and fell across it, great bursting sobs 
welling inconsolably from the far deeps of his shattered heart.
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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

In Saudi Arabia it was approaching midnight. The desert sky was 
a velvet black, dusted by a myriad twinkling stars and carrying a 
full moon. Mohammed al-Dossary had always enjoyed night-time 
driving and he was now relishing the emptiness of the long desert 
road ahead, and the mesmeric fascination of the headlight beams 
nudging back the darkness. 

Earlier, having learned that he was in the capital Riyadh, being 
interviewed for an engineering post with the Saudi National 
Guard, his friend Adnan had suggested that he meet up with him 
when the interview was over - to treat him to dinner and wish 
him well in, hopefully, an exciting new venture. Adnan had also 
suggested that they stay at a mutual friend’s house for the night. 
However, having arranged a falcon hunting expedition in the 
desert with his grandfather for the following morning, 
Mohammed had felt duty bound to return to Hafr al Batin and as 
a result declined the invitation.

Although he had been on the road for close on an hour now, and 
despite the lateness of that hour, Mohammed felt no great fatigue, 
being on a ‘high’ from having secured the engineering post, and at 
the prospect of his e-mailing the exciting news to Rania Khaled in 
the morning.
 
It had been uplifting, renewing his student-days friendship with 
Rania, even if it was only via the internet. Their interacting e-mails 
were blossoming into a cherished long-distance relationship. It 
had also been reassuring to have someone with whom he could 
share his aspirations and, more especially, his concerns. Rania had 
invited him back to England for a break and to meet fellow 
Muslims within the Movement that she and he had co-founded 
while still at college - had co-founded for the purposes of 
promoting the peaceful and tolerant side of Islam. Rania was a 
Muslim after his own heart.
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Basking in his sense of well-being, he glanced through the side 
screen, seeing how the moon was silvering the desert sands and 
the edges of the passing dunes. Having already driven through 
the small desert town of Al Majma’ah and savouring the prospect 
of having the straight night road to himself, he was disappointed 
when distant headlights emerged above the horizon behind him. 
After a while, the glare in his rearview mirror began to hurt his 
eyes. Deciding that the beams had not been dipped, he became 
increasingly irritated, flicking the mirror to the non-glare position. 
Perhaps he should pull in and allow the vehicle to pass, but he 
would never get home at that rate, the horizon being more than a 
mile behind him.

Eventually, the naked lights of Umm al Jimajam, a small tin shack 
hamlet, appeared some distance ahead, after a while drawing 
level and then receding behind him. No longer seeing the 
following headlights he decided the vehicle had belonged to the 
hamlet.

It was another hour before he saw the halo of reflected light from 
Hafr al Batin, hanging above the horizon ahead of him. Almost 
simultaneously, the following headlights reappeared in the rear 
view mirror, but this time they seemed to be closing him down 
rather rapidly. Perhaps it was a different vehicle?  

The reflected halo in the night sky ahead rose higher as the lights 
proper of Hafr al Batin eased above the horizon. And then the 
following vehicle roared past him at great speed, its red tail lights 
becoming lost against the myriad lights of the approaching town.
 
The unease Mohammed had experienced as the dark bulk of the 
car sped past had been more intuitive than explainable. 
Continuing to peer ahead, he could see nothing but a twinkling 
mass of multi-coloured neon. And then his heart turned cold. Out 
of the neon, and difficult to see, a man  was now running down 
the centre of the road towards him, his arms wildly flapping. 
Overcoming a momentary urge to accelerate past him, 
Mohammed came to a standstill and wound down the window.
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‘What’s up?’  

The man had the ragged, moustache-less beard of the Islamic 
Fundamentalist and his eyes were wild. ‘There’s been an accident, 
my friend!  We have collided with a camel. Some of our party are 
badly injured.’

The explanation was plausible enough. Collisions with camels, 
especially at night, were regular occurrences on the desert roads, 
often resulting in fatalities. Chastened by his earlier suspicions, 
Mohammed switched off the engine and stepped out.

‘Please! Come my friend!’ 

Mohammed ran in pursuit of the man who was by now sprinting 
back up the road into the backdrop confusion of twinkling lights 
and among which he became lost to view. Mohammed’s earlier 
unease returned. And then, suddenly, he was squinting into 
newly switched on headlights, so bright they were blinding him. 
He realised he was now standing in a spotlight in the middle of 
the road. Had the impact with the camel spun the car around - or 
had the driver intentionally turned it around? Had there been a 
camel at all? He squinted intently into the glaring light.

 The shadowy forms of two men emerged at the front of the car, 
while a third remained in the background, the latter vaguely 
visible in the red wash of the vehicle’s tail lights. There was no 
sign of a camel. The background form seemed strangely familiar. 
Understanding dawning on him, Mohammed was gripped by a 
cold fear. He dived sideways into the shadows, rolled, and rose to 
his feet in one quick movement, racing into the desert, the bark of 
pistol fire following him.

‘Idiots! After him! He mustn’t get away!’ Adnan’s voice was wild 
and agitated.
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The sand under Mohammed’s feet was soft and deep, strength-
sapping. In the dull silver of the moonlight, he spotted the large 
dune. He would skirt behind it and head towards Hafr al Batin 
that way - the long way round but where he wouldn’t be putting 
his outline between his pursuers and the lights of the town. 

He seemed to have been running for an eternity and his breath 
was coming in huge gasping rasps. He simply had to stop and 
rest. His breathing easing he lay down on the sand, listening 
intently but hearing only the deep silence of the desert beyond the 
pounding of his own heart beats. Had he shaken them off? He lay 
motionless for many minutes, scanning the silver emptiness. More 
of eternity passed. Yes, he must have shaken them off. He couldn’t 
see the road now because of  the large dune. Was the car still 
there? He hadn’t heard an engine start up. He glanced towards 
the twinkling lights of Hafr al Batin - so near yet so far. There - 
somewhere on the outskirts of the town, was his grandfather’s 
camp. There - was safety, humanity, warmth, family unity, people 
of faith and peace, people of God - the real people of Islam.

He heard the faint sift of the sand, only fractionally before he saw 
the silver flash of the knife and before the rough hand drew his 
head back exposing his throat. It had all happened so terribly 
quickly. How quickly death can come to a man. He was aware of 
thinking that he wasn’t ready to die, that he was too young, had 
so very much still to do. Rania’s beautiful face flashed across his 
thoughts. Strangely, he hadn’t felt the slash of the knife, but he 
could feel the wet pulsating at his throat, could hear the ghastly 
gurgling sound and could see the dark stain spreading in the 
moon-lit sand, inches from his eyes. In desperate despair, he 
swiveled his eyes towards the distant lights. Life in Hafr al Batin 
continued -  unaware of the treachery in the desert nearby. 

Some distance to the left of the town, very faint orange lights were 
visible - the fires of a Bedouin camp. Mohammed’s eyes strained 
to focus through his rising fear. He felt suddenly very cold. And 
then he remembered the falcon hunt planned to take place at 
dawn - only a few hours away. 
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He had promised his beloved grandfather that he would be there, 
and he had never ever let the old man down.

 He sighed in a final act of despair as his face sank into the 
choking blood-stained sand. 
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CHAPTER FIFTEEN

They hadn’t buried Coinneach in the peat bogs of Rannoch Moor. 
And there hadn’t been a door with a letterbox and a bell. And 
future generations would not be gazing in awe at the well 
preserved ‘perfect specimen’ that the bogs had given up.

 But, of course, Coinneach wouldn’t have been too upset. All that 
nonsense had just been his little joke. They had buried him though 
on Skye, in the old Gaelic cemetery on the outskirts of Vartaig, 
beside his parents, Effie and Kenny, and alongside his paternal 
ancestors. The cemetery was set on a heather-clad hillside, 
overlooking the sea loch where the raiding Vikings had beached 
their long-boats long ago, and just below the rocky crags to where 
the sea eagles had returned to nest and among which the mystic 
Hebridean mists would so often drift like primeval steam. And 
Coinneach would have liked that very much. It would have 
appealed to his gentle Highland heart and to his artistic soul and 
his sense of drama. 

The Free Presbyterian church service had been conducted in the 
Gaelic tongue, a traditional service complete with ‘presenter’, 
leading the singing of the Gaelic psalms in that hair raising 
spiritual, discordant rise and fall of unaccompanied and untrained 
human voices - an ancient sound - the same sound that the 
‘cleared’ Gaels had taken to America over a century before, where 
it was said that the African slaves had taken it to their hearts, 
marrying it to their own music and giving birth to Soul, Gospel 
and the Blues. And Big Preacher had been gladdened that Kirsty 
had managed such arrangements, since the numbers of surviving 
Gaels capable of conducting such a service were fading into the 
pages of history. 
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The numbers paying their last respects to Coinneach had been 
many. A specially hired coach bearing his city friends had arrived 
from Glasgow, joining mourners from the local Cleanser 
Community and the surviving family relations, the latter being 
few in numbers, mainly distant cousins who were the last of a 
spent generation and race, now old and forgetful and preoccupied 
with their own mortality.

As the coffin was lowered into the grave, Big Preacher had felt a 
part of his own soul spilling in after it. Gone forever now were 
those dear shared things - brotherly things - that only he and 
Coinneach knew and understood about each other; secret 
personal things; incidents and emotions and inner feelings, 
stretching away down the long years to childhood, shared things 
that needed the two of them for the understanding of them and 
for their continued survival. Along with Coinneach himself, those 
uniquely precious shared things were buried that day also.

The old preacher had lowered his head, his wispy white hair 
ruffled by the wind. 

‘. . . ashes to ashes, dust to dust… we commend Coinneach to the 
ground. His soul belongs to the Lord. . .’

And as they shoveled the damp black earth on Coinneach’s coffin, 
the lone piper had played the ‘Flowers of the forest’ and ‘Amazing 
Grace’ and that was when Big Preacher had lost his composure. 
Gazing down at loch Harlaig he had heard the calling sea birds 
and the crashing surf and the dirge of the pipes intermingling as a 
uniquely sad and timeless sound, a fitting requiem, and it had all 
proved too much, turning to liquid, welling and burning in his 
eyes.

The mourners, desolate and sad, were drifting away - Coinneach’s 
relations and beloved old cronies and friends. His brother too 
would be leaving the graveside soon, the last to leave, and for the 
first time ever, Coinneach would be alone.

But there were to be amusing moments also. 
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At the post burial hotel reception for example; the awkward un-
hostile circling of Coinneach’s many old lady friends, brought 
unavoidably together, discrete but curious, surreptitiously 
assessing one another from across the hall and over the 
sandwiches trays and cake stands and through gaps in the 
gathered assembly - artistic and not so artistic women, but warm 
genuine decent women, every one of them. Had he been 
watching, there would have been a mischievous twinkle in 
Coinneach’s eyes - he too would have been amused.
    
__________

The stress and sorrow of the day had exhausted Big Preacher and 
even now, in the Old Manse, at the dinner table on the following 
day, he was feeling the effects of it. He too was beginning to feel 
his age.

‘You haven’t finished your dinner, Roskil.’ Kirsty surveyed him 
fondly and touched his hand. 

‘Don’t be sad, Roskil. Please don’t be sad. Coinneach wasn’t well. 
A lot less well than he ever let on. It is all over for him now. He 
has gone on home. He is at peace.’ Big Preacher looked up at the 
quiet serenity in his sister’s honest face. ‘I know, Kirsty. I know’. 

He felt a pang of shame at his self-pity. It had been a difficult time 
for his sister too. It was a long time since he had had a good long 
meaningful chat with her. He had always been ‘too busy’ in recent 
times, and that had been selfish of him. True, there had been 
much work to be done down south - Cleanser business. But he 
wasn’t entirely indispensable, Blue Eyes and the others were more 
than capable of attending to matters. Besides, he couldn’t leave his 
sister alone so soon after the loss of Coinneach. He would stay 
with her and keep her company for a few days. After dinner, he 
would phone Blue Eyes to that effect. He knew that Blue Eyes 
would understand.  
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

The city of London … daybreak 

A piercing female scream drifted skyward to meet a scarlet dawn. 

Issuing from the top window of a city centre tenement, the scream 
was abandoned, exultant…liberated! In the bedroom beyond the 
window, the naked writhing couple were as one, their urgent 
movements heralding an explosive conclusion to yet another 
torrid session of sexual shenanigans. The woman screamed her 
scream again and the man groaned, slumping motionless astride 
her, both of them spent now and soaked in each other’s sweat. 
Eventually the man rolled off the woman and they lay in silence, 
gazing at the retreating darkness on the ceiling - walls emerging 
from invisible remoteness and forming a box around them.

In the outside world, roosting pigeons were stirring and cooing 
and London was growling. A car hooted bad-temperedly in a city 
canyon somewhere and the man, still naked, rose and moved to 
the window. Pulling the lace curtain aside, he peered down. 

Dawn worshippers were pouring from the mosque across the 
street, bearded men, many white robed, gathering in little groups 
to chat, while their womenfolk, swathed from head to toe in black, 
scurried home to emerging domestic duties. The street, as far as 
the eye could see, it seemed, had been engulfed by the adherents 
to Islam. 

Dull embers of hostility fluttered deep down in the man’s eyes, his 
darkening thoughts being interrupted by the snap of a cigarette 
lighter behind him. Still holding the curtain aside, he glanced 
round. The woman was sitting up in the bed, battle-twisted sheets 
pulled up to just below her fat breasts. Through her smile, she was 
drawing on a cigarette. Blowing the smoke back out, her smile 
widened.
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‘There’s one thing I’ll say about you Johnnie, you sure as hell 
know how to please a girl  - please a girl big style!’ She drew again 
on the cigarette. ‘What are you finding so interesting down in that 
street?’

The man didn’t reply. Allowing the edge of the curtain to drop, he 
returned to the bed and sat on it, his back to the woman. Sitting in 
thoughtful silence a while, he became aware of a furtive hand 
surreptitiously edging around his waist and inching towards his 
penis. He smacked the hand and stood up, pulling on his 
underpants. The woman pouted in mock petulance. 

‘Ouch!…spoilsport!’

‘Spoilsport!?’ The man turned around to look at her in the ever 
brightening daylight. Scarlet lipstick was smudged across her 
sensuous mouth and along one cheek. Her full lips were slightly 
open, teasing, and her flaxen blonde hair - not her natural hair 
colour, he could vouch for that - was clamped to her sweated 
brow.

‘Spoilsport, did you say?… Listen Lou, I have a very important 
and busy few days ahead of me. I have a Glasgow train to catch 
this very afternoon. I have important people to meet. After last 
night’s sexual Olympics, my knees are weak, my legs are 
threatening to give way. My legs and I go away back. We are 
bosom pals. I worry about them. More important, I need them. I 
need them to get to the station, to climb onto the train. 
Understand what I’m saying Lou?’

‘You are sounding like Philip Marlow again, a la Humphry Bogart 
- sounding like the old-time movies.’ She paused a second. ‘Main 
thing is though, you don’t love me Johnnie. That’s only excuses. 
Where there’s a will there’s a way. You don’t need legs. Never 
heard of wheelchairs Johnnie?’
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The man had to laugh. ‘Tut-tut Lou,  not very P.C. now, is it? And 
another thing, I am very badly hung over. I have lost the top to 
my head, and with coffee but a fading memory, I am fast losing 
the will to live. Did I hear you say something about breakfast Lou, 
or did I only imagine it?’ 

‘There you go, calling me Lou again.’

‘When we met at the club last night, that’s what you told me you 
were called.’

‘Yes, but you said you didn’t like it Johnnie, that it didn’t suit me.’

‘How very rude of me. That’s what too much whisky does.’ 

‘Too masculine you said. When I told you my name was really 
Louise, you said you liked that a whole bunch better. You even 
sang a little song about it. How did the song go again 
Johnnie?…oh yes… Every little breeze seems to whisper Louise….’ 

The man sat back down on the edge of the bed to pull on his 
socks. ‘That was last night Lou. And last night was last night.’

‘Yeah, suppose so.’ The woman’s voice was suddenly girlish and 
sad. The man looked at her again, remembering how they had 
met… 

… he had already been in the club drinking for some time before 
she had entered through the swing doors and caught his attention. 
A blue eyed platinum blonde with scarlet lips, scarlet high heeled 
shoes to match, black stockings and a slinky figure-hugging black 
dress, she had looked like Marilyn Monroe re-incarnated. He had 
engineered a meeting. 

‘Hi, I’m Johnnie.’

‘Oh! Hi!  I’m Lou’

‘You look like Marilyn Monroe, Lou.’
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‘Really? Good! That’s the intention. Marilyn is back in fashion, 
you know.’

‘Has Marilyn ever been out of fashion?  I was a huge fan of hers. 
Still am. I lusted after her as a schoolboy. Her pictures plastered 
my bedroom walls.’

‘Well, what do you know Johnnie? We have things in common. 
Would this bar stool be free, or is it waiting on somebody?’

‘It’s been waiting for Marilyn Monroe, Lou.’

Lou had sat down. He had drained what had been the latest of too 
many whiskies and had felt flattered by her apparent interest. He 
was, after all, old enough to be her father.

‘Do I buy you a drink Johnnie, or do you buy me one? A girl no 
longer knows the form in these days of liberation and political 
correctness. A girl gets mightily confused.’

‘No confusion at my end, Lou. I buy the drinks. I’m old fashioned 
that way.’

‘Good. That’s good, Johnnie. I like old fashioned men. They are 
more solid. More… eh… dependable.’

‘You know, Lou, being with you… that is, being with Marilyn 
Monroe… is like being in the movies - the old time movies - the 
movies of the forties and fifties, when movies really were movies, 
when movie stars really were stars. When romance was king of 
the castle.’

‘And you talk like the old-time movies, Johnnie. You put things 
like Philip Marlowe did.’ 

Really? Well, that’s ok by me, I guess. I was a big fan of Marlowe’s 
also.’ 
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‘I too am into old time movies, Johnnie. Inevitable, I suppose. My 
grandad had a loft that was full of them - on tape. We watched 
them over and over.’

‘So that’s something else we have in common.’ 

‘And we’ve only just met, Johnnie. Ain’t that cute?’
 

She had smiled at that, a smile that had spread from her sensuous 
mouth, enveloping her entire face and crinkling her baby-blue 
Marilyn Monroe eyes. Their drinks had arrived then and she had 
lifted her glass.

 ‘Cheers, Johnnie. Here’s to the old-time movies . . .’  

It was the clink of dishes from the kitchen that ended his reveries 
and brought him back to the present, along with Lou’s voice 
calling that the coffee was ready and breakfast in the making. 

It was mid-morning by the time he slumped back in his chair, 
pushing his empty plate across the table and patting his stomach. 

‘Thanks for the breakfast Lou. I feel much more human now.’

‘And gives you more strength, you and your legs, to make the 
afternoon train, eh Johnnie?’ 

He regarded her solemnly for a moment. ‘Be fair Lou, I made no 
promises.’

‘No, Johnnie, you made no promises. It’s just that the movie is 
over, yes?’

There was an awkward silence. ‘For God’s sake Lou, I’m pushing 
fifty. You are…what… mid-twenties, about?’

‘These are just numbers - our ages are irrelevant Johnnie. Last 
night I truly thought we had something going for us. 
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Maybe not enough as would see us into the sunset - that would be 
asking too much - but something more than yet another tiresome 
goddamned one-night stand. Something smelling of honeysuckle.’ 

She gave a faint distracted smile that was directed inwards on 
herself, like a soft breeze rising. ‘Last night we seemed so right for 
one another.  We never stopped laughing. You loved me to 
Heaven and back, loved me like I have never been loved before.’

Johnnie smiled. ‘Rather a quaint and prim way of putting it Lou. 
Not the usual way of putting it. Not an F word  in sight.’’  

‘Last night we flew Johnnie, flew with the eagles of the dawn -  
higher than God’s highest clouds. It was magic. Last night was the 
beginning of the world. Everything we did and everything we 
said was magic. Last night you and I were spot-on Johnnie. Yes - 
magic!’

‘I’m just a normal guy Lou, only doing what comes natural, doing 
what I thought normal guys do - nothing particularly special, I 
thought. All that gushing stuff about eagles and clouds is for the 
birds - way above my head’ 

Lou looked hurt. 

‘Last night I was drunk Lou, very drunk. I don’t like being drunk. 
I invariably say and do things that perhaps I shouldn’t. I lose 
control. I like to be in control of myself Lou. It’s a very long time 
since I was last drunk.’

‘Sure Johnnie, perhaps you just wanted to forget your worries. 
You don’t strike me as a man with many worries. Do you have 
worries Johnnie?’

‘Not as will make me lose any sleep. But I do have concerns - great 
concerns, which I must attend to, and am attending to. I’ve 
recently had a hectic few weeks in Europe. Big important 
meetings, with more on the way. 
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Last night I was jaded and badly needed a break, badly needed to 
relax and let my hair down a little bit. And now here I am - 
surprising myself - explaining and justifying myself. I have been 
opening up to you Lou in a way I open up to damn few people - 
believe me.’

Lou was leaning against the kitchen worktop, the belt of her pink 
bathrobe wound around her and pulled tight. She found her 
cigarettes in the pocket and lit up. Through the smoke she spoke.

‘Tell me you love me, Johnnie – really love me.’

‘Are you filthy rich? Do you own a country estate?’

‘Haven’t a brass penny to my name.’

‘In that case, Louise - sorry,  I don’t love you.’

She smiled ruefully. ‘Just my luck I suppose. But you called me 
Louise. Could that be a sign?… no, don’t answer that. I get the 
picture. I’ll get over it Johnnie. I’m used to disappointments.’

‘Listen Louise, I called last night the movies. And, while it lasted, 
it was the movies. I enjoyed and loved every minute of it, and 
being with you. But movies come to an end. And after that comes 
the real world. You wouldn’t like my real world, Louise. Come, 
follow me a minute.’ She followed him into the bedroom, to the 
widow. He pulled the lace curtains open and pointed into the 
street.

‘There are many modern-day ills plaguing our cities’ streets 
Louise, ills which must be addressed. Ills have always been there 
of course, but nowadays they have reached epidemic proportions, 
are threatening our society, our Christian way of life. They aren’t 
always visible, aren’t always readily apparent, but they are there. 
Vice, violence, drug abuse, theft, greed, graft and corruption on a 
grand scale, etc etc. And then there are other ills, new ills, 
imported ills, which are highly visible, highly apparent. With that 
in mind Louise, what do you see down in that street there?’ 
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Lou looked bemused. ‘I see a street, Johnnie.’

‘What else?’

‘I see people in the street, Johnnie.’

‘Come on Louise, be more explicit.’

Lou shrugged her shoulders.

‘Ok Louise, don’t worry about it. You aren’t alone. The vast 
majority of  people don’t see it, even when they are staring it in 
the face, or alternatively they are apathetic about it, as long as they 
have their football, their booze and their inane celebrities and TV 
soaps - and therein lies the danger. But I will tell you what it is 
that is visible down there in the street. Ever encroaching Islam - 
an increasingly hostile, confident and militant Islam. That’s what’s 
in the street, Louise’

Lou was still bemused as he continued.

‘If we were to film that street with a time-lapse camera for several 
months you would see, not Christian people wearing crosses, but 
the insidious increase in the numbers of black veiled women and 
bearded middle eastern-attired men. And that street is only one of 
many such streets in many cities of this and other European 
countries. Most among these ever-growing Islamic hordes are 
moderate and friendly, but an increasing minority among them 
are fundamentalist militants who hate us and want to destroy us 
and our culture. And increasingly they illustrate their intent by 
the defiant landscape-changing imposition of their ragged beards 
and their veils. And in the furtherance of their intent some of them 
even knife, bomb and slaughter us! And by overwhelming the rest 
of us as they do, and by hating us and by knifing, bombing and 
slaughtering us, that makes them a plague, a spreading cancer in 
our western society’.
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The silent Lou lit yet another cigarette, a frown settling on her 
brow as she listened.

‘You know Louise, if one was that way inclined, arranging a few 
well-placed marksmen along this tenement block could soon thin 
their militants out.’

Shock appeared on Lou’s face. ‘That’s a terrible thing to say, 
Johnnie! How do you tell who is a militant? Innocent people could 
get hurt. That sounds like hate to me. I don’t like hate, Johnnie.’

‘Perhaps that’s the wrong interpretation Louise. Perhaps it’s not 
hate, perhaps it is more desperate than that. Perhaps it is survival.’

‘I don’t like this conversation, Johnnie. I have many Muslim 
friends down there. You are only trying to shock me. Tell me you 
are only trying to shock me.’

He smiled thinly. ‘Sure Louise, I am only trying to shock you. And 
I did say: if one was that way inclined.’ 

 ‘That’s just words, Johnnie.’

He shrugged his eyebrows. ‘Anyway, I am going to have to leave 
you now.’ He moved towards his hold-all on the bed, found a 
wallet from which he removed a wad of paper money and placed 
it on the dresser. ‘I don’t want you to be offended by this Louise. 
Last night when we met I asked if you were on the game. You said 
that you weren’t, but I reckon you are.’

‘You reckon right Johnnie… and no offence taken. I lied a little 
white lie. As I said, I thought that you and I could be the 
beginning of something. Something beautiful with no charge 
attached. But as you said, last night was last night, and last night 
we were drunk. Oh yes, and last night was the movies and all 
movies must end. Is that not what you said Johnnie?’ She smiled 
ironically.
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‘About being on the game Louise, it’s no big deal, although I 
reckon it’s not really you. It doesn’t suit you. I reckon it’s a 
mistake. But a person can make a lot of mistakes in just one 
lifetime. I reckon you just got distracted for a moment and took 
the wrong fork in the road. But mistakes can be rectified. Never 
give up Louise.’

‘Blondes don’t give up, Johnnie. They hang on in there, and like 
old soldiers… or is it old roses… they just wither away.’

‘You aren’t a blonde, Louise - not a real blonde. But that’s our 
little secret.’

She smiled a Barbie Doll smile. ‘And it’s nice to share secrets 
Johnnie, they kinda tie you together.’ 

‘Do you have an addiction problem, Louise? Apart from nicotine, 
of course’

‘No. No addiction problems Johnnie. No problems at all, just great 
responsibility. A wonderful responsibility called Charlotte - my 
precious and adorable three-year-old daughter, presently being 
looked after by my parents up country.’

‘Charlotte? That’s a real cute name Louise.’

‘Don’t you think it was time you and your legs were leaving 
Johnnie? We don’t want you to be missing that train now, do we?’ 
Sad shadows crossed her eyes. She reached up to kiss him. ‘Maybe 
someday one of these breezes from the song you sang might 
whisper my name again, and from time to time you might even 
remember me.’

‘Don’t worry about things Louise, you and Charlotte will be ok. 
The Cake Eaters will come out the other end unscathed. That’s a 
promise. We have everything under control’.
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‘We? Who are we Johnnie? You are beginning to sound 
mysterious… and Cake Eaters?… Wait a minute, where have I 
heard that term before?’ Lou’s face began to pale. ‘Oh my God 
Johnnie! You aren’t a follower of that Movement that sprang up in 
the north… led by some Preacher guy… a guy who hangs folks. 
But that was all supposed to be away up north - something about 
cleaning up society. I thought the authorities were going to sort 
these people out. My God, Johnnie, that madness hasn’t reached 
London? Please tell me it hasn’t reached London!’

‘And you are beginning to ask too many questions Louise. I have 
told you far too much already, more than I should have. Knowing 
too much could make you a liability Louise, requiring that I kill 
you.’

Lou’s pupils dilated briefly - a mixture of incredulity and a vague 
fear. Johnnie smiled. ‘Your face is a picture Louise. Of course I’m 
not going to kill you. I like you too much. And anyway, the 
Movement is already established, is up and running. Nothing can 
stop us now.’

Lou picked up his hold-all and silently handed it to him. He took 
it and moved to the door where he stopped and turned towards 
her. ‘Girls in your profession invariably attract trouble Louise. 
Pimps… dealers… whatever. If you or Charlotte ever have trouble 
- of any kind - then feel free to contact me. In which case I had 
better tell you my war name, which is Sahara.’

Lou’s face was a picture again. ‘Sahara! War name!’. . . Her brow 
furrowed into a frown. ‘It’s always wars. Always has been. People 
never learn. War! I hate that word. War! Innocent people get hurt. 
People should talk Johnnie, and understand each other. I’m just a 
simple country girl; I am no Brain of Britain but even I know that. I 
am also no angel, but I have got me values Johnnie, values that I 
stick to - come hell or high water.’

‘Well Louise, be that as it may, we are on the brink of war. It has 
much to do with the streets I was telling you about; to do with 
present day ills and consequent threats to our society. 
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In the meantime, you and Charlotte keep a low profile. They are 
difficult times. Avoid people of the Movement. Some of them are 
answerable to nobody except themselves, and that can make them 
dangerous. My name - Sahara - and my face will become familiar 
to you in the months to come. You will know how to contact me if 
you have to.’ 

Despite her growing confusions about him, Lou couldn’t help 
herself and she took an impulsive step towards him. ‘One last 
thing Johnnie, since we are back on the subject of names. My 
name has a Mary in it. I was christened Mary Louise. I just 
thought you should know. Mary-Lou for short. Kinda honky-
tonk. Just like the old-time movies, eh Johnnie?’ She paused 
briefly. ‘And anyway, it isn’t over until the fat lady sings.’ 

‘Pardon?’

‘Nothing is over Johnnie, until the fat lady sings’

‘Ah, Philip Marlowe again’

He smiled and studied her. Her eyes were the eyes of Pharaoh; 
eyes that had seen a great deal and much too soon; eyes that had 
seen too much of what one so young shouldn’t have seen. But 
they were also the eyes of Bambi; the baby blue eyes of innocence, 
vulnerability, hope and girlish dreams - the eyes of Marilyn 
Monroe, alias Mary-Lou, alias a myriad starry-eyed girls-next-
door from around the world. Sahara’s heart went out to her. But 
that was him being sentimental. And where he was heading, 
sentimentality could be trouble. 

‘Until the Fat Lady sings?’ he said. ‘Yes, I like that. That’s a good 
one, Louise . . . yes siree, I sure like that one.’

Their smiles widened, and they continued to watch one another as 
he softly closed the door. 
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CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

It seemed like a lifetime since Sahara had left Lou the prostitute’s 
London flat, the subsequent train journey to Glasgow being 
monotonous and punctuated by infuriating unscheduled stops 
and starts.  
     
It was a nondescript anonymous Cleanser car had eventually 
picked him up at Glasgow’s Central Station and he now sat in one 
of the Movement’s latest ‘safe’ houses. The leather armchair he 
was offered was fat and comfortable. It made him feel important 
and relaxed. That, no doubt, was the intention since he was to be 
imminently introduced to, and have dinner with the Movement’s 
leaders - none other than Blue Eyes and the illustrious Big 
Preacher Man himself. Across the glass topped coffee table from 
him meantime, sat Yellowstone, the giant six and a half feet tall 
American. 
  
The latter blew a cloud of blue smoke haze from a huge Havana 
cigar, the cloud disintegrating into little snakes which wriggled 
into the extractor fan in the ceiling before he spoke. ‘As I was 
saying, Sahara, the time for appeasement is over. We are fast 
reaching the point of no return. It’s time now for counter-terror. 
The big stick. The only thing these Fundamentalist bastards 
understand. Right?’

‘My own sentiments entirely. Should have done it years ago.’

Yellowstone leaned forward in his seat to crush out the cigar.

 ‘And you think the European people are getting the picture, are 
grasping the gravity of the situation? You certainly covered 
enough of their capital cities over the last few months.’

‘Well, I must say, I was preaching a great deal of the time to the 
already converted. What gratified me was the numerical extent of 
those who had been converted. 
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And of course there is the emerging European Christian Right 
movement, who are agitating for a Christian backlash. Still 
nowhere near enough of them though. Meantime, the Islamic jihad 
mentality is rapidly spreading around the globe. Every single 
Muslim worldwide, moderate or not, has Islam rammed into his 
subconscious on a daily basis. What the fundamentalists are 
aiming for is to have that converted into hatred and violent action.  
The rest of the world, by comparison - the Christians, the Jews, the 
Hindus, the Buddhists, the Sikhs and so on are sleeping, are not 
seeing the full extent of the dangers. Anyway Yellowstone, it is all 
detailed in my report, which we can discuss later with Big 
Preacher and Blue Eyes.’

Yellowstone refilled their coffee cups. ‘Like us though, the 
European counter-Islam people have their opponents - the goons 
from their Civil Liberty and Human Rights groups,  the 
equivalent  of our ‘noble banner’ buffoons here in the UK. But as 
you know, we are making preparations to take these fuckers out - 
their days are numbered.’ 

Sahara nodded. ‘And as you are aware Yellowstone, the 
Europeans have been  listening to the same recent increase in 
airwave and internet chatter that we have -  persistent 
Fundamentalist chatter which speaks of something big, some kind 
of atrocity being planned for the UK.’

‘Yea, the chatter has led us to believe that the Militants will be 
assassinating some of our high profile public figures.’ 

Yellowstone paused and grunted grimly. ‘It would be helpful if 
they were to speed things up a bit and get on with it.  It would 
play into our hands by outraging the general British public, help 
stir up the man in the street, the Cake Eaters, and provide a 
smokescreen - justification, for our own planned terror campaign.’
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Sahara listened to Yellowstone with continued approval. In the 
silence that followed however, he decided that perhaps they were 
moving too far ahead of themselves, that all such discussion and 
planning should be left aside until the arrival of Big Preacher and 
Blue Eyes. Accordingly, he changed the subject.

‘Tell me Yellowstone, how are Wendy and the kids?’

The big man was trimming the end off yet another Havana cigar.

 ‘Oh, just swell, real swell. Wendy is back home in Wyoming, 
looking after the ranch. She has good dependable ranch-hands 
helping her out.’

‘And the kids?’

Yellowstone’s booming laughter filled the room. ‘Kids? Hardly 
kids, Sahara. Crystal, the oldest is twenty-three. Lucy, the 
youngest is fourteen.’

‘It’s four children you have - right?’

‘Five. Five - and every goddamned one of them a gal!’ 
Yellowstone’s booming laugh filled the room again. ‘Taking in 
Wendy, my household comprises of six gals and little ol’ me. Six 
gals and one guy. Some people ask how the hell do I cope. Well, I 
love every goddamned minute of it. They spoil me big time. I 
spoil them rotten in return, of course.’

‘Well Yellowstone, as long as you are happy.’

‘You bet ya!  Wendy is dual nationality, has kept her UK 
citizenship. The gals too have dual nationality. Crystal and 
Rebecca are studying at Oxford. Lucy, when she leaves high 
school in Cheyenne, wants to do the same. And you know 
something Sahara, it’s all this dual nationality thing with my gals 
has helped me myself get so far into things here in the UK as I 
have.’ 
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The cigar trimmed to his satisfaction, Yellowstone lit it, rolling it 
lovingly in the flame of a match and the room began to fill with a 
blue fudge with which the extractor fan was now having difficulty 
coping. Seeing Sahara move his empty coffee cup aside, he 
reached forward for the decanter on the table and removed the 
stopper. ‘Here, Sahara, have some of this fine French brandy, an 
appetizer before dinner.’ 

Sahara placed his hand above the glass. ‘Not for me. Thanks all 
the same.’

You ain’t still teetotal, I hope?’ Yellowstone sounded 
disappointed.

‘Ninety-nine point nine per cent of the time, yes. I have very few 
lapses these days.’ 

‘And you don’t smoke? You don’t know what you are missing ol’ 
boy -  the good things in life! You’ll be telling me next that you 
don’t fuck!’ There was another booming laugh and a fresh cloud 
of cigar smoke. 

Sahara’s expression remained inscrutable. ‘Tell me something 
Yellowstone, is Blue Eyes married? Does he have children?’

‘He was married once, way back in the seventies. No children. 
That’s when he and I met up - in the seventies - as new brooms 
with the Agency. It was the first big posting for both of us, posing 
as embassy staff but in actual fact infiltrating the commies in 
South America. Rumour was, at that time, that Blue Eyes was a 
closet homosexual.’

Sahara looked as if he had been pole axed. ‘Never!!’

‘Well, that rumour was rife among the wives in the diplomatic 
circles.’
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‘Huh! - that explains it. Diplomatic wives have too much time on 
their hands. Endless dinner parties. Embassy balls. Gossip. 
Rumour!’

‘Well, the rumour circulating was that Blue Eyes’ wife had 
confided in some of the other wives, telling them that she had 
caught him in bed with a Latino rent boy. The marriage wasn’t 
going too well at the time, admittedly, so perhaps it was just 
vindictiveness on the wife’s part, if indeed she had ever made the 
claims at all. But the rumours persisted that she was threatening 
to leave him and go public with her allegations.’ 

‘Blue Eyes a closet homosexual? I don’t believe a word of it. He is 
as fanatically opposed to homosexuality as he is to the loonie 
leftists and the Islamists. Have you not seen his tirades against 
them on TV and at the large rallies?’ Sahara drained his 
replenished coffee cup.

‘Well, some people can have urges which they don’t understand, 
but which they can’t help indulging, despite themselves. 
Alternatively, they suppress them, and often with great difficulty. 
Some people have urges which disgust them and which they 
greatly fear. Blue Eyes’ way of dealing with things that he fears is 
to destroy them. Believe me, I have known Blue Eyes a long time. 
The strange thing is, shortly after his wife supposedly made the 
allegations and threats, she was found mysteriously murdered 
during a shopping trip to Panama City. The murder was never 
solved or anybody ever arrested. Co-incidence? Perhaps. I guess 
nobody will ever really know for certain. Shortly after that 
incident, Blue Eyes was posted to Saudi Arabia.’

Sahara gazed at him intently but remained silent. Yellowstone 
looked at his watch and rose from his chair. ‘Come along Sahara, 
let’s go for some dinner.’

Sahara rose to his feet, a perplexed expression on his face. ‘But, eh, 
Big Preacher and Blue Eyes? I thought . . .’
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‘They had to cancel at the last minute. Big Preacher has family 
bereavement duties in the Hebrides. Blue Eyes had emergency 
Cleanser business to attend to in the north of England. We will be 
meeting Blue Eyes the day after tomorrow. Big Preacher when he 
is ready.’

‘I must say, I am extremely disappointed Yellowstone. All this 
time, all the intelligence work I have done, all the effort I have 
expended in helping you set up the military wing - and I still 
haven’t formally met our leaders.’

‘I myself,’ responded the big man, ‘have only met Big Preacher 
very informally, in the passing. Blue Eyes, as I said, I have known 
a long time, both of us having joined the Agency together.’ 

Sahara frowned. ‘Things just seem to be getting too fragmented 
and over-stretched within the Cleanser leadership for my liking, 
Yellowstone. I know that for security purposes, there is a need for 
secrecy, smokescreens and wheels within wheels in this business. 
But too many wheels within wheels can over-stretch and 
complicate things, can lead to a lack or loss of communication, can 
lead to division and power struggles. And division and power 
struggles can be fatal. No, Yellowstone, I am a bit apprehensive 
about all of this.’

Yellowstone clamped his huge teeth on his huge cigar and 
displayed a huge grin. Placing a huge hand on Sahara’s shoulder, 
he steered him towards the dining room door. ‘Have patience 
Sahara! Things could be moving for you. Promotion perhaps. You 
worry too much. And you worry about nothing, I assure you.’

Sahara wasn’t entirely convinced. 
__________
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Assisted by the fact that Yellowstone had been a former 
undercover CIA colleague of his, and that his family had strong 
UK connections, Blue Eyes had built-up Yellowstone’s reputation 
as a ‘modern warfare’ expert and had used his influence to secure 
for the big man a high ranking position as a commander in the 
Cleansers’ fast expanding military wing.

In the meantime, while Big Preacher extended his stay on Skye in 
the aftermath of Coinneach’s funeral, Yellowstone invited Blue 
Eyes north, to inspect developments at the new military training 
camps which had been set up in the remote mountainous regions 
of the Scottish West Highlands.

It was during this tour of inspection that he also introduced Blue 
Eyes to a tough weather-beaten man, whom he called Sahara and 
who, Blue Eyes was informed, was responsible for training the 
newly established Rapid Reaction Special Operations Force 
(R.R.S.O.F.).

 Blue Eyes was taken aback. He hadn’t realised just how complex 
and vast the military side of things had become. Not only that, 
apart from the military side, high-tech laboratories had been set 
up to deal with what was vaguely referred to as ‘Research and 
Development’. The latter, Blue Eyes was informed, was currently 
experimenting with computers that would explode when loaded 
with ‘hostile’ web-sites, such as the jihadist websites - the 
Fundamentalists’ main oxygen supply for propaganda and 
recruitment. Blue Eyes surveyed the big American with an 
expression of incredulity.

‘Yes, it’s true, if hard to believe,’ Yellowstone assured him, ‘Our 
electronics boffins assure us that the technology is only a year or 
so down the road.’ 

Dumbstruck, Blue Eyes felt certain that Big Preacher was equally 
as ignorant of the full extent of these developments as he was 
himself. A rather angry ‘put out’ expression appeared on his face 
which Yellowstone didn’t fail to notice. 
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Blue Eyes remained silent however, it being impossible for him 
not to be overawed by what Yellowstone and Sahara were to tell 
him and show him next.
 
So vast were they that it took a full day for Blue Eyes to visit all 
the training camps and facilities. He was particularly impressed 
by Sahara, whom he further learned to be an Arabic speaking 
Yorkshire man and ex-French Legionnaire trained in desert 
warfare, hence his name, and the secretive SAS style camps for 
which he was mainly responsible. Trainees at Sahara’s camps, 
their identities hidden by balaclavas, learned desert as well as 
urban guerilla warfare in small self-contained groups, all of them 
being fluent Arabic or Urdu speakers.

 Further Arabic and Urdu speaking combatants formed an elite 
highly secret offshoot to the RRSOF known as the Burqa Battalion. 
In order to inspect this latter group, Blue Eyes had been taken 
behind a closely guarded high walled compound, isolated some 
distance from the main complex. Here he found groups of both 
men and women perfecting hand-to-hand combat with knives and 
small arms, some of the latter designed to silently discharge 
poisoned darts, while yet another group was being instructed on 
the construction and handling of explosives.

Blue Eyes turned to Yellowstone. ‘You say that these people are 
known as the Burqa Battalion - why Burqa?’

‘Because, when the time comes for them to go into the field of 
combat or surveillance, they will be dressed in Burqas, the head-
to-toe female Islamic dress, the mode of Islamic dress currently 
swamping the cities of Europe. As you can see, all the men here 
are of a slight feminine build. The Burqa Battalion is the brainchild 
of Sahara. Brilliant idea! The thinking behind it is that it turns the 
Burqa into a double edged sword, from the Islamic 
Fundamentalists’ point of view. In other words, the Cleansers can 
use the Burqa to set their own people loose, unseen, among the 
Islamists, infiltrating their institutions and activities, spying on 
them and when necessary killing them. 
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Apart from understanding and speaking the main Islamic 
languages, and having a predisposition to kill, all that is required 
for the Burqa operatives to be operational are black dresses, black 
veils and black eyeshadow. Deliciously simple. And has the ring 
of poetic justice to it!’   
 
As the day had progressed and Blue Eyes had observed the 
various trainee combatants going through their paces, he had 
noticed the Islamic crescent symbols on the various ‘targets’, a fact 
that  had unsettled him. It wasn’t until the tour of inspection was 
over however, that he raised the subject.

‘If you don’t mind me saying so, you should be warned that Big 
Preacher will blow his top if he sees these crescents on the targets.’

‘We are only playing the Islamists at their own game. After all, 
their terror training camps have Christian crosses as targets.’ 
Sahara’s hard features were uncompromising.

‘Yes, but Big Preacher won’t tolerate it. It will become a big issue, I 
assure you.’

Sahara glanced at Yellowstone, who put a hand on Blue Eye’s 
shoulder and drew him aside. 
  
‘Don’t worry. Point taken. The crescents will be removed.’ 

Blue Eyes found himself being led to the waiting limousine where 
they stopped, Yellowstone taking up the conversation again.

‘Well, Blue Eyes, I could see you were impressed by what you 
have seen. Even surprised I think. And, if I may say it, annoyed at 
the same time.’

‘Yes, I was just about to raise that subject, now that Sahara is out 
of earshot. I might have been kept informed of the magnitude of 
things. In case the Agency forgets it, perhaps they should be 
reminded that it was myself was instrumental in setting things up, 
that it was myself who first saw the smoke-screen potential in Big 
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Preacher and his Cleanser thing all these years ago. Do you blame 
me for being annoyed?’ 

‘The Agency hasn’t forgotten what you did Blue Eyes. It’s just that 
things change. 9/11 and global Islamic terrorist actions since have 
changed everything. The Agency itself has changed. The old 
guard have been largely swept aside. It’s new boys are there now - 
ambitious new brooms - bigger and badder. The whole anti-terror 
thing has gotten to be very big - and getting bigger by the minute.’ 

Yellowstone paused to light a customary huge cigar. 

‘It isn’t just our Agency is involved. The British intelligence boys 
are, of course, also involved. It is their country after all!’

Yellowstone laughed. ‘The Brits were a bit shagged off, to put it 
mildly. They had initially seen the Cleanser thing, with its vast 
people power appeal, as a quick-fix solution to their domestic law 
and order problems. Then they realised the anti-terrorist potential, 
only to discover that our Agency had beaten them to it, that we 
had our own people already on the ground and in place. Yes sir, 
they were livid. However, accepting the need for all in the West to 
cooperate and unite against a dangerous common enemy, they 
came round. Although the Brits play things very low key, as if the 
Cleansers don’t officially exist, they have a very big say in things. 
As I said, it is their country. The European Intelligence boys are in 
on it too. And since their school atrocity in Beslam, and the 
terrorist theatre fiasco in Moscow, and all the rest of it, the 
Russian boys are keeping in very close contact and beginning to 
share intelligence. As you know, the bad boys of Islam are 
mobilising - worldwide. The re-emergence of ISIS with their 
second caliphate ambitions has given them renewed strength and 
resources. Our bad boys, the bad boys of the West, will have to be 
ready to face them, to outgun them - out bad them - simple as 
that. By the way, before you ask, Big Preacher may have his 
suspicions, but he isn’t in on the true facts. Like you were 
yourself, he isn’t aware of the full extent or the exact purpose of 
what’s happening here. He is too preoccupied cleansing society - 
cleansing the Christians.’
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A sharp edge creeps into Blue Eye’s voice. ‘So where and how, 
precisely, do Big Preacher and I currently fit into things?’  

‘The Cleansers will remain our cover - no change there - and you, 
my friend, will become the main Cleanser figurehead.’ 

Blue Eyes surveyed him guardedly. ‘Figurehead, uh? And Big 
Preacher?’

Yellowstone tilted his head back and blew a cloud of cigar smoke 
into the air.

 ‘Big Preacher is an idealist, a romantic. He dreams of a nice clean 
world, a Disney world of babbling brooks, cooing doves and fresh 
sea breezes; of church going virgins stretching to a sun-drenched 
horizon - eternal love and kisses.’ He clamped what looked like a 
hundred huge white teeth into his cigar and spoke over it.

 ‘There is no such place, Blue Eyes. He dreams of a nice clean 
world full of nice clean people, bright eyed smiling people, hailing 
the Almighty and wearing their kneecaps to the bone in non-stop 
gushing prayer. There are damn few such people. Nowadays, he 
has more chance of finding pixies at the foot of his garden.’ 

The American paused to pick at a piece of cigar leaf that had stuck 
to his tongue before continuing.

‘Sure, he is a charismatic figure with a very big personal following 
admittedly, but he is a hopeless idealist - as I said, a romantic. 
There is no room for romantics in the coming fight, Blue Eyes. Big 
Preacher wanted to return his beloved Gaeldom back to God, as 
he put it, and, that done, spread God further a-field. That was fine. 
And for that purpose, his Cleanser movement was a smart idea. 
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And it was very far-sighted of yourself to see the “intelligence” 
and “anti-terrorist” possibilities in it so far back; to recognise the 
Cleanser Movement as an ideal front for the western intelligence 
Agencies, with its potential for reaching across the  entire 
Christian world. But romantics could be a problem when it comes 
to the unavoidable “dirty tricks” time, the inevitable “below the 
belt” time - if you get my drift. When the going gets nasty and 
rough, romantics can be a dangerous liability - a pain in the arse.’ 

‘That didn’t really answer the question. I will ask it again. What 
about Big Preacher?’

‘Big Preacher is all about Godliness and morality. His vision, in 
the short term, is primarily domestic rather than global. And with 
the bad boys of Islam on the move, and already going global, our 
vision just has to be global too. Communism as an effective force 
has gone - dead in the water. The biggest fight we in the West 
have on our hands today is with the Islamic determination on 
global domination and with the inevitable Fundamentalist terror 
that goes with it. It will necessarily be a dirty fight, a very dirty 
fight. In these circumstances, Godliness and morality will be as 
welcome as a wet bath towel. Big Preacher is soft on Islam, is 
under the misapprehension that the Islamic Fundamentalists can 
be won over by dialogue. That makes him a handicap. And there 
are many in the Big Preacher camp just like him - far too many. It 
could present us with problems’

‘Still didn’t answer the question.’ Blue Eyes was being persistent. 
‘I have gotten to liking and admiring Big Preacher the more I have 
gotten to know him. I consider him my friend. He and I go away 
back. Back to Saudi Arabia, in fact’  

Yellowstone blew another cloud of cigar smoke in the air and 
watched it snake away.

 ‘You aren’t going to go all goo-gah on us I hope?  It wouldn’t be 
healthy, Blue Eyes. Big Preacher has been under surveillance. He 
has been having secret communications with a certain doctor 
Rania Khaled, a Muslim woman of some standing here in the UK. 
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She, in turn, has been in constant communication with some Saudi 
guy who, our intelligence tells us, has contact with some very 
unsavoury people over there. Big Preacher is becoming a loose 
cannon, a danger to our aims. Oh, and eh… talking of health, Big 
Preacher will be stepping down on health grounds, although he 
doesn’t know that yet. Does that answer your question?’

Blue Eyes frowned. ‘Forget it! Big Preacher will never step down. 
God and the cleansing of society are now too important to him.’ He 
paused then for several seconds, his thoughts drifting off… ‘Rania 
Khaled, eh? Well, well, what do you know? Secret 
communications? He never told me… Rascal. A bit naughty of 
him.’

Yellowstone threw his half-finished cigar on the ground and 
stamped it out. He placed an arm the size of an elephant’s hind 
leg around Blue Eyes’ shoulder and put a confidential tone in his 
voice. ‘It was naughty, wasn’t it? Holding out on you like that. His 
right hand man. A friend. All these years. Just goes to show, you 
never really know with people. Even with people you think you 
know.’ 

Blue Eyes could feel the heat from Yellowstone’s breath, which 
smelled of  cigar smoke and garlic from yesterday’s dinner. The 
big man continued.

‘I hope Big Preacher’s health problems don’t become terminal. On 
the other hand it could be quite fortuitous. Friend or not, I know 
you are a very ambitious man. That’s good. Only ambitious men 
make it big in our game, Blue Eyes. But you already know that. It 
could make the difference between you yourself fading from the 
picture or taking over the Cleanser driving seat - of becoming the 
big “front” man. The latter could be very lucrative to boot. Could 
set you up for life. Fat pension. Holiday home in the Bahamas. 
Vintage wines in the cellar. Ferrari and Ducati in the garage. 
Tanned young floozies - pussy galore. I’m sure you get the 
picture.’
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‘You would appear to have forgotten, Yellowstone. Just like Big 
Preacher, I too am a man of God - very much a man of God.’

‘Good!  That’s good Blue Eyes, God can be used to our 
advantage.’

Used!  Blue Eyes surveyed him darkly but remained silent. He was 
beginning to realize that he was piggy-in-the-middle. Like 
Yellowstone and Sahara, he considered himself an implacable 
enemy of the Islamic Militant, whom he would stop at nothing to 
destroy. But unlike Yellowstone and Sahara, who were impatient 
and had tunnel vision on the subject, he understood Big 
Preacher’s point that Christianity couldn’t successfully, or 
credibly, counter its enemies while Christianity itself was in a 
state of lawlessness and moral chaos. The problem, however, was 
the time factor. The Islamic militants were forging ahead of them. 
The Christian and non-Muslim world could not wait for the likes 
of Big Preacher to finalise his programme of ‘cleansing’. Short cuts 
would have to be taken.

The faces of the two men were only inches apart. Blue Eyes could 
still feel the heat and smell the garlic and cigar smoke from 
Yellowstone’s breath; could see the corner of the big man’s mouth 
turn up in a cavernous lopsided smile. The smile though, hadn’t 
quite reached the eyes.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

Mustafa Khan, the radical Muslim cleric, arrived incognito in the 
English Midlands town of Leicester, where he was escorted by a 
group of fellow Fundamentalists to a back-alley tailor’s workshop. 
The owner of the latter, a man called Ahmed, greeted the new 
arrivals enthusiastically. 

The social niceties of tea, prayers and general chit-chat out of the 
way, Mustafa Khan was anxious to discuss the purpose of his visit 
and then return with all haste to London. Security conscious, he 
seldom put himself in a position of physical involvement but this, 
from what he was told, was potentially big - too big and 
important to risk entrusting to traceable phones, computers or 
third parties.

‘So, Ahmed, your visit to the Aqaba conference is beginning to 
bear fruit, I hear. Several new British sleeper cells already in place. 
Now, what is this I am hearing, about air traffic controllers and 
motorcycle jackets?’

Ahmed drew his chair a little closer, his voice dropping a degree.

‘The air traffic controllers operation has nothing to do with Aqaba, 
having been put in place some time ago. Two years ago, to be 
precise. That is the length of time our operatives have been setting 
things up, keeping a low profile, keeping their noses clean and 
building up the confidence of their employers and colleagues. 
Now, it is all beginning to pay dividends. For security and safety 
reasons, air traffic controllers at Heathrow, as with all other major 
airports, are required to work in pairs, overlooked by roving 
supervisors. And now, at last, our two operatives have been 
paired together.’

‘OK Ahmed, so what? Get to the point.’
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‘Put simply, Mustafa, it means that we have the potential to 
arrange for a midair collision. At our leisure. When the time is 
right. Airlines of our choice. At a time and place of greatest 
impact!’

Mustafa glanced up at the small trusted assembly standing 
around them. He wasn’t one for expressing much emotion.  

‘Sounds good, Ahmed. Has potential… ’ His sharp mind briefly 
reflected on that potential. ‘…And the jackets? What’s that all 
about?’

‘Ah! That is where the Aqaba cells come in.’ Ahmed rose and 
opened a large cardboard box and produced a bulky padded 
jacket. Mustafa briefly glanced again at the surrounding assembly. 

‘This is a motorcycle jacket,’ said Ahmed, ‘a standard motorcycle 
jacket padded with safety armour, Mustafa. You can buy them in 
this form at almost any motorcycle outlet across the country.’

‘So?’

Ahmed produced a second identical jacket from which the armour 
padding parts had been removed, producing the latter separately 
and laying them on the table before them. ‘These are the armour 
parts which we have removed from this second identical jacket, 
Mustafa. They fit into specially fashioned pouches in the elbows, 
shoulders and back.’  He then produced a second batch of similar 
armour parts, laying them alongside the original armour parts on 
the table. 

‘What would you say these are, Mustafa.?’

The cleric looked a trifle impatient. ‘I would say that these too are 
armour parts.’

‘They are explosives, Mustaffa.’ Ahmed remained silent a second, 
allowing the impact of this revelation to sink in, a triumphant 
glint in his eye.
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‘The same kind of explosives that are used by our martyr Brothers 
- the suicide bombers around the world.’

It was unusual for an expression other than a fanatical frown to 
show on the cleric’s face, but now the dull embers in his eyes 
flickered. ‘Umm… yes… very promising,’ he conceded.  

But not being finished, Ahmed produced yet more parts from the 
cardboard box. ‘These are armour parts from the motorcycle 
trousers that go with the jackets, from pouches in the knees and 
the hips.’ He scooped all the armour parts together then, from 
jacket and trousers, placing them in a single pile. ‘That,’ he said, 
pointing at the pile, ‘is a lot of explosives. That, is some lethal 
bomb!’

‘Sensational!’ said the cleric and meaning it. 

Encouraged, Ahmed was in full flow now. ‘With backpacks and 
packages now being routinely searched and arousing suspicion, 
our martyr brothers have invariably been confined to an 
explosives belt, or vest, which are still fraught with the risk of 
detection, and containing only a fraction of the explosives we have 
here. Lately, we have been having problems associated with bulk, 
of blending in, of avoiding suspicion. On the other hand, 
motorcyclists are ten a penny. They wear helmets with visors. 
They are covered from head to foot. Nobody can tell if they are 
yellow black or white skinned. They routinely wear jackets and 
trousers identical to those here on the table. Groups of them tour 
the entire countryside all summer. They crowd the city streets. 
Thousands of them attend sporting events. Nobody gives them a 
second thought. Think of the potential in that, Mustafa.’ 

Had the cleric been prone to smiling, he would have smiled. 
‘Sensational!’ He rose to his feet and placed his hand on Ahmed’s 
shoulder. ‘You have done well, brother - very well indeed. The 
Aqaba Conference has so far produced eighteen volunteer martyrs 
for operations in the UK I believe. Evidently twelve of them are 
UK citizens. The remainder are of differing nationalities, all of 
them with clean records. 
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The latter are presently on stand-by awaiting the call, at which 
time they will be brought into the country on doctored visas and 
student visas. Leave this with me, Ahmed. Prepare the jackets and 
trousers meantime. As many as you can. I have a meeting to 
attend in Bradford. Immediately after that, hopefully tomorrow 
evening, I will be returning to London and will get things moving. 
I will be in touch.’

The cleric gathered his cloak around him and he and his 
companions swept from the room.
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CHAPTER NINETEEN 

Yet another secret ‘Very Special Meeting’ was in progress, 
somewhere deep in the labyrinths of Westminster. As usual the 
Government official known as K was being hysterical. But this 
time he was being even more hysterical than ever. In fairness, all 
the government officials present, except for the enigmatically 
silent official S, were being hysterical.

‘I warned you!’ whined official K. ‘Over and over I have warned 
you that this Cleanser business would turn into a Frankenstein’s 
monster. And now what have we got? Our Prime Minister is 
under house arrest - THAT is what we have got! And - “for his 
own protection” - we are told!’  Official K mopped his brow. 
‘Protection from what or from whom, may I ask?’

All the officials, except official S, began to talk at once, arguing 
and gesticulating in small groups. Exasperated, official K tried to 
shout them down. 

‘The Cleansers are losing the plot!  Getting far too powerful. All 
these hangings and floggings. The European Civil Liberties and 
Human Rights groups, along with our own Liberty and Respect 
brigades, are outraged, are threatening action. To cap it all, as a 
result of the post Coronavirus recession, the poorer among the 
Cake Eaters are becoming homeless and jobless, in some cases 
beginning to starve. Groups of them are gathering in the inner 
cities, rioting, breaking into supermarkets and food stores. 
Threatening to kill the super-rich. In France a huge mob of them 
have converged on Monte Carlo – burning luxury yachts and 
throwing their rich owners into the bay!’ 

Nobody was listening, the heated individual discussions 
beginning to verge on the violent. 
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‘WILL YOU ALL SHUT UP!!  shrieked official K. ‘Why can’t 
somebody contribute something constructive for a change? The 
country is on the verge of bankruptcy! Is in danger of becoming a 
failed state! I wouldn’t believe all this was happening if I wasn’t 
personally in the middle of it all. It’s too ludicrous to be true. It’s 
like being in a movie. How did it all happen? Perhaps it isn’t 
happening at all. Perhaps I am only a fictional character in a 
novel, a novel being written by some nutty author with a fevered 
imagination?’

Official K pinched himself hard on the cheek.

‘OUCH! I felt that! No, I’m not fictional, I am real, I am really 
here.’ 

He glanced along the conference table, to official S who was 
sitting in characteristic silence at its far end, gazing owlishly into 
space through his large bottle-end spectacles; hair so short and 
blond it was as if he had no hair at all. No eyebrows to speak of. 
No eyelashes. Skin like cold porridge. Yes, as official K had 
decided at earlier meetings, the man was a turnip - a turnip with 
spectacles, contributing nothing. Official K mopped his brow 
again.

‘As for you, official S, I don’t know why you bother coming. You 
turn up at every meeting like a bad penny, regular as clockwork, 
but contribute not a damn thing - ZILCH!  All you do is sit there 
in silence - being enigmatic and mysterious. You represent MI5, 
for God’s sake. CONTRIBUTE! . . . SAY something!’

At that moment, the conference room door sprang open and half a 
dozen armed men moved in. They were dressed in sinister black 
military uniforms and shiny black jackboots. Official K and a 
couple of other officials jumped to their feet, knocking over their 
chairs. 

‘What the… !!!’ 
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The leader of the armed men was looking fixedly at someone or 
something. Several sets of wide and very alarmed eyes followed 
the direction of the leader’s stare, swinging along the table and 
coming to rest on official S. 

There followed a dumbfounded silence before official S spoke… 
unhurried… in his funny little voice.

‘Take them away. Place them under house arrest.’ Seemingly as an 
after-thought he added, ‘For their own safety.’

The armed men ushered the bewildered officials away, the gaping 
mouthed official K being the last to move. Official S surveyed him 
without expression - being ‘enigmatic and mysterious’ to the bitter 
end. Then he spoke in his funny little voice again.

 ‘There you are then, official K. I SAID something.’

Being led through the door, official K turned to look at official S 
one more time. He couldn’t be sure, but it would appear that the 
‘turnip with spectacles’ had the faintest of smiles playing along 
the edges of his little rosebud mouth. And then the ‘turnip’ raised 
a limp girlish hand a fraction off the table top and lazily flapped 
pale flaccid fingers in a sarcastic gesture that was meant to signify 
‘goodbye’. The disappearing official K was speechless. The guy 
was human after all, had a sense of humour, would you believe? 
A warped and very unfunny sense of humour perhaps, but a 
sense of humour for all that.
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CHAPTER TWENTY 

It had been two weeks and a bit since Coinneach’s funeral and Big 
Preacher was still at the Old Manse in Dundeg with Kirsty. It was 
time he was thinking of moving on. There was so much to do 
down south, although the few times he had been able to contact 
Blue Eyes for an update, the latter had been uncharacteristically 
breezy and casual. There would appear to be ‘absolutely no 
problems’. 

As he was preparing to leave for the south a couple of days later, 
Blue Eyes phoned, advising him to stay put on Skye for a while - 
for ‘personal security reasons’. Evidently there had been ‘breaking 
intelligence’. Digesting this information later Big Preacher 
intuitively felt that something wasn’t as it should be and alarm 
bells began to ring. It was when Shamus, his usual driver, was 
replaced by two armed men who were new to him that he decided 
that something highly irregular and suspect was afoot.

When he insisted on returning to Glasgow in any case the two 
newcomers informed him that for reasons of his own safety  they 
had instructions not to allow that. They couldn’t enlighten him as 
to the exact details behind the new intelligence other than that 
evidently his life was under threat. 

Yet another day later, and now all efforts to contact Blue Eyes 
being to no avail, he was discussing his rising suspicions and 
frustrations with Kirsty when they were informed by a Cleanser 
colleague, that something peculiar was happening on TV and 
most social media platforms. Kirsty immediately switched on the 
television  set. A blank, sickly green wash covered the screens of 
all available channels, and across which was a black lettered 
statement, the only available sound being a low continuous hum. 

The statement read: 
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PUBLIC NOTICE

‘Herewith be informed:  we, The Cleansers, have determined that all  
television transmissions will be cancelled,  and social media platforms 
compromised until further notice. The traditional way of life of this and 
other Christian countries worldwide is increasingly under dire threat 
from ruthless, increasingly violent and ever strengthening enemies. Too 
many of our citizens are unaware of this threat, or if they are aware, are 
too disinterested or apathetic to care - as long as they have their regular 
‘fix’ of soaps, football and alcohol! 

 Well, we hereby illustrate to them that until such time as they DO care, 
we can deny them that ‘fix - (and others) - when and as we please. 

Citizens of this country, sit up and pay attention! Become aware of the 
dangers that are increasingly threatening you! Start thinking things out 
for yourselves! Work out, debate, and contemplate - right now! - the 
threat to which we refer. We will be back in touch soon.
         
These latest developments greatly increased Big Preacher’s 
agitation and concern. He turned to his sister.

 ‘How did they do that(!)… blank out all TV transmissions - even 
satellite!  That is alarmingly clever. I knew we had a Research and 
Development department, but not that advanced. If ever proof 
was needed of funny business going on, then there it is. I’m 
greatly worried by these developments. The main ‘enemy’ to 
which they refer is, no doubt, Militant Islam - the jihadis!  Close 
Cleanser friends have been phoning me about an imperceptible 
shift in policy. Not only are some of our people evidently 
becoming over-zealous, the floggings and hangings becoming 
unnecessarily merciless, but also it would appear that there are 
sinister moves developing against Islam. Coinneach’s warnings 
against creating Bogeymen are coming true. I never thought I 
would hear myself say this, but I am even beginning to have areas 
of misgivings about the direction in which the Cleansers are now 
heading myself. Too much gratuitous violence seems to be 
creeping into things. We are moving too far to the Right. Too 
many of the wrong people are joining us’
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Kirsty took a hold of her brother’s hand. 

‘You are right, Roskil. In our fight for our religion and our beliefs 
and traditions, we must never lose our compassion. But we 
mustn’t be blind to the dangers either. Militant Islam has become 
a big and dangerous world problem. You can’t shut your eyes to 
their increasing and intrusive violence. The Scriptures tell us that 
we, the Christians, will be beset by doubts; that our faith will be 
severely tested. As you know, the Bible predicts everything that is 
going to happen. Jesus himself warned that, “Everyone who wants 
to live a godly life in Christ Jesus will be persecuted.”  Of almost 800 
prophecies in the Bible, more than 80% have already come to pass 
- with 100% accuracy! The recent problems that began in Iraq, for 
example, were predicted in the Bible, Roskil: Mystery Babylon will 
rise again; the Babylon of the Bible being in present-day Iraq. But 
most significant of all is the predictions relating to pandemics 
pestilence and plaque. And Roskil, how other can you explain the 
recent blight that was the Corona Virus! With more evidently on 
the way’

Big Preacher glanced at his sister silently. 

Kirsty continued. ‘There is little doubt that the remaining 
prophecies pertaining to the future will be fulfilled with the same 
degree of accuracy, right up to the coming again of Jesus Christ 
and the New Heaven and the New Earth. In the meantime, we 
must be strong and resist the enemies of Christ. Resist them with 
all our might.’

‘I know what you are saying Kirsty, but all the same, I just worry 
for the future of the majority moderate Muslims, which include so 
many good friends of mine.’
    
Kirsty could see the turmoil in his face. 
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‘You have forgotten one significant Biblical prophecy, Roskil; the 
prophecy that tells us that: the multitudes in the white robes will see 
the truth and will fall at His feet and ask His forgiveness - a forgiveness 
which will of course be given. I needn’t remind you that the Bible 
is full of messages for us. Their meanings aren’t always 
immediately evident. You have to learn how to interpret them. 
The white robes, Roskil. They are the symbol of the Arab and the 
Middle East - of the Muslims. They will “see the truth”!’

Big Preacher continued to study his sister silently, a rising 
brightness in his eyes and a fresh urgency entering his voice.

 ‘Kirsty, there is so very much I still have to do. They can’t keep 
me here any longer. I must get back south. I must give them the 
slip. I have friends, many faithful followers, who will help me.’
__________

On the tenth day of the television interruption, a written 
announcement appeared on the country’s screens, to the effect 
that programmes would resume at noon on the following day, at 
which time The Cleansers would be issuing a “clarification” 
relating to the transmission blackout.

On schedule, on that following day, televised pictures and sound 
were resumed, the pictures and dialogue being identical on all 
terrestrial channels. The promised “clarification” was conducted 
by Blue Eyes, sitting at a table in the studio and flanked on either 
side by Yellowstone and Sahara, the Cleanser’s COG symbol 
forming a looming backdrop behind them. 

Blue Eyes welcomed the viewers back, but first he had a sad 
announcement to make: Big Preacher had developed ‘health 
problems’ which meant that he would be ‘away for a while’ 
recuperating. Blue Eyes was confident that the viewers would 
gladly join him and his colleagues in offering their prayers and in 
wishing Big Preacher a speedy recovery. 
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That sad formality out of the way, he introduced Yellowstone as a 
military man of long experience, who had been elected as 
Commander-in -chief of the Cleanser’s now fully established 
military wing - ‘The Twenty First Century Christian Army,’ 
(T.F.C.C.A.). Sahara, the ex-French Legionnaire and expert on 
desert and guerrilla warfare, was introduced as the Lieutenant-in-
chief of the ‘Rapid Reaction and Special Operations Force,’ an elite 
unit attached to the T.F.C.C.A. 

While the six feet six inches Yellowstone offered the viewers a 
terse ‘good afternoon’, in his lazy American drawl, Sahara 
remained silent and impassive.

Back at the Old Manse, a speechless Big Preacher couldn’t believe 
his ears.

Blue Eyes continued: ‘We have, as expected, been inundated with 
angry complaints from the general public with regard to the 
recent media lock down. That is understandable and the Cleansers 
didn’t take the decision lightly, which underlines just how 
seriously we take the threats to our society which forced us into 
that decision. All citizens, previously unaware or simply 
disinterested, have now had several days in which to learn about 
these threats and start taking their implications seriously. Only 
those citizens of dim wit or living on another planet don’t by now 
know that the main threat to which we refer comes from an 
increasingly violent and militant Islam. - in the form of a 
resurgent Islamic State, emboldened by the Taliban’s recent 
retaking control of Afghanistan. That country is now in danger of 
again becoming a haven for Islamic terrorists. Pakistan, a claimed 
Muslim ally of the West, is mischievously allowing unrestricted 
border access between the two countries. Turkey, until recently a 
tolerant and democratic Muslim country and again a claimed ally 
of the West, has been morphing into an increasingly 
fundamentalist and uncooperative neighbour, threatening to open 
the floodgates to Muslim hordes fleeing to Europe. Islam is 
closing in, my friends!’
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Blue Eyes proceeded then to express his alarm at the rate of that 
Muslim immigration to the West, and to non-Muslim countries, 
with population projections suggesting that Muslim numbers 
would outstrip those of the host populations by as early as the 
2020s! 
 
The prime concern for Blue Eyes and his companions with this 
scenario  was that among Muslim communities worldwide, there 
existed a minority who were extremist and militant, while, at the 
same time, the moderate and peaceable Muslims were doing 
nowhere near enough to counter the radical thinkers and 
preachers,  and the jihadi agitators in their midst - or to bring the 
places of worship, the rogue mosques where radical thinking was 
being hatched and encouraged, to task!

Although they had been increasingly more low key in the face of 
recent tougher anti-terrorist laws, Blue Eyes pointed out that 
militant Muslims already resident in Europe couldn’t help 
betraying their true colours by their insistence that they were, ‘not 
European Muslims’ but ‘Muslims in Europe’. What did that mean?  
If they were not OF Europe but IN Europe, it meant they were 
OCCUPYING Europe. And the OCCUPYING of a country was 
invariably associated with an invading army - or enemy!   

It was as a result of all these developments that non-Muslim 
communities and countries would be wise to take steps to protect 
themselves. And in this respect, Blue Eyes and his companions 
reckoned they had the short-term answer. In other words, they 
would be advocating that all Muslim immigration to non-Muslim 
countries would henceforth cease, until the resident Muslim 
populations had been pared down to the tolerant, the moderate 
and the peaceable. 

‘At this very moment,’ said Blue Eyes, ‘refugees and illegal 
immigrants from Africa and the Middle East are massing, in their 
thousands and on a continuous basis, along all the borders of 
Europe and along the English Channel. Ninety per cent of these 
are Muslims! 
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Again, no doubt the majority of these are moderate and tolerant, 
but a good many of them will have radical sentiments, and will 
pose future serious threat. Meantime, of course, non-Muslims 
fleeing persecution in Muslim countries would be automatically 
offered refugee status and sanctuary. 

Blue Eyes paused for a moment before continuing. 

‘It is ironic meantime, that a few years ago, many of us voted for 
Brexit , largely on the grounds that we were being flooded by too 
many immigrants. I say ironic because virtually all of the 
immigrants at that time were Christian, who revitalised our 
flagging churches and Christian morality. And then came post-
Brexit, and what happened? Most of our immigrants came from 
outside the EU, most of them being predominantly Muslim and 
inevitably including extremists. In other words, we fell asleep and 
failed to recognise the dangers that we now face!’ 

Blue Eyes then  informed the viewers that that was all that the 
Cleansers had to say for the present time, but they would be back 
to report on further developments. With that, he concluded the 
transmission with a carefully prepared short prayer.

Having watched the transmission with Kirsty at the Old Manse, 
Big Preacher had felt deeply and more increasingly uneasy about 
developments. And he certainly had grave reservations about 
Yellowstone and the silent individual they had introduced as 
Sahara. 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

           
Fans had been streaming to the Brands Hatch race circuit since 
early morning, excited by the prospect of viewing the British leg 
of the Motorcycle World Championship. As far back as three 
miles from the circuit, the traffic had ground to a slow crawl, the 
vast majority of it comprising of motorcyclists.

By early afternoon, just before the main event, the sun had risen 
high and stifling hot in a cloudless blue sky, and the fans, arrayed 
densely around and close to the track, were in a festive mood. 
Sweltering, most had shed their outer leather clothing, stripping 
to T-shirts and, in some cases, shorts. The 125cc and 250cc events 
had proven to be about the closest and most exciting of the season 
so far. 

Awaiting now the start of the main race, with its awesome 1000cc 
machines, a track marshal leant against a pile of old tyres that 
formed a safety buffer to the metal spectator barrier behind it. 
Being one of many such marshals positioned around the circuit, 
this particular marshal had been designated the section of track 
where the short downhill straight emerged from Druid’s Bend - a 
famous hairpin bend in racing circles and a Brands Hatch 
landmark.

Sucking at an iced lollipop, the perspiring track marshal surveyed 
the animated ocean of fans  beyond the barriers, mildly surprised 
to see a scattered sprinkling of motorcyclists, despite the heat, still 
fully dressed in their armour padded leather jackets and trousers. 
 
The public address system announcing the imminent start of the 
main race, the track marshal finished his iced lollipop and glanced 
at his fellow marshals positioned at intervals along the barriers. 
He felt the excitement rise within him. It should be some race. The 
senior championship was also proving to be very close fought 
battle this year, the top Italian and Spanish riders contesting 
points with a new young British sensation.
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The marshal could hear the snarl of the engines warming up at the 
pit area and the crowd, waving their banners and flags, were 
shouting for their favourites. And then the bikes were off, 
circulating on their warm-up lap. From where he was positioned, 
the marshal wouldn’t be able to see the machines until they had 
rounded the copse of trees at Druids Bend above him, before 
roaring along the short downhill straight in front of him.

The machines began to appear around Druids, noisy and 
colourful, highly polished and gleaming in the blazing sun. The 
crowd roared in approval and excited anticipation. A few minutes 
after the last machine had completed the warm up lap, the 
marshal heard the engines revving for take-off at the starting line, 
and then the air erupted in a wild snarling of sound. As the 
marshal turned to gaze at Druids Bend he was distracted by the 
four motorcycle fans who had leapt the barriers and were now on 
the circuit. Tensing in horror, he was about to move forward 
when someone behind him dealt him a blow to the side of the 
head which sent him sprawling among the pile of tyres. For the 
marshal, it was a blow which was to prove fortuitous. Having 
been knocked semi-conscious and having fallen, he was fortunate 
in that not only did the tyres shield him from the explosions that 
followed, but he had also been spared the sight of disintegrating 
machines and flying body parts.

No sooner had the explosions occurred on the track than a series 
of further explosions occurred in separate locations among the 
screaming spectators. Regaining his wits, the marshal rose 
unsteadily to his feet. Comprehension took a long and unreal 
several seconds in coming. Metal and flesh draped the tyres 
scattered around him, and there were the screams, the terrible 
screams. Apart from bloodied faces and shredded clothing 
however, the spectators located immediately behind him seemed 
relatively unscathed. 
The marshal’s mind was a confusion, dazed and racing, and then 
his attention was drawn to one particular man among the 
spectators in the unscathed area. 
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Being one of those who had defied the heat by wearing their 
armoured clothing, the man had opened his jacket and was now 
frantically fiddling with something beneath the collar. Eventually 
giving up, the man removed the garment, discarded it and moved 
quickly away, strangely unconcerned by the carnage around him. 
To begin with, the marshal wondered if perhaps the man was in a 
state of shock, but then something began to formulate in the back 
of his mind. The four men who had run onto the track had also 
been fully kitted in motorcycle gear. Every single one of them!

A ludicrous but terrible thought hit the marshal. He dived over 
the barrier, struggling against the screaming tide of aimlessly 
wheeling humanity, until he found the discarded jacket.

 ‘Oh my God! Wires!!’ 

Looking up, he could see the garment’s  departing owner heading 
towards the pits area. It was fortuitous that the marshal was not 
only a rather brave man but also an intelligent and cool headed 
one.  Ensuring that the ends of the wires remained apart, he 
draped the jacket across his arm and raced towards the security 
men at the pit area, who were running around in pointless and 
panicked circles. The marshal having shown the jacket and having 
explained the situation as briefly as possible, three security men, 
radioing to their colleagues at the exit gates, raced in hot pursuit 
of the disappearing figure.
__________

The naked Algerian had obviously been brutally beaten up and he 
now stood handcuffed and shivering with fear as he watched the 
uniformed man before him writing something at a wooden desk.

‘Where am I?’ he ventured apprehensively.

Eventually Sahara stopped writing and looked up, his hard battle-
scarred face impassive. ‘It certainly ain’t Algeria, buddy boy. I’m 
told that you are ready to talk. So talk!  Who sent you? Where are 
they based? 
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What are the nationalities and names of your fellow bombers?  I 
want names and more names and yet more names. Names and 
addresses! Do I make myself clear?’

The Algerian demanded that a lawyer be present. Sahara tapped 
his fingers on the desk and smiled ominously. 

‘I demand my Human Rights.’ whined the Algerian.

‘Would these, by any chance, be the same Human Rights denied 
those slaughtered at the race track the other day?’ There was a 
short silence. ‘Human Rights have been cancelled. So sorry!’ 

Yet more silence followed.

‘Look mister, I was told that you were ready to talk. So talk and 
don’t waste my time.’

The Algerian trembled but didn’t say anything.

‘Right!’ said Sahara. ‘We shall return to the Hospitality Suite, shall 
we?’ He placed his hands on top of the desk and made to rise. 
Losing control of his bladder, the Algerian decided he wanted to 
talk.
__________
Two articulate young men of Pakistani descent, established air 
traffic controllers at Heathrow air terminal, settled down to begin 
their shift duty. Terrorist conspirators, they were totally unaware 
that they had been exposed by moderate fellow Muslims from 
their local mosque, and now they began to employ their carefully 
researched and often rehearsed plan to incur a mid-air collision, 
by adjusting the speeds and flight paths of two pre-selected jumbo 
jets, when they felt the hands being placed firmly on their 
shoulders. As they were hauled to their feet, two other controllers 
immediately slid behind the monitors to replace them. 
Handcuffed and flanked by Sahara’s armed Special Forces people, 
the conspirators were frog marched from the control room.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

Rania Khaled had left frantic text messages on Big Preacher’s 
mobile phone, requesting that they get together again and 
urgently. This was in order to pursue their agreed plans to bring 
the moderates of all sides together. She had ever increasing 
forebodings about the emerging leaders within the Cleanser 
Movement, not believing for one moment that Big Preacher had 
‘health problems’, suspecting instead that he was the victim of a 
power struggle. 

Her suspicions had been confirmed to her when, as Big Preacher 
had suggested, she managed to forge links with moderates within 
the Cleanser movement and whom she learned were planning to 
overthrow the ‘new order’ and have their rightful leader re-
instated. Another great worry for Rania was that her friend 
Mohammed in Saudi Arabia had, for several weeks now, failed to 
respond to her e-mails. 
  
And now, for the moderates of all sides, having struggled to mend 
community fences in the wake of earlier suicide killings, the worst 
nightmare had happened. It was with disbelieving horror that the 
nation and the world had seen the unfolding atrocity at Brands 
Hatch and had then learned of the foiled plot at Heathrow. The 
moderates of the Christian and Islamic communities now 
agonised over the escalating horror and fearsome repercussions 
that must surely follow.
__________

In the wake of these atrocities Rania Khaled had prepared a small 
dinner party in her London flat, inviting four close friends: Ali, a 
dentist, and his wife Shabina, along with Samir and his wife 
Aisha, both doctors, were fellow members of Muslims for Mutual 
Understanding and peaceful Co-existence. 
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Rania had decided on a Lebanese theme for the cuisine, and now 
as the company moved onto their second course she dispensed 
some more wine. ‘Are you certain, Shabina, that you won’t have 
some?’

‘No thanks, Rania. No offence, but I never have and I never will 
have wine.’ 

‘I know you consider wine to be un-Islamic Shabina, but as long 
as it is drunk in moderation I truly think not.’

‘Well, we are all entitled to our opinion Rania. But I consider 
alcohol, along with drugs of course, to be the most significant 
contributing factor in the degenerative behaviour in Western 
society. I certainly won’t be allowing my children to indulge.’

There was a brief silence before Shabina continued. ‘I know you 
brought us together this evening Rania, with the aim of keeping 
the Muslim understanding and co-existence movement together. I 
know that lately there have been some desertions from the cause, 
but don’t worry Rania, I for one am prepared to give it a while 
yet. That said, I can understand where these deserters are coming 
from. It is difficult. How can decent moral Muslims, with young 
families to consider, understand the worst of Western society’s 
degenerates or co-exist with them, far less befriend them?’ 

‘They need our help, or at least our cooperation Shabina, not our 
violence or our hate.’ replied Samir.

Siding with his wife’s point of view, Ali joined in. ‘Helping them 
is becoming increasingly difficult, Samir. Some of them are away 
beyond the pale. Just look at the reality programmes on TV, or the 
wash-your-dirty-linen-in-public programmes currently in vogue. 
They give you an intimate insight as to what these people really 
are like. The foul language, loose morals and sluttish attire. They 
glory in their swearing, their semi-nakedness, their promiscuity 
and infidelity. They truly believe that they are smart, are some 
form of celebrity, that that is how life should be lived, that they are 
being admired. 
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They are actually proud of themselves! And these disgusting and 
irresponsible programmes that air their views, in the name of so-
called entertainment, are the rotten meat on which they thrive - 
like maggots! At least the Cleansers are promising to do 
something about it.’ 

‘Their behaviour at times is unworthy of animals; of beasts in the 
fields.’ continued Shabina. ‘We can never allow our children to 
mix with them or be influenced by them. And they are on the 
increase! They are everywhere! You go abroad on holiday and 
there they are! Last year, Ali and I took the kids on holiday to 
Bulgaria. We thought that there we would be sufficiently out of 
the way of the drunken, flag-waving, loud mouthed half naked 
British holidaying yobs - but no!’

‘It started on the plane.’ Ali took up the story. ‘A Midlands family, 
half drunk by the time they got on, their voices and cackling 
laughter drowning everyone and everything out. Then one of 
them, a green haired young madam, took off her shoes and 
propped her naked feet, the toes painted scarlet, on the head rest 
of the seat in front of her - inches from the heads of other 
passengers.’

Aisha, who had remained silent throughout this latest topic of 
conversation, glanced at her husband Samir. 

‘Can I say something? Just all hold your horses a minute. I just 
have to butt in here. What you are in danger of doing - in fact are 
doing - is demonising a whole society on account of a few bad 
apples from that society. As a woman, I am extremely and 
eternally indebted to this tolerant British society. I owe it a great 
deal. It has given me a good education and a wonderful career. It 
has given me the freedom to speak my mind, to dress as I please, 
to marry whom I please and, importantly, the freedom to vote and 
to worship as I please. All of us here this evening, without 
exception, and our parents, are indebted to this British society.’
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‘That doesn’t mean that Aisha and I don’t appreciate or 
understand Shabina’s concerns.’ conceded Samir. ‘I don’t know 
what has been happening to the British people over the last few 
decades. On the continent - in France, Italy and these places, the 
young can invariably have a quiet civilised drink and enjoy 
themselves, whereas the British, the youth in particular, drink 
regularly to excess, swearing fighting and falling all over the 
place; waving flags and football colours - incestuous louts who are 
making themselves increasingly hated and disrespected around 
the world, the young women being among the worst. But let’s not 
forget, they are a minority – or so I believe and hope. Their own 
older generation despair as we do. As Rania keeps saying, that 
older generation now needs our help and cooperation. And that 
help includes protecting them against the violent threats from the 
vicious and misguided religious thugs, proliferating now among 
our own Muslim communities. For all their faults, the Brits have 
welcomed and helped us in the past, especially our parents’ 
generation. We should repay that and help them now.’

‘At least you understand my concerns,’ replied Shabina. ‘But I 
take your point. What has happened to them? I remember my own 
father, who came from rural Pakistan, being a great admirer of the 
British, whom he considered to be the essence of culture and good 
manners, their sense of fair play, their spirit of valour and their 
courage during the wars with Germany for example. But yes, 
what has happened to them? I am at a loss to understand. I know 
that the erosion of morals and family values, along with the 
upsurge in drugs, has much to do with it. I know that only one 
generation ago, the Christian British had sound moral and family 
values equal to those of Islam. Yes, only one generation ago! And 
we, the Muslims, must learn from that, can’t let our society and 
traditions be dragged down and go the same way.’

‘We are talking of extremes of course, and since we are talking of 
extremes, we mustn’t forget these other extremes - the Taliban and 
ISIS,’ said Aisha. ‘You know the status and the fate of women in 
particular, under that lot. Savage, stone-age bigots, to whom 
killing fellow beings means nothing. That’s where our extreme 
Fundamentalists here in the UK and Europe want to take us. 
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And that presents us, the moderate Muslims, with a predicament. 
After all is said and done, we should be grateful that we live in a 
free and democratic society like this. And it annoys me intensely, 
this new upsurge among our women here, wearing head-to-toe 
covering. There is nothing, that I am aware of, in the Koran that 
requires such dress in normal everyday circumstances. This new 
burka fad, a so-called duty, is purely political, and it is 
intentionally divisive. Some women are even dressing their eight 
and nine-year-old daughters in such fashion. It is ridiculous. If it 
wasn’t a religious duty to dress that way ten years ago, why is it 
suddenly a religious duty now? Do the requirements of the Koran 
change at a whim? They are making a mockery of our Good Book. 
If these women really feel that they must dress like that, then I 
would suggest that they go and live in an Islamic country; don’t 
make political division, and as a result make life difficult for peace 
loving Muslims here.’

Rania felt pleased that areas of potential community conflict, 
along with moderate Muslim worries and concerns, were being 
aired and examined. 

 ‘You are right, Aisha, the problems with our various communities 
cannot be resolved by division, but by getting together and by 
dialogue.’  She turned to Shabina and her husband Ali. ‘Like you 
and Ali Shabina, I am Muslim, and I am proud to be Muslim. I 
love Islam with all of my heart. I would love the entire world to 
convert to Islam - the real peace-loving Islam, that is;  the 
moderate and tolerant Islam! But that won’t happen by division. 
That won’t happen using violence. It won’t happen tomorrow. 
You have to have patience. You can only convert people by good 
example.’

‘Yes Rania, I suppose you are right,’ conceded Shabina.
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Rania continued. ‘As if the world didn’t have enough troubles. 
Man’s selfish needs and excesses have resulted in the world 
overheating. Mankind has recently suffered an unprecedented 
blight called Corona Virus, from which they may have only 
temporarily recovered. In the meantime, we have to join hands 
with our Christian brothers and sisters. Their moderates are 
worried too. They require our cooperation and assistance - to root 
out the militant troublemakers on both sides. Meantime, as you 
know, Big Preacher and the moderate Cleansers are working to 
restore the morals and values of Christian society, working hard 
to sort things out. And they are anxious that our moderates join 
them’

‘Well, they had better be quick about it Rania,’ said Ali. ‘Time is 
running out.’
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CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

At the Old Manse in Dundeg, Big Preacher and Kirsty sat in silent 
foreboding in front of the television, awaiting The Cleansers’ 
promised response to the latest Islamic terrorist outrages.   
When that response arrived, it was conducted within the same 
studio backdrop as earlier: a plain green wall emblazoned with 
the Cleanser COG symbol, and there was the same table at which 
sat the same three Cleanser representatives - Blue Eyes, 
Yellowstone and Sahara.

Big Preacher glanced at his sister; ‘Oh yes! Here we go!’

It was Yellowstone who opened proceedings with a warm 
welcome to the viewers, whom he invited to join him in silent 
prayers for Big Preacher - ‘our illustrious and beloved leader’ - 
whose health had apparently deteriorated still further. The sham 
introductions dispensed with, he moved quickly on. 

Big Preacher’s thoughts darkened. Interesting! So his health had 
deteriorated? And Yellowstone, not Blue Eyes, taking the lead. 
Yes, very interesting indeed! 

Yellowstone continued, adjusting the array of pamphlets and 
notes on the table before him. He had obviously come well 
prepared for an ‘attack’:

 
ATTACK

‘Brothers and Sisters,’ declared Yellowstone, ‘ the enemies of God 
and of Mankind have really done it this time. They have shown 
their true colours yet again, and have again demonstrated their 
true intent. I ask you this: how long are the Christians, and all 
other religions and beliefs that these enemies despise and are 
plotting to eradicate, going to put up with it?’

He paused to glare at the television cameras.
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‘The spreading blight of militant Islam across the Western and 
non-Islamic world is one of the least openly discussed but most 
important developments of our time. And why is it not openly 
discussed? Because there has, for far too long now, been a 
politically correct fear of committing Islamophobia - that is why! 
The suicidal idiocy that is now Political Correctness and the sham 
that Human Rights and Civil Liberties have become, blight and 
shackle our Christian society unabated. Criticise Islam and you 
will have the “racist” card thrown in your face. You have to 
remember that Islam is not a race but a religion, a religion that 
would appear to have a predisposition to criticise others but 
tolerates no criticism of itself. And because of that fear to criticise, 
and behind the smokescreens of Political Correctness and Human 
Rights-gone-mad, radical Islam has been allowed to develop in 
our society by stealth, because we in the West, especially our vote 
scrambling politicians, are afraid to challenge and confront it! We 
are now paying a price for our silence; and that price, my friends, 
is escalating murder and terror and the suicide bomber. Well, all 
that is going to change. We cannot, and will not, any longer allow 
Political Correctness and Civil Liberties to be used as a club to 
beat down our expressions of legitimate protest and our concerns 
about those individuals and ideologies that are hell-bent on 
destroying Christian society and therefore the civilised world. We 
cannot, and will not, any longer afford civil liberty to those who 
use that liberty to destroy everybody else’s liberty. It has reached 
the stage where those who adhere to the originally intended 
concepts of Human Rights and Democracy will ultimately be 
destroyed by those who amend the meaning of those original 
concepts to serve their own ends.

‘Muslims are constantly telling us,’ continued Yellowstone, ‘that 
Islam is a religion of peace, that Islam forbids the murder and 
persecution of the followers of other religions. That wouldn’t 
appear to be borne out by the teachings of the Koran or by the 
statements of some Islamic scholars and clerics. Take the quote 
from Repentance 9:29: Make war on those who believe or not, even if 
they be People of the Book, that is Jews and Christians, until they have 
willingly agreed to pay Jizye (tax) in recognition of their submissive 
status. 
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You will have noted the reference to submissive status! And we 
will require to pay a special tax! How nice! And then there is 
Repentance 9:5 which states; Slay the polytheists wherever you find 
them.’ 

Yellowstone shuffled his notes. 

‘An Islamic scholar, Sheik Abdullah Ghoshan, presented a paper 
on Jihad at the Al-Azhar University in Cairo. Among other 
revelations he said; War is the basis of the relationship between 
Muslims and their opponents unless there are justifiable reasons for 
peace, such as their adopting Islam or making an agreement with them to 
keep peaceful. And then again, a broadcast was made from a Gaza 
mosque by another Islamic scholar, and I quote: Blessings to 
whoever wages jihad for the sake of Allah. Blessings to whoever puts a 
belt of explosives on his body or his son’s body and plunges into the 
midst of the Jews crying: ‘Allah Ak-bar, praise to Allah. There is no God 
but Allah and Mohammed is his messenger.’

‘So, do the foregoing mean that these clerics are contradicting the 
precepts of their own faith? The Cleansers aren’t here today to 
criticise or attack the Muslim faith just for the sake of it. But we 
are here to defend Christians and all other peaceable beliefs which 
seem to be increasingly threatened with slaughter, rape and 
extinction by the violent elements of Islam.’
  
Back at the old Manse, Big Preacher drew a concerned despairing 
breath. Yellowstone was now in full flow. Being the huge man 
that he was and with his lazy drawl and deceptively sleepy grey 
eyes, his laid-back manner belied the chilling implications of his 
venomous message.   

‘The main purpose of this broadcast is to inform you that we will 
not be tolerating, from now on in, any further attacks upon our 
countries, our families or our citizens, such as we have been 
increasingly witnessing of late, and which we now regard as a 
declaration of war - a  religious war! We didn’t declare it. It was 
declared against us. 
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The gates of Hell have now been opened. The al-Qaida and 
resurgent ISIS fanatics are hell bent on Islamic global domination - 
on global jihad. In his international best-seller, “The Crisis of Islam” 
Professor Bernard Lewis says: The presumption is that the duty of 
jihad will continue, interrupted only by truces, until all the world either 
adopts the Muslim Faith or submits to Muslim rule. Well, to that 
presumption I say this - think again!! And the truces referred to? 
They are just ploys, brothers and sisters, not in order to make 
lasting peace or gain understanding, but merely in order to gain 
time - to strengthen.’

Big Preacher glanced quickly towards Kirtsy. ‘So what is the 
Muslim community supposed to do? They are damned if they do 
and damned if they don’t. Even when they arrange truces, they 
apparently must have ulterior motives.’  

Yellowstone continued.
 
‘When Islam is weak and forcefully opposed, it lies low, but when 
it is strong it is ruthless and violent. It reacts to tolerance by 
making greater demands. If you retreat, Islam will advance. In 
those countries where it is dominant, all others are subject to it. It 
makes no compromises. Increasingly, as their numbers increase 
and get stronger, the Muslims in this and other European 
countries make greater demands and with increasing force. And 
as you know, our politicians will do anything for votes. We are on 
a slippery slope my friends, but only if we do not act to defend 
ourselves! Well, we, the Cleansers are certainly going to act - and 
without any further delay.’

Yellowstone paused again for effect. 

The watching Big Preacher’s heart sank in ever deepening despair. 
Intuitively he doubted the sincerity, the genuine religious 
conviction of this big American - a Cleanser whom he had, until 
recently, known only as a background player, while his 
companion, Sahara, wasn’t known to him at all. 

But Yellowstone still wasn’t finished.
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‘Muslims are very good at highlighting the persecution or the 
killing of Muslims, wherever it is to be found. And yes, these 
killings and persecutions do happen. The Christian world admits 
to that and condemns it, but when the shoe is on the other foot 
there is a deafening Islamic silence’. 

Big Preacher glanced towards Kirsty, a frown on his face. ‘Oh 
Kirsty, where is all this ranting, this mischief-making going to 
end? All these claims and accusations are not being made with a 
view to achieving inter-religious reconciliation. This is obviously a 
build-up to something sinister, something very dangerous’ 

Yellowstone coughed before continuing.

‘As we speak, minority Christian communities in Muslim 
countries around the world are being persecuted and killed and 
their churches burned. Christianity in the Middle East, its 
birthplace, is becoming virtually extinct, by way of violence, 
murder and persecution. In every country with Sharia law, there 
is discrimination. Regulations in northern Nigeria, Sudan and in 
Algeria, etc etc., severely discriminate against Christians. Under 
Pakistan’s Blasphemy Law, many Christians are wrongly accused. 
The testimony of a Muslim is worth more than that of a Christian. 
The testimony of one single Muslim is enough proof, without any 
further evidence, to arrest and detain Christians. Muslims, 
protected here in Western countries, conveniently forget, or are 
ignorant of that side of the coin. The problem with Muslim 
Fundamentalism is that it does not know right from wrong. If it is 
Muslim or Islamic it is right - full stop!’ 

Yellowstone again shuffled his notes  

‘Much of the current world problems, we are told, are due to 
Western foreign policy in the predominantly Muslim Middle East, 
which policy has resulted in much conflict, death, misery and 
displacement. We in the West  are prepared to admit to  some 
responsibility in that. What should be remembered however, is 
that the said foreign policy was motivated largely by greed and
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 the exploitation of resources, by ruthless and Godless politicians. 
Religion didn’t come into it, or if it did, it was incidental. The 
fundamentalists, however, have conveniently and opportunely 
twisted these facts in order to convince fellow Muslims that the 
prime intent was “war on Islam”. Well, by indulging in this 
calculated mischief, these fundamentalists have made it a religious 
question and, as intended, drawn innocent and impressionable 
Muslims from around the world into their evil cult of hate. This 
way, they hope to have the numbers and the strength to rule the 
world, their ultimate aim being, believe me, to put everything 
non-Islamic to the sword.’

Yellowstone stopped to replenish the water in his glass.

‘Well, my friends, they have bitten off more than they can chew. 
As we have said, dire disease requires dire medicine. And as far 
as the non-Islamic world is concerned, the suicide bomber is a dire 
disease in that, wanting to die, threatening him or her with death 
is meaningless, indeed is even welcomed. Well, in response, in 
retaliation, we have our dire medicine.’

Yellowstone turned his head and glanced towards the man beside 
him. ‘At this point I will call on brother Blue Eyes who will 
explain how things from here on in are going to be.’

Big Preacher didn’t look at his sister as he spoke, his eyes 
remaining glued to the screen. ‘Dear God, the whole thing is 
unravelling, Kirsty. This is a serious development. I recall 
Coinneach’s concern that the Cleansers didn’t produce a Christian 
version of Bin Laden. Well, it is happening right now and in front 
of our very eyes.  It is becoming a competition to determine whose 
god is God and in which competition the real God is incidental. 
Our respective religions, Christianity and Islam, are being 
hijacked, are being used as an excuse for conflict and hatred, with 
the participants having just enough religion to fuel that hatred, 
but not enough religion to fuel love and understanding. As 
Coinneach used to say, it is like a wheel that can’t stop rolling - 
the hate and injustice of one group leading to a reciprocating hate 
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and injustice in another group, which is then thrown back at the 
original group. We must stop this wheel, Kirsty. We simply must 
stop this evil, terrible wheel.’  

Blue Eyes,  who had been gazing impassively at the ceiling, 
lowered his pale eyes and fixed them on the television camera, his 
voice incongruously matter of fact. 
 
‘Brothers and sisters, I will come straight to the point. I see the 
militant Islamic problem on three distinct levels. Firstly, there is 
the increasing swamping  influx of Muslims into the entire 
Christian world. Secondly, that influx is followed by the 
emergence and establishment of a minority among them who are 
radical and militant - jihadis who hate us and want to destroy us. 
Thirdly, there is the ultimate solution which will require to be 
employed in order to obliterate, on a permanent basis, that 
troublesome radical minority. What I admire about the Christian 
world is its open-armed welcoming of all cultures and creeds; its 
freedoms of expression speech and belief; its liberalism and 
democracy. Unfortunately, that liberalism and that democracy have, 
in recent years, been  hijacked, turned around and used against 
us. They have been hijacked by those described to you before - the 
politically correct, Noble Banner Brigade - the Liberal Elite, the New 
Fascists! The hijacking has gone largely unnoticed by peaceful 
everyday citizens who are otherwise engaged in merely getting on 
with their lives.’

Blue Eyes paused to replenish his water glass.
 
‘And now,  more recently, a new breed of this Noble Banner 
Brigade has crept into our lives. Previously unknown, they have 
emerged out of the woodwork, somehow appearing on our 
screens, inexplicably out of nowhere. Among them are young 
females of second generation Asian or African heritage. Often but 
not always Muslim, they have availed themselves of our excellent 
education system. And now educated, they consider themselves 
super intelligent and therefore liberal, progressive and enlightened, 
with a view of the world they consider to be beyond the 
understanding of the common  masses. 
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As they set about imposing these views upon the rest of us their 
tactics are to be offended and outraged by the views/politics of 
other people, and to make these people feel inferior and bad as a 
result. Persistent in their views, they endeavour to wear you 
down. There is no changing of their views or minds. They 
disguise their hatred of our traditional British values as 
enlightenment or progressiveness. They hate our National Anthem, 
which they want to ban from our schools, for example. They hate 
our flag. They remove pictures of our queen. They want to 
dismantle the landscape of our cities by the removal of symbols 
and notable characters from our history, of which/whom THEY 
disapprove!’
   
At this point, Blue Eyes shakes his finger, in emphasis at the 
camara: 

‘The Noble Banner brigade, wax lyrical about cosmopolitan 
London, for being a multi-cultural, multi-racial city. But wait a 
minute! In that respect they aren’t exclusive. The Cleansers too, 
love the idea of multi-culturalism and multi-racialism - all races 
creeds and religions pulling together in perfect harmony around 
the entire world! What right minded people wouldn’t! Ah, but 
harmony! Therein lies the problem my friends - harmony! The 
enthusiasm of these Noble Banner  individuals for multi-culture 
and multi-race is conditional - conditional on it being that it is 
THEIR culture,  race or politics prevail - are the top layer – while 
the traditional British culture meantime, gets trampled underfoot!’ 

Gathering himself, Blue Eyes breaths deeply.

‘And if you take the time to pay attention, you will find that the 
predominant emergent top layer is showing itself as being Islamic. 
In our capital city, London, Islamic radicals have established their 
exclusive no-go areas, patrolled by Sharia Patrols who harass, 
mainly our young women, on grounds of immodest dress etc. etc. 
Is it any wonder then, that London is being referred to in some 
quarters as Londonistan?’ 

Blue Eyes now dabs at the perspiration rising on his brow.
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‘In the UK we currently have  a flow of Muslim immigration 
which is non-stop and increasing! If all of them were moderates, 
who wanted to mix and live in peace, that would be just fine. But 
when you look at these hordes and consider what percentage 
among them might be militants, who hate us and want to destroy 
us, then that constitutes a blight - a blight that is inexorably 
spreading across the non-Islamic world. A blight that has to be 
addressed - and without delay!’ 

Blue Eyes raises his eyes again and directs them at the camara.

‘Let me remind you of the plight of Lebanon, formerly the only 
majority Christian country in the Middle East - an island of 
Christianity surrounded by Arabic Muslim countries. Just after 
the Second World War Lebanon was known as the Paris of the 
Middle East. It was a fair minded country, it was democratic, 
tolerant and had a multi cultural outlook. It was welcoming. 
Muslims from surrounding Arabic countries sent their children to 
its excellent schools and universities. With its open border policy, 
thousands of Palestinian refugees, the majority being Muslim, 
were allowed in.’

Blue Eyes continues to glare into the camara. 

‘Are you listening to  me? More to the point, are you hearing!? By 
the 1960/70s the Christians had been outbred, had become a 
minority. The country had become less tolerant. The now majority 
Muslims demanded rights not compatible with Christian values. 
Wanting to form a base from which to attack and annihilate the 
Jews of Israel, they joined forces with the Palestinian Muslims and 
declared Jihad against the host Christians. They joined forces with 
the Iran backed terrorist movement that is Hezbollah. Now 
strengthened, they became violent. There was civil war!’ 

Blue Eyes pauses. 
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‘Are you still listening to me? Are you hearing! Where is beautiful 
tolerant Christian Lebanon today?. . . I will tell you: it is a failed 
state! It is on the verge of becoming a corrupt, impoverished 
disfunctional rubble-strewn wasteland. Only recently, internal 
corruption lead to the illegal lethal storage, on a massive scale, of 
fertilizer – ominously a prime ingredient in the production of 
explosives! Then matters came home to roost; there was a massive 
explosion that destroyed a vast part of the capital city, Beirut. 
Calls to conduct an enquiry into the corruption associated with 
the illegal storage have, so far and suspiciously, been violently 
opposed. I wonder why?’  

At the Old Manse, a mesmerized Big Preacher continued to gaze 
at the TV screen with a growing sense of unreality. Blue Eyes 
continues.

‘In the meantime, here in my own country and continent, I am fed 
up to the back teeth hearing about Christians being referred to as 
non-believers and infidels. I am fed up hearing that Christmas cards 
and Christian festivals are an offence to ethnic minorities, i.e. 
Muslims! I am fed up hearing that, for the same reason, Nativity 
plays and the singing of the National Anthem should be banned 
from our schools. I am outraged by Asian gangs openly grooming 
our teenaged sisters and daughters, then sharing them around like 
trash, to be sexually abused and gang raped! I am fed up of 
threats of violence and assassination such as those already carried 
out in France, in Denmark and in Holland for example, of those 
perceived to be criticising Islam. Shot down or knifed in cold 
blood in the street!  The Islamic militant fanatic’s answer - Kill! 
Kill! Kill! “Behead those who insult Islam”, screech their placards. 
That is the thanks and gratitude the Christian West gets for being 
liberal and welcoming. Echos of Lebanon! Let us learn a lesson 
from it all! I am fed up hearing how the infidel will drown in his 
own blood. I am fed up hearing how the infidel, with his “dirty 
feet” must be driven from the holy lands of Islam. Some of those 
guilty of terrorist acts against us were one-time refugees pleading 
sanctuary! And that sanctuary was kindly, if naively, given.’

Blue Eyes coughs, clearing his throat. 
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‘And in the meantime, we of the West pass laws protecting their 
customs and beliefs. Show me a fundamentalist Islamic country 
that shows such tolerance to Christians; that shows more tolerance 
to Christians than it does to its own people. Don’t waste your time 
looking my friends, there aren’t any!  It is all one-way traffic!  
Militant Muslims aren’t adjusting to our Christian countries. Oh 
no, it is us who are being required to adjust to Islam! All of our 
institutions are already surreptitiously beginning to adjust 
themselves to the possibility of an Islamic state. Yes! Believe me! 
Muslim lobbyists are presently demanding partial recognition of 
Sharia Law. Substitute partial with, only the beginning! There is a 
new culture which accuses those who question the role of 
Muslims as being racists and bigots.’

In full flow now, Blue Eyes glares again at the camera.
 
‘The Governments’ Commission on Integration and Cohesion 
currently lacks a spokesman from any of the Christian churches. 
Even our so-called “defenders” are in on the conspiracy, with the 
Government’s radical programme to recruit “chaplains” from 
non-Christian faiths into the armed forces. These will be civilian 
MOD staff who will join the “chaplaincy” at a higher level than 
Christian chaplains are allowed to! Even our monarchy is thinking 
in terms of any new Monarch being referred to as defender of faith 
instead of the traditional defender of the faith, the latter meaning a 
specific guardian of the Christian faith, on which our country’s 
laws customs and traditions are founded. There are plans afoot to 
build the biggest mosque in Europe in London. It will dwarf St 
Paul’s cathedral! So, the largest religious symbol in this Christian 
country of ours will be an Islamic one? What I would say to that 
little plan is; only when a Christian church has been built in Mecca!!  
Bearing in mind the clerics of Islam’s desire and ultimate aim to 
convert the world to Islam, every time we allow the building of 
yet another mosque in our country, without reciprocation  of a 
church in an Islamic country, then they are allowed a step nearer 
those desires and aims.’

Blue Eyes again dabs at the sweat gathering on his brow.
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‘I refer only to the militant and fanatical elements of Islam, not the 
decent majority moderates, when I protest that they benefit from 
our education system, our social benefits system, which our 
people pay for; they benefit from our western democracy, which 
protects them from racism and protects their right to worship; we 
even provide, again at massive cost to our people, for convicted 
Islamic terrorists languishing in our prisons! All these benefits and 
concessions and then they want to kill us! And they call 
themselves people of God? Yes, I will stand up and say it. It is 
high time we all did. Militant Islam is devouring us by stealth. For 
far too long, the suicidal lunacy of Political Correctness, Civil 
Liberties and do-gooder legislation has succoured these people 
and choked the truth, the fears and the legitimate protests in 
Christian and non-Muslim throats.’

The watching Big Preacher glanced across at his sister. ‘For God’s 
sake Kirsty, the majority of moderate Muslims don’t like the 
Politically Correct brigade much either. The ordinary moderate 
Muslims don’t want Xmas cards to be banned, nor Nativity plays. 
It embarrasses them in fact; shows them up in a bad light; 
backfires indeed, by working against them in the manner we are 
witnessing now. The PC brigade are taking these things upon 
themselves and forcing them on people. See how things can be 
twisted Kirsty, how things can be stirred up and made to look 
worse than they are, how the existence of a few bad apples in a 
community can be used to demonise that entire community?  You 
can see what Blue Eyes is up to here. Yes, there has been 
unpardonable atrocity committed, and there have been vicious 
hate speeches made, but, having been committed/made over a 
period of many years, they are comparatively rare occurrences. 
Lumped together now, in one prolonged rant like this, and 
dramatically rattling them off, is a cunning mischief - evil 
propaganda. Lumped together, it makes things look so much 
worse than they really are. It is an injustice to the Muslim 
community. It must also give them cause for concern, when you 
consider not only the numerous racists but also the 
impressionable citizens out there watching this. 
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The ordinary average Muslim just wants to get on with life. 
Coinneach was right Kirsty, it is all about creating Bogeymen’

Blue Eyes had stopped long enough to refill his lungs, before 
ranting on.

‘I am enraged by our laws which dictate that we cannot send 
suspected terrorists back to their native country for fear that they 
may be “persecuted”. In other words, the “risk” to the terrorist is 
of more concern than the “risk” to our own people. We can’t bring 
in tough new anti-terror laws to protect our country for fear it 
may “radicalise” young Muslims. Wait a minute! It is us who are 
under attack! It is us who are being threatened by violence and 
death! Not from radical Hindus, Jews, Buddhists, Sikhs  or even 
radical Eskimos, but from radical Muslims!  Instead of the Muslim 
community turning things around after every Muslim atrocity, by 
claiming that counter measures being proposed by the 
Government are anti-Islamic, the moderates among them, if they 
are truly moderate, should be in agreement with these counter 
measures and should be doing their utmost to assist implement 
them. What we invariably get however, is resistance and claims 
that Muslims are living in fear of the police, are being 
marginalised! Everything gets turned around. From being the 
victim, we become the aggressor.’ 

Blue Eyes poured himself another  glass of water. 

‘Some time ago, the Channel 4 TV programme Dispatches secretly 
filmed firebrand Muslim clerics over a four month period, 
preaching extremism and hatred from leading UK mosques. In 
their venomous tirades, these bigots referred to Christians as 
“Kuffaars”, a derogatory term applied to “unbelievers.” There 
were calls for Holy War; calls for those who were “dirty” - 
meaning the likes of homosexuals - to be killed. Women were 
regarded as being “defective”. And so on and so forth, in the same 
mediaeval vein. When all this was exposed, did the so-called 
“moderate” Muslims join in any subsequent expressions of 
outrage in any significant numbers? No, they did not! Indeed, 
even before the programme was broadcast and viewed, the 
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various professed “moderate” Islamic bodies reportedly made 
efforts to have the programme banned. Evidently, one of them  
even wrote to the programme’s producer in menacing terms! The 
inevitable Islamic tactic of claiming victim-hood had surfaced yet 
again. And what was the result of these protests by the 
“moderate” Muslim lobby?’ 
 
Blue Eyes paused for effect.

‘I will tell you. There was no further coverage of the subject, even 
on Channel 4 News; no comment from our elected representatives 
on the views of these preachers of hate; no significant police 
investigation; no arrests! Craven cowards, the lot of them! One is 
reminded of a Muslim placard being borne aloft during protests 
outside the Danish Embassy in the wake of the Prophet cartoons - 
Freedom: Go To Hell. And then the Muslim community leaders will 
tell you that Muslims are being marginalised.’

A sneer appeared on Blue Eye’s face.

‘Bullshit! By not condemning the radical fanatics amongst them, 
the Muslims are marginalising themselves. These fanatics don’t 
want to join our communities, they want to remain separate, 
because they hate us. They don’t want to mix with us. They 
conspire in rogue Mosques and Islamic clubs and in their 
Madrassas. They want their own separate schools where they can 
brainwash their young against the “infidel”. Visit their ever-
proliferating web sites and you will see them spout their venom, 
hear them gloat at their atrocities such as 9/11 and at Christian 
heads being hacked off, and hear them advocate yet more 
violence. And behind them you will see backdrop banners such 
as: Operation: Vanquishing the cross.’ 

The perspiration by now was trickling down Blue Eyes‘ cheeks.
 
‘Also, and very significantly, they say that their religion does not 
allow them to have non- Islamic friends. So what are they doing in 
Christian countries? To take them over! If they can’t see 
themselves as our friends, how can we trust them? If they don’t 
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want us as friends, they aren’t compatible with our society! If they 
don’t want us as friends, how can we trust them in prominent 
positions in the major institutions of our countries - our 
Government, our Health services, our military,  our utility 
services? How can we trust them to drive our buses and trains, to 
pilot our planes!’

Blue Eyes fell silent, inviting his audience to consider the chilling 
implications of his rhetoric. 

‘These people who don’t want us as friends, but want to own our 
country, are among us, in ever increasing numbers, right now as 
we speak - plotting away. Don’t underestimate the danger! We 
have intelligence that al-Qaida has even tried to infiltrate MI5. We 
were told some time ago, so the numbers will be greatly increased 
by now, that they had 400,000 sympathisers in the UK. Of these 
400,000 sympathisers, we were  told that 1200 were active! As we 
speak, in madrassas in the tribal areas of Pakistan, al-Qaida is 
brainwashing children as young as five and six to hate infidels, 
preparing them for suicide bombings and so-called martyrdom in 
the West. As we speak, so-called British jihadis, male and female, 
are lying low, awaiting the re-emergence of, and the call-up from 
the second Islamic State.’

 Blue Eyes studies his notes.

‘The late Colonel Gaddafi of Libya told the Arab TV Station Al 
Jazeera - and he was echoed in this by a foreign Militant Muslim 
Cleric who was a guest of honour at an Islamic conference held here 
in the UK under our very noses - “We have 50 million Muslims in 
the EU already. There are signs that Allah will grant Islam victory in 
Europe - without swords, without guns, without conquests. The 50 
million Muslims of Europe will turn it into a Muslim continent within 
three decades.” When you see the current extent of burgeoning 
Muslim immigration, that boast is hard to deny.’

The perspiring Blue Eyes drinks more water.
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‘We have a firebrand Islamic academic, living here right now in 
the UK who constantly and unfailingly asserts that: we are Muslims 
living in Europe, not European Muslims”. In other words, as we 
pointed out earlier, if they are not “of” Europe, yet are “in” 
Europe, then they are “occupying” Europe. And “occupying” is a 
description invariably applied to an invading army. In this case, a 
jihadist Islamic army!’

At the Old Manse, in an effort to calm him down, Kirsty took hold 
of an increasingly agitated Big Preacher’s hand. Blue Eyes’ rant 
continued.

‘Well, I will tell you this. I am fed up hearing how they will spread 
Islam across the world. I am fed up hearing about the carnage and 
terror that they will inflict upon us and our children. I am enraged 
hearing about the atrocities of ISIS and of the cavemen of Al 
Shabab and Boko Haram. Well, these sons of Satan had better take 
note! Their day is coming! We are coming to get them, to call them 
to account!’

Blue Eyes’ breathing was coming in rasping bursts.  

‘Who the hell do they think they are! Do they think they have the 
exclusive right to terror? Do they think they are the only ones 
unafraid of dying for their beliefs? Do they think that they are the 
only ones capable of Holy War? If it is terror they want, we will 
show them terror beyond their worst nightmares! Islamic State 
have openly declared that Islam is not a religion of peace, but a 
religion of war. Well, if it is Holy War they want, then they shall 
have it, and with a vengeance! When their terrorists strike us, I 
advise them not to rejoice, because our fear will become their fear, 
our terror will become their terror. Tenfold!’
  
A bitter curl twists Blue Eyes’ mouth.

‘It is time to stop pussy footing and prevaricating. Time to stop 
tip-toeing fearfully around militant Islam, lest we upset or offend 
it. It is time for Christians and all non-Islamic beliefs, everywhere, 
to unite and say enough is enough; time to tell the thugs of 
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Militant Islam that if it is war they want, then come and get it! 
Now!! Oh, and by the way, apart from the immigration problem, 
the fundamentalist Islamic clerics are advocating that Muslim 
families should aim to have eleven offspring as an ideal. This 
compares to 2.5 per family for the rest of us! Add that statistic to 
the equation!!’

Blue Eyes’ face has drained of blood, his eyes flaming with anger 
and his nostrils flaring. He has become a new ‘resurrected’ Hitler, 
ranting at a new ‘resurrected’ Nuremburg rally. Realising 
suddenly that he might be showing a damaging loss of control, 
the fires die  in his eyes and he composes himself before 
continuing. 

‘Right… ranting isn’t going to get us anywhere. I said earlier how 
I saw the Muslim problem on three levels, the first two levels 
being the flooding numbers of immigrants and then the dangers 
being presented by a militant minority emerging from within 
these numbers. That takes us to level three - the ultimate solution 
to these problems!’

The watching Big Preacher exploded:

 ‘My God, Kirsty, this is dreadful - shocking! Is anybody out there 
seeing the implications of this venom? The world has been in this 
black place before. Muslim problem. Ultimate solution. Substitute 
these with Jewish problem and final solution and you have Nazi 
Germany all over again!’  

SOLUTIONS.

Blue Eyes breathes deeply, composing himself, before continuing:
‘Here  are how things are going to be in this and, hopefully, all 
non-Islamic countries from here on in. We have already, until 
further notice, put a total stop to Muslim immigration to the UK 
but that obviously is not enough. We have increasing security 
problems with radical Muslims already resident in this country. 
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At this point, I must stress that all peaceable Muslims already 
legally resident in the Christian West can remain there. Not only 
that but they will be protected from harm and discrimination with 
the full rigour of our Christian based laws. In other words they 
will be allowed to pursue their own religious beliefs unmolested, 
provided that, in the process, they do not undermine the Christian 
religion or preach hatred of any other peaceful belief. Regrettably, 
but of necessity, there have to be exceptions, some of them, 
possibly, innocent exceptions. Bear with me and I will explain.’

‘Innocent exceptions!’ repeated a despairing Big Preacher. ‘Oh, 
here we go Kirsty. The truth will out.’

‘In respect of suicide bombers and other Islamic killers, anyone 
who aids them, or sides with them in any way, or fights alongside 
them or any other enemies of this country will similarly be 
regarded as enemies of this country and will be punished 
accordingly.

‘As you by now know, the Cleansers have a military unit known 
as The Rapid Reaction Special Operations Force - an elite fighting 
force. Its expertise is in the fields of infiltration and underground 
intelligence. The identities of UK jihadi fighters and so-called 
jihadi brides are now well known to us. We know those who have 
been involved in beheadings and other atrocities. In addressing 
them, we won’t mince our words; we are coming to get you; we 
will eliminate you on the spot if we have to, but our preferred 
option is to spirit you back to the West, where we will have 
“further use” for you’

There was a sinister pause.

‘Yes, dire disease requires dire medicine. With that in mind, 
suicide bombers and active Islamic militants must, from now on, 
realise that by slaughtering our innocent families, they will also be 
punishing their own innocent families. In other words, from now 
on, the suicide bomber’s and active militant’s  immediate family - 
spouse and children, parents and siblings  - will be considered 
guilty by association and will be repatriated, en masse, to the 
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country of their ethnic origins. This will be irrespective of whether 
they have been born in this country or not, or whether they hold 
British citizenship or not. These same terms of compulsory 
repatriation will apply to the families of any UK Muslim found to 
be fighting with any anti-Western jihadist or insurgent groups 
abroad. As I said, we know who these fighters are! Believe me!  
The onus, therefore, is on their respective families to keep a 
watchful eye on the activities of various family members and 
report anything suspicious. Enforced repatriation will also apply 
to all those individuals or groups who assist or shelter, or are even 
aware of prospective suicide bombers and assassins but fail to 
report them to the authorities. All UK assets of those being 
deported will be confiscated and used to finance the fight on 
terror and to help establish and rehabilitate those Christians and 
others  seeking asylum from persecution and terror in Islamic 
countries.’

Blue Eyes paused to glare at the TV camera.

‘The global threat from militant Islamic fundamentalism is now so 
great that we will be proposing to have these measures adopted 
globally, i.e. in all non-Islamic countries of the world. In other 
words, all Muslim communities resident in the non-Muslim world 
will be pared down to the moderate and the peaceful; pared down to 
Muslims whose only wish is to live in harmony with the 
indigenous host people and all other resident peaceful beliefs. Yes, 
these measures are draconian, but when our innocent families - 
men women and children - are being blown to pieces in increasing 
numbers and shot down or knifed in our streets and shopping 
malls, we will flinch from no counter measures. We have given 
the matter much thought and we can think of no effective 
alternative solutions. If anyone else has a better solution, then 
please let us know!  Our solution, although now apparently 
necessary, gives us no pleasure in its implementation. To 
summarise, in simple terms: it is now a matter of our innocent 
families or the innocent families of the suicide bombers and 
Islamic assassins - innocent families, whom these murderers have 
made guilty by their being associated with them. At least their 
families are escaping with their lives.’
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Blue Eyes glanced towards Yellowstone. ‘That is all I have to say 
at this time, brother.’

When asked if he had anything to add on the subject, a 
surprisingly lethargic looking Sahara indicated that he reckoned 
that it had, ‘all been said’.

At the Old Manse, Big Preacher slumped deeper in his chair. ‘Oh 
Kirsty, what have I done? What have I started? What dark roads 
are the Cleansers heading down? In fighting evil, they are 
becoming evil themselves. Having assumed a mantle of power, 
they now think they can do what they like. They now think they 
can deny the humanity of others. They are becoming the new 
terrorists. The rise of this Sahara and Yellowstone is a dangerous 
development. This has nothing to do with God or Christianity. I 
still believe in Blue Eyes as a Godly man - a believer. He has 
surely been hoodwinked - hijacked, without him realising it. If he 
is party to this evil madness, God forgive him, for he knows not 
what he does.’

On the television now, Yellowstone had taken over again , 
demanding that the Muslim moderates simply had to make their 
voices heard, must act to root out Fundamentalist evil and 
violence from within. And they had to do it NOW!

Raising his eyes from his notes, he declared:

 ‘Over the last couple of weeks we have, with the assistance of 
brother Sahara’s Special Forces, been rounding up known Islamic 
Militant enemies resident in this country, both foreign and home 
grown, along with their helpers and sympathisers. Many of the 
latter are radical Clerics  All of these people have now been 
stripped of their citizenship and will be repatriated to the country 
of their ethnic origins - or to an Islamic country of their choice. In 
order to facilitate deportations, we have developed a large 
capacity drone capability which, by way of detachable pods, can 
safely deposit large numbers of deportees on the edge of 
territorial waters or, alternatively, in remote inland locations.’
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Yellowstone paused to formulate his words.

‘All Islamic charities which prove to be acting as fronts for funding 
terrorists, here and abroad, and promoting jihad will be outlawed 
and their operators deported. All Islamic Conferences inviting 
radical Clerics to speak about Jihad and religious hatred will be 
outlawed and their organisers deported. You have been warned! 

Yellowstone heaved a great sigh now.

‘Finally, apart from the Islamic enemies just referred to, we are 
presently dealing with prominent non-Islamic enemies within our 
own society, enemies who act as apologists for them; namely, the 
Liberal Looney Left - the Noble Banner Brigade - as well as  the 
dithering High Court judges who dispense lenient punishment to 
murderous  extremists on the now distorted and over exploited 
grounds of Human Rights and Civil Liberty. As was pointed out 
earlier, dire decease requires dire medicine. Dispensation of that 
medicine has already begun. Now, let us pray.’ 
           
__________

Back at the Old Manse, Big Preacher was apoplectic and over the 
following days made several further unsuccessful attempts to 
escape from his enforced incarceration. 

__________

Following the TV rant, Sahara headed, via the local supermarket, 
to his rented flat - a rundown flat in a rundown building in an 
anonymous rundown part of London’s East End. 

The Cleanser hierarchy were far from happy with the 
arrangement, anxious that Sahara avail himself of a Cleanser ‘safe’ 
house nearer to HQ. But that was Sahara -  a man who followed 
his own instinct and rules. 
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The flat was a one room bed-sit with a small alcove kitchen and  
separate shower/toilet. Immediately he opened the door, a cold 
draft from the open rear window hit him, a window he had left 
open on account of Claws, a stray alley cat who occasionally 
visited him for food when the latter was scarce or unavailable. 
And now, there he was. A large mean looking cat, he was pressed 
against the skirting beneath the window -  all black coat; battle 
scarred; shredded ears; missing one eye.

Placing his shopping on the kitchen worktop, Sahara didn’t look 
round as he spoke.

‘Hi Claws, long time no see. The alley rats playing scarce this wild 
weather?’

He transferred the shopping, mainly tinned food, to the wall 
cupboard, keeping a tin of sardines aside and finding a saucer. 
Placing a couple of the fish in the latter, he took it across to a 
hissing Claws. As he placed it on the floor, Claws snarled and bit 
his hand.

‘Aahh!! Ya bastard! . . . catch me out every time, you ugly brute!’ 
He wiped at the blood on his hand.  ‘What’s wrong with you? No 
need to guard it. I’m giving you, not stealing from you!’

Finding a plaster, he placed it on the wound and unwrapped his 
take-away dinner, which he devoured while still standing at the 
kitchen worktop. Finished eating, he removed a carton from the 
shopping bag, sidled across to the bed, kicked off his shoes, 
switched on the TV and lay back -  half propped up by the 
headboard. He glances towards Claws, who is now lying beside a 
licked-clean saucer. 

‘You still here, you ungrateful brute? Usually you gulp it down 
and leave immediately thereafter. And no thank you or goodbye, 
needless to say. . . Feeling tired tonight, eh?. . . well, join the club 
old fella. I too am knackered. . . or losing interest, might be a more 
accurate way of putting it.’
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He removes a half bottle of whisky from the carton.

 ‘Look what I’ve got me tonight, Claws. Don’t often touch this 
poison . . . last time I touched it was in a night club called Happy 
Daze.’

He downs a large gulp straight from the bottle. The television 
programme is rubbish, but he can’t be bothered switching over. 
He downs another gulp. And time passes . . .

. . .‘I met me a cute little number there, Claws - at the Happy Daze 
night club. She’s been filling my head a great deal of late . . . I keep 
hearing her sweet voice. . . she was a prostitute, but she was a 
lady. . . yes, she was a real lady Claws, but she didn’t know it. . . ’

He has another, smaller, gulp . . . and more time passes . . .

. . . ‘What is it has made you so mean, Claws?. . . meaner even 
than me, I reckon. . . did your old man kick you out too, kick you 
out from the litter while still a kitten? Well, join the club again.’ 

He smiles ironically. . .

. . . his eyes are shutting and opening as he drifts between half 
dream and half sleep. ‘Wars! It is always wars’ says a remote sweet 
voice. ‘Wars, wars and more wars, Johnnie. Innocent people get hurt. 
They never learn, Johnnie.’

He takes another quick slurp and gazes at the ceiling.

‘People should  get together and talk, Johnnie. Should understand each 
other. . . be nice. I’m a simple country girl as I said, Johnnie - but even I 
know that.’

He continues to stare at the ceiling. 

‘It’s all about hate, Johnnie. Yes, it all boils down to hate. I don’t like 
hate, Jonnnie.’
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‘It’s with her getting increasingly into my head is distracting me 
Claws… making me lose interest… making me so tired… and 
there is that sweet voice of hers . . . yes, I am now so tired of it all - 
the course of my life - a life that’s been military and violence since I 
lied about my age and joined the French Foreign Legion aged 
sixteen. That’s a long time of trouble and strife, of huffing and 
puffing. . . a long time of nothing, Claws.’ 

He downs another quick swallow, surprised to find the bottle 
almost empty, and continuous to stare at the ceiling. There is 
another silence . . . 

‘I am getting no younger, Claws… there are other things to life, 
eh? … there is a time to settle down, for example… I’m pushing 
fifty, you know?’ His eyes close on him again and he opens them 
again.

‘What’s your take on it Claws?’ 

There is still more silence and his gaze slides jerkily towards the 
skirting below the window. 

A couldn’t-care-less Claws has gone!

He smiles to himself. The whisky bottle slips from his grasp and 
falls to the floor, spinning on the threadbare rug. He closes his 
eyes again. And again the remote sweet voice calls to him from 
across the city: 

‘You don’t love me, Johnnie. Tell me you love me.’

 ____________
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Throughout the country, meantime, some people were saying that 
things couldn’t possibly get any worse. Unbelievably, they were 
wrong. Unforeseen repercussions were emerging from the recent 
Corona Pandemic and beginning to bite, and bite hard; and then, 
unbelievably and ominously, the hard-line Islamists of the Taliban 
had taken total control of Afghanistan. Then again, and most 
ominous of all, there was worsening climate change, with nature 
increasingly bombarding planet earth with unprecedented levels 
of fire, drought, flood, earthquake and raging storm. It would 
appear that the gates of Hell had been flung open, open as far as 
they could go.  

Gangs of angry Cake Eaters - penniless, desperate, hungry and 
homeless prowled  the streets, raiding supermarkets for food. 
Other more militant breakaway groups were also on the prowl, 
their quarry being the Fat Cats, the ‘idle rich’, whom they dragged 
out of expensive restaurants in the financial quarter of The City, 
robbed and badly beat up - shades of Marie Antoinette and the 
French Revolution. The only things missing were the shrieking 
matriarchs and the guillotines. 

The ‘old guard’ Cleansers, fearful of the rise of this new form of 
street violence, whilst being sympathetic to its humanitarian 
causes, were anxious  to resolve things. The ‘new guard’, an 
increasingly more powerful break-away faction however, seemed 
strangely untroubled by the spreading unrest and resultant civil 
disorder.

The smart talk on the streets begins to speak of clandestine 
meetings taking place, deep within the labyrinths of Westminster, 
between the ‘new guard’ Cleanser leadership and  a number of 
shadowy men in dark suits, and suggest that these meetings are 
fueling the deteriorating situation. How the smart talk knows of 
these things, it is difficult to say.

Among the men in dark suits attending the latest clandestine 
meeting, and apparently their main spokesman, is a flaccid little 
man with very short very blonde hair, bottle-end spectacles and a 
complexion the consistency of cold porridge - ‘a turnip with
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 spectacles.’ Apart from the ‘new’ Cleanser leadership, the little 
man’s companions comprise of select ‘top brass’ from the military, 
the police, MI5 and MI6 and a token handful of ‘trusted’ officials 
from the ranks of what is, by now, a corrupt and ineffectual 
Central Government in terminal decline.
 
While the flaccid little man, known as official S, had been present 
at many clandestine meetings over the preceding months, he is the 
only surviving official from these earlier meetings present at the 
current meeting. And while he had remained strangely silent at 
the earlier meetings, he is now proving to be highly animated and 
extremely vocal.

‘It never ceases to amaze me,’ he crows, ‘how easily the general 
public - the Cake Eaters - can be conditioned to accept anything 
you choose to throw at them, and through time become defeatist 
and apathetic, accepting it as being, if not exactly normal, then as 
being unavoidable. Firstly, they were conditioned by the Muslim 
Fundamentalists into an apathetic acceptance of threatened and 
actual Islamic terrorism in their daily lives as being ‘deserved 
retribution’. And then they were in the process of being 
conditioned to accept that an Islamic take-over of the UK, along 
with the introduction of Sharia law, was  unavoidable and 
inevitable. Lately, in retaliation, we have conditioned these same 
Cake Eaters into accepting mass Muslim deportations and a 
draconian clampdown on Islamic militants as being an 
unavoidable and necessary response. . . and now, gentlemen, we 
are going to up the ante.’

 Official S pauses to remove and studiously clean his bottle end 
spectacles. When cleansed to his satisfaction, he replaces them, 
blinks through them a couple of times, and continues. 

‘As you are all aware, the Taliban have recently taken control of 
Afghanistan. This presents us with shock-wave dangers which 
will require to be resolved. But we will come back to that subject. 
The Taliban plague apart, we have several other pressing issues 
with which we have to urgently deal. As we all know to our great 
cost, we have only recently emerged, but still not fully, from the 
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chaos wreaked by that other plague - the  Corona pandemic! That 
plague not only threw up alarming weakness in our system of 
government but also weaknesses in the character of our 
population - the people making up our country. And with 
warnings of possibly more mutating pandemics to come, we have 
to change that system - and process the population in order to 
avoid a repeat performance. While the majority of the population 
acted with responsibility throughout the chaos, and in some cases 
heroically and selflessly with their lives, a minority of others did 
not’

At this point, Sahara unexpectedly interjects with an apparent 
throw-away statement: ‘And a great number of those who acted 
with bravery and who gave their lives were Asian and Muslim!’

It is a statement that is studiously ignored by Official S, while 
Yellowstone and Blue Eyes exchange very bemused glances. 

Official S continues:

‘Yes, a sizeable minority, acting with unbelievable greed and self-
interest, engaged in wholesale bulk buying and hoarding and 
causing unnecessary shortages, to the endangerment of the 
survival of others. Carrying this behaviour to an extreme, could 
cause our society to collapse. In view of that, these individuals are 
virtually enemies of the state. And under Cleanser law, enemies of 
the state suffer severe punishment. However, since this was the 
first of a largely unforeseen situation, these offenders will be 
publicly named and shamed, and we will leave it at that. Next 
time will be different: next time the hoarded items will be 
retrieved and the culprits subjected to imprisonment. It is as 
potentially serious for law and order and public survival as that!’ 

At this point, Sahara raises his eyes and again speaks.

‘If I may say so, these people, these hoarders as you call them, are 
not necessarily bad people, I would suggest that they are merely 
very afraid.’
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‘Well, they had better learn not to be very afraid, must learn to 
consider others - like the rest of us. Society is at stake.’

‘But by singling out and ostracising, no doubt otherwise law-
abiding citizens, we are creating unnecessary division within 
society. I was under the impression that the Cleansers’ aim was to 
unite, not divide society.’

Official S stares at Sahara through his bottle end glasses. It isn’t a 
nice stare. Somebody other than Sahara could have felt 
intimidated - even chilled. Official S glances down then, to scan  a 
typed list of names on the desk before him:

‘Umm… eh… Oh yes… Sahara is the name. Next thing we know, 
you will be joining the Noble Banner Brigade - Mr Sahara.’ 

Sahara regards him silently, unperturbed, without blinking -  and 
that defiance annoys Official S. But he continues. 

‘We learned a great deal from the Corona Virus emergency, not 
least that wealth saved nobody. And we also learned that a great 
deal of money was required to combat and subdue it. At the same 
time, it brought to light the unacceptable amount of money in the 
hands of some few people, compared to the poverty of the 
majority. In other words, the gap between the minority rich and 
majority poor, has yet again, widened. That is going to stop! 
Sources of high wealth are now going to be investigated. Where it 
is proven that such wealth has been gained through exploitation 
of either the nation, society as a whole or of individuals, that 
wealth will be retrieved and returned to where it belongs. The 
exploiters themselves will serve long prison sentences in no-frills 
prisons, during which time they will be employed in community 
service. In future, a limit will be placed on the amount of money 
any one individual can possess. The exact amount and the 
circumstances will require to  be determined. The days of the Fat 
Cats are over! The cash and assets retrieved will be redirected 
down the layers of society until, for example, hungry children and 
homeless people cease to exist.’
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There is a pause. 

‘This brings us to other serious society-debilitating crimes such as  
scammers and fraudsters who, under cover of the virus chaos, 
netted huge sums of money from state institutions and private 
individuals. The disruption and inconvenience and grief that 
these criminal parasites cause to society is desperate. During the 
Corona crisis, their numbers surged to a level of plague. All the 
while, they consider themselves safe - hidden behind the 
electronics masks that are computers. Well, I have news for them. 
The Cleansers’ Research and Development boffins are on the cusp 
of solving how to track them down, how to pinpoint their exact 
locations - and that includes in any country on earth. When we 
catch them, and since we, from now on, consider them enemies of 
the state, all their assets will again be retrieved. They themselves 
will serve life sentences in no-frills prisons, but, in extreme cases, 
they will be subject to capital punishment.’

Official S raises his eyes from his notes.

‘At this point, I have to return again to these other enemies of the 
state - the Noble Banner Brigade - and other misguided buffoons 
of that ilk. What do we do with them? In their determination to 
dismantle the  country’s  customs and traditions, I would suggest 
that they are guilty of treason. And the crime of treason still exists 
in this country; almost forgotten and gathering dust, but still in 
existence. And the punishment for treason is still execution. But 
we will be magnanimous in this case. We will give those found 
guilty a choice - execution, or forced deportation to the country of 
their ethnic origins. The home grown guilty will have the choice of 
execution or a life behind bars’.

Official S utters a humourless little chortle.

‘I would suggest, my friends, that in order to sort all these 
problems out we will require to arrange for a catalyst that will 
justify our proposed plans and actions - a catalyst such as civil 
disorder or, in respect of the jihadis, more atrocity. Let’s harry 
these said enemies to such an extent that they are goaded into 
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providing that disorder or that atrocity. And let the Cake Eaters 
have their head for a while too. A little bit of anarchy in the mix 
won’t go amiss.’

To Blue Eyes and Yellowstone’s total bewilderment, Sahara 
intrudes upon the conversation again:

‘I was under the misapprehension that the Cleansers stood for law 
and order. Decent rules to follow. Yet, here we are advocating no
rules. Disorder. Lawlessness. Anarchy, in fact.’

Official S rests his elbows  on the table top and raises his dainty 
little hands to chin level, his pale fingers constructing a cute little 
temple over which he speaks, his tone icy. 

‘We are playing dirty, Mr Sahara. Temporarily. In order to protect 
ourselves from those who play dirty against us. An eye for an eye, 
Mr Sahara – the only thing that these enemies understand.’

Official S pauses again, this time to partake of a dainty sip of 
water before directing his myopic gaze towards the Cleanser 
representatives.

‘At this point, I must yet again congratulate you and your 
companions, Blue Eyes. Not only are The Cleansers providing us 
with convincing cover, but also your undercover and intelligence 
gathering activities have been excellent. In the latter respect, your 
Burqa Brigade people have produced astounding results. That 
expression of gratitude out of the way, let us discuss how we are 
to deal with this emerging Afghanistan and Taliban takeover 
problem. And one mighty problem it could turn out to be. Oh yes, 
they assure us that their rule won’t be as before, that this time 
around they will be a new less severe Taliban, promising to 
honour women’s rights, to grant amnesty to those who fought, or 
helped those who fought against them. Importantly also, they 
claim they will oppose the establishment of terror training camps 
and an influx of foreign terror movements.’

Official S snorts in derision.
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‘Taliban promises?! Promises that aren’t worth the paper they are 
written on or the breath that expressed them. They are proven 
liars!! Watch this space, Mr Sahara. The enemies who have been 
lying low in this and other western countries will be racing out to 
join emerging terror camps as we speak!’

‘But we have to give them a chance; the chance to prove that they 
have moderated’, replies Sahara reasonably. ‘It could mean so 
much for world peace and the safety of thousands of innocent 
lives. It is too important a possibility not to give it a chance.’

The face of official S drains of blood, but he doesn’t respond, and  
consults his notes before continuing. 

‘As I was about to say: for a start, the UK will be divided into 
military zones, each zone being under the administrative control 
of a Cleanser commander. Each zone and commander will liaise, 
share intelligence, and cooperate with all other zones and 
commanders, being ultimately responsible to the Central Military 
Command, based here in London. In retaliation to Islamic acts of 
terror, our responding terror will be spread across these different 
zones, and the number of Islamic victims will never be less than 
that of our own victims. For example, we are presently preparing 
to assassinate twenty five of them in revenge for the twenty five 
riders and spectators killed at Brands Hatch; eight in revenge for 
the eight killed on the beach at St Andrews, and six in revenge for 
the six killed in the Coventry shopping mall. These assassinations 
will be spread out, being carried out in broad daylight in different 
cities, and perhaps in a couple of small towns across the different 
zones, and taking in the entire UK. This will spread the terror. To 
intensify that terror further, the means of assassination will vary 
from hidden sniper fire to brazen drive-by shootings. However, 
most of the assassinations will be carried out at close range on 
crowded city streets by the Burqa Brigade, employing hidden 
silenced pistols. The unseen and unknown source of these latter 
assassinations should prove to be the ultimate in terror tactics.
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The targets, male and female, will be chosen at random from the 
more fundamental looking among them - those with burqas, veils, 
skull caps, ragged beards etc. As the Bible tells us of our enemies: 
You will know them when you see them!’

Official S surveys the faces around the table.

‘Of course, officially we know nothing about these assassinations. 
We have to tread a fine line here; we will have to gauge public 
reaction. These assassinations could backfire on us. We don’t want 
to alienate the general public, or further aggravate the old guard 
Cleansers. Intelligence tells us that  the latter are planning a 
breakaway more moderate opposition group. Officially, 
meantime, we will strongly condemn said assassinations, blaming 
them on rogue vigilante Cake Eater bands’  

Official S pauses for another dainty sip of water.

‘I know that the likes of Big Preacher adamantly maintain that the 
fundamentalist and militant Muslim element in this country is 
very small and marginalised. I do not believe that. I am of the 
opinion, and our under-cover surveillance would appear to 
confirm it, that there are many Muslims among us who are 
remaining quiet and keeping their heads down, merely awaiting 
the right time to show their true colours, awaiting their gaining 
strength and an appropriate catalyst to excuse them engaging in 
action against us. And now, with this Afghan development, and 
the possibility of new terrorist havens and new impetous, they 
have that excuse.’

Official S pauses again before continuing. 

‘And that, my friends, is when we will initiate our plans for 
Martial Law! The increasingly lawless street rioting and attacking 
of the rich by the Cake Eaters will provide us with further 
justification in this direction. Any questions, so far?… No?… well, 
as I was saying, war with the jihadis is unavoidable, and to this 
end, having declared Martial Law, we will clean up this country’s 
act - big style!’
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Official S pauses, to gauge reactions on the faces around him.

‘The jihadi question apart, there will be no more waste of public 
money. No more greedy MPs fleecing the public purse. There will 
be no more corporate fat cats. Banking - The City - will be 
cleansed. Those who are capable of work WILL work: No more 
undeserved state benefits. No more excuses, such as invented sore 
backs. No more silly excuses like, I can’t speak English. No more 
millions spent on a legal aid system that is exploited, especially by 
smart-assed lawyers prolonging and bleeding the system. Those 
confined to our prisons will behave themselves and will be given 
productive community work to do and will earn their keep. 
Persistent trouble makers amongst them will be lashed. The 
millions saved in the new system will, along with updating our 
military and defence systems, be re-directed towards improving 
the county’s health, education, utility services, and the welfare of 
our ageing population.’

Official S pauses again, in order to gather his breath.

‘National service and juvenile “boot camps” will be stepped up. 
Drunken lager louts and half naked women littering our streets 
will be a thing of the past. The mundane worship of decadent so-
called “celebrity” will also be a thing of the past. Police corruption 
will be vigorously stamped out - no more divulging of details 
from the central computer to criminal cronies. Corporate 
corruption will be stamped out. The Cleansers’ punishment 
wagons will, of course, continue to roll across the country. The 
punishments of pain and capital punishment, being the most 
effective, will become more prevalent. I am sure I needn’t go on, 
my friends, I know I am preaching to the already converted’ 

In the silence that follows, Sahara surveys  Official S with some 
bemusement. Most men have their hates, but this strange little 
fellow has hates in abundance. Where has such a figure come 
from? What exactly, in the morass of his expressed hates, is he 
after? Or does he even know? He would certainly appear to revel 
in social disruption and chaos. How has such an apparently 
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insignificant ‘caricature’ individual achieved such power and 
influence? Does he lean to the left or to the right? Like someone 
before him, Sahara is reminded of Heinrich Himmler. 

Blue Eyes, showing signs of agitation, breaks  the silence. 

‘If I may say so, official S, we mustn’t forget that “cleansing” the 
country of its crimes and upholding its moral values  was the 
prime objective of Big Preacher - and it was he, via his Cleansers, 
who got that objective started and well under way. We must give 
credit where credit is due.’ 

Official S places his small womanish hand to his mouth and his 
narrow shoulders begin to vibrate, as a series of soft panting gasps 
spew from his rosebud lips. One could be led to believe that he is 
having a minor fit, until it becomes evident that he is indulging in 
a series of condescending little chortles. 

‘Big Preacher was going down the wrong road, Blue Eyes. Big 
Preacher’s way was a slow way - a laborious way. And everything 
was in the wrong order. Big Preacher didn’t grasp, or he 
underestimated the main dangers, i.e. those posed by militant 
Islam. Also, he naively believed that understanding could be 
reached with the militants of Islam by dialogue. He was wrong!’ 

That said, Official S begins to gather up the papers on the desk 
before him, indicating that the meeting is closed. As he places the 
papers in his briefcase, he glances again towards Blue Eyes.

‘We have intelligence, Blue Eyes, that Big Preacher is planning to 
escape from his house arrest on Skye. That same intelligence also 
tells us that, throughout the country, he has a growing band of 
disillusioned Cleanser and general public supporters and, more 
worrying still, a growing band of moderate Muslim supporters. 
Evidently, they are all massing to oppose us. We can’t have that, 
Blue Eyes, can we? If we are to succeed, Big Preacher must remain 
out of the picture - permanently out of the picture! Agreed?’
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‘Well, yes, I agree, Official S’, replies Blue Eyes, cautiously. ‘I was 
merely dispensing credit where I considered it to be due.’

‘And as I said, your Burqa people have done splendidly, Blue 
Eyes. Their undercover surveillance has unmasked an impressive 
number of enemies. And now that we know exactly who they and 
their militant cronies are, and the rogue mosques from which they 
operate, I am sure that yourself, with the assistance of 
Yellowstone and Mr Sahara, will continue with the good work of 
eliminating them.’  

‘Just leave it to us, official S.’ replies Yellowstone.  ‘We know 
exactly what we are expected to do. We will, of course, keep you 
posted.’

‘Of course, anyone acting under their own initiative, as long as it 
is strictly in the interest of the cause, will be greatly appreciated,’ 
coos  official S. ‘And don’t be forgetting the “noble banner” 
buffoons. As discussed, we want an example made of two of 
them. You know the two high-profile ones to whom I refer, and 
their codenames.’  

‘We know exactly the two individuals to whom you allude, 
Official S. The ones codenamed “Solway” and “Bombay” ‘

Official S sweeps up his briefcase and rises from the table.

 ‘That’s it then, my friends. Take care and mind how you go.’
__________

It was following this meeting that several of the UK’s most 
Muslim populated cities experienced a dramatic increase in Burqa 
attired women appearing on the streets - or apparent women. It 
was also in the wake of this meeting, several weeks later, that 
Sahara looked up from the desk in his London office to see his 
designated coordinator, an eager and intense young man, entering 
to give an update on developments.
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‘Right soldier, just let me hear it again. You say that our zone has 
met its latest allocated targets - these being in respect of last 
month’s bombing at the gay bar in Soho, and the Barkingside bus 
stabbings -  correct?’

‘Yes sir. A rogue mosque and eight Militants, comprising of two 
females and six males, are now out of commission. Plans are also 
under way to eliminate the self-declared Islamic No-Go Areas of 
the city, along with the confrontational, so called Sharia Patrols’   

‘I am led to believe that all other zones throughout the entire 
country have also met their targets. I even believe that in zone C, 
in Birmingham, somebody took official S at his word and acted on 
“their own initiative”. Know anything further about that?’

‘Yes sir. Evidently three Burqa clad females were shouting abuse 
in a city hospital at soldiers being treated there for wounds 
received in the Middle East. An angry crowed ejected these 
females and continued to heckle them in the street outside. 
Patrolling Cleansers noticed the three women walking down the 
street, still being followed by a handful of hecklers. The general 
demeanour of the women it would appear was defiant and 
confrontational, one of them even giving a V-sign to the passing 
public. Stopping and establishing the cause of the commotion, the 
Cleansers bundled the three women into their car. Will I continue 
sir?’

 ‘Please do, soldier.’

‘Well, the following day, during rush hour, a white van stopped in 
Birmingham city centre. A group of men, wearing grinning Bin 
Laden masks, emerged and from the rear of the van dragged out 
the same three young women, but stark naked now, shaved of 
their hair and with their hands tied behind their backs. The men 
then drove off, leaving the naked women stranded in the middle 
of the busy street. Arrangements are evidently being made to have 
the three women re-arrested and deported to somewhere Islamic’ 
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Continuing to fill in a form on the desk before him, Sahara 
grunted grimly. ‘Well, that news will no doubt be of great comfort 
to our illustrious official S.’  
 
Hesitant and somewhat anxious, the young coordinator coughed 
before again speaking.

‘Regarding our own operations sir, there was one small hitch.’

A frown appearing on his face, Sahara continued to fill in his 
form.  
  
‘Small hitch? There is no such thing as a small hitch, soldier. What 
exactly was that hitch?’

‘I’m afraid there was some collateral damage with our sniper at 
the Yellow Street mosque sir. One of our own, one of the general 
public, died during operations.’

‘How come? Caught in cross-fire?’

‘Not quite sir. Our Yellow Street sniper had set up a prostitute as 
his cover. Her flat overlooked the mosque. Problem was, when the 
time came and the prostitute realised what was happening, she 
created mayhem, grabbing at the sniper’s rifle and screaming that 
she wouldn’t allow him to kill innocent Muslims, claiming that 
some of these same Muslims were her friends.’

Sahara had abruptly stopped writing, but still didn’t look up. 

‘Yellow Street? Prostitute?’

‘Fought like a tigress she did sir. Threatened to scream a warning 
through the window. The sniper had to kill her sir. Strangled her 
with one of her own black stockings. Left her lying naked on the 
bed’

‘Black stockings?’ 
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‘Our sniper had no alternative sir. He . . .’

Sahara glanced up now, a wild expression on his face.

‘GODDAMMIT!!!’ 

There followed a moment of uncertain silence. 

‘. . . sorry soldier, I’m sorry, carry on.’

‘The sniper didn’t do wrong, sir?’

‘No, of course not. The main thing was to get the job done. He had 
to do what he had to do.’

‘That’s what I thought sir. Getting the job done was priority, 
right?’

Sahara’s voice had dropped a few degrees - sounded slightly 
breathless.
  
‘The victim - this prostitute… any details emerge as to her 
identity?’

‘It’s in the report I just laid on your desk  sir. Our sniper feels real 
bad about it. A real beautiful girl, he said. A dead ringer for 
Marilyn Monroe.’

‘Marilyn Monroe. A dead ringer for Marilyn Monroe.’

 Sahara repeated the words quietly, softly, without emotion - like 
a dead man. His face had drained of blood.

‘Are you feeling ok sir?’

‘Uh?… yes, yes, no problem. Just leave the matter with me. Thank 
you soldier, you can go now.’
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Sahara gazed at the newly closed door, not seeing it as a door but 
as a long black tunnel - a tunnel without end. ‘Marilyn Monroe,’ 
he said, in a distracted half whisper, then, ‘SHIT!!’

He rose and moved to the window. It was a beautiful day, the sun 
having just fallen below noon. And he imagined hearing her 
voice, drifting towards him, calling from the far edge of the city. 

You don’t love me Johnnie. Tell me you love me.

Becoming increasingly breathless, he felt suddenly so very far 
from home… Home!… That was a laugh!  He had no home! Never 
had! An abusive drunken father had kicked him out, aged 
thirteen, from the nearest thing he had ever known as home – 
located in a pig-sty slum tenement, in an industrial Yorkshire 
town. And, yes, lately he had been getting fed up with it all – the 
aftermath - all the years of fighting and hating - and here he was, 
still at it! What kind of goddamned empty life was that? 

Her voice drifted across the city again.

Tell me you love me, Johnnie.

The following silence was long, broken only by Sahara’s breathing 
- and then his soft reply:

‘I loved you from the very first moment I saw you, Louise. But I 
didn’t know it back then - as I do now. I was on the cusp of 
coming to tell you, but your Fat Lady beat me to it. She sang her 
song.’
 
A bleak expression appeared on his face. ‘I left it too late, sweet 
Louise. It’s all over.’

The falling sun was putting gold on his eyes. Her image came to 
him now - a beautiful, warm gentle young woman, with an 
adored little daughter called Charlotte - a cosy ready-made 
family. It was ironic but he had thought on so many occasions 
recently of looking her up - but hadn’t.
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He wasn’t a man for tears, never had been. Feeling their 
unfamiliar welling in his eyes now, he fought them back. 
Suddenly, there and then, he made a decision. He had finally had 
enough - enough of mandatory hatred and indiscriminate killing - 
of having no woman, no family, no home.

It was known that Big Preacher was plotting against the ‘new’ 
Cleansers. To this end he had been mustering the ‘Old Guard’ 
Cleansers. Along with massing moderate Muslims, and many 
other beliefs, they were gathering, it was said, in Glasgow. Well, 
he, Sahara, was now going to join them.

Wheeling away from the window, he moved towards his desk. 
The report that his young coordinator had brought in was where 
he had left it. Seeing a heading: ‘Accident Report’, Sahara lifted it 
up and learned that her name had been Mary Louise Angels, her 
home address being in Thetford, Norfolk. Well, on his way to 
Glasgow, he would detour through Thetford. He would check 
that her parents and her beloved Charlotte were ok - were 
wanting for nothing. As far as he was aware, Thetford wasn’t a 
large place - more a large village than anything else. The locals 
could direct him to where the Angels lived. 

Grabbing the papers scattered on his desktop, he placed some in 
his briefcase, the remainder in the waste basket. Opening the desk 
drawer, he removed his shoulder holster and Magnum handgun. 
Weighing them in his hand, he glanced again at the waste basket, 
thinking for a few seconds. No. . .things hadn’t gotten that good 
just yet. Removing his jacket, he strapped on the gun.

Entering the outer office, he saw his young coordinator rise and 
stand to attention.

‘Sir?’

‘I am leaving early, soldier. I could be gone some time’.

‘Yes sir’
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As he moved to the exit stair, he stopped. ‘It’s Charlie, as I recall. 
Right, soldier?’

‘Sir? Charlie?… oh, my name? Charlie. Yes sir’

‘Are you married, Charlie?’

‘Yes sir, I am. And with a new young daughter, sir.’

‘It’s a beautiful day Charlie. I recommend you leave early 
yourself. Go and see your family.’

As he descended the exit stairs, he called over his shoulder. ‘Don’t 
forget to tell them how much you love them, Charlie’

‘Sir?’ 

It was commonly recognised that Charlie’s boss was the toughest 
in the Cleanser Movement - the hardest of hard men. 

Still standing to attention, Charlie was bemused. 

__________
         
Gazing through the patio doors at the Old Manse, Big Preacher 
spoke to his sister Kirsty, who was sitting with a newspaper in the 
armchair behind him.

‘Rumours are reaching me that they are preparing for Martial 
Law, would you believe. Where is all this leading? Madmen are 
taking over - evil madmen. Civilised society is falling apart, 
Kirsty. The funny thing is, surprise, surprise, everybody suddenly 
appears to have arrived at the same conclusions; that the answer 
to the world’s problems lies in law and order, in morality. 
Suddenly, that is the common denominator - law and order and 
morality. Everybody is in apparent agreement on that. So why 
can’t we all come together? The problem is that hatred hasn’t been 
removed from the equation. Law and order and morality was
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 already the main Cleanser message. Now, in amongst their 
hatred, these “new” Cleansers are calling for the same. And, of 
course, so are the Muslims with their calls for Sharia Law.’

Kirsty glanced over her newspaper. 

‘It’s all in the Bible Roskil. All the guidelines are there. Law and 
order and morality. Divine rules to live by. All of these people talk 
as if they have discovered something new. Sharia law is, loosely, 
based on Biblical law. And Biblical law, like all else Biblical, is 
perfection. Islam though, has come along hundreds of years 
afterwards and amended that law, and when you amend 
perfection you distort perfection. On the question of punishment, 
for example, Islam has added cruelty and inflexibility to that 
perfect law, such as the burying of adulteresses up to the chest 
and then stoning them to death, in the process choosing stones 
that won’t kill them too quickly!  The good Lord would never 
condone such barbaric cruelty.’

Big Preacher remained silent and continued to gaze through the 
patio doors, across the wild expanse of moorland, across a sea of 
heather waving in a slight breeze, his thoughts drifting to his and 
Coinneach’s many years spent in the Middle East; to friends made 
in Saudi Arabia, Syria, Jordan and Egypt; a myriad warm 
hospitable generous enjoyable friends. Muslims! Friends that 
emerging and unnecessary hatred, seemingly beyond control, was 
threatening to drag away - to designate now as enemies: it was the 
innocent and the good of both sides who were the victims of the 
emerging madness; and all down to religion, not to God, but to 
religion.

He exhaled a long sigh, something even further back, something 
from distant childhood, coming into his mind; a fleeting recurring 
image, something on the edge of his memory that he longed for 
and wanted to reach out and grasp, but he couldn’t work out 
what exactly it was, whether it was even finite or an abstraction. 
On the horizon of the moor meantime, a plume of black smoke 
was lazily rising into the air - like a distant threat. He wondered 
what the cause of it was - but only vaguely. He had other more
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pressing things to think about. Becoming increasingly incensed by 
the deteriorating situation down south, he had determined to 
make one last carefully calculated attempt at escape from his 
captors.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR

Kirsty pulled her dressing gown more firmly around her, added a 
log to the fire and reached for her mug of hot chocolate. It was late 
- two twenty five am - but for Kirsty that was not unusual. A 
small fragile woman in her  eighties, her circulation was bad and 
she was forever feeling the cold. Requiring increasingly fewer 
hours of sleep, she invariably spent the wee small hours studying 
her Bible. In that respect, she was grateful for having her own self-
contained quarters at the Old Manse - her own bolt hole. Roskil 
had been good to her. The entire one wall of the room she sat in 
now was shelved and crammed with her collection of books, 
ninety-five per cent of them being on the subject of religion.

Roskil had retired to bed early. He was looking permanently tired 
these days, and beginning to show his age. Earlier in the day, he 
had conducted a long meeting with several men and women. 
Kirsty had recognised them as Cleansers whom she had only seen 
on occasion, and usually only on the fringes of Cleanser activity. 
Following the meeting, Roskil had appeared strangely animated, 
remaining in high spirits until the time he wished his sister good-
night and retired to bed. But he had still looked tired and drawn, 
and Kirsty still worried about him. She knew there was much 
turmoil spinning around in his head lately, which he had tried to 
ease and understand by engaging in periodic discussions with his 
biblically knowledgeable sister. 
                                     
During these sessions, he had opened up to her as he had never 
done before. She had been particularly intrigued by the revelation 
that he had at one time, while working in Saudi Arabia, seriously 
considered converting to Islam. He had explained to her how 
there had been a vacuum in his life, how Islam had taught him 
what was missing, by reminding him of the devout Christian 
Godliness of the Gaelic people in his childhood - a devoutness he 
had discovered to be so patently and increasingly absent in 
current Western society. In Saudi he had found himself envying 
its Muslim citizens, with their devout adherence to daily prayer, 
their apparent closeness to God. 
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The daily call to prayer from a myriad mosque minarets had 
become a haunting spiritual sound that had gotten into his blood, 
filling him with nostalgia and longing for something that had 
been lost to his own soul. His many Saudi friends had told him he 
was a good man and, as such, would make a good Muslim. They 
had worked hard to bring him over to their religion, and he had 
almost been convinced, had been on the very edge of converting. 
And then Carlos Matic had entered the picture; Carlos Matic the 
Filipino Christian preacher, who was destined to be beheaded by 
the Saudi Sharia authorities. 

Carlos had reminded him that all that he so admired in Islam; the 
devoutness to regular prayer, the existence of only one God,  the 
importance of the family unit etc., had been in the Bible first, and 
been practised and believed by Christians hundreds of years 
before Islam and the Koran first saw the light of day. Where the 
Koran differed from the Bible, Carlos maintained, was in its call to 
violence and bloodshed, its intolerance of  those who refused to 
submit to the Islamic religion. Carlos had then gone on to teach 
him about what he claimed were Koranic ‘contradictions’.

Kirsty allowed herself a faint sigh. By the skin of his teeth, Roskil 
had seen the ‘light’ and the ‘truth’, and had  re-discovered 
Christianity. Inspired by the recollection of her brother’s near 
conversion, she added another log to the fire and rose to find a 
favourite and often read book, a book which discussed the merits 
and proofs of Christianity as opposed to  those of Islam. 

She read again the chapter which discussed claimed 
‘contradictions’ in the Koran, with the pertinent Sura references 
backing up the ‘contradictions’ claims. Roskil had shown interest 
in these ‘contradictions’  claims, hoping someday to have a 
televised debate with Islamic scholars, when the latter could reply 
to the claims, perhaps offering counter claims relating to the Bible, 
and when scholars from both sides, Christianity and Islam, could 
argue the rights and wrongs of each other’s religion, in a calm and 
civilised objective manner. Roskil was convinced that this was the 
manner in which to bring people round to the ‘true’ belief, not by
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 violence. In this manner it was to be hoped that the outcome, at 
worst, would result in Christianity and Islam agreeing to differ in 
a peaceful and coexisting way. At best, it was to be hoped that 
Muslims would ‘see the truth.’ The Muslims would of course be 
hoping for the same result but in reverse. 

Kirsty laid the book aside and settled deeper into her chair, her 
thoughts drifting into the realm of the Biblical Prophecies. It was a 
subject she had studied often and knew off by heart. Yes, out of 
some 800 prophecies, more than 80% had already come to pass 
with incredible accuracy. How could people not see that - that 
which was before their very eyes(!) - and realise it was 
indisputable proof of the Bible’s veracity? 

Among the prophecies already fulfilled, were those in which  the 
Bible had forewarned that towards the ‘end days’, there would be 
constant ‘wars and rumours of wars’; there would be pestilence 
and plague, ( as witness the recent pandemic Corona Virus, with 
medical experts predicting that it was the first, and possibly the 
least aggressive, of many still to come); that the land would be 
poisoned, and also the sea, depleting food and fish stocks; that the 
earth would be attacked by floods drought and fire; that there 
would be enmity between man and woman; that Christians would 
be persecuted; that the enemies of true Christians would invade 
the Christian church itself, examples being, for Kirsty, the  
acceptance of homosexual clergy; that a new religion would arise, 
sometime after the birth of Christianity, and would spread rapidly 
across the world, a religion that was plausible and convincing but 
which would preach the word of God, not with love and 
tolerance, but by means of fire and the sword. 

Kirsty briefly closed her eyes as implications of these prophecies 
flooded her mind.  

There was no such thing as ‘good’ and ‘evil’ people, she had always 
maintained, only ‘lost’ and ‘found’ people: that is, those who were 
‘lost’ to the Lord Jesus Christ, and those who had ‘found’ Him. In 
this vein, she recalled a television programme she had seen on the 
subject of Islamic jihad. A young Palestinian, understandably
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outraged by the violent deaths of fellow Muslims around the 
world, in revenge took up arms as an insurgent in Iraq, where he 
lost both of his legs. When later interviewed he expressed neither 
regret at the loss of his legs, nor repentance for his violent actions 
as an insurgent. However, when shown  recordings of hostages 
having their heads hacked off, he broke down in tears. That 
showed that he still had his compassion. Despite all, he hadn’t lost 
his humanity. That young man proved the point about ‘evil’. It 
was not him but Satan, who had manipulated him into conducting 
inhuman and violent actions, who was ‘evil’. The young man 
himself was merely ‘lost’. He hadn’t yet ‘found’ Jesus Christ. 

Kirsty’s nocturnal reveries were covering familiar ground - 
ground which she frequently travelled, especially in these, her 
latter years. Having so often contemplated the fulfilled Biblical 
Prophecies, her thoughts invariably drifted towards the 
Prophecies that were yet to be fulfilled, and which fulfilment, it 
was predicted, would occur before the terrible final battle at 
Armageddon. One of the very last of these Prophecies described 
the destruction of the Dome on the Rock - the al Aqsa Mosque in 
Jerusalem - around which there was dangerously increasing 
dispute and violence between Muslim and Jew.
 
Perhaps, ominously, its destruction was closer than the world 
knew: it was being rumoured that the Israelis were tunnelling 
beneath its foundations at this very moment! And at the time of 
the final battle of Armageddon, it was prophesised that the 
‘princes’ of the East, the West, the North and the South would 
converge on the battlefield. For centuries, scholars of the Bible had 
tried to fathom the riddle as to who these ‘princes’ might be. 

At the time of the Cold War, many were convinced that the 
‘princes’ represented the exponents of a spreading communism. 
But now, Kirsty and many like her, were certain that they 
represented the militants of Islam - the jihadis - princes of 
darkness who, being assisted by the latest flood of migration from 
the Islamic world, were in the process of firmly establishing 
themselves in all corners of the globe - north, south, east and west. 
In this respect, she recalled yet another Prophecy, with the
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 scriptures speaking of a day when all that we (the Christians) 
have and are is taken by strangers (immigrants)  ‘....your land, 
strangers devour it in your presence...(Isaiah 1: 7).  At first, the 
implications of the Prophecies and their continued unfaltering 
fulfilment could be frightening, she would muse, but when 
thought through, that fulfilment was heartening and uplifting, 
because it was further and indisputable confirmation of the Holy 
Bible’s veracity. Jesus would be coming back! 

And of course, there was that other Biblical Prophecy  which 
stated that, at the time of the Second Coming, the ‘hordes in the 
white robes’, (whom she and numerous Biblical scholars 
interpreted as referring to the Muslims) would realise the ‘truth’ 
and fall at Jesus’ feet, begging His forgiveness - a Prophecy 
particularly gratifying to Roskil, since Kirsty had convinced him 
that it predicted salvation for his Muslim friends, about whom he 
was so increasingly concerned. 

The rise of the barbaric ‘Islamic State’ had become a worrisome 
development. To date, they had been steering clear of their sworn 
enemy Israel, no doubt because the implications and timing were 
wrong, but that would inevitably change when they considered 
themselves strong enough. In the meantime they, the defeated  
Islamic State, were in the process of establishing,  second time 
around, their Caliphate which, prophetically and ominously, 
would be within near striking distance of Tel Megiddo, commonly 
referred to as Megiddo, an ancient ruined village in northern 
Israel and which was the Biblically predicted site, or epicentre, for 
the final ‘end days’ battle of Armageddon!

Megiddo! Ah yes, Megiddo!

Kirsty’s breathing softened as she thought about it.

Tiredness overcoming her, she removed her reading glasses and 
rubbed her eyes. She glanced at her watch - 4.20 am! How time 
passes. She closed the book on her lap and leant her head on the 
backrest of the chair. Fumbling for the remote control, she 
dimmed the lights, the colours in the room fading and the walls
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and bookshelves dissolving to remoteness. A half-burnt log 
settled in the fireplace. Apart from that there was silence - the 
deep muted silence of falling snow. 

Memories were settling like waiting shadows in the darkened 
corners around her, and a smile that was tired and sad appeared 
on her face as her thoughts again began to drift: William, a 
frequent ‘visitor’ of the night, was there in the usual corner, her 
beloved dead William - and their dead babies. Together, they 
came across and dallied with her a while.  

And as the still hours of darkness slid slowly by, a whole host of 
images drifted in relays out of the various corners towards her, in 
brief sojourns - images of dead relatives and friends. Mother, old 
Effie, arrived briefly - widowed Effie who had fought so hard to 
bring up her children and see them off to a good start. And there 
were a myriad other images also, stirring in the corners - a host of 
Gaelic characters, interestingly unique childhood figures, their 
images slowly fading . . .

. . . daylight was fingering softly at the edges of the window 
blinds and the remnants of the logs in the fireplace had 
disintegrated to ash. The tired sad smile had become fixed on 
Kirsty’s face, a face that was now being invaded by loneliness and 
exhausted longing. Cocking her ear, she fancied she could hear 
the distant beat of human hearts that were gently breaking, 
breaking with the faint tinkling sound of shattering crystal. 

Uttering a barely audible sigh, she reached for her bible, clasped it 
firmly to her chest and quietly closed her eyes.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

It was early morning. Big Preacher was tense and anxious. As was 
his habit of late, he was standing at the glazed patio doors of the 
Old Manse, gazing across the garden to the moorland beyond. In 
the background Kirsty was fussing in the kitchen. During 
breakfast he had informed her of his plans to leave for Glasgow 
later that evening - come Hell or high water. It was now or never. 
He had a plan. The time had come!

He was still standing at the patio doors when Kristy arrived by his 
side and handed him a plastic bag. ‘I’m sure that Coinneach 
would have wanted you to have these, Roskil.’ Looking inside the 
bag, Big Preacher uttered a strangled gasp and his face drained of 
blood. Swaying, he placed a supporting hand against the wall, 
waiting for the moment to pass. Fearing that he was going to faint, 
Kirsty anguished that she might have done the wrong thing.   

Unable to speak or look at her, Big Preacher placed a reassuring 
hand on his sister’s shoulder and moved away, taking himself and 
the plastic bag into the garden. At the far end, where the 
cultivated order of the lawn and flower beds met the wild 
disorder of the moor, he stopped. Down here was the wooden 
garden furniture where he and Coinneach had had their last 
breakfast together, on a beautiful autumn day - an autumn day 
that now seemed like a lifetime ago. The wood of the furniture 
was still damp from a heavy dew, not yet dried by the watery 
Spring sun rising above the distant saw-toothed ridge of the 
Cuillin Hills.  

Placing the plastic bag on the garden table, his eyes wandered 
distractedly into the tangle of the moor. A myriad cobwebs had 
coated the heather and the grasses, their fine tracery silvered by 
the dew and highlighted by the sun, their intricate symmetrical 
patterns being works of art and painstaking beauty. 
But if you were to look more closely, he mused, you would see the 
clever spider, the creator of that beauty, motionless at the webs’ 
edge - waiting, watching. And then you would remember the 
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purpose of such beauty, which was to entrap - to kill: even where 
there is beauty, death too is waiting. But wasn’t that the way of 
things: someday, down the line, death was inevitable for all living 
things - irrespective. Frowning, he wondered why he was 
thinking such thoughts at this time - out of nowhere. 

His eyes slid farther into the moor.

Perhaps he was getting old?. . . Perhaps? During the winter newly 
passed, he had been aware of himself ageing, had felt the frost in 
his bones. They were new experiences for him, and in that he had 
been fortunate. He was still so mobile and mentally alert, so 
healthy, his hair and drooping Zapata moustaches still 
predominantly jet black. Others around him, ten or even fifteen 
years his junior, he would consider old, but never himself. 

Perhaps God had forgotten about him, forgotten to age him? It is 
said that the good die young. Did that mean it was the bad who 
die old? Age had been a thing he had never felt the need to think 
about. Subconsciously, he still thought of himself, physically and 
mentally, as being late forties to early fifties. Biblically, man’s 
allotted time was three score years and ten. Unbelievably, he 
himself had by now gone well beyond that.

The sweet smell of heather was reaching him on the soft morning 
breeze and he remained motionless, clinging to the wondrous 
aroma. Along with the scent of burning peat, the smells of 
Highland moorlands were the smells and scents of his distant 
childhood - nostalgic and evocative. He raised his head, breathing 
deeply, and closed his eyes. And in the warm calmness of the 
morning, he was drifting back in time, away down the long years 
- down the old dirt road, to the time of the Gaelic Black Houses. 

And something happened to his face, something young and 
timeless and still; devoid of worry, of confusion; something 
beautiful from long ago -  an inscrutable moment, a smoothing 
out, a going back over the years to the age of innocence. 
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His eyes remained closed, a slight lift at the corner of his lips, 
when Kirsty dropped a plate in the kitchen. The sound of 
smashing crockery broke the spell and he returned to the present, 
a frown forming on his brow as he opened his eyes. 

There was a pause before his gaze and his thoughts wandered 
back to the distance. No! It hadn’t all been innocence at all. Even 
then, more than three score years and ten ago, undermining the 
surface joy and bliss of childhood, there had been a simmering 
upheaval on the horizon of his life - uprootal, imagined rejection, 
rage. 

And there was that earliest incident of all - murder of his twin 
brother in the womb. Why had they told him that ‘joke’ 
falsehood? What unthinking relative had told him that? What 
purpose had it served?  And of course there had been that infant 
jealousy, jealousy of a little white dog sleeping on mother and 
father’s bed, a poor wee scrap of a thing condemned thereafter to 
innocent guilt, and by now a receding white speck padding, 
eternally unforgiven, down an unending dirt road.
 
And then there had been the rape!!

A sob rose in his chest. Could it have been these occurrences had 
made him the complicated, flawed and sometimes violent man he 
was subsequently to become? A haunted expression appeared in 
his eyes as he listened again to the stillness of the moor. 

His thoughts returned to Coinneach, to his last sight of him a few 
months before. As he had stepped into the car taking him south, 
he had turned around then to see his brother standing here in the 
garden, where he himself now stood, his finger as ever on his 
accursed throat valve and his grey eyes mischievous as he croaked 
his parting shot:

 ‘No bogeymen, Roskil. Don’t allow them bogeymen.’  
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Kirsty had swept up the broken crockery and he could hear the 
shards tinkling as they dropped into the dustbin. Lifting the 
plastic bag containing Coinneach’s yellow shoes from the table, he 
returned to the house.
__________

Evening had arrived and Big Preacher stood in the middle of the 
kitchen floor and took both of Kirsty’s hands in his own. 

‘You know something, dear sister, what I have done with my life 
has been quite a mess, let’s face it. It’s rather pathetic that I have 
taken this long to admit to it, even to myself. And now I have 
created a monster, in all truth a terrorist organisation, and in the 
process I have inadvertently contributed to escalating hatred and 
violence - all in the supposed name of God. The world - 
civilisation - can’t survive any more hatred and violence. And 
now I must try to atone. We all have some evil in us, but these 
“new” Cleansers have it in abundance. What they are doing is 
arbitrarily projecting their own evil onto others - onto a group of 
fine people called Muslims. The Nazis identified the Jews in their 
midst by forcing them to wear yellow stars. What now? Will the 
Muslims be required to wear yellow crescents?’

Big Preacher sighed.

‘They are a disgrace, Kirsty, an abomination. They are an insult to 
God and humanity. They have no understanding or compassion. 
They are not Christian. They are no different from the jihadis of 
Islam who, in the same way, are not real Muslims and who, in the 
same way, insult God, insult their own religion which they distort, 
and ordinary decent Muslims.

‘My sources tell me that the new Cleansers are intentionally 
picking a fight, are goading Muslims into violent reaction - just as 
the jihadis are doing with our people. These wretched people 
want conflict, don’t want peace. That is what their existence is 
about. It is the oxygen of their being. The decent people of our 
respective religions; of all religions; even the non-religious indeed, 
must get together and drive all these evil and ignorant bigots to
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extinction - otherwise the world is heading for a very dark place. 
All moderates must confront and destroy the bigots in their midst,
otherwise these same moderates are an irrelevance, an apathetic 
waste of space. Those moderates, on all sides, who remain silent 
and do nothing are in effect guilty of criminal negligence, and as a 
result are as equally guilty as their own violent extremists. 

‘Each of the major religions comprise of millions and millions of 
adherents, and they are spread globally. Not one of these major 
religions can ever hope to conquer or destroy any of the other 
major religions, because there will always be millions to 
vehemently oppose them. Nobody can win! No one religion or 
race will ever conquer and rule the world, so they must forget 
their arrogant ambitions and learn to get along with one another. 
Any religious war, nowadays, being ultimately global, can only 
result in the entire world being laid to waste.’  

A solemn faced Kirsty broke her silence:

 ‘Megiddo awakes, Roskil!’

Momentarily puzzled, Big Preacher continued in his own vein.

‘I’m not all stupidity, Kirsty. I suspected from a long time back 
that the Cleansers had been infiltrated by elements with things in 
mind, other than our original concepts and aims. Rather 
arrogantly, I had thought that I could manipulate these elements, 
their power and financial benefits, to the original Cleansers’ own 
ends. Patently, I was wrong. And increasingly, I realise that it is 
not the worshipping of God that is causing conflict within 
mankind but the manner in which one worships Him. 
Christians, Jews and Muslims recognise, at times reluctantly, that 
there is much in common in their respective beliefs, in so far as 
they are all people of the Book. Arrogantly, all other beliefs, 
meantime, are regarded as being so much mumbo-jumbo, as being 
mere rubbish. Well, I am increasingly of the belief that that 
conception is wrong. It’s ironic that of all the different religious 
beliefs, it is predominantly those who call themselves the people of 
the Book - Christians, Muslims and Jews - who have resorted, in
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the name of and in the propagation of their beliefs, to hatred 
intolerance, violence and forcible expansion. Does that mean that 
they have failed God’s test of love, tolerance and peaceful co-
existence? It is quite a question. God must surely be furious with 
them.’   

Kirsty gazed up silently at her brother as he continued.

‘I have visited so many parts of the world Kirsty, have been swept 
up in so many cultures and beliefs. I have seen their temples, 
mosques, synagogues and churches and have observed them 
pray. I have observed the Buddhists, with their little bells and 
their smouldering incense sticks, and their gentle consideration of 
all creatures, right down to the common fly. I have seen the 
Hindus, washing away their sins in their sacred Ganges. I have 
seen the devoutness of praying Sikhs and Jews.’

He took hold now of Kirsty’s hands.

‘And, as you know, I have observed the devoutness of the 
Muslims, during the many years I lived among them. Within all 
races and cultures there are, of course, the “good” and the “bad”;  
and among the apparently devout, there is a proportion that is 
shallow and “insincere”. But what I have found among the truly 
devout of all  beliefs is that they have all independently reached  
the same conclusion; the conclusion that in order to become “good 
people”, they and their societies have to have morality and order, 
respect for others and, importantly, must honour and revere a 
supreme entity - The Creator - by regularly acknowledging him. 

‘And how have they arrived at that same conclusion? It is because, 
at the end of the day, I believe that they are all worshipping, and 
taking guidance from, the same God - the same one-and-only true 
God - a Supreme Being. Some of them, admittedly, reach Him by 
round-about ways, acknowledge Him via various minor symbolic 
or substitute gods. The Buddhists have Buddha, the Hindus have 
their sacred river - the Ganges. Some of the more primitive beliefs 
have sun or moon gods, or rain or thunder gods. Even the 
Christians, having Jesus who was sent to us as God in man’s
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image, often offer homage via symbols of Him, such as crucifixes 
or statuettes. But all these symbols or minor gods, are merely 
conductors, finite entities to which people can physically relate, 
and they all lead back to the same one-and-only true God - the 
Supreme Being. 

‘Nobody is ever going to convince me that these billions of devout 
people from so many diverse religions, possessed as they are of 
morality, conscience, love, generosity etc., are going to be denied 
access to Heaven, simply because they aren’t people of the book. Just 
as God created the great diversity of colour race and culture, I 
increasingly believe that He also created a diversity of worship 
and that each of these forms of worship, having reached the same 
conclusions about a one and only true God, a “Supreme Being”, 
are equally “right” in that Supreme Being’s eyes. And as such, and 
crucially, each of their devotees will be “saved”.’

Big Preacher saw a worried, almost horrified expression 
appearing on Kirsty’s face. Kirsty believed that her belief - Free 
Presbyterianism - was the one and only true and purest belief. She 
had never been entirely comfortable with, or convinced by Big 
Preacher’s strivings for a Christian Utopia, which called for an 
amalgamation of the Protestant and Roman Catholic faiths. As she 
often protested to him, she couldn’t accept a faith that preached 
the importance or necessity of a Pope - a human mediator - as a 
path to God’s Kingdom. 

Nor could she accept the necessity of Purgatory, a half-way house 
for sinners, which “necessity” made Christ’s sacrifice on the cross 
- to save all sinners - meaningless. Kirsty’s belief - Free 
Presbyterianism, as practised in the Gaelic West Highlands - was 
the most fundamental branch of Christendom and of Christian 
worship. 

Kirsty’s Free Presbyterian church was severe and basic:- no 
crosses, or pictures or statuettes, which were regarded as false 
idols and craven images: no music, only the discordant yet 
uplifting strains of untrained and unaccompanied human voices 
singing their psalms: no unnecessary paraphernalia, such as
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highly coloured robes and elaborate headgear: no cups, maces or 
candelabra of gold. When worshipping the Almighty, the mind 
should be pure and focused. There should be no distraction 
whatsoever.  
 
When someone as gentle and humble as Kirsty exhibited such an 
uncompromising stance on her belief, and she had her 
counterparts in the other major beliefs, it only illustrated just how 
very difficult it would be to paper over the cracks dividing all 
beliefs. However, it wasn’t the time to be compromising Kirsty’s 
heart-felt beliefs or agitating her unnecessarily. 

Big Preacher smiled and raised her hands to his chest. ‘I am 
merely thinking aloud Kirsty - theorising.’

‘You are a good man, Roskil. And like all good men you want the 
world to be a better place. You are desperately hoping for the 
salvation of all peoples, and in so doing, you are in danger of 
losing your way. It is Satan who is putting these thoughts in your 
head. And, I remind you, as the Bible predicted, we, the 
Christians, will be beset by doubts about our beliefs - because of 
Satan!’ 

Gazing up into her brother’s face, her voice softened.

‘And now Megiddo awakes, Roskil! Megiddo awakes!’ 

A bemused Big Preacher paused before replying:  ‘I know, Kirsty. 
I know,’ he said, without understanding what she was saying at 
all. 

‘Anyway, dear sister, it is time - time for me to go. Thank God for 
my old driver, Shamus. He and others of the faithful have 
arranged things, and will cover up for me. Others still of the 
faithful down south, along with Rania Khaled and her Muslim 
moderates, will be waiting for me in Glasgow. 
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Together, we have arranged a mass peace march throughout the 
country. I’m going to the church to pray now. After prayers, 
Shamus and his friends will have my clothes and the motorcycle 
ready, out the back on the moor road.’

Kirsty looked up at him, concern in her face. ‘I know you have to 
go, Roskil, and I wouldn’t try to stop you. God’s work is never 
done. But why not go by car? A motor-cycle at your age, Roskil.  
Remember that you are an old man, a very old man if I may say 
so. God’s been good to you Roskil. You are still amazingly fit, but 
a motorcycle at night, at your age!  It will be cold and it will be 
dangerous.’

‘A great deal of thought and planning have been put into this 
Kirsty. The night roads are full of patrolling Cleanser motorcycles 
and therefore a motorcycle won’t raise as much suspicion as a car. 
Moreover, with the motorcycle I can better hide my identity 
behind the helmet. Being alone also minimises suspicion. They 
know there are many here who are sympathetic to my way of 
thinking, sympathisers who could be reasonably expected to 
accompany me on any break for freedom. They too will be under 
scrutiny. Having them stay behind could be a useful smokescreen. 
By the time they will have missed me, hopefully sometime after 
daylight, I will have met up with the others on the outskirts of 
Glasgow and we will have strength in numbers and will take it 
from there.’

Kirsty didn’t look convinced, her sincere honest face being a 
picture of concern that touched her brother’s heart. She had had 
her sorrows in her day, leaving her pretty much alone now. Her 
and William’s blood groups had been a lethal mix for which they 
knew no cure in those days, producing what were termed back 
then as ‘Blue Babies’, all of whom had died virtually at birth. And 
the nephews and nieces that remained were scattered across the 
globe. Only a handful of aged and forgetful cousins remained 
within reach. Yes, kin-wise, he and Kirsty were pretty much alone 
in the world.
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‘Coinneach’s yellow shoes are in my saddle bags, Kirsty. I have 
decided to bury them on Rannoch Moor on the way south. Future 
generations might yet know something of our beloved “perfect 
specimen”.’ He smiled warmly.

‘What a lovely thought, Roskil. Coinneach would have liked that.’ 

Tears came into Kirsty’s eyes. ‘Dear brother,’ she said. ‘You and I 
are all that is left of Effie’s and Kenny’s immediate issue - the last 
of a spent generation - the fading remnants of the ancient Gaelic 
race; the products of a beautiful liaison, that began at a dusty old 
cross roads so very long ago. Take care of yourself, and come back 
to me. God bless you, Roskil.’

 She reached up and kissed his cheek. 

And he smiled back down and gently left her.
__________

It wasn’t his all-white Harley Davidson with its myriad silver 
bells that Big Preacher rode but a standard black and chrome one, 
and the clothes he wore were those of the standard Cleanser ‘road 
patrol’. It was twilight, the darkness of the night closing in quickly 
and he was glad to be on the road, the reassuring growl of the big 
machine beneath him.

Reaching the Glen Harlaig cross roads he stopped and gazed up at 
the rocky outcrop on the darkening horizon, up to Creag Sionnach - 
the Fox’s Rock - its weathered ancient face, now, over a century 
later, still clutching at a rusty and crumbling old horseshoe - a 
fading declaration of young and never ending love. He gazed at 
the spot for some considerable time, the shadows of a vanished 
people drifting across his eyes. 

His gaze shifted south, across Glen Harlaig, to the hill beyond the 
river, to An Cnoc Crochte - the Hanging Hill - where so many 
Gaelic men, the clansmen of old, had met their end. As a child he 
had often gazed upon that same hill in the moonlight, from the
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safety of Granny and Shennair’s front door, imagining he could 
hear the voices of dead men on their way to Hell. A wry smile 
appeared on his face at the memory. 

Pulling down the helmet visor, he put the big Harley into gear 
and rode to the fork in the road leading to Vartaig. It was taking 
him out of his way, but he travelled a couple of kilometres along 
it, turned the Harley around and cut the engine. Raising the visor 
again, he gazed at the rising ground above him, up to the 
cemetery where Coinneach and generations of Gaels lay silent and 
motionless - waiting for God and for Judgement. The night had 
fully closed in now and all he could see was darkness, a great 
bottomless void, and all he could hear was endless silence. It was 
as if he had reached the edge of the world. 

Gazing up towards his brother’s grave,  he held his breath, a 
sudden soft breeze rising on his face, coming towards him 
unbroken from the nearby Atlantic; a caressing sigh, indolent, 
without urgency. And there was a voice in it, a voice he had 
known well and had loved so very much, the voice of his dead 
brother: No bogeymen, Roskil; don’t allow them bogeymen.

Goose pimples rising on the nape of his neck, he ripped the 
helmet off and listened intently, again holding his breath. But 
there was no voice in the breeze, no voice at all, only the breeze’s 
own whisperings in the long grass. And then it fell away as 
quickly as it had risen and there was silence once more. He 
glanced upwards again, into the darkness. 

‘Oh Coinneach,’ he sighed, ‘how sorely I have missed you. You 
have never, ever, left my thoughts or my heart. You are in all of 
my days - in the waking of the dawns and in the stillness of the 
sunsets - and in the dreams of all my nights. The world has been 
so empty without you. And things, this side of The River, get 
worse by the minute. I’m so tired of people being ugly with one 
another.’  He continued to stare towards the unseen cemetery, his 
voice gentle: ‘Good night Coinneach - wee brother. We will meet 
again, in God’s time. I’m heading south now. It’s time for me to 
atone, time to be putting things to right.’ 
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Replacing his helmet, he lowered the visor, started the Harley and 
roared down the road. 

He had passed beneath the towering COG monument and crossed 
the Skye road bridge to the mainland easier than he had expected. 
His general appearance and a cheerful wave of his hand in the 
passing had sufficed to satisfy the card-playing Cleanser guards 
manning the new toll booth. 

The yellow wash of the headlight beam on the winding road and 
the deep growl of the Harley were soothing - and he had the road 
to himself. He half raised the visor to smell the sweet air blowing 
off the passing moors and hills. Ahh! - the smell of Gaeldom, of 
childhood. So fresh, so therapeutic! He loved motorcycles, had 
loved them all his life, had raced them as a wild young man. A 
motorcycle, he would tell you, could be the warrior’s horse, 
bearing you, the victor, into conquered mystic lands; it could be 
the eagle, giving you the power of wings, bearing you on the 
soaring thermals of freedom and adventure; or it could be the 
tiger that decides to bite you - or kill you in the blink of an eye. He 
was grateful now, at his time of life, to be still fit enough to ride 
them. Kirsty had been right:  health-wise, God had been good to 
him, had given him his mother’s genes - old Effie’s genes.

The West Highland town of Fort William arrived and passed 
quicker than he had anticipated, and as he headed up Glencoe 
now, through the increasingly barren hills towards the savage 
Rannoch Moor, a bright full moon was appearing and 
disappearing behind black racing storm clouds. Imperceptibly, a 
world had crept up upon him of alternating pitch darkness and 
muted silvery light. 

Distant thunder cracked and reverberated down on the peninsula. 
He breathed deeply at the air again and thought of the onerous 
work ahead of him. At that same moment, a vehicle with 
peculiarly bright lights appeared on the horizon behind him the 
lights glaring in his mirrors. The Harley Davidson wasn’t an
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overly fast machine and he hoped the vehicle would overtake him 
soon. With that he returned to his thoughts. 

Yes, Coinneach had read it correctly. With the creation of the 
Cleansers he had created a monster. It had all started out as a 
counter to sin and disorder, a counter to violence, drugs and 
Godlessness. And in heading down that road, he had no regrets, 
had known it to be right. But somewhere along the line the final 
destination had been hijacked, somewhere along the line, furtive 
and unseen, a clash with Islam had crept in as a prime objective. 
In the process, his long-time friend Blue Eyes had deceived him. 
Or perhaps Blue Eyes himself had been deceived or had lost his 
way.  

The following lights were beginning to annoy him. He wished 
they would dip or overtake. 

Yes, Blue Eyes, it would appear, had proved to be unexpectedly 
traitorous. And as for these violent cohorts of his! The whole thing 
was unravelling. Where had these ‘new’ Cleansers come from 
anyway? How had they risen to such prominence unnoticed?

The following headlights were becoming a real pain. 

He had by now arrived on the vast empty plateau of upland 
Rannoch Moor. Not so very far ahead, he remembered there was a 
long straight stretch of road. At the far end of that, a spot that 
Coinneach had particularly liked, he would bury the yellow 
shoes. 

His thoughts were racing with all he had to do. His friend Rania 
would be worried by the latest terrible developments. All of his 
moderate Muslim friends would be concerned. The old-guard 
Cleansers would recoup however, he would see to that, and the 
question of clashing Islam and Christianity would be resolved in a 
civilised manner - by way of discussion, friendly debate, 
understanding, and ultimately by way of peaceful coexistence.

He uttered a sigh of rising exhaustion within his helmet. 
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Rounding a bend, he arrived on the anticipated long stretch of 
road. Yes, at the far end he would stop to bury Coinneach’s 
yellow shoes. In his mirrors, he could see the bright lights follow 
him round. Then, suddenly, the lights disappeared and there was 
darkness, but the darkness was short lived, the lights reappearing, 
only for them to disappear and re-appear several times  more in 
quick succession - as if signaling! He tensed, at that split second 
suspecting the truth. 

And the moon emerged from behind the racing storm clouds and 
he saw the glint of light along the rifle barrel, behind the rock at 
the edge of the moor, and he sensed the focused deadly eyes. But 
whose eyes? Were they Muslim deep brown or were they 
Christian pale blue?

He saw the  yellow flash and felt the sudden sharp pain in his 
chest. He saw a second flash, which was followed by a pain in his 
side. He was by now approaching the end of the long straight. 
Ahead, the road turned sharp right, but he couldn’t move, could 
feel nothing. The machine beneath him accelerated, hit the verge 
and rose into the air, wildly somersaulting. He himself was 
thrown clear and he too was wildly somersaulting - and crashing 
against rock and clump of heather, and slithering along wet 
muddy peat, and he came to a jarring halt, his flowing blood and 
torn flesh and protruding bones at one with the damp cool earth. 

Somewhere, twenty yards away, the big machine had crashed to a 
halt and burst into flames, glowing orange in the darkness, like 
the night fires of the Bedouin and the Tinker camps. A car had 
stopped now on the road and there were muffled voices. 

He was lying at an unnatural angle on his back, gazing at the 
canopy of night sky with its alternating racing storm clouds and 
dark pools of a myriad stars, feeling nothing and wondering 
vaguely if he was about to die. And as if in compliance with the 
old cliché, his life began to pass before his eyes; a sequence of 
defining events, starting at the beginning . . .
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. . . alleged murder in the womb… a fleeing little white dog… enforced 
childhood exile (an imagined betrayal) - Glasgow, Skye, back to 
Glasgow…  the paedophile - and the childhood rape that shattered his 
soul; and the subsequent rage and confusion and drunken violence; the 
betrayal of a wonderful wife and children who left and disowned him… 
Saudi Arabia and the rediscovery of God… and, for better or for worse, 
his last legacy –The Cleansers . . .

Seconds! 

Was that it? Was that all it took to sum up a man’s life – all the 
huffing and the puffing? 

Seconds!! 

He blinked his eyes, remembering where he was and what was 
happening to him. He could hear the voices, still muttering some 
distance away on the road, but making no effort to approach and 
see how he was.
  
Strange, he thought - that of all places, it should end for him on 
Rannoch Moor, where Coinneach, his beloved Coinneach, had 
asked to be buried. And then he remembered the precious yellow 
shoes that were now burning, like discarded rubbish, in 
saddlebags a mere few yards away. 

He gasped in exhausted defeat and gazed again at the canopy of 
churning night sky. Somewhere, up there in the vast deeps of the 
universe, was the Kingdom of Heaven. Had he earned his place in 
it? Had he, as a man, added up to anything - or had his life not 
been worth a button?

And then it came to him. It had been drifting around in his head 
since Kirsty had said it - annoying him, for he knew he should 
know: 
  
Megiddo Awakes!

Yes! Of course!  ARMAGEDDON! 
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That’s what Kirsty was referring to when she had said it - when 
she had said: Megiddo awakes! Megiddo - the ancient ruined village 
in northern Israel, the biblically predicted location for the final 
terrible ‘last days’ battle of Armageddon! 

The thunder from the peninsula clapped again, louder and closer 
now, a deep rolling boom of a sound, ending in an ear-splitting 
crack, as if Rannoch Moor was being rent asunder. 

He felt himself swoon . . . and come back . . . swoon and come 
back . . . his eyes now searching the heavens - searching, 
frantically searching - and in a break in the storm clouds, in the 
star studded darkness, he reckoned he could see a pinhead of 
approaching bright light – a twinkling bright light - and an 
expectant gleam came into his eyes, and he caught his breath, and 
his heart began to thump, the thumping increasing and 
increasing, loud and very painful until… suddenly… it stopped. 

And the expectant gleam faded from his eyes, and they filmed 
over, no longer seeing an approaching bright light - no longer 
seeing . . . 
                   

- END -

FOOTNOTE:

( several more years in the future )

Hello my friend. . . we were young, you and I, when last we spoke. Both 
of us are old now, so perhaps you don’t remember me?. . .

Pardon? . . .Oh! you do? Well done! Yes, I am Joe Average – a Cake 
Eater. Like yourself, I am an ordinary every day man, but of enough 
intelligence, again like yourself, to question what’s going on . . .

Well, what do you make of it all now?. . . pardon?. . . oh yes indeed, the 
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world, the planet, sure is on fire. As you say, not just physically and 
literally but metaphorically, spiritually, morally, emotionally - you name 
it. . . not just searing heat, fire and drought, but also torrential rains and 
flooding, thunder, lightning and fierce shredding tornadoes. . . 

Those of us who believe, know it is God punishing mankind’s selfish and 
irresponsible behaviour. Other’s, the non-believer’s, maintain that it is 
all down to physics, astronomics, Mother Nature etc.  What they don’t 
realise is that all of that falls within the realm of God anyway. . .

Oh yes, climate change, along with virulent pandemics, is now the big 
worldwide issue – eclipsing everything else.  Some are saying that it is 
all too late, that we are doomed, that the climatic changes are now too 
established to be reversed. Others maintain that we are on the cusp, that 
something can yet be done – but only if mankind becomes responsible 
and behaves itself. . .

Pardon?. . .oh yes, I agree; far too many people – and increasing by the 
minute , devouring the planet’s diminishing food and other essential 
resources, and contributing to its mountainous toxic residue and waste. . 
. 

. . . yes, masses of people on the move, migrating around the globe, 
searching for space, food, security – survival. That is why world leaders 
are urgently advocating a mandatory maximum of two children for each 
married couple, with compulsory chemical sterilization of both parents 
for non compliance; the same punishment being applied to the parents of 
any out-of-wedlock children. . .

. . . oh yes my friend, drastic punishment indeed, but that’s how serious 
the climate warming and pandemic problems have become. . . 

 . . . and yet, despite the climate urgency and all the warnings and 
irrefutable evidence, there are still other world problems getting in the 
way -  human behavioural problems - as always. . . avoidable problems! 
As you know, Europe for example has become unbearably overcrowded, 
and is fast becoming an Islamic continent due to mass immigration and 
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one-sided  over breeding. The Jihadi mullahs are of course fighting the 
two children policy, while Taliban and ISIS adherents, emboldened by 
increasing numbers, are emerging with growing confidence, and 
menacingly  insisting on Sharia law. In over-liberal and ‘open armed’  
countries, jihadi militants are fast taking control. . . 

. . . Naturally, this  has led to an increasing emergence of opponents. 
Those European countries that opposed or limited Muslim immigration, 
are mustering their armies, offering support to their beleaguered 
neighbours. At the same time, all other threatened religions – Christians, 
Jews, Sikhs, Hindus, Bhuddists, etc, are naturally not going to lie down, 
and  are joining forces, worldwide, in the face of Jihadi threats to 
annihilate all opposition -  ‘by way of the sword’. Other opponents are 
the far right terror movements,  high among the latter being the ‘New’ or 
breakaway Cleansers . . .

Oh yes, as you say my friend, it is fortunate that defectors from the 
‘original’ Cleansers, under the leadership of Sahara and Dr Rania 
Khalid, took control and after a hard struggle weaned much of the  
support from the original lot . . . 

Strange, the turn that events have since taken:- Sahara and Rania 
getting married(!); Rania remaining a committed Muslim, while Sahara 
remained Christian. In that way, they have lead by example in the call for 
tolerance, understanding and integration. They are both retired now and 
living in obscurity, it is said, somewhere in the Scottish Highlands . . .

 Having taken control, they changed the name of the original branch of 
the Cleansers to the ‘Evolutionists’, a movement that embraces  all 
religions, races and creeds to its ranks. Their name, ‘The Evolutionists’, 
explains their existence and aims, in that ‘Evolution’ infers development 
and progression, based on improvement, tolerance and understanding -  
as opposed to ‘Mutation’, which is the result of deviation, degeneration, 
debauchery, conflict and intolerance. . .

 . . .  advocates of the maximum two child policy, the ‘Evolutionists’ 
continue, as did the original Cleansers before them, to stamp down hard 
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on bad or deviant human behaviour. . . . . . 

. . .Pardon? Yes, you are dead right my friend – there are indeed 
similarities in the stated policies of the Evolutionists, the Militant 
Islamic movements, and the Cleansers: but then,  ‘good behaviour’ is just 
common sense after all -  that is where ‘similarity’ or ‘agreement’ comes 
in. The problem lies in the ‘interpretation’ and in the ‘solutions’. . . 

. . . Pardon. . . ? Oh yes my friend, despite all the human global turmoil, 
and distraction, climate change IS being given top priority. World 
communities are realising that we are in this climate emergency together,  
and must cooperate and pull together in order to reverse the damage. . .

. . . The vast majority of the world’s population are firmly supportive, 
having come to understand that if man does not stop his own evil, then 
God or Mother Nature will. They have also come to realise  that if you 
are on the receiving end of intolerance or of racial or religious bigotry, 
just what terrible mortal peril you are in. A horrendous example of how 
suddenly that peril can engulf its victims, is to be found, of course, in the 
indescribable fate of the Jewish peoples during World War Two . . .

. . . Communities are tired to the back teeth of terrorism, division, 
criminal activity, intolerance, violence and ‘parasitic’ behaviour. A fast 
growing phenomena is that the world’s different ethnic and religious 
communities, including the good and moderate Muslim communities, 
are closing ranks and uniting, in order to expose, oppose and  eliminate 
all bigots, extremists and common  criminals hiding in their midst. Each 
community now understands, that in order to survive, the human race 
has to become a single global entity – become one close-nit family, a 
family comprising of differing but friendly and tolerant variations, 
looking out for and giving support and comfort to each other. . . 

. . . Of paramount importance is the need to behave, by way of morals 
and peaceful co-existence. Yes, we need each other; we need to cooperate, 
love our differences, and live in peace. If we are to reverse climate change 
and successfully fight pandemics and  mankind’s evil, it has to be that 
way. We also need to realise that flood, fire, disease etc. are the weapons 
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of God or of mother nature, weapons against which mankind’s weapons 
can’t compete. . . 

. . . Oh yes my friend, desperate times, with the most crucial decisions 
that mankind has ever faced being increasingly unavoidable.  With this 
in mind, I have left my most hopeful message until the end: I speak, of 
course, about the newly formed ‘New Generation Party’, a political party 
whose members are confined to those aged 21 or under, some of whom are 
as young as 13 and 14. The ‘New Generation Party’ is not only a 
political party but is also a ‘watchdog’ and ‘enforcement’ movement – a 
burgeoning world wide movement that is fast becoming a formidable 
global force – a phenomena!

Pardon?. . .oh yes indeed, my friend, the young of today have  had to 
grow up fast, become worldly wise, become political. Their very survival 
depends on it. We, the older generations have let them down. They no 
longer trust us. They now have their eye constantly on us. They have 
their worldwide parades and rallies. They are vocal and united – won’t be 
ignored. The future of the climate is their sole passion, focus  and 
concern. Nothing can be allowed to stand in the way.  Criminality and 
terrorism, etc., are considered as unacceptable obstructions to the 
realisation of their climatic goals. We, the older generation and our 
corrupt politics, with our division and prejudices will no longer be 
tolerated. We and our politicians will, from now on in, ignore the welfare 
of the younger and future generation at our peril. . .

. . . Oh, I agree with you there my friend. In these developments there 
could be HOPE; hope for the planet and the human race -  perhaps the 
last available hope. But it will be a difficult road, a close call. We can 
only pray that the young people of the world can pull it off. . .

Yes my friend, you and I are old now -  on the way out - but with age we 
have realized just how fragile the veneer of civilization and human 
existence really is - we can’t help but worry for our children and future 
generations. Are we really saying to planet earth: ‘goodbye old friend’? 
But we mustn’t think like that. We must continue to express hope and 
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remain positive . . . 

We likely won’t meet again my friend, so I will wish you a fond farewell.  
I don’t know about you, but I am going home to pray right now. 

Adieu - my friend - my brother – fellow earthling.

ooooooooooooo
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